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FOREWORD TO THE THIRD EDITION
It is heartening to note that even in this age of crass materialism
where readership is the first casuality, Parasaraprasna is in great
demand and the University is bringing out its third edition. Late Sirdar
Kapur Singh, National Professor of Sikhism had profound
understanding ofSikhism. He could eloquently speak and felicitously
write on any aspect of Sikh tenets, traditions and culture. The present
work is the outcome of long scholarly discussions spanning over a
year between Bhai Sahib and Sri Sardari Lal Parasara, his friend.
Diverse issues cropped up during these discussions and Sirdar Kapur
Singh cast fresh light upon these. The insights are, indeed, striking. At
places he is provocative, but so indeed is every original thinker who
unearths fresh furrows.
I am sure this work will go a long way in inspiring scholars and
commoners alike in dedicated pursuit of study of Sikh religion and
also of Comparative Theology as a discipline.

Guru Nanak Dev University
Amritsar

S.P. Singh
Vice-Chancellor
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EDITORS' NOTE
In writing his book, Parasaraprasna, its author, Sirdar Kapur
Singh, had drawn his material from a large number of sources and
had, in doing so, stuck to the orthographic patterns followed by their
authors without keeping in mind whether he was quoting them verbatim
or was, simply, reporting the matter on his own. This had resulted in
figuring of the same word in its different forms, side by side; for
instance, Krishan, Krishna and Krshna, or Shiv, Shiva, siva, or
Muhammad, Mohammed and Mohamet. We have at all such places
kept the character of the original source in mind and tried to bring
about uniformity in their use to the extent it was possible, leaving at
places, the tatsama and the tadbhava, both the forms, in tact. Similarly
a word come from an antiquated source in its antique sense has been
left untouched. Instances of these are the use of 'Sire' for 'Sir' and
'Mevalana', for 'Maulana'. At places we have been forced to use sand
sh for~ and c and ch (even mere c) for~ of the Sanskrit letters because
of shortage oftype with the requisite diacritical signs. For the facility
ofthe readers a Key to Transliteration and Abbreviations stands added
to the Book.
Sirdar Kapur Singh had in this book made profuse and repetitive
use of capital letters to bring into focus certain concepts and phrases.
While we have retained them at places where they were warranted,
we have taken care to avoid unnecessary repetition and their futile
use, though they may, even now, sound exuberant at places to a highly
critical mind.
Sirdar Kapur Singh, as the readers will note, was fond of writing
long sentences full of elliptical phrases and parenthetic subclauses.
This tended to make his sentences unintelligible at places. We have
sought to make them more intelligible by changing their sequence in
the sentences concerned, or by readjusting their punctuation marks,
all the time taking care not to disturb the tenure of his argument.
As it is, Sirdar Kapur Singh's style will appear to modern readers
marred by classical stiffness. Yet, his credentials are irreproachable.
(xiii)

He had not only produced a work of high scholarship in Sikh Studies
but had also made serious efforts to promote comparative study of
Oriental Mysticism.
The documentation ofauthorities depended upon and sources used
by the author for producing this magnum opus has, indeed, been a
very formidable task because of the very large number of works of
all shades and major languages of the world involved, and because
of the slip-shod way in which the author had noted them. Though
Prof. Pritam Singh, the sponsor ofthis book, and his team ofworkers
consisting of Dr. K.L. Sharma and Shri Raghubir Singh Tak, had
spent considerable labour on it, the work reqUired a reappraisal, filling
in of certain gaps, and recasting of various references. This having
been 90ne to the extent possible, the work still remains short of
necessary information here and there. For this, we seek pardon of the
reader, since the author is no longer with us to proVide the much
needed clues.
To facilitate location ofa topic, we have, apart from the General
Index, added a Subject Index which, we hope, the readers will find
very useful.
We owe our sincere thanks to the very kind cooperation extended
to us by Dr. K.L. Sharma and Dr. Shukdev Sharma ofthe Department
ofSanskrit, Pali and Prakrit, in checking Sanskrit quotations appearing
in the book.
We are thankful to S. Gursharan lit Singh, UGC Research Fellow,
Department ofGuru Nanak Studies for his ungrudging help rendered
in the preparation of the index of the second edition of this book.
Likewise, our thanks are due to the Director, Press & Publications,
S. lagjit Singh Walia, for the interest he took in the printing of this
book. The printing of this Volume owes much to the efforts of S.
Manmohan Singh Dhillon and his team, who have spent long hours in
the ardous work ofproof-reading. Without the enthusiastic cooperation
and hardwork of the staff and workers of our University Press, this
book could not have been brought in a short time. We are thankful to
them all.

Piar Singh & Madanjit Kaur
Editors
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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION
It was in year 1949, precisely ten years ago, that the author of
this book found himself in forced leisure and detention at Simla to
which place he had come on two months' holiday. Circumstances
lengthened this stay into a semi-permanent one and his peculiar
situation encouraged and necessitated long walks for which the Simla
parts ofthe Himalayas offer such wonderful opportunities. Long walks
are good for making the ruffled mind tranquil and a tranquil mind
faced with a crisis when the routine of life is suddenly upset, when
the habitual adjustments are broken, and when one is turned into a
floatsam of a disadjusted and displaced person asks fundamental
questions and seeks satisfying answers to them.
The author was in this mood and these circumstances, when in
1950, he met his old friend, Sri Sardari Lal Parasara M.A., the newly
appointed Principal of the Government School of Arts at Simla, and
Sri Parasara then made it a practice to join the author in his long walks
in the Himalayan woods and snows. It was on one of these walks in
the same year that this book, Parasaraprasna. or the Baisakhi ofGuru
Gobind Singh, took fortuitous birth. The author quoted from a Persian
manuscript, the Jangnameh (A.D. 1765) by Qazi Nur Mohammad,
which contains an account of the seventh invasion of Ahmed Shah
Durrani, of which event he was an eye witness as a member of the
invader's camp-following. In this manuscript, which was printed for
the first time in 1939, the writer makes many interesting references to
the Sikhs, whom his master had to encounter during this campaign
more frequently than was strictly to his liking. The language of this
manuscript is frankly that of an enemy of the Sikhs and Sikhism and
the acerbity of his narrative is relieved only by generous praise of the
Sikhs occasionally given. The quotation under reference said that,
'the Sikhs' religion and its practices originate from the teachings of
Nanak, who founded their new religion. Gobind Singh, who was
(xv)

a successor ofNanak, conferred upon them the title of 'Singh' and
thus the SHms became the Singhs, the Lions. These dogs are not
Hindus by religion or persuation. These evil-doers have a way of
life entirely different. I
Although the author had not made this quotation in support ofany
thesis about the nature and status of Sikhism vis-a-vis Hinduism, for,
the subject of talk was, writings by foreigners as sources of Indian
History, yet Sri Parasara reacted sharply towards this appraisal of
Sikhism- by Qazi Nur Mohammad and wanted to know, why this
foreigner was interested in dividing Sikhism from Hinduism and,
consequently, the Sikhs from the Hindus.

It was in answer to this question that the main thesis of this book
took shape during many long walks and talks, spread over a period
of almost a year and a half. In the beginning of 1952, the main body
of the book, as it appears now in print, was written down in the form
of mnemonic notes and memoranda, primarily at the request and for
the personal use ofSri Parasara.
Sri Parasara is an exacting questioner, and once in about every
couple of months, he used to find time from his own all-engrossing
duties to meet and question the author on some point, arising out of
the main thesis of this book, the type-script of which he, all along,
had in his possession. The twelve Appendices, which now form an
integral part of this book thus developed and eventually came to be
written down, like the main thesis.

It was in 1954, that this book, as it is, was completed, and ever
since it has been with the publishers and in the hands of the printers,
who the latter, are responsible, in an active sense, for making changes
in the body ofthe book, such as are only incompletely indicated in the
considerable errata attached.
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It is for the author to apologise to the reader, not only for the
unplanned and fortuitous character of the subject matter of the book
but also for its faulty production. The one he could help but had no
time to rectify, and the other proved to be literally beyond his control.
If and when there is to be another edition, the author hopes to remove
both these blemishes.
It was on the Christmas eve of 1957 that Sri Parasara confined to
the author that he had come across a passage in a book of the worldfamous historian, Arnold Toynbee, which confirmed certain
interpretations, the author had previously made about the true
character of Sikhism, particularly, the Order of the Khalsa. The
passage in question is as follows:

The intensity of an alien intelligentia's hatred of the Western
Middle class gave the measure ofits foreboding ofits inability to
emulate Western Middle class achievement. The classic instance,
upto date, in which the embittering prescience had been justified,
was the Russian intelligentia's catastrophic failure, after the first
two Russian Revolutions in 1917 to carry out its fantastic mandate
to transform the wreck ofthe Petrine czardom into a parliamentary
constitutional state in the 19th century Western style. The
Kerensky regime was a fiasco because it was saddled with the
task of making bricks with straw, of making a parliamentary
government without haVing a solid, competent, prosperous and
experienced Middle class to draw on. By contrast, Lenin succeeded,
because he set himself to create something which would meet
the situation. His All Union Communist Party was not, indeed, a
thing entirely without precedent. In Islamic Muslim History it
had been anticipated in the slave household of the Ottoman
Padishah, in the Qyslbash fraternity of devotees of the Safawis,
and the Sikh Khalsa that had been called into being by a decision
to fight the Mughal ascendency with its own weapons. In these
Islamic and Hindu fraternities the ethos ofthe Russian Communist
Party is already unmistakably discernible. 2
It became necessary for the author to explain to Sri Parasara at
length as to what was the true character and ethos ofthe slave household
ofthe Ottoman Padishah and what was the origin and character ofthe
Arnold Toynbee, A Study ofHistory, (Abridged), pp. 187-188.
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Qyslbash fraternity which made extreme sacrifices to uphold the
national Safawi dynasty ofIran (1499-1736), and how the ethos, in
the case of both ofthese, is fundamentally different from the true ethos
of the Order of the Khalsa, of which ethos the Russian Communist
Party unmistakably partakes. In the case ofthe slave household of the
Ottoman Padishah, the loyalty of the former was wholly actuated by
the knowledge that their position and material interests were inseparably
bound up with continuation in power ofthe latter. The essence oftheir
ethos is, therefore, enlightened self-interest, pure and simple. In the
case of the Qyslbash loyalty towards the kings of the Safawi dynasty,
the motive-base was communal gratitude and patriotism. Communal
gratitude, because the Qyslbash had for their nucleus, the descendants
of those Georgians who had been rescued from captivity of Timur,
when taken as war prisoners in wars with Bayazid, through the
intercession of the pious Sufi, Sheikh Saifuddin Ishag and it was a
great great grandson of the Sheikh, who founded the Safawi dynasty,
by assuming the royal title of Shah of Persia in 1499, as Ismail I.
Besides, the Safawis were truly, in origin and spirit Persians, which
inevitably invoked national and patriotic sentiment in their favour, such
as animated the Qyslbash fraternity. This is not to be confused with
the deathless pledge and loyalty of the Khalsa to a universal Idea and
Ideal, for the upholding and propagation ofwhich the Khalsa is sworn
to a dedicated life on this earth. It is something of this ethos which has
inspired the Russian Communist Party of Lenin; and the Order of the
Khalsa is, therefore, the latter's true prototype. Lenin's view that his
party is an exception in the history of human societies, was mistaken,
as is the view of Arnold Toynbee that the creation of the Order of the
Khalsa was contingent phenomenon dictated by the exigencies of the
~oment, for it was a logical development and entelechy ofthe teachings
ofGuru Nanak revealed in certain sulras ofthe Japu itself~ and fighting
the Mughal ascendency was an accident and not a cause.
Sri Parasara frankly confessed that it was for the first time that he
had listened to the author's such expositions of Sikhism with a mind
completely free from scepticism, and that, previously, the author's ideas
had always struck him as mostly newfangled. Such is the well deserved
prestige which European scholarship enjoys in India.
(xviii)

Remains it now for the author to record his thanks to Professor
Pritam Singh, M.A., of the Mohindra College, Patiala, who not only
found time from his multifarious duties and preoccupations to prepare
the errata and the Index but also otherwise encouraged him to let the
book see the light of the day in its present unkempt form. Dr. Mohan
Singh, M.A., Ph.D., D.Utt., Head of the Punjabi Department of the
Punjab University, Chandigarh, is well reputed for his learning and
scholarship but his generosity of disposition is not so wellknown.
The author feels honoured by the fact that Dr. Mohan Singh, has
condescended to permit his name to be associated with this book, as
its introducer.

Parasaraprasna, the name of this book, meaning 'the Questions
of Parasara' is appropriate enough in view of the way this book came
to be written, though there is no intention to suggest any comparison
with the world-famous Pali book, Milindapanha, ofthe incomparable
Nagsena. Its subtitle, 'The Baisakhi of Guru Gobind Singh,' being
the earlier of the two suggestions has also been retained for obvious
reasons.
Kapur Singh
Simla, the 12th January, 1958
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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION
This book published first in 1959 was generously received by the
public and for the last many years it has been out of print.
The demand for a second edition has been persistent and pressing
for the past several years; and now I have mustered courage to apply
my mind to revise the book for a new presentation.
Several changes and additions have been made in this new edition,
such as suggested themselves, or were suggested by friends and by
those not quite friendly to the main thesis of the book.
The sub-title, The Baisakhi of Guru Gobind Singh, given in the
First Edition has been dropped, as the original thesis under this title
has now been converted into chapter I. The appendices of the first
edition have been redesignated as 'chapters', so that the present edition
has now thirteen chapters in all, a lucky and auspicious number in
Sikhism, since tera, which means thirteen, as well as Thine am I, is
an utterance making the first epiphany of the Sikh religion. In A.D.
1495, Nanak in his first unitive experience of God, while outwardly
engaged in recording official counts of measures of grain-stores at
Sultanpur, repetitively uttered this word in its non-numeral secondary
meaning, completely disregarding official requirements of accuracy
ar.d accountancy.
The author hopes that the book might lead to a truer and deeper
understanding of the Order of the Khalsa and the Sikh religion and
their relevance to some of the problems that stir the mind of the
modern intellectual.
A word about acknowledgements too. Almost every page of this
book is under heavy debt to other and far superior minds and writers
the undersigned has freely acknowledged in the footnotes and textual
references in this book. That this debt is, indeed, far heavier, can best
be acknowledged by referring to Terence (195-159 B.c.), a Roman
playwright who, when accused ofunacknowledged borrowings from
the Greek dramatist, Menandar, replied: 'Nothing is ever said which
(xxi)

has not been said before', and by pointing out that this book is not an
outcome of the sustained and disciplined academic labours of a
professional writer to whom necessary library aids and assistance of
trained scholar secretaries is normally available, but it is only a
putting-together-in-book-form, a samhita, so to speak, of the fitful
labours of a politician who has been naive enough to believe that
warp and woof of politics is the right idea and not the grasping of
power and who, by training is a mere civil servant, who was so
simplistic as to think that, in a free India too, it was his duty to execute
the validity formulated policies of the politicians in power, in
accordance with the rules and the laws of the land, with the right to
point out irregularities and improprieties and to indicate his stand,
when necessary, in the Lutheran strain: Here I stand as my conscience
bids, and I cannot act otherwise. So help me God.

It is in this background and with this understanding that the
generous reader is requested to go through the pages of this book.
Kapur Singh

Tinjamin, Khajabaju,
Jagraon (Punjab)
25 May, 1975.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE FIRST EDITION
Neither the author, an intellectual giant, nor this book, a tour de
force of living adoration of the Master and a sincere and balanced
and frank appraisal of the historical evolution of Sikhism needs any
commendation from anyone. If, all the same, I am going to say
something, it is only to express my own gratitud~ and that of our
community for this work and to lend the weight of my own humble
thinking and research to his mature considerations.
Sirdar Kapur Singh, whom I have known since 1930, has had a
very brilliant academic career. He got a first class first in Philosophy
from the Panjab University, Lahore, and a Tripos in Moral Sciences
from Cambridge with first position. In addition, he is a very sensitive
original poet in Punjabi. Independence ofthought and action has been
the hall-mark of his life and for this he has suffered.
The Sikhs have been described by non-Indian observers as a
separate nation, almost a separate race and Sikhism has been described
as a spiritual republic, a spiritual democracy, a military democracy,
by competent Western writers. To me, membership of the Order of
the Khalsa is a prize which has to be won by an initiation which
demands both saintliness and heroism, selfless public service as well
as individual moral excellence.
In the fIrst chapter, the author gives the dual esoteric and exoteric
significance of the double-edged sword which Guru Gobind Singh
used at the first initiation of the five candidates into his Order of the
God's own, and states boldly that this Order claimed at its birth to be
a new Way of life, the third Panth, a distinct people. He quotes Sir
Charles Eliot who says that Guru Gobind Singh's ordinances were
successful in creating a tribe, almost a nation. Significantly, the actual
names bfthe first five initiaties are miraculously symbolic, they being,
the lion ofdharma, the lion of daya or compassion, the lion ofheroism,
the lion of imperturbability, and the lion of self-mastery, three first
names being Persian. In appendix one (present chapter II), Sirdar Kapur
(xxiii)

Singh has undoubtedly sounded very deep depths and correlated Sikh
initiation rite and ceremonial to the ancient Indian saiva and
Buddhist, Vedic and Muslim initiation ceremonies, initiation objectives
and initiation pre-requisites. In appendix two (present chapter III),
references are made to the "Hymn of Man" in the R6rveda and to
Swedenborg's Theory of Correspondence which dates back to
Egyptian and Sumer cultures. The author is at his best when he unveils
the symbolic value ofthe hair and points out the reasons why the Guru
forbade shingle and shaving, and only an inspired lover could have
said, "The reasons why the Guru forbade shingle and shaVing are
grounded in the metaphysical postulates oftranscendental aesthetics."
Appendix three (present chapter IV), deals with the commandment,
"Thou shalt not smoke", and appendix four (present chapter V), gives
the inner mental equivalences of the remaining three kakars. Here,
too, the author has traced the ancestory of the Guru's three other
commandments.
In discussing the Archetypal Form of Guru Gobind Singh, of
which dark blue clothes, pure steel armour, the lance, the white hawk,
the jewel-aigrette and the dark blue horse are the most Significant,
the author has almost excelled himself and I bow to him for the vast
range of his comparative study of world mythology and world
religions. I do not indulge in an hyperbole when I say that I have
come across this range and this profundity in very few modem Indian
writers. Appendix seven (present chapter VIII), is a monument of
Sirdar Kapur Singh's spiritual wisdom. {] nder the heading
"Parthenogenesis", the significance of the steel-stirred and sugarsweetened water used in the Khalsa initiation is laid bare most
csmvincingly.
The author is to be congratulated, for amongst other things,
pointing out several bits of incorrect history and unwarranted
interpretations made by some historians. A good deal in the chapters
on "Sikh Raj" and "The Hindu Caste System" is a matter about which
more than one historical interpretation is possible, but there is no
room, no ground either, for factual contradiction or for an allegation of
bias. The chapter on "Sikh Congregational Prayer," including a most
(xxiv)

brilliant English rendering ofthe text ofthe prayer, must gladden the
heart of every Sikh and strengthen his faith in the miracle working
power of congregational prayer and worship, which is the pivot of
Sikh social, political and spiritual living.
Let me end with the hope that Sirdar Kapur Singh's memorable
contribution will receive the homage it amply deserves from all
students of comparative study of religions in all parts of the world.

Panjab University,
Chandigarh
4.1.1959

Mohan Singh Diwana
M.A., Ph.D., D.Utt.
Head of the Punjabi Department
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The Double-edged Sword used by Guru Gobind Singh for
administering Arnrit
(p. 1)
(Plate I)

Bodhisattva Manjusri with a double-edged sword
(Note also the Chuda on his cranial eminence referred to on
p. 77 of this book)
(Courtesy Staatliche Mussen, Museum for Indische Kunst, Berlin)
(Plate II)
(p. 3, tn. 3)
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The Golden Temple at Amritsar (Note its Lake-cum brick structure)
(Plate III)
(p. 19)

Ganga - Jamuna
(Courtesy National Museum, New Delhi)

(Plate IV)

(p. 44)

Sri Kesgarh Sahib-the Blessed Fort of the uncut hair
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Alexander the Great of Mecedonia
(The fashion setter for shave and shingle)
(Plate VI)

(p. 78)
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The Akal Takht
(Plate VIII)

(p. 229)

CHAPTER

I

THE BAISAKHI OF GURU GOBIND SINGH
The manner in which Guru Gobind Singh gave proof of his
thorough knowledge of the art of dramaturgy on the BaisakhI day,
March 30 of A.D. 1699 (Julian Calendar), is fairly well-known, but
not so the revolutionary ideas which inspired it It is common
knowledge that on this memorable Baisakhl day, Guru Gobind Singh
called a big meeting at Anandpur [Sahib]. When all were seated,
he drew out his sword and cried, 'Is there anyone here who would
lay down his life for dhatma?' At this the whole assembly was
thrown into consternation, but the Guru went on repeating his
demand. At the third call, Daya Ram, a Khatri of Lahore [Central
Punjab side], rose from his seat and offered himself. The Guru
took him into an adjoining enclosure ... [and soon after] came out
with the Iblood-] dripping ... [sword in hand] and flourishing it
before the multitude asked again, 'Is there any other Sikh here who
will offer himself as a sacrifice [for the cause of dharma]?' At this
Dharam Das, a Jat of Delhi [Haryana side] came forward and was
taken into the enclosure.... [The Guru again came out with the
blood-stained sword, and made his previous demand]. In the same
way three other men stood up, one after another, and offered themselves for the sacrifice. One was Muhkam Chand, a washerman of
Dwarka'[GujaratState]; another was Himmat, acookofJagannath
[Orissa State]; and the third was Sahib Chand, a barber of Bedar
[Mysore State]. The 'Guru, after dressing the five in handsome
clothes, brought them before the assembly.!
These five were then administered, what is known as the Baptism
of the Double-edged Sword (khar:l(;ledlpahIlJ), and were then knighted
I
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as singhs, as the Five Beloved Ones, the first members of the Order of
the Khalsa, into which the Guru himself begged to be admitted, and
was baptised and initiated as the sixth.
One Sohan un SurI was an official in the secretariat of Maharaja
RaIJjIt Singh, employed as the royal historiographer. He has left a
comprehensive history of the Sikhs, called the Umdat-ut- Ta warikh. It
was subsequently published in five volumes by the British rulers of the
Punjab in the nineties of the last century. Incidentally, as it now
appears, this Sohan un Surl was, throughout, a secret paid agent of the
Hon'ble East India Company, with their headquarters at Calcutta,
receiving a high regular salarium of Rupees one hundred and twenty
five per mensem, which at the annexation of the Punjab, was commuted into a pension, "eternal, to continue generation after generation", but which eventually terminated when Punjab was partitioned
in 1947. Abmad Shah BatalHi, a man of letters, wrote his Tawiirikhi-Hind in A.D. 1818, which is still in manuscript form, but a ponion
of ~hich was published as an appendix to the first volume of the
Umdat-ut- TawMikh of Sohan Lal Sun in 1880. Another historian,
Bute Shah alias Ghulam MuhIuddIn, has written a comprehensive
history of the Sikhs, which also is still in manuscript form, and which
bears the date of its completion as the year A.D. 1848, the days which
saw the last flickers of the Sikh Empire. Both the Muslim historians
record, almost identically, that on this memorable occasion, after the
Guru had baptised the Five Beloved Ones and knighted them as
singhs, as the first members of the Order of the Khalsa, he addressed
the great gathering of the Sikhs and said, among other things:
I wish you all to embrace one creed and follow one path, rising
above all differences of the religions as now practised. Let the four
Hindu castes, who have different dharmas laid down for them in
the sastras (containing institutes of vamasramadharma), abandon
them altogether and adopting the way of mutual help and cooperation, mix freely with one another. Do not follow the old
scriptures. Let none pay homage to the Ganga and other places of
pilgrimage which are considered to be holy in the Hindu religion,
or worship the Hindu deities such as Rama, Krshl)a, Brahma,
Durga, etc., but all should cherish faith in the teachings of Guru
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Nanak and his successors. Let men of the four castes receive my
Baptism of the Double-edged Sword, eat out of the same vessel,
and feel no aloofness from or contempt for one another. 2
As already mentioned, when the Guru had administered baptism
to the Five Beloved Ones, he stood up before them with folded hands
and, as BOte Shah also testifies, begged them to baptise him in the
same way as he had baptised them, so that he, the Guru, too, may
become a disciple and a member of the Order of the Khalsa.
According to both these Muslim historians, one of whom wrote
before the Sikh sovereignty in the Punjab was established, and the
other after it was extinguished, concur in stating that during the first
few days after this memorable Baisakhl, some eighty thousand men
received the Baptism of the Double-edged Sword 3 to join the Order of
the Khalsa.
Sikh authors of Sri Guru Sobha and Gurpratap Surya Granth
popularly called Sura} Prakas, both recount that the first ordinance
which the Guru issued to the Sikh congregations throughout India,
including the congregations in Assam, Ghazni and Kabul, was to the
2

3

Sohan La! SiiI1, Umdal-ul- Tawarikh, I, p. 5; and BOte Shah Tawarikh-i-Punjab
(Persian), pp. 405-406.
SaddhannapundarIka, ch. 1, where the Bodhisattva, Manjusn, is described as
"bearing a double-edged sword, that clean discriminating weapons." There is
a remarkable likeness between the double-edged sword preserved at Takht
Kesgarh , Anandpur Sahib, a<; the idemical sword with which Guru Gobind
Singh stirred the baptismal waters on March 30, 1699, and the double-edged
sword, shown as held in the right hand of bronze padmBsana image of Manjusn
sculptured in Java, in the seventh century, now preserved in Berlin Museum.
It is reproduced in Grunwedel's Buddhist Art in India, which has been translated
into English by Gibson, 1901, p. 2()().
Compare this esoteric significance of the double-edged sword with the
exhortation of Guru Gobind Singh to the Khalsa bidding them to "take up the
sword of true knowledge in hand and destroy the illusion and ignorance of the
mind, from the very roots" :
~ eft ~ ~ ura- ~ W3""if3T ~ ~I
Krsnavatar, DG, p. 570.
Also,compare with the Bhagal'adguB :
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[With the sword of true knowldege cut out the roots of the nescience and
perplexities that invade the mind.)
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following effect:
In future the Sikhs should come into my presence wearing long
hair. Once a Sikh is baptised, he should never trim his hair or
shave. He should not use tobacco, or psychedelic intoxicants that
confuse or mutate intellectual comprehension, and all Sikhs
should hencefonh receive the Baptism of the Double-edged
Sword.
Be it remembered however, for the current impression is to the
contrary and thoroughly mistaken, that although the Baptism of the
Double-edged Sword was in the nature of a modification of, and not
an innovation on the accepted forms and usages ordained by the
predecessor Gurus, the other injunctions, regarding abstinence from
tobacco, abuse of intoxicants and shaving and trimming of the hair,
were mere reiterations with enhanced emphasis on their drastic and
draconian observance. There is ample testimony in the meagre Sikh
'contemporary records and writings that, from the very beginning,
from Guru Nanak onwards, almost all the Gurus gave indications,
sufficiently clear, that the type of the Man and the Society at which
they were aiming, must wear uncut hair as the veritable symbol and
testament of their spiritual integrity.
This, in shon, is what happened on the Baisakhi of March 30,
1699, and this is the beginning of the Order of the Khalsa, which from
its very birth has claimed the status of a new way of life, the third
panth, a separate community, and a distinct people, from the two ways
oflife, already known and largely practised by the peoples of East and
West and the inhabitants of India, the way of the Aryans represented
by Hinduism and its heterodox forms Buddhism and Jainism, and the
Semitic way of life represented, primarily, by the Christians and [he
Mussulmans. That such was the unambiguous claim made for his new
order of the Khalsa by the Guru himself, cannot be in doubt, as the
Guru's own assertions on this point amply suppon the testimony ofthe
contemporary non-Sikh historians and writers:
The Semitic scriptures and the Aryan sacred books speak of many
viewpoints, the authority of which I do not accept. And, likewise,
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the exegetic commentaries on these texts bring out subtle niceties
of thought, which I do not regard as significant.4
That such has been the stout belief and the basic impulse of the
Sikhs and their history can be readily ascertained by any dispassionate
person who would take pains to enquire with an open mind.
That such a claim, when brusquely made by a Sikh, puzzles and
annoys many honest, politically oversensitive Hindus, is easily the
most unfortunate phenomenon of the recent history of India. Nor is
this opposition of opinion confined to Indians, Sikhs and non-Sikhs.
The foreigners, the Europeans, with exceptionally trained critical
faculties and equipped with scientific intellects and well-informed
minds, have also reflected this divergence of opinion about the Sikhs
and Sikhism, and they also easily fall into the two groups formed by
Indians on this issue. The scholarly author of Hinduism and Buddhism, Sir Charles Eliot, concludes that Guru Gobind Singh's "ordinances were successful in creating a tribe, almost a nation. "5 On the
other hand, Arnold Toynbee in his monumental work, A Study of
History, quite simply asserts that the Sikhs "are virtually a caste of the
Hindus."6
It is, therefore, not without profit to consider and analyse the basic
ideas and their implications which underline the happenings of the
Baisakhl of March 30, 1699, as celebrated by Guru Gobind Singh at
the sub-mountain town of Anandpur Sahib in the Indian Punjab.

What were these ideas to which Guru Gobind Singh tried to give
concrete expression on this day of Baisakhi?
It would seem that these basic concepts were five in number,
symbolic of and synchronous in their configuration and gestalt,
though not in their origin and introduction, with the Five Beloved
Ones whom the Guru initially created into his Order of the Khalsa.
•
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Ramavatar. DG. p. 254.
, Charles Eliot, Sir. Hinduism and Buddhism, II, p. 272.
6 Arnold Toynbee. A Study of History, VII. p. 415.
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These five ideas are: (1) the absorption of the individual soul into
or its contiguity with the Infinite Soul, as the ultimate aim and
summum bonum of human life, and, as a corollary, religion and
religious activity being the activity par excellence, worthy of serious
minds; (2) an equalitarian and global fraternity in which this
activity must be grounded and into which this ideal must permeate;
(3) acceptance of new principles of politics, subordinated to those of
ethics, resulting in the universal acceptance of the tradition of open
diplomacy; (4) organisation into the Order of the Khalsa of those who
agree to dedicate their lives to and are competent for furtherance of
these ideas; and (5) the vision of a new and regenerated humanity,
heralded by the Baisakhl of March 30, 1699, and symbolised by the
day of Baisakhl.
By understanding these five ideas alone, which stimulated the
basic impulses of the work and teachings of Guru Gobind Singh, it is
possible to understand the temper and soul of the Sikh history, and the
true significance of Guru Gobind Singh as a religious prophet.
It is hardly necessary to go into the details of what the summum
bonum, as conceived by the best of the Hindu minds throughout the
ages, has been. It conceives of true philosophy as a discipline which
fully takes into account the mystical experience and arrives at its
formulations accordingly. It conceives of the ultimate reality as that
which is the ground of the diversity of the conditioned existence,
which is our phenomenal universe. Moksa, the liberation from this
conditioned existence, is that which every serious-minded person
ought to aim at. All the cults, darsanas and philosophies of India,
throughout the ages, represent a quest for ways and means of achieving such liberation. All the Gurus, from Guru Nanak to Guru Gobind
Singh, agreed with and accepted the axioms underlying such a quest,
namely, the fundamental concepts of Brahma and saTJ1sara. Along
with the other savants ofthe Hindu race, the Gurus also accepted these
concepts as self-evident and, therefore, they agree with the basic
Hindu faith that the paramount duty of human individual is to pursue
ways and means to demolish the partition which separates the Brahma
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and the sarpsara. In the very first stanza of the Japu, Guru Nanak poses
the question: "How shall then the Truth be attained and the partition
of falsity demolished?"? His answer is :
Now that human birth has been granted to you, this is the
opportunity for you to meet your Lord, the God. All other pursuits
are irrelevant. 8
Viewed thus, Sikhism is basically of Hindu genius.
The most fundamental and startling departure, however, which
the Sikh Gurus have made, is from the social philosophy of Hinduism
and this is what conspicuously divides.the people, who fall under the
category ofHinduism, in its specific sense, and those who go under the
name of the Sikhs. To define Hinduism as a religion and as a culture,
has been a most difficult task, as scholars and students have repeatedly
found for themselves. It has been recognised generally that Hinduism
has four facets: (1) it is an ethnical and racial group, (2) it represents
a gourp of highly complex philosophic ideas, (3) it stands for certain
broad and distinguishable religious and social practices, and (4) it is
grounded in a distinct and peculiar social organisation. Ethnically and
racially, modern Hinduism, that is, the Hinduism which took its final
shape in the age of Imperial Guptas of the third and fourth centuries
of the Christian era, and which had its inception and growth in the
preceding seven or eight hundred years coeval with the rise and
growth of Buddhism in India, is rooted in and confined to the
peninsula of India, the Bharatavarsa, that geographical unit of the
ancient Hindu cosmology called the Jambudvlpa, the region bounded
by the Himalayas in the north, and by sea on the other three sides:
The country that lies north of the ocean and south of the snowy
7
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mountains is called Bharata and there alone dwell the descendants
of Bharata, that is true Hindus. 9
In this blessed region, "A human may take birth only through the
extraordinary grace of God."lO And, let it be understood clearly that:
A birth. even though a hundred times repeated, is utterly worthless
and and pointless, ifit is in a r~gion other than India. II
Sikhism as preached by the Gurus is definitely and completely at
variance with this facet of true Hinduism, as the fonner clearly
preaches and visualises a universal culture and religion, which knows
of no ethnicity or any regionallimicacion of origin or habitat
"The human race, essentially, is a universal brotherhood-racist,
sectarian or colour distinctions are not to be deemed as fundamental,"12 says Guru Gobind Singh. This attitude, this declaration, is a fundamental departure from che fundamentalist angle of Hinduism, nor
can it be legitimately described as the reassertion of the older, Vedic,
and heterodox Buddhist aspirations regarding eligibility of the whole'
human race to the Truths which are pure and exclusive discovery of
the genius of the Hindu race? This re-assertion of the older heterodox
attitude of willingness to admit into the spiritual fold of Hinduism the
whole of humanity, finds its most lofty and philosophical exposition
in the writings of the modern SrI Aurobindo. SrI Aurobindorepresents
,
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Akaluslat, DG, p. 19.
It is the ancient Chinese wisdom of Confucius that "all mf''l constitUle a
single family", which is echoed by Prophet Mohammad in the l.)ur'an (11: 20)
that, "All human beings belong to the same community" (2: 213). This doctrine
is forcefully repeated again and again in the Qur'an (II : 119, 16 : 94 and 43 :
34), which made it the most forceful catalyst in the historical emergence of a
cohesive international Muslim community. No doubt, by upholding this
doctrine, the Guru had intended it to form the foundation of the global
egalilarian community that is implicit in the basic schemata of the Order of the
Khalsa.
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this older and heterodox tradition that the Truth capable of saving the
humanity is and shall be the product of Hindu genius for ever, and for
ever, and that through this Truth alone the Humanity shall, eventually,
be saved. 13 The belief, common to The heterodox systems of Buddhism and Jainism, that a Buddha and a Tlrthankara, can only arise and
teach in India, is here merel y re-echoed by this modern upholder of the
Upanishadic tradition, Aurobindo of PODc;licherry. The Sikh Gurus,
which is the same thing as Guru Gobind Singh, stand for a different,
more amplified belief and a different vision of the future world
culture. They preach the doctrine of a growing culture, coming to
fruition through a process of synthetic growth, mutual assimilation
and emergent evolution of the truths, revealed in the consciousness of
the mankind as a whole:
The Semitic and the Aryan soul, and all that is heterodox besides,
spring from the same All-Ground impulse and source and are
converging towards the same goal. 14
Such is the declaration which Guru Gobind Singh makes. IS
The second facet of Hinduism is a gestalt-group of certain basic
philosophic concepts; and, in our view, stich basic concepts are four
in number, which permeate throughout and ferment Hinduism, as its
warp and woof and as its elan vital.
These are: (1) the doctrine of Karma, (2) the doctrine of Transmigration or Metempsychosis, (3) the doctrine of Dhanna, and (4) the
doctrine of Maya.
13

Mother India (February, 1952), Pondicherry, p. 7;

511 Aurobindo, Life Divine,
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The doctrine of Kanna is, what the modern science calls the law
of cause and effect, but on the moral plane. The doctrine of Transmigration is the belief in the resurrectional continuity of the essence of
human personality, irrespective of physical births and deaths. The
doctrine of Dharma is the identity of the moral categorical imperative
with the inner essence of the things and persons, and the doctrine of
Maya is the conviction that what the world of existence reveals to us
through our senses and mind is not real, but misleading and illusory.
Sikhism accepts all these four basic philosophic concepts, though
these concepts are, in some fundamental respects, interpreted differently and evaluated otherwise than in the various sects and schools of
Hinduism. Viewed thus, Sikhism might appear as essentially and
basically a Hindu religion. The scope of this short thesis would not
permit any detailed discussion of sllch differences that mark and
distinguish the Sikh philosophical thought from the main current of
the Hindu traditional thought in respect of these four metaphysical
concepts.
Grounded in and arising out of these four philosophic concepts are
the ways of life, the cults, the traditions of religion, which constitute
the main limbs ofHindudom. These traditions are represented by four
main currents in the river of Hinduism, which is the third facet of
Hinduism, and every philosophic system, every darsana or view of
reality, every Hindu orthodoxy, falls under or subserves one of
these four traditions. They are; (l) Smarta, (2) VaiSQava, (3) Saiva,
and (4) Sflkta.
In the Smarta tradition, the fundamental spiritual activity consists
of yajna, the sacrifice, through which the super-human forces are
sought to be appeased and harnessed to human welfare. This is the
Veoic cult par excellence, for it is the krya, the performance of a ritual
that not only channels and directs the forces of the spiritual world, but
this krya, the correct ritual, correctly and duly performed, also sustains it and, for want of it, the cosmos may face the danger of
unwinding, retrogression, liquidation and disintegration. The
Bnihmana texts which first systematised the theory behind Vedic ritualism, assert that these ceremonial observances, the yajna, control the
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processes of nature and even gods. In Mlmarhsa philosophy which
first formulated the pattern in metaphysical form, it is emphasised that
knowledge is fruitless, good deeds in vain, and true happiness impossible without yajna. The basic activity of this yajna rests on its
fundamental doctrine of the mantra which postulates that the essences
of things are represented by the words, the Sabda. The Yajurveda,
compiled mainly from the 8gvedic hymns but showing considerable
variations from the original texts, is the fundamental text-book of the
Smana cult. In this Yajurveda tradition the religion becomes an
entirely mechanical ritual in which crowds of priests conduct complicated ceremonies, primarily through chanting of mantras, whose
effects are felt in the farthermost heavens through generation of a
spiritual potency, apiirva, which is indestructible. The underlying
principles of the yajna, resting on the belief of the power of the priests
to do or undo the cosmic order itself, strike the modern scientific mind
as 'ravings of mental delirium', as some European scholars of Vedic
literature have irreverently referred to them.
The Yajurveda, now, consists of two recensions, Sartlhitiis, the
Black and the White, the Taittinya and the Vajasaneyl, respectively.
Pompous German Sanskrit scholars 16 speak of the Black Yajur texts
as 'undigested jumble of different pieces' having a 'motley character',
and 'ravings of mental de1irium'.17
The idea of potency of sound, emerging out of speculations about
the relation of a word and the thing it represents, does not appear to be
specifically Indo-Aryan, for its traces are found in almost all civilizations, but its best exposition is given by the Mimarosa school which,
in the second century B.c., revived the verbal mysticism of the Smarta
vedic tradition and maintained that every word was the reflection of
an eternal prototype; and this genre of speculation Guru Gobind Singh
specifically repudiates. 18
17

Max Muller, Chips [rom a Gennan Workshop, Vol. I, Introduction.
Von Schroeder, Indien : Literatur and Kultur in Historischer EntwickJung,
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This tradition, this way oflife, was superseded by the post-Vedic
thought contained in the Upanishads, and since then, that is, since
about 1000 B.C., the proto-historic period of Hinduism, this tradition
and this way of life, with its philosophic doctrine of the mantra, has
not found any large number ofdirect adherents in Hinduism; and even
the Arya Samaj movement in north India, which apparently declares
its undivided loyalty to the pristine Vedic way of life, in practice,
accepts these bases of Vedic religion with considerable mental
reservations. Sikhism is grounded in the post-Vedic Upanishadic
tradition and ways of thought in so far as this aspect of Hinduism is
concerned. There seems to be, however, one curious exception which
places Sikhism, particularly as finalised by Guru Gobind Singh, in
line with this Smiirta tradition. The ceremony of what is called,
akhal)dpath practised amongst the Sikhs and claiming the approval
and authority of Guru Gobind Singh himself,19 is apparently a Vedic
ceremony of yajna, based upon the doctrine of mantra. Just as the
Vedic sacrificial performance requires the attendance of officiating
priests, the hotr, the udgatr, the adhvaryu and the brahma, the
akhal)dpfith ceremony requires four readers, and the continuous and
un-interrupted reading of the Guru Granth apparently proceeds on the
doctrine of the mantra. But here the resemblance ends, and on closer
examination, the akhal)dpath ceremony is found to partake of Tibetan
and Far Eastern Buddhist practices:
where religious chapel services consist not of prayers, but of
recitations of scripture by which merit is acquired. This merit is
then formally transferred by the officiants to some special object,
such as the peace of the dead or the prosperity of the living
suppliant. 20
It is known that chanting or reading of sacred sutra is an ancient
Buddhist practice and it is deemed as worship in speech. An Eastern
order of monks in Christianity (fifth-sixth c.) also were known as
19

20

The Sikh annals have nothing authentic to substantiate this view. Even the
citation in r.n. 18 above, negates this. The practice, very likely, originated much
after Guru Gobind Singh's quiting the scene-editofs.
Charles Eliot, Sir, op. cit., I, pp. LXXXV-VI.
PadmapUTaQa, 11.257.40-41.
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acoemeti (Greek: akoimetos, sleepless), for, they kept divine service
going on, day and night, by alternating choirs. This too was the
Mahayana Buddhist practice prevalent in Central Asia in the early
Christian centuries.
In these Buddhist and Christian practices, which seem to be the
true prototype of the Sikh akhal)dpath, the temper and the doctrine
sustaining the same is basically different from the Vedic yajna and
recitation of ritual mantras, for, in the former the doctrine is that
recitation of the scripture is worship in speech which makes the
practice a truly religious supplication, while in the latter doctrine the
possibility is ofcoercion and control of spiritual powers of nature, and
the temper is that of manipulation which renders it as non-religious
magic.
The second tradition of Hinduism is represented by VaiSlJavism,
the basic propositions of which are, (a) that ViSlJu, the Preserver of the
Universe, incarnates Himself, not necessarily in human form, but
quite often in sub-human forms, from age to age, to re~establish virtue
and to destroy evil, to re-establish VaI1)asramadharma in fact, as the
Bhagavadgitfi tells us, and (b) that the mortals may achieve emancipation only through loving adoration of anyone of these incarnations
which are counted as ten in number. 21 These propositions are repudiated completely and without ambiguity by the Sikh Gurus:
A hundred curses on the man who holds and declares that God
incarnates. 22
Neither to KrSlJa nor to VislJu do I render homage or worship, for,
though I have heard of them, I know them not. 23
The Hindu divinity, Rama and the Muslim God, RahIm, and,
likewise, the Hindu scriptures, the Puranas, and the Muslim
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scripture, the Qur'an, I accept them neither as worthy of homage
and worship, nor as authority. And there are many schools and fine
metaphysical dis"tinctions formulated in respect of the Vedas, the
Sastras and the Sl1l[t.is, the primary sacred books, their exegesis in
many ways, as well as the sacred law-manuals. I accept the final
authority of none of these. 24
The True Man hereby truly utters this Truth: he who is subject to
birth and death is not perfect,25
Thus those who see in the origin and contents of the Sikh
movement anything of this VaiSlJavism or the historical Bhakti
movement of the Middle ages, which was based on this VaiSDavism
or cognate propositions, show a complete lack of understanding of the
real nature of Sikhism. Beyond the fact that Sikhism is of historical
proximity to this Bhakti movement of the Middle ages, and that it
somewhat partakes of the atmosphere and temper of VaiSDavist
climate, it has not much in common with the latter. Among the
principal features of this climate are its anti-Brahmanical attitude, its
preference for vernaculars 26 over Sanskrit, its total surrender theory,
such as Lokacarya's marjara27 doctrine, its stress on devotion through
image-worship rather than through knowledge, and its own peculiar
forms of ritualism, such as caste-marks.
2_
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It is easy to demonstrate that similarities of Sikhism with some of
these features are not so intimate or fundamental as to suggest any
direct or indirect borrowing.
The chief landmarks of the historical development of VaiSIJavism
with reference to its literature, and particularly its lesser subjects,
illustrate the point.

Pancharatra Agamas of SaQoilya (AD. 100), NIirayaQlyanugltIi
and Harivamsa
(A.D. 500)-all
now embodied in the
Mahabharala-, the hymns of the early Alva.rs (AD. 650), the
Bhagavadgita (A.D. 750), the ViSQupuraQa (A.D. 8(0) and the
BhtigavatapuraQa (AD. 900)28 are the milestones in this sacred
literature's' development. With Sankara, VaiSQavism received a
temporary setback, but the movement was reinstated by Ramanuja
(c. 1017-1137) 'who brought the soul back to Hindu philosophy', and
its progress thereafter was unimpeded.
Among the lesser VaiSQavites are the Harldasa sect whose devotional songs were written by the saints of Karnataka; its creed is based
on the Dvaita system ofMadhava (1197-1200), the Srlvahmava of the
Tamil country, who recognise all the 24 incarnations of ViSQu, the
Sahajiya who stress the RadhakrSQa aspect and often tend toantinomianism, beyond good and evil, the Kisoribhaja, who practise a form of
religious sexualism and virgin-worship, and the Sakhlbhava, who
indulge in homosexuality as a religious discipline.
28

These dates arc acceptable to western scholars and indologists, while Hindu
scholarship would recede these dates often to a thousand years in most cases.
Here is one illustration: Adi Sankaracarya, the sun of Hindu metaphysics and
the chief architect of Vedanta, is held as having been born at Chidarnbram in
44 B.C. by his biographer, Anandagiri, and his death is given by him in 12 B.C.
Telang places him in 6th century, while Bhandarkar believes that he was born
in A.D. 680. Professor Keith would place him in the early 9th century, while
Venkateswara would have him lived for 92 years from A.D. 805 to A.D. 897,
mainly on the ground that such stupendous work as Adi SankaracArya is
credited with, could not possibly have been accomplished in 32 years, the
traditional life-span of the great savant. The currently accepted view which is
supported by Max MuHer, Macdonell, Pathak, Deussen and Radhakrishan is
that Adi Sankaracarya was born in Kalad in Kerala in A.D. 780, and in A.D. 820
he entered a cave in Kedamath to disappear for ever.
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The afore-mentioned Sahjiya tendency towards antinomianism,
nirdharma, is by no means a peculiar or exclusive characteristic of this
development of VaiSlJavism; it has an ancient ancestory in the
development of Hindu religious thought, in the Mahayana Buddhism
as well as Saivism. The basic idea that man is not necessarily bound
by the moral law and can reach a state that takes him beyond its
purview, so that he freely ceases to obey and to be bound by its
precepts, permeates the Sakta cults ofNatha, Kaula, and Kapalika and
the Mahayana cults of Vajrayana and Kalachakrayana.
The guiding tenet of this religious philosophy is svecchacara, do
~s you please, and its psychological justification is grounded in the
profound Hindu psycho-analytical insight, yatra yatra mana yati tatra
parampadam,29 towards whatever direction the basic mentation tends,
that indicates the path to liberation of the individual soul.
Highly immoral pranks of some gods and goddesses of Hindu
pantheon and shocking behaviour of some rishis, highly evolved
Hindu souls, has to be viewed thus so as to be tolerated and appreciated
by normal puritan minds.
This Hindu antinomianism must further be distinguished from the
Christian antinomianism, that is the doctrine that the Christians are
emancipated by the Gospel from the obligation to keep the moral law
as formulated in the Old Testament decalogue, faith, alone being
necessary, faith in the Christ, the Holy Ghost and God. Emancipation
through faith alone, in supersession of the moral law, has been
accepted in Mahayana Buddhism as well as in strictly orthodox,
sunnah, and certain amoral heterodox, bi-shar'a, cults of Islam.
But in Sikhism such a doctrine or line of thought has been utterly
and completely abandoned and repudiated, and the religious life has
been altogether and absolutely identified with the moral life :
The night, the seasons, the lunar day and the solar day, the air, the
water, the fire and the deep spaces, all these envelop and ensconce
the earth Which is the locus of dharma, the Moral Law. Here, on
this earth, dwell various and numerous forms of life and species
of created beings. They are all, in all cases, made subject to the law
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of Kanna, i.e. the rule of moral and good conduct, by God who is
true forever and forevel more, and is the Judge of Truth. No body
is acquitted honourably in His Court, except those of good and
righteous conduct i.e. the panchas; and the final liberation is,
verily, the gift of His Grace. The mature and the immature are
finally adjudged as such in the Court of God; and this truth every
soul shall know for itself in the Beyond, when the final moment
of truth arrives. 30
To recall, Sikhism does not permit sexual orgies, nor does it allow
adultery. "Sexual orgies and wrath tell heavily upon one's health.
They bring about dissolution of the human body just as borix causes
dissolution of gold",3! saith Guru Nanak. These are, therefore, to be
shunned. Again, he admonishes elsewhere: "Give up ye cherishing
evil designs on another's wife and wealth. Give up ego, carnal
passions, evil motives, talking ill ofothers, and all that is a store-house
of sexuality and ire".32 Indeed, the Sikh scriptures are full of injunctions on the point. Likewise, emancipation through faith alone has
never been the slogan of Sikhism. The founder of the faith has
explicitly said that the Guru, the Pir, in fact, the Prophet would stand
by his believer only ifhe were to abstain from eating caricature, which
is synonym with all that stands for immoral and antisocial. He goes on
30
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to stress that mere talk would not secure for him the much desired
emancipation so long as he does not practise truthY
This characteristic of Sikhism that sharply separates and distinguishes it from other religions, including VaiSQavism, is grounded in
the ancient spiritual insight of the Upanishad which declares that:
This Absolute Righteousness and the Moral Law, which directs
the Universe and Society and the aggregate of the human body and
its organs, is elixir of all beings, and all beings are its elixir. 34
In this background there are more cogent reasons for believing
that the Sikh movement has drawn indirect inspiration from devotional upsurge of South India, represented by the fourth century
Trikkural composed by Tiruvalluvar and, subsequently, by the
Nayanaras of seventh century of the Christian era, whose sacred
writings are compiled in the Tirumurrai, rather than from the mainstream of Vaisnavism. On closer scrutiny of the Bhakti movement of
the Middle Ages and this earlier devotional upsurge in the south of
India, and on closer comparison of the forms and contents of both with
the contents and patterns of the Sikh movement, it appears more
reasonable to suppose that the Sikh movement drew some of its
inspiration from the earlier movement in the South for the following
reasons : (a) the Sikh Gurus were at pains to repudiate the basic
proposition of the Bhakti movement; (b) the compilation of the Granth
by Guru Arjan has a close parallel with the compilation of the
Tirumurrai in so far as, like the Vedas, the Tirumurrai and the Granth
are in the nature of sarhhitas, compiled and edited, but not composed
by a single man, while the literature of the Bhakti movement consists
of books and not sarhhita, such as the Ramayana; (c) the Tirumurrai
and the Granth claim the status of primary sacred writings, such as the
Vedas themselves, while the literature of the Bhakti movement claims
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for itself merely the status of secondary sacred literature. The latter i~
pious literature relying on human argument and referring to scripture
as authority, while the former is scripture or sacred writing, in its own
right. An illustrative parallel is to be found in the Pitakas of the Pali
canon, the Prajnapfmnitasiltras of the Mahayana Sanskrit canon and
the A vadanasof the Buddhist pious writings, such as Mahavastu, and
Divyavadana. (d) It is now becoming clear that in his extensive
sojourn in the south, Guru Nanak was influenced and impressed by the
southern school of Indian music and its temple architecture 35 and
many ragas and sub-ragas employed by Guru Nanak and his successors in their revelatory poems, make their appearance for the first time
in nonhern India, as does the temple architectural design oflake-curnstructure of the Golden Temple, Amritsar, and the Sikh Temple at
Tarantaran. All facile speculations and assertions, therefore, about
Sikhism being an off-shoot of the northern Bhakti movement and
Guru Nanak being influenced by or indebted to Kabir or other saints
of this category, are, on closer scrutiny, found without any worth or
substance; and the conclusion is irresistible that Vaisnavism and
Sikhism are poles apart, in spirit and content, in temper and climate.
Similarly, Sikhism is completely outside the pale of Saivism,
which views god Shiva, as the Supreme God of the universe and
primarily represented by His procreative symbol, the linga.
The repudiations made by Guru Gobind Singh on this point are
unambiguous:
Some there are who pay divine homage to stone-icons by bowing
before them in complete self-surrender, and others who dangle the
sacred Jingaofthe Shaivites around their necks as a symbol of total
allegiance to god Shiva. These are false religious practices in
which people indulge in ignorance of the true secrets of religion
that pertains to God. 36 Great god Shiva, they deem as the God
3~
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Almighty, compassionate and Etemal ! How little they do know
of God and true religion. 3?
The corpus of Sivagama, or Shiva-code, or Saivasiddhanta i.e. the
True Principles of the Shaiva-religion, is closely allied to the Yoga
and theistic fonns of the Sankhya metaphysics. It accepts the three
ultimates. pati, the Lord, pasu, his flock or souls, and pasa, the noose
or matter. Thus, the Shiva is pasupati, and as such, on a terracota seal
of Mohenjodaro, he is shown as surrounded by animals. In each kaJpa,
the world-period, Shiva evolves the Universe and souls, and in order
that he may act in them, he evolves his Sakti, often called Uma. 38 This
act of evolution is his world-famous Nataraja fonn, so beautiful1y
reified in the Chola bronze, now preserved in the Albert and Victoria
Museum, London.
The Shaivites are distinguishable from the VaiSDavites in as much
as the fonner do not accept the notions of the descent, avatar, of the
deity, and also in so far as Shaivitecults are generally more ascetic and
stern than those of the VaiSDavites as they lay extreme emphasis on
ascesis, mortification of flesh, tapas. The picturesque yogis and
sadhus, so beloved of the American tourists' camera, those with
upraised withered arms, those who take rest on beds of nails, the
scatophilic anchorites who feed on carrion and excrements, those who
frequent burning ghats and live-cemetries, are almost all of them
Shaivites. The Shaivites are strong believers in the unity and immanence of God; they abhor idolatory and are deeply conscious of
personal sin, declaring: "even my good is evil."
This Shaivite cult or religious tradition of Hinduism has nothing
substantially in common with Sikhism of the Gurus.
The fourth tradition, the Sakta tradition of Hinduism, which views
the Godhead primarily in the fonn of Universal Mother Goddess and
which is permeated by beliefs and practices of sexual mysticism, has
been unequivocally disapproved of by the Sikh Gurus.
"
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Utter waste and weariness is the life of the Sakta, for how can man
be cleansed and made whole except through and by the wholesome Truth ?39
Overpowered by carnal desires, submerged in passions of the
flesh, bereft of faith in one true God, how can mortals realise
Him ?40
An integral part of this Sakta tradition is, the theory and the
practices of the Tantra cult, as represented by the Mahayana Buddhism,
fully developed in Bengal in the M{ddle Ages and by the Jogis in the
Punjab. Siddhgosti of Guru Nanak is primarily concerned with the
repudiation of this cult as then understood in northern India. Avalon
describes the Tantra cult as "the development of the Vaidika
Karmakanda, which under the name of the Tantra Sastra, is the
scripture of the Kali Age," in the Introduction to his Principles of
Tantra (p. xxvii). These speculations derive from the ancient Hindu
insight that there are analogies of structure and identity between man
as microcosm and the macrocosm itself, asserted in the Guru Granth
also. 41
Tantra cult is a corollary of this insight, which postulates that man
could use this common identity to modify the spiritual and material
factors in the universe, if he proceeded from his own person and
followed appropriate ritual. Tantrism consists of formulae, meditations and personification of passions, its major idea being that instead
of opposing passions one should cultivate them so as to capture their
powerful spiritual uplifting potency. It is this psychological presupposition which Sikhism denies and repudiates, as already stated.
Saktism is the doctrine of the worship ofSakti, the Primal Energy,
which is conceived as the Female Principle of the evolving universe
while Tantrism is the sum total of modes of this worship and the two,
therefore, constitute the two sides of the same medal.
3.
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Saktism and Tantrism, in mutual integration, constitute a complete religion, such being the claim made on its behalf. Kulliikabhatta
(c. 14th century) in the commentary on the Manusmrti (II. I) asserts,
that:
the divine revelation and self-evident authority is two-fold, the
vedic and the tantric. 42
The dual characteristic of the Hindu gods, the contemplative and
the active, the reigning and the conquering, the meditating and the
militant, are nowhere so prominent as in Shiva and his conson, and
when the Primal Energy is referred to in Saktism, it is the Sakti of the
god Shiva that is specifically intended. She is identified with the One
Great God, Mahiideva, since she combines in her person, both the
Universal Male and the Universal Female principles. She is the
Ardhanarisvara, the Half-Female Male God, so beautifully chiselled
out of the living rock in the Elephanta Caves in the sea near the shores
of Bombay (c. 7th century). She is the Magna Mater, the Jagadamba
whom Saundarya-laharl of the prestigious Sankara describes as the
worthy Mother, the Jaganmat[
Whose slender waist, bending beneath the burden of the ripe fruit
of her breasts, swells into jewelled hips, heavy with the promise
of infinite maternities.
She has 1008 names, which is the number of creations and
dissolutions of the universe before it is annulled into utter void,
mahapralaya, as a prelude to a new creation; and each of these names
is indicative of Her many manifestations during the many cycles of
creations: Ambika, the Mother, Annapiirna, giver of nourishment;
and, hence the A nnapiima restaurants ofcheap food established under
Government aid in many towns of present day India; Bhadrakall,
prosperity-maker; BhairavI, awe-inspiring; Bhavanl, the mother of
existence, the form in which the goddess was worshipped by the
Thugs in India; Bhattanayika, the chieftainess of the devils; Chandl,
with-angry-mien; Chinnamastika having a severed head, the form in
which she killed the terrible demon, Nisumbha, referred to in the
Chandlcharitra of Guru Gobind Singh, and the form in which the
.. ~~ ~Ql a~ ~<tft 'q I
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celebrated Sikh martyr, Baba Dip Singh Shahid (A.D. 1758) fought
and struck terror in the ranks of the Pathan enemies of the Sikhs, near
Amritsar; Dasabhuja, ten-armed; GaurJ, the fair-complexioned; Girija,
the mountain-born; HimavaU, the daughter of the snowy Himalayas;
Jagaddhatr, the world-sustainer; Kali, the Time; KamakSI, the wanton-eyed or the goddess of permissive sex, the form in which she is
worshipped in Assam or might be worshipped in the near future by the
world-community of the Flower-people, the Hippies; KameSvari, the
goddess of love or the Hindu Venus; Kanyakumari, the ever-virgin,
Cape Comorin, the southern tip of India, is thus named; Katan, the
nude, topless and bikiniless; Lalita, charming; Mahamaya, the worIdillusion; MahaktilI, the genocide-maker; Mukta-keSi, with unplaited
hair, a style not unlike many modem sophisticated coiffeurs highly
deemed and paid for by women everywhere; Raktadanta, the bloodytoothed; Tripurasundari, the beauty-queen of all three worlds, heaven,
earth and hell; Sati the paragon of virtue; Vijaya, the ever-victorious.
In Dasam Granth (Chan(iicharitra, devijukl ustat, 223-46) these aspects of the Primal Energy are indicated in detail.
The active Female Principle, the procreative energy, the irresistible power of illicit love, the dynamism of sex, the flux of the
phenomenal existence, the Time that evolves and the Time that
dissolves, that power which creates, sustains and destroys, that which
deludes and emancipates, that is the Sakti, and Guru Gobind Singh
aptly describes this profound philosophical concept as :
In the beginning there was the incipient Time which was the
FatherofCreation, and from there emanated the infinitly powerful
Light. Out of this All-Ground and Principle of Manifestation,
grew Bhavani/Bhagauti, the matrix of Creation. 43
It is the Attribute and Power of God Almighty, the one and only
God, which the activist, world-affirming Sikhs invoke in the beginning of their congregational prayer: pritham bhagauti simar kai gur
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Nanak 1ai dhiai,44 'let us, to begin with, invoke the God of active
manifestation, on whom Guru Nanak contemplated'.
Such is the philosophic texture of Saktism and Tantrism, a
combination ofpractices and theories having roots in the most ancient
Hindu religious literature which had metamorphosed itself into a
connected doctrine, by the 8th century A.D.
The most important of its principles and ideas are four: (l) that
letters and syllables and their alphabetical forms, as determined in the
Devanagan script and certain other diagrams, have a potent influence
for the human organism and the universe. The opening text of the
Chh~ndogyopani$ad and the closing section of the Aitreyaranyaka
show that this doctrine is of ancient origin; (2) that human organism
is a microcosm of the macrocosm of the Universe and that the human
organism contains subtle channels, nariS, along which the nervepower, prana, moves along through subtle centres, chakras; (3) that in
the lowest chakra resides the Primal Energy, kundalinl, the coiled
force, which creates the Universe and which can be made to ascend,
through prescribed physical and mental techniques, upto the highest
centre resulting in the emancipation of the individual soul; and (4) that
there is a mysterious connection between the process of cosmic
evolution and the sound, the metasonic Vibration, especially the sound
of aum.
These Tantras or Saktagamas are not mentioned by Chinese
pilgrims who visited India during the 5th to 7th centuries; and
Amarakosa, the 5th century Sanskrit dictionary, does not mention
Tantra as a designation of religious texts. BaQabhatta (c. A.D. 630)
gives numerous lists of sects, but though he mentions Bhtiga vatas and
Pasupatas, he does not speak of Saktas. Yet by the close of the 7th
century, Buddhism had been closely infected with Tantrism; and the
Sankaracarya, in the 8th;9th century, had to contend with Tantrism.
This Tantrism and Saktism with its metasonic and diagramatic
mystic formulae has not been accepted as a valid form of true religious
discipline and way of life by Sikhism.
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The metasonic utterances and the mystical diagrams cannot release man from the clutches of finitude and Time.45
Thus, Sikhism does not fall under any of these main currents of
traditions of what goes under the name of Hinduism; and when a
scholar or a careful student speaks of Hinduism, he essentially has
these four currents of Hinduism in view.

It is in this sense that Sikhism is a non-Hindu religion, not a
heterodox Hindu religion, as Buddhism or Jainism are deemed to be,
but a religion in the most modern and most accepted sense of the
world, and yet separate and distinct from Hinduism. 46
There are two other external tests that are available for us to
determine whether Sikhism is a Hindu sect or an independent, distinct
and completely new religion in its own right. These are the tests of
genesis and species.
We have spoken of the rigid ethnicityofHinduism and its essential
geocentricity or geographical ground. We have considered a philosophical complex of four fundamental concepts that provide warp and
woof to Hinduism. We have also considered the four mainstreams of
Hinduism, which, properly speaking, are four orthodox Hindu religions and not just sects or cults of Hinduism.
Now, we shall consider how a proper sect or cult of Hinduism may
validly arise.
Everybody, not superficialIy acquainted with Hinduism, has
heard of Brahmasutras, the cryptic texts that constitute the foundation
of Vedanta, which is the philosophic quintessence of Hinduism.
These Brahmasutras are 555 in number, displaying an arithmetical symmetry such as is also evidenced in the number of human bones
(222), verses of the Qur'an (6666), repetition of the full Sikh metaphysical formulae, the mu]amantra, in the Guru Granth (33), and in its
abbreviated forms therein (525).
45
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Is there something in what Aristotle tells us about Pythagoreans
that 'they supposed the elements of number to be the elements of all
things and the whole heaven to be a musical scale and of numbers'?

Brahmasiitrasmean clue-texts to Knowledge of God. Siitra, literally string, in literature means a 'clue' intended as memory-aid to long
discussions held on any topic which the student had gone through with
his teacher. Much thought was compressed into these siitrasof ancient
Hindu texts, in as few words as possible. Madhava (A.D. 1197-1280)
in his commentary on the Brahmasiitras quotes definition of siitra
from the Padmapural)a, which runs as follows:
People learned in siitra literature say that a siitra should be concise
and unambiguous, give the essence of the arguments on the topic,
but at the same time deal with all aspects of the question be nonrepetitious and, otherwise, free from literary blemishes. 47
The authors of these ancient siitras are not founders of the systems
of thought but merely propounders and systematizers of thought
developed on the subject by generations of earlier thinkers.
Such siitras were subsequently developed and modified by later
thinkers though none of them claimed any originality in it declaring
that they were merely interpreting the sutras. These interpretations
gave rise to various genres of philosophical commentaries, such as,
vakya, vrtti, ktlrika, and bhasya, each being more and more elaborate
than the previous one.
The Vedas, as we have seen, are not human compositions, but
supra-human in origin, apauruseya, and they have a two-fold, division, that pertaining to ritual, karmakal)da, and that concerning
knowledge,jnanakal)da, this latter being the Vedanta.
Traces of opposition to the contents of the Veda is traceable in the
very vedic texts, where this opposition is referred to as extreme form
of a rationalism of the Charvakas. From the Buddhist text,
BrahmajaJasiitrtl, we learn that in the age preceding the Buddha, there
were as many as sixty two different schools of philosophy in India and
the Buddhist literature reveals names of a good number of teachers
"
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venerated in India, two thousand years ago, such as, Purnakasyapa,
Katyayana, Makkall-gosal, Nigar:Uhanathputra who represented antivedic Indian culture. In this manner, for centuries, philosophic thought
developed in India which ultimately became so unwieldy that its systematization became a necessity. And this led to sutra-literature.

Brahmasutras are the crowning glory of the sutra-literature their
authorship is ascribed to Badarayal)a who attempted to systematize
the thought or trends of thought contained in the Upanishads. From the
Brahmasutras itself we find that there were other schools of Vedanta
which had their own following and the names of Audulomi, Badari,
JaiminI, Karsal)arjini, and Asamarthya are specifically mentioned in
this connection. Badarayal)a's Brahmasiitras, therefore, are not to be
deemed as the only work in the Vedanta school, though it is, probably,
the last and the best one.
All the sects of Hinduism in India now hold this work to be the
. great authority and every new sect originates from a fresh commentary on it.

a

No new sect can be founded in Hinduism except through new
commentary on the Brahmasiitras, known to be as old as the Hindu
rocks.
There existed in the time ofPanini (350 B.C.-250 B.C.?) siitras
known as, bhiksusiitras which are identified by Vachaspati (l5th c.)
in his Chintamani, with Vedantasutras, the subject matter of which
being Brahma, is pre-eminently meant for sannyasis and thus might
well be called bhiksusutras. That the Vedantasutras were known to
exist before Buddha, can also be inferred from the Bhagavadglta, the
dateofwhich, along with thatofthe Mahabharata,ofwhichtheformer
is a part, can be fixed before the time of the Buddha~ Both of them are
pre-Buddhistic, because they contain no reference to Buddha and
Buddhism, while quotations from both are found in the writings of
Baudhayana (400 B.c.). The language of Bhagavadgltii also belongs
to a period before Paoini to whom the epic characters were known.
Thus Mahabharata and Bhagavadglta are anterior to Buddha.
In the Bhaga vadglta there is a clear reference to the Brahmasiitras
(XIII.4), where the expression, brahmasiitrapad yab, occurs. The full
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text says:
This has been sung by the rishis in various ways and in different
metres and definitely and logically by the brahmasiitrfis.
Tilak, in his Gitarahasya, argues that the first half refers to
teachings which are disconnected and unsystematic, which is the
Upanishads, and the latter half to something definite and logical,
which are Brahmasutrfis. Ramanuja (A.D. 1017-1137?) and Madhava
(A.D. 1197-1280) the Hindu commentators on Gltfi identify
Vedantasiitras in the above mentioned couplet of the Glta.
Brahmasiitras of Badarayana are so fundamental to orthodox and
regular Hinduism that all the great acharyas, the founders of Hindu
sects, have written commentaries on them.
The oldest extant commentary is that of Sankara (A.D. 788-838).
A vrttiby Upavarsa is mentioned by Sankara and Bhaskara, and a vrtti
by Baudhayana is quoted by Ramanuja in his Srlbhasya.
Sankara was followed by a host of commentators, Yadavaprakasa, Bhaskara, Vijnanbhiksu, Ramanuja, Nilakantha Sripati,
Nimbarka, Madhava, Vallabha and Baladeva.
There are some recent commentaries also.
All these commentaries, whether they have led to establishment of
cults and communities of followers or not, maintain that their system
is the one which Badarayana truly propounded through his sutras. At
present only five of them are regarded as having genuinely founded
distinct Hindu cults, Sankara, the exponent of advaita, Ramanuja of
visist3dvaita, Nimbarka of bhedabhedavada, Madhava of dvaitavfida
and Vallabh of suddha-dvaitavada.
These five Hindu cults, with their distinct systems of metaphysics, derive their authority from the same identical Brahmasiitrfis.
How is it that the same fundamental text has given rise to distinct,
mutually conflicting, systems of metaphysics and distinct independent Hindu cults?
There are more than one good reasons why it is so: (1) The brevity
of sutras gives much scope to individual s-uppositions and, in the
absence of universally accepted traditions, these personal suppositions hold the field in a given case. (2) Sometimes the same sutrel, by
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a mere shift of the stop, can yield to conflicting interpretations as, for
instance, Madhava in his Paribhasya argues that the famous aphorism
in the Chhandogya, sa iitmii tattvamasi,48 Thou art one with the woridsoul', should be readas, sa atma, atat tvam asi, Thou art not the worldsoul', so why be so conceited as to say that Thou art? (3) While there
is tradition regarding arrangement into chapters and sections, there is
no such accepted tradition as regards division into adhikaraoa, topics,
and there is nothing to guide which siitrii is the piirvapaksa, the
primafacie proposition, and which the siddhiii1ta or the author's
conclusion. So everyone is free to arrange the siitriis into topics as his
fancy dictates. (4) Badarayal)a, quite often, is silent about his own
position about a fundamental proposition, and is merely content to
say: 'such is the view of so and so'. For instance, in sutra, pratijna
siddher-Jii1gamasmarathyab49 (1.4.20), the assertion merely is : 'of
the proof of the proposition, the indicatory mark Asmarathya'which,
when rendered into coherent language, would mean that 'the fact that
the individual soul is taught as the object ofrealisation is an indicatory
mark, Jingam, which is the proof of the proposition, so Asmarathya
thinks.'
These main peculiar characteristics of Brahmasiitriis render them
into such plastic texts that different distinct, and conflicting metaphysical systems can be evolved out of them through ingenious
commentaries, so as to produce valid vedic authority and sanction for
new Hindu cults and sects.
We have already referred to five iicharyas or commentators of
Brahmasiitras, who have founded living and valid Hindu sects. All
these five founders of Hindu sects agree on certain points with each
other where the Brahmasiitras attack and repudiate non-vedic or antivedic schools and philosophies. There are three such main points: (1)
that Brahma is the cause of this world which is not sui generis, (2) that
knowledge of Brahma leads to final emancipation which is the
summum bonum of man, and (3) that Brahma can be known only
through the scriptures, sruti, and not through mere reasoning, tarka.
Chhandogyopanisad, VI.8.7.
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But they differ among themselves with regard to (1) the nature of
this Brahma, (2) its causality with respect to the world, and (3) the
condition of the soul wh~n it is emancipated and released.
According to Sankara, the Absolute Reality, Brahma, is attributeless, immutable, pure intelligence. Personal God, iSvara, is a
product of maya and it represents the highest manifestation of the
Brahma by the individualised soul. The phenomenal world is apparent
transformation through maya of the attributeless, nirgu1)a Brahma, but
not in reality, that is, vivarta. The soul as individualised,jNa, though
in reality all-pervading and identical with Brahma, regards itself as
atomic, as an agent. They who know thus the God of attributes, sagu1)a
Brahma, attain final emancipation through acircuitous path, devayana,
the path of gods, and those who realise the Brahma without attributes,
nirguoa, go direct to the final Goal. There is no liberation except
through Knowledge, jnana.
To Ramanuja and other achiiryas, the Brahma is not attributeless
but essentially a Personal God, bearing infinite benign attributes. They
hold that personality, as we finite human beings experience it, though
limited, does not necessarily contradict infinity as attribute of God.
They accept the world as real, that emanates from Brahma, but not
through any illusory process of maya. Madhava, however, accepts
God only as the efficient cause and not the material cause of the
universe. All of them regardjlva as atomic, an agent and 'a part ofGod. ,
The knower of Brahma goes to the Abode of the Brahma, brahmaJoka,
and does not return to this world of the mortals. They do not accept
Sankara's distinction between the lower and higher knowledge. According to them, loving faith and devotion, bhakti, is the means of
liberation and not knowledge, jnana.
To all of them, the post-Sankara achiiryas, the Brahma, the soul
and the universe are realities. Ramanuja integrates all the three into
one organic whole by saying that the other two constitute the Body of
the Brahma. Nimbarka (A.D. 1130-1200 ?) integrates the three by his
doctrine of Difference-in-non-difference, bhedabheda, i.e. the relation of the sentient and the insentient world with Brahma, is one of the
difference-in-identity. It is this bhedabheda doctrine that has inspired
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the cliche of the modem Hindu politician, 'unity-in-diversity' regarded as the universal solvent of all ills and problems of politics and
society. It was the Nimandi sect of this Nimbarka that flourished as
the dominant Hindu sect in the heart of Hindudom, brajabhUmi or
Mathura region, for over a hundred years in the 17th century and
which produced considerable religious literature of high merit, but
which sect and literature were almost wiped out by AurailgzJO .
Madhava, a thoroughgoing dualist regards all these three-God, soul
and the world, as quite independent and eternal entities, though
Brahma is the Lord of the other two. To Vallabha (A.D. 1479-1531)
the world and the souls are Brahma itself and their relation to God is
that of the parts to a whole.
All of them differ from Sarikara over the nature and status of the
emancipated soul. They reject complete absorption and utter loss of
self-identity of the liberated soul, as Sarikara thinks.
In the evolution ofIndian philosophy three alternative concepts of
liberation, mukti, have been formulated primarily: (1) NirvaQa (literally, extinguishment of a flame), or self-annulment, advocated by
early Buddhists, Nyaya-vaiSesikas, and Prabhakara school of
Purvamlmarhsa; (2) Kaivalya, detachment, isolated of the soul from
the matter, subscribed to by Sarikhyayoga and Jain systems; (3) Utter
integration with the Absolute Reality, which is the Vedantic concept.
The acharyas, other than Sarikara, accept a concept of liberation,
which is somewhat different from all these three concepts in so far as
they postulate an eternal, abiding, atomic identity of the liberated
soul, only its plennitude is transmutated in its new and restored
relationship with God.
We have gone here into a more or less detailed dissertation on
what Brahmasutras are, who are their chief commentators, what their
commentaries, in fact say and how there has historically arisen, orcan
validly arise, no Hindu sect or religious school, mazhab in Islamic
terminology, unless it derives its authority from a new claim as the
only valid commentary on the Brahmasiitras.
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Such is not, demonstrably, the genesis of Sikhism; and, directly or
indirectly, Sikhism has never claimed its validity as arising out of an
interpretation of Brahmasiitras or, indeed, from any Hindu scripture
or text, whatsoever.
That Sikhism is not a Hindu sect should be clear to any body who
understands what a Hindu sect is and how it arises. Only superficial
observers or presumptuous non-Hindu scholars airily assert that
Sikhism and the Sikhs are a Hindu sect.
In a recent book 50, its author convincingly argues out the characteristics that finally and absolutely distinguish the religions of the
West and the religions of the East that have "their birth in India", and
yet, with the typical self-assurance of a European scholar, fails to distinguish the religions that had "their binh in India", and Sikhism,
which even though arising in India, essentially partakes of the characteristics that distinguish the religions ofthe West. This author points
out that the "religions of the West" are (a) anti-idolatrous, (b) prophetic and (c) revelatory, while those of Indian origin are (a) inconographic, (b) introspective and (c) mystical.
By this test Sikhism, though born in India is "a religion of the
West" in texture and temper, being non-idolatrous, prophetic and
revelatory and thus, by implication, a non-Hindu religion.
It is no doubt, as a result of application of these two external tests,
those of genesis and texture and temper-Sikhism being a religion
that is not rooted in the Brahmasiitras or Hindu sacred corpus and
Sikhism being a non-idolatrous, prophetic and revelatory religionthat
RajagopiHacharl in his, Vaishnava Reformers of India, with
greater acerbity than academic poise, observes that "Sikhs are no
better than un-circumcized Mussalmans".
There is no doubt that, when Guru Gobind Singh declared that the
religion which he was finalising and the religion which the Gurus had
revealed, was the tlsar panth, "the third religion", as distinct and
different from Hinduism and Islam, Aryan and semitic religions,
complete in itself and distinct from both of these, aiming at the final
synthesis and convergence of both these religions and cultural streams
into itself, it was in this sense that the above assertion was made.

Sn
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Zaehner, R.c., The Concise Encyclopaedia ofLiving Faiths, pp. 15-16.
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Now, we come to the last of the four facets of Hinduism. Linked
with the philosophic concept of Dharma are the peculiarly Hindu
principles of the organisation of society, expressed in the institution
of the four classes of society, the doctrine of the VarQiisramadharma.
It is clear that, by the end of the Rgvedic period, the four-fold division
of society, consisting of Brahmans, Kshatriyas, Vaisyas and Sudras
was regarded as fundamental, primaeval, and divinely ordained, and
in the Purusasiikta of the Rgveda, the doctrine of the divine origin of
this four-fold society from the body of the primaeval Man, Purusa, is
clearly laid down .51 This doctrine of Vamiisramadharma is fundamentally different from the state of stratification of classes which
existed in many ancient Indo-European communities, and from the
Pislras of the ancient Iran. Throughout the centuries, the concept of
Hindu religion, Hindu philosophy, Hindu culture and Hindu civilization presupposes as valid the concept of Vamasramadharma, which
is treated as almost ax.iomatic. Even at the time of the beginnings of
the Christian era, which marks the highest peak of Hindu culture and
philosophy, when the system of the Siinyata of Nagarjuna, and the
great synthesis ofthe BhagavadgIta arose, the concept of VarQasramadharma remained tacitly accepted in the fonner and was explicitly
reaffirmed in the latter. Subtlety, with which the author of the
Bhagavadgltii synthesizes the materialistic Sankhyayoga and the
idealistic Upanishadic psychological doctrine of the Absolute and
from this synthesis extracts and validates the desirability of activism,
to this day, remains an epitome and marvel of human speculation, but
even in the BhagavadgIta, this great feat is eventually aimed at
reaffinning the doctrine of VarQiisramadharma. "Better one's own
dharma, though destitute and worthless of merit,than the dharma of
another. He who perfonns the duties indicated by his own born-nature
incurs no sin."52 It is when this Vamasramadharma, this eternal fourfold division of birth, is threatened that god Vishnu, the Creator and
"
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Sustainer of the Universe, takes birth and assumes a mortal form,
samDhaviimi. Unlike the god of Christianity, who is a victim of and is
sacrificed to Evil so that the humanity may be saved, the Hindu god
Vishnu descends as a counterweight to the forces of Evil during the
course of every cyclic decline of the Vam;1srama-dharma. There is,
therefore, no Hinduism, no Hindu culture, no Hindu society, without
a tacit acceptance and ever-renewed resurgence of this Vam;1sramadharma and the duties which it enjoins with regard to religious performances and in the secular, economic and political spheres, in the
life of each member of the Hindu society, of which duties the spiritual
obligations, the dharma, is merely a superstructure, as the Marxist
would say. The Va(1);1sramadharma is so pivotal to Hinduism and
Hindu way of life that in general estimation the two are deemed as
identical. The Sikh Gurus completely and utterly repudiated, not only
the supposed primaeval and divine origin of the institutes of the
Vam;1sramadharma, but also its ethical validity or secular utility.
Guru Gobind Singh also spoke of his descent into this phenomenal
world ofmundane affairs from the highest attitudes ofthe Absolute for
the avowed purpose, "to propagate Dharma, the right way of life, to
exalt the virtuous and to destroy the evildoers, root and branch, "<3 but
he spoke of Dharma not in its specific sense of var1)asrama duties but
in its generic sense of ethical life, and his descent from the high
Absolute spheres is in no way connected with the doctrine of the cyclic
incarnation of the Divinity, sambhavami yuge yuge, which doctrine
has been exposited in the Appendix to the Mahabharata, called, the
Harivamsa. It was this Vamiisramadharma that was repudiated with
such vehemence by Guru Gobind Singh on the Baisakhi of March 30,

1699.
In this respect then, also, the Sikhs and the Sikh way oflife do not
fall under the usual categories of the Hindu religion, and it is clear that
what Guru Gobind Singh aimed at, was a complete and basic revolution in the social ideals and social organization of Hindus with a view
to making it possible for I-lindus to become equal and active members
of an equalitarian and global World-Fraternity, and the model for such
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Fraternity was to be the Order of the Khalsa, which Guru Gobind
Singh initiated on this BaisakhI day.
Bhlli Sukha Singh (d. c. A.D. 1799) was a Bengali Sikh who spent
the last decade of his life at Takht Kesgarh Sahib the holy spot where
Guru Gobind Singh inagurated the Order of the Khalsa in A.D. 1699.
There, during these turbulent days of the country's history, when the
Sikhs were gradually securing a dominant position in the north of
India, he completed his heart-wanning story ofthe Guru, the Gurbilas,
in the year 1797, when Ranjit Singh had still to occupy Lahore and
declare himself as the Maharaja of the Punjab in his capacity as the
Caretaker of Sirkar-i-Khtilsa, the Sikh Commonwealth. In his GurbiJas,
Bhai Sukha Singh explains:
It is basic to know that
This divine royal sword-emblem uniform tbat,
In His infinite campassion for mankind, the Guru
confers on the Elect,
Is the final and unique World religion,
To be the guide and model for the future World-society 54
Such a global Fraternity, in which the genius of the Hindu race is
to playa prominent part, but which is to be founded on the basis ofall-

round equality, is no doubt, completely alien to racist and geocentric
beliefs such as that those born outside the Hindu society are in some
way doomed to an inferior spiritual status.
Apart from repudiating certain basic principles and institutes that
constitute Hinduism, and holding forth others, what positive specific
means did Guru Gobind Singh intend, should be applied for the
creation and establishment of the global Fraternity consisting ofequal
members and grounded in a universal culture, which represents a
living and creative synthesis of all the great cultures of the world, and
which must ennoble and sustain human Society in different climes and
countries.

It seems that there were two means which, the Guru intended,
should be applied as a ferment and lever for the uplifunent of human
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mind, so that they may become a suitable vehicles for the creation and
sustenance of this Fraternity. One was his passionate conviction that
the princples ofPolitics which govern relations between the rulers and
the citizens, and relations between the states and states, should be so
revolutionized as to bring them in complete accord with the principles
of ethics. His two letters of admonition, called Fatehnameh and
Zafarnameh, which he despatched to emperor AurangZlb (16581707) after his eviction from the fortress of Anandpur, contain some
of the clearest expositions of his ideas on this point.
You are accustomed to conduct your statecraft through deceit and
diplomacy. I approve of naught but that it accords with the principles of Ethics and the dictates of conscience55says he in his first letter of admonition, called Fatehnameh.
He alone is a cultured man, he alone worthy of the name of a
human being whose 'yea' is 'yea' and 'nay' is 'nay'. He who says one
thing and means and intends another, is less than man 56
I
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Zafamameh
"In an imperial receipt on the proposal of Khwajah Sarbuland Khan, the
Chief paymaster, recommending appointment of a noble as the Governor of
Kabul, Aurangzib observed (circa 1675): 'This noble has extreme severity and
obstinate adhesion to one policy only, in as much as he was never known
subterfuge. Besides. he is very honest and simple-minded; as he cannot at all
understand fraud and stratagem. One cannot rule without practising deception.
The clear textofthe Holy Traditions [of Muhammad) is, ' War is stratagem'.. Jn
the opinion of the common herd, cunning and deception are greatly scorned.
As God Himselfin His Holy Word (the Qur'an) has ascribed cunning to His own
holy Self, saying God is the best of plotters, it is contrary to the Qur'an to
consider stratagem as blameable. Besides. in governing Kabul this quality is
most beneficial and excellent. "-Quoted by Sarkar JadOnath in Anecdotes of
Aurangzib. p. 86.
The holy Qur'an ofwhich Aurangzib was a most devoted scholar, appears not
only to permit convenient oaths but seems to encourage them by prescribing
light expiations also, such as "feeding of ten poor persons" or just "fasting for
three days" (5 : 90). The Qur'an would seem to lay down that a false oath is not
(To continue)
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he declares in the second letter of admonition christened Zafanameh.
Since the days of Plato and Aristotle in the European thought culminating in the brilliant exposition of statecraft by Machiavelli, it has
been assumed that the principles which govern the conduct of the
kings and interstate relations, are different from those which govern
individual conduct. The dal)danlti and the rajanlti, as preached ant!
practised in India from times immemorial and brilliantly explained in
the two thousand years old Kautilya's Arthasastra, and PaJichatantra
of Visl)u Sarma, accept this dichotomy as valid and necessary; and
not, till after the second World War, has this seriously been doubted
and questioned, though about one hundred and sixty years after the
ordination of the Order of the Khalsa, Marx and Engels, in their
Documents of the International Workingmen's Association, exhorted
the workers ofthe world to wage "the struggle for simple laws ofethics
and justice which ought to govern the relations of private individuals
as the paramount rules of the intercourse between nations." The
principle of open diplomacy was never accepted as a working hypothesis for interstate relations, and inspite of lip-service to the ideals
of democracy, except in certain countries where civic education and
political awareness of the citizen is of a high order, this concept has
never been accepted as a working principle between the rulers and the
ruled. It was a passionate conviction of Guru Gobind Singh that,
unless this principle is accepted and implemented in both the spheres,
that is, in the sphere if relations between the rulers and the ruled, and
in the sphere of international relations, the emergence of a universe
culture, as the basis for a global fraternity, is not possible.
(Continued)
only perm issible and desirable but also obligatory, if the endjustifies the means

(60: 3):
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"Allah has indeed allowed to you the dissolution
of your oaths and Allah is your friend."
The high Hindu ethical norm, prflJ) jae par vachan na jaI, death rather than
breach of faith, is, apparently, not approved strictly by semitic rules of high
conduct, which do not seem to accept the Aryan, Zoroastrian precept, the axiom
of the BhagavadgIta and Patanjali's Yogastltra that in a well-knit man, the
intention, the declaration and the deed must harmonize. cf the Sikh insight that
in an authentic man the mind, the word and the aCl must agree with one another.
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When, in 1705, Guru Gobind Singh mildy rebuked Aurarigzlb, in
the Fatehnameh, saying
Your Imperial Maje~ty's royal title, The Ornament of the Throne,
does not appear to be literally related to your Majesty's conscience
and deeds, for, as we ordinary human beings understand it, deceit
and kingly office are not identical concepts,57
it appeared to those mature and experienced in the age-old sciences of
the statecraft that the Guru was more naive than wise in matters that
concern kings and their minions.
That the human mind has recently awakened to the urgency of the
truth Df Guru Gobind Singh's words, is no mean tribute to his
prescience and genius.
The other lever, which is the fourth and the basically operative
idea, that we see inherent in this BaisakhI, was the creation of a sangha
or, as we would say in modern political parlance, a party for the
avowed purpose of facilitating the emergence of the global Fraternity.
Such a party and such a sangha, in the very nature of things, must be
a group of persons dedicated to the cause which includes political
activity, and it is in this context that the litany, which is repeated in
every Sikh congregation, throughout the world, every morning and
evening, to the effect thatThe Khalsa shall become the supreme
Decision-maker in human affairs.
And all effective opposition shall cease.
Those in the opposition camp shall eventually
come round to the right way after many frustrations,
And they shall realize that stability
and progress can only thus be assured. 58
is to be understood and appreciated. The Order of the Khalsa, as
divorced from political activity and not dedicated to the achievement
57
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of political ends, aiming at eventual establishment of a universal
equalitarian global Fraternity, has no intelligible connotation.
Bhiii Rattan Singh Bhangii, the author of the important sourcebook of Sikh history, Prachln Panth Prakas (A.D. 1841), has made
many significant observations on this aspect of the basic characteristics of the Order of the Khalsa;
The Khalsa is never a satellite to
another power.
They are either fully sovereign or
in a state of war and rebellion. 59
A subservient coexistence they never accept.
To be fully sovereign and autonomous is
their fIrst and last demand. 60
For, the Guru recognized the validity and force of the Marxist
stand two centuries earlier than the Marxists formulated it; namely
that no amount of education or religious refinement is enough, as had
been tacitly presumed throughout the ages of Indian history, unless
the refined and emancipated man, the man who combines in himself
wisdom and power,jnana and sakti, both, in equal degrees, has control
of the commercial and industrial machine, which is the State today,
and control of the organized military power, which was the State
always. The Guru's statements on this point are startingly clear and uncompromising.
The Exalter of the Poor, the Guru, then spoke thus:
The political power and the State rest on armaments,
And without political sovereignty, the good
way of life cannot securely prevail in society.61
The Guru well realised that there is, in human nature, a pathological instinctive urge tl) crush the weak and the weakling, and a cultured
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man of self~dignity, therefore, must equip himself against this persistent danger:
A man not free 'to bear anns in self-defence, and
One unable to proclaim his free sovereign status
with unshorn hair,
Is like a miserable sheep,
Inviting all and sundry to catch it by the ears and
lead it to the nearest slaughter-house. 62
A sovereign man, the Khalsa, fit to provide true leadership and
meaningful service to society, must be a man of deep religious faith
and humility and must be in possession of the power of anns to
maintain his own integrity and to function truly in relation to society:
All the virtues of heart and the
excellences of mind:
These are the natural qualities of the Khalsa.
This is to be a new and unique type of man,
Who bears arms and constantly lives in
the presence of God;
Who strives and fights against evil
with his gaze rivetted to the stars.
Such is the goal to achieve which
the Khalsa has been ordained.
And 10, it is a well-armed and
well-integrated Man. 63
Under the impact of World Wars, revolutions and dictatorships,
we are witnessing a revival of interest in heroes and hero-worship. At
the dawn of the nineteenth century, Thomas Carlyle and Friedrich
Nietzsche had spoken in defence of aristocracy, of establishing the
rule of the elite. Spangler and D.H. Lawrence were unequivocal
supporters of the idea that the powers of governing the common
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multitude should rest in the hands of the trained few. Such ideas,
backed by the dialectical philosophy of Hegel, so raised the State to
the status of the Absolute, an entity over and above the multitude, that
it resulted in the modem Fascist and Nazi systems of government, in
which must be included all systems of government based on the
principles of party dictatorship, whether in theory or in practice, or
both. It has sometimes been thought (Nietzsche was one such)64 that
our own ManavadharmasastTa, by ordaining the military caste of
Kshatriyas had lent suppon to the Fascist idea and the doctrine of
party-dictatorship, but less superficial consideration makes it clear
that the basic impulses of the Institutes of Manu are antagonistic to the
fascist idea, in so far as they create a military caste for the specific and
statutory purpose of defending the weak against the powerful, for
upholding the right against wrong, and for punishing those who
practise tyranny and are unjust. It is this impulse embedded in the
Manavadharmasastra, which has been taken up and carried fonh by
Guru Gobind Singh in his concept of the Order of the Khalsa. As
Thomas Jefferson wrote to Sir William James in 1813 :65
for, I agree, that there is a natural aristocracy among men. The
grounds of this are vinue and talent. The natural aristocracy, I
consider as the most precious gift of Nature for the instruction,
trusts, and the Government of the Society,
so did Guru Gobind Singh believe that such an aristocracy, dedicated
and consciously trained, but not by right of birth, an aristocracy which
is grounded in vinue, in talent and in the self-imposed code of service
and sacrifice, aristocracy of such men, should group themselves into
the Order of the Khalsa, for the purposes of, "the instruction, the trusts
and the Government of the Society. "66 William James had said, "Our
democratic problem is statable in ultra-simple terms: who are the kind
of men from whom our majority shall take their cue?" Carlyle said,
64

65
66

Friedricl} Nietzsche, Werke, I. Edilion, XIX, p. 372.
D.H., Lawrence, A Personal Record, "IntroduClion". p. xix.
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"All that democracy ever meant lies here, the attainment of aristocracy
and the Government of the best. "67 One may not entirely agree with
Carlyle that this is all that democracy ever meant and this certainly was
not what Guru Gobind Singh advocated, but Guru Gobind Singh
clearly seemed to believe that aristocracy is one of the goals of
democracy. For, what is more basic to democracy, than 'careers open
to talent', a doctrine which so clearly presumes that talent is of
supreme value? The Guru believed that democracy can justify itself
only by including aristocracy as its goal, and because democracy
alone can guarantee freest scope to talent, was, it would seem, the
Guru's reason for having faith in it.
Oswald Spangler tells us (Man and Technics. 1932, p. 67), that
aristocracy and talent cannot be wished or argued away:
There is a natural distinction of grade between men fit to
command and men born to service, between the leaders and led of
life. The existence of the distinction is a plain fact and in healthy
periods and by healthy peoples it is admitted (even if unwillingly)
by every one. In the centuries of decadence the majority force
themselves to deny or ignore it, but the very insistence on the
formula that 'all men are equal' shows that there is something here
that has to be explained away.
Such an aristocracy it was which Guru Gobind Singh founded as
the Order the Khalsa in 1699.
We have already said something new about the four ideas which,
in our opinion, are manifest from the Baisaklu of March 30, 1699.
This is the last and the fifth idea.
At the Baisaklu, the sun reaches the highest point of its orbit,
called, uchcha in the Hindu system, and aux in the Medieval European
system of astronomy. In the terms of the lunar Mansions of Western
hemisphere, the Baisakhl is equivalent to Alpha, Beta and Gama of the
Librae Zodiac. This is the final point of the rotation of earth, when the
vegetation fully wakes up out of its slu~ber and somnambulance
period, and ripens into its fruition. This is the end of experimentation,
the spring and the growth, and at this point the growth matures into
67

W. Allingham, Some Useful Diaries, "Introduction".
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ripeness and abundance. Earlier, in Indian history, under similar
planetary constellations, Gautama, the Buddha, had received Enlightenment and had heralded the dawn of a new society and a new world
for "the good and benefit of all living things, mortal and immortal. "68
Guru Gobind Singh chose Baisakhl as the day for founding the Order
of the Khalsa deliberately, with some such significance in his mind,
so as to usher in the dawn of a new and regenerated society,69 which
was to arise in accordance with the Phoenix principle, the principle of
Resurrection. The ceremony of the demand of human heads in the
cause of Dharma, and the subsequent presentation of the newly born
Five Beloved Ones to the public assembly, can mean only some such
dynamic and awesome idea, and nothing else. It was this idea to which
he gave expression by demanding the heads of living persons, and
then by taking them into the tent of inner sanctuary where each
individual must meet his God-in-death before he is qualified to live
and to lead and serve the world. Such are the Five Beloved Ones, who
had thus met their Death by submerging their little egos into the
Universal Spirit, and who received the Baptism of the Steel and thus
were qualified to rule and govern through service. It is in this
background that Guru Gobind Singh identifies God with Death and
gives Him the epithet of AII-Steel. 7o That this was in essence the idea
is not in doubt when we read certain poetical compositions of
contemporary poets, such as Bhili Gurdas [Singh], who received the
immediate impact of the idea and of the living personality of Guru
68

~~. ~vr.j~'&Tll. <'itil>T1if>'1ll~.
~ ~'&Tll ~'f1fT1~ I

The idea of individual regeneration through prescribed ceremonies, embodying the doctrine of the dvija, the twice-born, is an ancient Indian idea. In the preChristian era, it is found in the Pali canon, MajjhimanIkaya, in mIra 86, where
the converted brigand, Al'lgulimala, the prototype of the Sikh BhaI Bidtu
Ch~I!d, speaks' of his ~enerate life as, yato aham tlriyaya jaaya jato
(If''~ anR<mr;;m'hr mer)
'since I was born by this noble birth'.
In Manavadharmashastra (II. 146), the same idea is again succinctly put and it
is familiar to all caste Hindus and also Christians. The bold originality of Guru
Gobind Singh consists in amplifying this idea, so as to make it applicable to the
human society, as a whole, to the nations, collectively.
,. ~ 1JInf
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Akalustat, DG, p. 11.
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Gobind Singh on this occasion. The well-known odes of Bhai Gurdas
[Singh],?1 are strongly reminiscent of the climate of the concluding
stanzas of a poem by Percy Bysshe Shelley, composed almost a
century and a quarter later, welcoming the dawn of a New Age. 72
The BaisakhI has yet another aspect that must have been taken
note of by Guru Gobind Singh.
In a room on the semicircle of the National Museum at New Delhi,
there stand two life-size sculptures of the twin sacred rivers of India,
Ganga and Jamuna, in the fourth-century Gupta sculptural style. Two
graceful, benign female-divinities in tribhariga, 'thrice-bent', bodily
postures or arigika, the goddess Ganga, has her feet planted on a
crocodile, makara, her traditional vahana, mount, and she carries the
'vase of plenty' on the palm of her right hand. She is represented as a
personification of health, abundance, dignity and prowess. A jewel
necklace descends on her rotund, convexly protuberant breasts that
reproduce the sphericity of the 'vase of plenty', kalasa, that she carries.
A rich diadem adorns her forehead and golden chains of her girdle and
loin-cloth hanging down, designate her affluence-bestowing powers.
Ganga or the Ganges, as the Europeans corrupt and call it, is the
sacred-most Hindu river which is known as the Mother who 'bestows
prosperity', sukhada, and 'secures salvatIon', moksada.
7' CJNllO~~~H~~1
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BG II, Var41.16; p. 667.
Vide Percy Byshe, Shelley, the poem "Hellas its lasl Chorus" composed al
Pissa, Italy, November I, 1821 :
The world's greal age begins anew,
The golden years relurn.
The earth doeth like a snake renew,
Her winter weeds outworn.
Heaven smiles and faiths and empires gleam,
Like wreck of a dissolving dream.
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In the BrahmavaivartapuraQa (KrSQajanma KhaQda, 34), the great
god, Shiva, himself sings a praise-hymn to Ganga:
She is the source of redemption.... Heaps of sin accumulated by
a sinner during millions of births are destroyed by the mere contact
of a wind charged with her vapour.... As fire consumes fuel, so
this stream consumes the sins of the wicked. Sages mount the
staired terrace of the Ganga; on it they transcend the high heaven
of even Brahma...Sinners who expire near the waters of the
Ganga are released from all their sins ... they never die, not even
on the Day of total Dissolution, mahapralaya. And, if the dead
body of a person, somehow, falls into the waters of the Ganga, that
person abides with Vishnu for as many years as there are pores in
the skin of his body. Ifa man, at an auspicious hour of time, takes
a dip in the holy river, he dwells cheerfully in Vishnu's heavenly
world, VaikUl)tha, for the number of years that equal the number
of footsteps taken by him in life.
This Ganga, which, originally, flowing from the toe of the anthropomorphic personification of the divine Life-Substance of the Cosmos god Vishnu himself, was brought down to the earth, through
severe austerities and penances, by Bhagtratha, a solar king of prehistory days and, hence, BhagtrathI is one of the many names of the
Ganga. The austerities consisted of standing in the nude with upraised arms, urdhvabfihu, under a fierce blazing Indian sun with four
fierce blazing fires burning on all the four sides of the ascetic-such
is the panchagnitapas, which Bhagiratha unflinchingly performed for
a thousand years before he succeeded in persuading the divine river
to agree to descend on to the mortal domain of earth for the good of
the earth and of those whom the earth bears, and for the salvation of
mankind.
An extensive work of relief-sculpture at Mamallapuram on the
seashore near Madras in Tamil Nadu, vividly depicts the descent of
this sacred river from heavens on to the earth, in a rock-cut tableau,
measuring twenty-seven metres in length by nine in height. The myth
of the Descent of the Ganga, Gangavatarana, is recounted in the
Ramayana of Valmiki (1.38-44), and the Mahabharata (Vanaparva,
108-109) and again, in the Bhagavatapuraf.la (IX.9).
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In tangible form she flows at the doorstep of every Hindu, and in
her divine essence, she nourishes and sustains Hindu soul here and
redeems it hereafter.
At Haridwar it descends to the plains from its Himalayan cradle
and at Allahabad, for which the original Hindu name is Prayag, it
meets the Jamuna, and at the island Sagara, it enters the nether regions
of subtle hell-worlds. Thus it derives, as one of its names, tripathaga,
'wanderer-in-three worlds', and trisrotah, 'triple-flowing'.
In the Sikh scripture, Guru Granth, the great benefits it bestows on
earth are acknowledged by referring to it as 'a great benefactor that
puts to shame those who give little but take much pride in what they
give.73 The earthly benign aspect of Ganga is handsomely acknowledged in Sikh theology, unlike the unfavourable reactions that Pakhtiin
poet-patriot, Khushahal Khan Khanak (d. 1689) recorded when he
was transported from the eastern environs of Afgbanistan by emperor
AurangZlb to Agra as a political prisoner. He opens one of his Pashtu
poems with the acerbic couplet:
Ganga, Jamuna, how I hate you !
Sluggish rivers of the plains.
In his Gurpratap Siiryodaya (II. ii, 36.22), the poet compares 'the
story of the advent of the Gurus for the guidance of mankind' to 'the
descent of holy Ganga on to the earth.'74
This Ganga which gushes forth from the naval of the Hindu world,
siphoning its life-giving stimulating sap to the Hindu psyche, penetrating to the deepest layers of the Hindu racial subconscious mind,
descended on to t"is world ofmortals on the Baisaklu day of a certain
year, and this great mythological event of the Hindu world is today,
from time immemorial, celebrated as gangadasahara.
This evocative potency of the Baisaklu in relation to the Hindu
mind was almost certainly present in his mind, when Guru Gobind
Singh inaugurated the Order of the Khalsa on this significant day.
" 'l')fTfu"O ~ ~
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Such is the true significance and the real meaning of the Baisakhl
of March 30, 1699, which Guru Gobind Singh celebrated in the
submontane town of Anandpur Sahib, at the foot of the Sivalak hills
of the Himalayas,and that is why he shouted wahiguriijl ka khalsa,
wahiguriijI kI fateh 7S , the Order of the Khalsa is of God and His is the
final victory.

ul;J,
~
.'
~
'God is dominant' (wahigunijI leI fatch) is a legend, this writer saw repetitively
inscribed in graceful Arabic calligraphy on the porticos of the inner Lions'
Court of the Spanish Moorish palace of Alhambra, at Cordoba, in the year 1932.
Whether it is still there after this building was subjected to bombing during the
Spanish Civil War in 1938, is not known to him.

CHAPTER II

HOW A 'SIKH' IS KNIGHTED A 'SINGH'
The following rules and regulations have received the formal approval of the premier statutory body of the Sikhs for managing the
historic Sikh shrines in the Punjab, and they also have had the general
approval of the theologians, head priests of Sikh Seats ofAuthority
called the takhts, the thrones, and Sikh congregations in various parts
oflndia, and other parts of the world, such as Malaya, Canada, Bunna,
U.S.A. and Africa l . Amrit is administered to a Sikh, when he is
knighted a Singh, enrolled as a member of the Khalsa, in accordance
with the procedure laid down in these rules, which substantially
represent the procedure fonnulated and adopted by Guru Gobind
Singh on March 30, 1699, when he enrolled the first Five Beloved
Ones, as the Khalsa:
1. For administring Amrit, a specially enclosed separate place,
which is not a public thoroughfare or otherwise public, should be
reserved for the occasion.
2. The Guru Granth should be fonnally enthroned and opened
there with due ceremony and wrapped in ceremonial robes. There
should be present, at least, six adult Singhs as officiants, and five of
them must be certified as being not guilty of any un-expitiated breach
of the Sikh discipline and fonnularies. The sixth one should sit on the
throne in attendence of the Guru Granth, and the other five should
cooperate in preparation and administration of Amrit. They all should
have had a fuel bath, inclucidng the washing of headhair, and should
be dressed in clean and proper clothes. These Singhs may be of any
sex, male or female.
I Sikh Rahit Maryada (Punjabi), pp. 1-8.
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3. None of the five, who have to prepare and administer Amrit,
should be physically defective, such as, one-eyed, lame, blind, paralytic or suffering from any serious or chronic disease. They should
all be of good physique, good health and good bearing.
4. Every sane human being of adult mind, irrespective of caste,
creed, country, climate, race or sex, is entitled to be administered
Amrit on his making a voluntry and solemn request for it, and thus to
be enrolled into the Order of the Khalsa.
5. The aspirant for Amrit should have had a full bath, including
that of the head-hair, should be neatly and properly dressed, be in possession of the five symbols of the Khalsa-uncut hair, a comb duly
tucked up in the tress-knot of his head-hair, an iron bangle on the right
wrist, a sword in the belt, and shon breeches upto the knees. He should
wear a turban on head. 2 He should stand respectfully in front of the
dais on which the Guru Granth has been opened.
6. One of these five officiants then should put the following questions publicly to the aspirants or each aspirant for Amrit:
Sikhism enjoins love and worship of the One Creator in contradistinction to the creatures. This worship must be implemented
through selfless service of humanity and compassion towards all
2

Propcr Vedic, Brahmanical, custom is to kcep the head bare on solemn
occasions of formal ceremonies and religious rituals. There is a Vedic term,
vratya, which occurs in the VajasaneYl-samhita (xxx.8), TaitlI1ya-brahmava
(IlIA.5. I) Atharva(XV.2.1) and Pavchavif!lsha-brahmana(XVII.l-4). besides
other vedic texts. which obviously refer to a non-vedic people and culture.
VajasaneyJ-samhita includes the vratyas as permissible for purus amedha.
'human sacrifice'. In the Srauta-sutras the son of an uninitiated man is considered a vnHya and those not properly initiated are described as rona, degraded.
Manusmrti regarded Lichhavls, the clansmen of Gautama, the Buddha, as
Vratya-Ksatriyas. Kcith and Macdonell as~ert in their Vedic Index ofNames
and Subjects (II) that the principles of the vratyas "were opposed to those of the
Brahmins". As Pali texts and ancient stiJpa sculptural portayals tell us, the
leading members of the vratya cIan were a head dress, called US1)1sa, that is, a
turban. In Pali (Deval : mahapurusa) and Buddhist Sanskrit texts, US1)1sa, a
turban, is described as one of the thirty-two marks of a mahapurusa. a greatman.
or thc opposite number of the vedic, arya, 'the noble man'. This mahapurusa, the
Hindu Superman. is that which is referred to in the Guru Granth as the 'one who
is fully integrated personality and whose head is crowned with a turban', sabat
suat dastar sira. (Mara Solhe M 5. GGS, p. 1084).
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living creatures. Such selfless service and compassion must be
inspired by continuous and progressive understanding of the
Guru's Word as recorded in the Guru Granth, broad-based on the
yogic discipline ofthe Name. Holy congregation is the context of
this great discipline, and the Khalsa is the society pledged to
propagate and perpetuate this holy way of life, through which the
mankind shall be blessed in the beginning, shall be blessed in the
middle, and shall be blessed in the end, without end and for ever.
Do you, after due consideration and voluntarily, accept this way
of life?
7. When the aspirant has answered, "I do", one of the five officiants should perform ardtis, the congregation-prayer, and then through
sortilege from the Guru Granth, ascertain the "Orders" of the Guru.
Thereafter, one of the five officiants should stand up and addressing
the holy congregation in its capacity as the Acting Guru, the representative of the Guru Panth, should ask: "Have we the permission of the
Guru to prepare and administer Amritto the aspirants?" On receiving
the assent of the holy congregation, which is usually given by some
or all members of the holy congregation, saying in unison, Guru ki
tigya hai, "The Guru giveth the permission", all the five officiants, 'the
five beloved ones'who now are transubstantiated into the original Five
Beloved Ones, to whom Guru Gobind Singh first administered Amrit
on March 30, 1699, and who are now under the miraculous captaincy
of Guru Gobind Singh himself, should sit in a circle on the already
appointed place, where a round bowl of pure steel, full of pure water,
is placed in the centre. In this bowl of water should rest, handle
upward, a double-edged sword of pure steel, and sugar plums or pure
sugar should be added to the contents of the bowl. All the five
officiants should then assume the hero-posture virasana 3 which
3

BIr, or vlra, literally means a hero, one who is endowed with vlryam, h~roic
efforts. Hero-posture is the one considered most appropriate for shooting
arrows from a bow, in battle array. The ideal hero is portrayed in Indian
sculpture and iconography by the carved figure of a Urthatlkar, such, for
instance, as is I ~presented by the statue of Risabhanatha at Mount Abu Jaina
temple complex (lIth century) and the stone colossus at Gommatesvara at the
Sravnabclagola mound (lOth century). Here, the Ideal Man stands erect in the
attitude of kayotsarga, "dismissing the body," in a relaxed immobile posture,
(To continue)
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consists of placing the right knee on the ground with its heel forming the
stool and seat for the body, while the left knee points heavenwards,
and the left toe finnaly planted on the ground. Then, all the five
officiant should visualize in their minds the archetypal fonn of Guru
Gobind Singh, tall, erect, dark blue clad, wearing an aigrette of pure
dazzling gems on His steel-discus-laced peaky turban, with a white
hawk on his left hand and a pure steel lance in his right, "fully armed"4,
with a dark blue steed as his mount or vehicle. They should then fix
their minds' gaze within, on this archetypal fonn of the Guru, "as the
tortoise withdraws his limbs underneath his shell," as the Bhagavadgitii
(11.58) graphically says. Thus, finnly postured and self-controlled,
one of the officiants should finnly hold the handle of the double-edged
sword in his right hand and place the tips of the five fingers of the left
hand on the edge of the steel bowl, while the rennaining four officiants
should place the fingenips of both the hands on the edges of the steel
bowl. All the five officiants should fix firm gaze of their eyes into the
(Continued)
with arms held down. He has a fully developed chest, a firm abdomen, nonnal
and unbulged and, otherwise an athletic figureof almost Greek proportions. He
is vlra. a hero, for he has conquered his lower self and achieved the supreme
human victory. That is why the twenty-fourth Jaina TIrlhankara. is styled,
Mahavlra, the great hero. It was a happy admixture of these two ideals, the
physical and the spiritual, which Guru Gobind Singh had in view, with primacy
of the spiritual, ~ jr ¥' ~ f;rl'o ~ ~ ~ ~ (GGS, p. 86) : 'a
true and mighty hero is one who has conquered and fully vanquished his lower
self.'
4 'Fully armed'means, wearing five traditional arms, a sword,a dagger, a bow and
the quiver, a musket and a lance. In one of the famous extant 'royal edicts',
hukamnamahs by Guru Gobind Singh, issued on 2nd October, 1707 and one
by Banda Singh Bahadur in 1710, the phrase, pan) hathiar banh ke darsan kau
ava(la, the reference is to these five traditonal arms of the 17th and the 18th
centuries. These writs are referred to by Teja Singh and Gancla Singh in A Short
History of the Sikhs, I, p. 77; also by Shamsher Singh Ashok in his NIshM te
Hukamname. pp. 102-3.
The archetypal man, Vishnu, the All-pervading God, has panchayudha as
oneof His names, that is, 'Five-weaponed'. The five weapons which this Primal
Man is portrayed as carrying are : (1) Mace or gada that crushes the skull of the
evil. (2) Saranga, the bow that releases target-hitting arrows. (3) Chakra,sharpedged discus missile, (4) Nandaka, the ever-sharp sword, and (5) Sankha, the
conch-shell war-bugle that demoralizes the enemy even before the latter enters
the battle-arena.
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water of the bowP, while the first officiant should then recite the Japu
of Guru Nanak all the while stirring the contents of the bowl with the
sword. In a similar manner, the JapofGuru Gobind Singh should then
be recited by the second officient. And then the sudha swayyas, and
then the benati chaupaJ of Guru Gobind Singh; and then the anand
(five first and the last stanzas) of Guru Amar Das should be recited in
a similar manner, in firm voice, clearly pronounced by the third, fourth
and the fifth officiants, respectively.6 The reciter should keep on the
stirring the contents of the bowl with the double-edged sword all the
while.
8. After these recitations are over, the bowl should be covered
with a white clean cloth, and one of the officiants should carry the
bowl in both of his hands, and he should then again lead the congregational prayer, everybody standing facing the throne of the Guru
Granth, in which the ratification of God Almighty should be asked of
the Amrit thus prepared.
9. Then the Amrit should be administered to the aspirants or the
aspirant, who throughout these proceedings, remain or remains in the
kiiyotsarga posture, standing straight and relaxed with introverted
minds fixed on the archetypal Guru Gobind Singh, in the following
manner. The aspirant or aspirants should sit in the heroposture in a
straight line, keeping the throne of the Guru Granth to their right. Then
one of the five officiants should carry the bowl of Arnrit on both
hands, and another officiant should dip his right hand into the bowl
and pour about an ounce of Arnrit into the cupped palm of the right
hand, with left hand of the aspirant forming its base. The aspirant
should then raise his cupped right hand to his lips and sip the Arnrit
and simultaneously the officiant who poured the Amrit into his
cupped palm should bid: 'bol wahigurii jl ka khalsa wahigurii jl k1
fateh 7 , "Say, the Khalsa is of the wonderous God, Victory to God."
The aspirant should then repeat: "The Khalsa is of the wonderous
~

Ashvaghosha in Vishuddhimagga lists fixing gaze into a bowl of purc water as
• one of the tcn excellent deviccs for achieving trance, samadhJ.
6 English translations of a few opening lines out of each of thesc five compositions, are given at the cnd of this chapter.
1
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God, Victory to God." This should be repeated five times in the case
of each aspirant. Then each aspirant should be required to fix his gaze
with open unwinking eyes into the open unwinking eyes of the Amritadministering officiant, while the officiant should throw a few drops
of Amnt into the eyes of the aspirant, with some force, to cause the
shut-reflex, and this should be repeated five times, accompained by
the bidding and repetition of the formula: "The Khalsa is of the wonderous God, Victory to God". Then five times drops of Amrit should
be sprinkled into the tressknot of the hair of the head of each aspirant,
again accompanied with the bidding and repetition of the abovementioned formula. If then some Amnt is leftover, it should be sipped
by all the aspirants, one after the other, from the same bowl, till it is
drained off. All this while, when two officiants are administering
Amnt, one carrying the bowl, the other passing it on, the remaining
three officiants should stand two steps behind, in a straight line, facing
the aspirants, and in the attention-posture.
10. When the Amnt is thus finaliy administered to the aspirant,
the two officiants should step back to join the other three officiants and
all the five, in unison, then should say:

Wahigun1, "t onkar satinam u karta purakhu nirbhau nirvairu aka}
miirati ajiini saibham gur prasadi. 9 "Wonderous God. One, NumenonPhenomenon, Truth, Name, Creator, Person, Without fear, Without
malice, Timeless, Form, Unborn, Self-existent-subsistent, Light,
Through Grace." And the aspirants should then r~peat, in unison, the
same formula. This should be done five times.
11. Then one of the officiants should address the seeker or the
8

W8higll111 is the focal word around which the Sikh yogic discipline of the Name
revolves. It was adopted as the basic concept of Sikh theology and the esoteric
essence of Sikhism, from the times of Guru Nanak. It is found in the revelations
of the early Sikh Gurus, as preserved in the Guru Granth. It, certainly, was not
originally coined by the Sikh Gurus, and is demonstrably of an ancient origin.
Wahuoccurs in the Rgveda(IV. 33.5) itself, where it is used in the meaning of
'hail', 'bravo', but it is not current in the classical, post-vedic Sanskrit that finally
emerged as a polished literary language in the 3rd and the 4th centuries. The
Chinese pilgrims who visited India in the seventh century, testify that, in the
(To continue)
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(Continued)
Buddhist congregations when any exposition was made of some profound or
basic metaphysical doctrine of the religion, it was customary for the members
of the congregation to murmur in awreciation, "wahu wahu" (wonderous,
wonderous) and a reference to this practice exists in the Guru Granth itself, (~
~ ~ lr.!" aa'fu) The writer of these lines has himself witnessed this practice
in vogue in the assemblies of the Namdhari Sikhs, at their headquarters, Bhaini
Sahib. In the occult Tibet, the expression, samyagya, is uttered or written
before all sacred knowledge, indicating that the teachings are too profound
and esoteric to be taught to, or comprehended by, any, save the purified and the
disciplined. The formula is itself regarded as a seal of secrecy on the esoteric
teachings. Samyagya is the exact equivalent of the Sikh esoteric formula,
wahigunl. Samya means infallible knowledge, which is complete realization of
the Self, and gya word of the Tibetan language, is originally a Sanskrit word,
~hich means, wonderous, wahu. The meanings of the formula, wahi guru have
been given by the famous Sikh theologian, BhaI Santokh Singh, in his Nanak
Prakash (I.(i) 1-62-63) as follows: "Wahu means wonderous, that which
cannot be described by means of verbal proposition or logical formulation. Gu
means, Inertia, Matter, Nescience, Transience, and n1 means the destroyer of
them, the Light which animates, and sustains Pure Consciousness." (~ ~
~ ~ ~I ~ ~ llW ~ 11" ~I .~. 3){ ~ ~ ~I '~'. 11Oci'll' ~ f.n'n
~I) In I.(i), 1.57, 37-44, true exegesis of wahiguru is further given in
impressive and detailed philosophical exposition. The formula taught to the
initiate, when he is enrolled into the Khalsa Brotherhood. prefixed by the
esoteric utterances, wahigunl, speaks of the basic Truth and Knowledge of the
Sikh religion and practice.
As for the numeral ',,' with which commences the ma/mantra, the root postulation of Sikh theology, it is not to be confused with the qualifying adjective,
'ck', 'one', for in the Guru Granth, the word. 'ck'and the numeral, 'I' both occur
before the premier Name of God. Onkar, at numerous places. Where the word
ek'occurs before Onkar, it is a qualifying adjective. meaning the One and only
God, but where the numeral, 'I' occurs it is to be understood as a proper noun
meaning the God, for, Numerology postulates that numbers, as they stand for
quantities in mathematics. also have significance qua numerals. Pythagorus,
who set up a Greek School of Wisdom in Crotona (Italy) in about 530 B.C.,
expounded this idea that has since passed into the universal currency of
philosophic concepts. Thus, the numeral '1' signifies the God, numeral 2, the
dichotomy of God and Evil, numeral 3, the Trinity of the Supreme of all
religions and the triad of the Dialectical Materialism, numeral 4, the Elements.
and numeralS, the Light, numeral 6, the Regeneration, numeral 7, the Planets,
and so on and so forth. 'Ek' and ',,' in the Sikh scripture are neither identical nor
the same thing.
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seekers of Amrit thus:
Today you take a new birth in the House of the Guru. IO You have
become a member of the Khalsa Brotherhood. Guru Gobind Singh is
the Father and holy Sahib Kauri I is the mother of the Khalsa
Brotherhood. Your birth-place is Sri Kesgarh Sahib, the Blessed Fort
of the Uncut Hair, 12 and you are a citizen of Anandpur Sahib, the Town
of Bliss that is beyond words. 13
Your previous race, name, genealogy, country, religion, customs
and beliefs, your subconscious memories and pre-natal endowments,
10

In the Pali Canon Gautama, the Buddha. says to the newly initiated bhikku,
ltivultakam, 100, "Thou an now my son. born outofmy mouth. the son of the
Dharma." When Jesus was baptised by John, the Baptist. the words uttered
were: "Thou art my loving son: this day have I begotter. thee." Luke, iii.22.

11

12

13

A eel ibate wi re of Guru Gobi nd Singh. who was granted the privilege of adding
sugar plums to the Amrit that was first prepared by the Guru on March 30, 1699.
The geographical location of the place, called Takht Sn Kesgarh Sahib, is on
a spur of a mound in the town of Anandpur Sahib. in the Indian Punjab. For the
significance of the uncut hair, see. Chapter III.
The name of the town. Anandpur. is the literal equivalent of the Mahayana
Buddhistconceptof Sukha vati. contained in the text. Sukhavativyilha. Sukhavati
is a luxuriant apocalyptic heaven, situated in the Dhannadhlltu, the Region of
Pure Forms, divorced from desire and presided over by the bodhisattva
Amitabha. Into this heaven are born all those, who, through faith, have
controlled and canalized their emotions to the Ideal. The paradise of Muhammad. described in the Quran, appears to be but aconfused and fragmentary copy
of this paradise of the Sukhavativyuha. Amitabha, the presiding deity of this
heaven. in his previous life on earth, was a king, who moved by the preachings
of the Buddha of his age, renounced the throne and the world to achieve the
highest realization, the Buddhahood. At some stage of his spiritual quest and
career, he made a series of famous vows (pranidhllnJ. the eighteenth of which
is as follows: "If after my Obtaining Buddhahood. all beings in the ten quarters
should not desire, in sincerity and faith, to be born into my region, the
Sukhavati. and if they should not be born by only thinking of me ten times
(except those who have committed the five grave offences and are abusive of
the true Dhanna), may I not attain the Nirvan," (Quoted in Pratt, ThePilgrimage
of Buddhism, p. 480). thus Amitabha renounced the reward of his efforts in
order to preside over the Sukhavati "until all beings had arrived there."
Citizenship of Anandpur by the Khalsa signifies nothing less than the ideal
of Amitabha, the Bhakti Yoga at its best, where the ideal of the service of
human ity is grounded in a grand compassion. the del iberately cuitivated power
of self-abnegation and self-realization. where through Grace awakened within,
the clamour and glamour of the illusion of the individual self dies away.
(To continue)
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sarhskaras, and your personality-traits have today been burnt up and
annihilated. Believe it to be so, without adoubt and with whole ofyour
heart. You have become the Khalsa, a sovereign man today, owing
(Continued)
This has been clearly enunciated in the Guru Granlh itself in reference to the
meaning and significance of the word ananda.
In the Upanisads, ananda is enumerated as an ingredient, constituent
attribute of the Absolute Reality, which is sat-chit-ananda, according to
Sidhantarahasya of Vallabhacharya (1470-1522) meaning exactly what Bradley says of it : "The Perfect means the identity of idea and existence,
accompanied by pleasure." (Appearance and Reality, p. 244). Older Upani$ads
ascribe to soul three states corresponding to the bodily condiLions of waking,
dream-sleep and deep sleep, jagrti, svapna, susupti, and the Brhadaranyaka
identifies this last state, condition, with Brahma, the Absolute Reality: This is
the Brahma-loka. This is the highest world. This is His highest Bliss. All other
creatures live on a small portion of that bliss, tmanda (IV. iii, 32).
In Taittnyopanisad (111.6), aananda is the only and sole attribute of Absolute
Reality: "from aananda all existences are born, by ananda they remain in being
and increase and to ananda they depart." Aurobindo in Life Divine (I, p. 155)
comments on this text by staling that "delight is existence, delight is the secret
of creation, delight is the root of birth, delight is the cause of remaining in
existence, delight is the end of birth and that in which creation ceases."
In later Upanisads, however, a fourth Slate, chaturIya or lUrlya is added in
which bliss, obtained in deep dream-free sleep, is accompanied by consciousness. The Mandukya calls this penultimate stage, as ekatma-pratyasara, that is,
founded solely on the certainty of its own self. Gauclapada (8th c.) says that, "in
it there awakens the Etemal which neither dreams nor sleeps." (Karika, I. 15.).
The Sikh scripture, Guru Granth, however, speaks of an anand, Bliss, which
is distinguishable from and which is claimed as higher than and superior to this
static self-absorbed anand, an anandwhich is grounded in and which generates
pure selfless activity on the level of the phenomenon. This is the anand of what
Bergson would call the 'Mysticism of Personal ity' as contra distinguished from
the 'Mysticism of Infinity' :
Many have talked of anand but anand (as made truly known only in the
teach ings of Sikh ism), is known on Iy through the Word of the Guru and through
the grace of God. Through His infinite compassion the Guru strikes off the
chains of nescience and delusion by bestowing a clean vision, the sight that
penetrates to the heart of the Being. These men achieve self-autonomy and
inner freedom of the soul as they arc cleansed and purilied by the Truth revealed
lhrough the Guru. Nanak says, this is the anandand this aI/and is known thorugh
Guru's Revelation."

~ ~ ~ iir ~ ~ OJ~ ~ ~II
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allegiance to no earthly person or power. 14 One God Almighty, the
Timeless, is your only Sovereign to whom you owe allegiance, and He
alone is entitled to your devotion and worship. The way to final
fulfilment of human destiny is laid down in the revelations of the Guru
Granth, the teachings of the Ten Gurus. Follow this way and no other.
Learn Gummkhl, if you do nor already know it. Read the Guru Granth
or hear it read out and explained daily as far as practicable, and recite
the five compositions of the Gurus, the first three in the morning, the
fourth at sunset, and the last before retiring for the night, viz. the Japu,
the Hip, the Sudha Swayyas, the Rahiras and the Kirran SohiJa. Keep
intact five symbols of the Khalsa, the five K's-the uncut hair (keSa),
a comb (kangha)' an iron bangle (ka!Ja), a sword (kirpan) and short
drawers (kachha). Do not commit these four grave breaches of discipline :
(1) Trimming or shaving hair of the body; (2) eating kosher meat
or that prepared in a similar manner by Muslims;15 (3) having
(Continued)
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RamkalI, Anand, M3, GGS, p. 917.
This concept of anand is akin to that rcferred to in the oldcst Kathopanisad

(11.3.15).
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(Whcn all thc complexes and knots of the psyche and human mind are
rcsolved and opened, thc man while still in his mortal frame becomes an
imrr.ortal god; this is thc essence-teaching of all true scriptures.), Such was
intcnded to be a member of the Order of the Khalsa, a spiritually liberated man,
tirelessly engaged in sci l1ess service and high guidancc of society.
Kh:Hsa is a Pcrso-Turkish administrativc tcrm, which means, 'royal'; 'not
subordlllatc to anyone'; 'answerable to no subordinatc'; 'sovereign'; 'directly
administcred by the sovereign'.
According to the ancient Hindu tradition, only such meat as is obtained from
an animal which is killed with one stroke of a weapon, thus causing instantaneous death, without exciting fear glands secreting poisons into its blood
stream, and without causing harmful psychic waves lOemanate from the animal
(To continue)
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sexual relationship with a turkaI)l, that is outside the martial bond;
and (4) using tabacco. 16
Any of these grave breaches of discipline results in automatic suspension of the culprit from the membership of the Khalsa and a reinitiation ceremony of Amrit administration in full is then necessary,
after penance, for restoration of his original status. Till such reenrolment, he is a patit 7 a fallen limb of the Brotherhood. Social
intercourse with such patits, as have committed the first and the last
of these four grave offences, is forbidden to the Khalsa, till expiation
and re-initiation. Remain ever ready to serve the Khalsa panth, and
through it the whole mankind. Whatever you earn as your livelihood,
(Continued)
minds, is fit for human consumption. Under the influence of compassionate
Buddhism, the flesh became taboo to the generality of the Hindus. With the
establishment of Islam, and the Muslim political hegemony in India, it became
an item of State policy not to permit slaughter of animals for food, in any other
manner except that made lawful by the Qur'an, which is the kosher method of
slowly severing the main blood artery of the throat of the animal, while reciting
religious formulate, the main object of slaughtering in this manner being a
"sacrifice" to God to expiate sins of the slaughterer, and its flesh as food being
only a secondary object. "It is the-blood that maketh an atonement for the soul"
(Levictus, 17.17). Guru Gobind Singh took a rather serious view of this aspect
of the whole matter, and while making it permissible to eat flesh as food,
repudiated the whole theory of this expiatory sacrifice, and the right of the
ruling Muslims to impose it upon others. He made the ancient practice of
obtaining meat by instantaneous death,jhataka, as obligatory, but for food only.
16 For significance of abstnence from tabacco, see Chapter IV.
17 The word first occurs in Chhandogyopanisad (v. 10.9) :
ffl<j) ~{l1lf'Rl 'lj,{1 f~h'cl ,!{h<lertl'frcf'F"~ q
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"They are the fallen beings, patanti, who are guilty of murder, theft, adultery
or drunkenness." Here the ethical norms are employed to designate a moral
turpitude indicative of a single wrong act, while in its Sikh variation the term
refers to a total relapse from the new level of personality attained and claimed
by an individual at the time of his initiation into the Khalsa Brotherhood. The
idea that social intercourse with the guilty is abetmen,t of the guilt, the gravity
of which is equal to that of the guilt itself, is also traceable to I.he Chhandogya
(V.1O.9) which says that 'along with the aforementioned guilty ones, the
fifth guilty one is he who consorts with them,' Panchamashchanstairiti
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which must be lawful and through legitimate creative effort 18 , a onetenth of it must be donated to further common weal, to the Public
Treasury of the Khalsa, and all your life must be lived in a Sikh-like
manner, which means the discipline of Name, earning of livelihood
through legitimate and creative effort, eschewal of all forms ofexploitation ofman by man, and sharing the fruits ofyour labours with others
in a brotherly spirit of love. Be a disciplined member of the Khalsa 19
18

Guru Nanak laid down as the basic principles of Sikhism the triple activity of
practice of the Name, earning of livelihood through legitimate and creative
effort, and sharing of possessions in a spirit of love and service, nam japo, kiFt
karo, varuj chhako, as the Janamsakhis record. The Sikh doctrine of the Practice
of the Name is, in principle, the same, as the jap of Hinduism, buddhanusmrti
of Buddhism, and dhJ.krof Islam. It is the constant practice of withdrawing the
mind from its surface vortex of memory, sense impressions and desires, so as
to delve into the deep pcacefullayers of its personal subconscious and universal
unconscious regions. This is the whole essence of the science of Yoga, which
alone can reveal the secrellaws of the fissionable spiritual energy capable of
furthering purposive and mnemonic evolution of man. The ancient Jews
believed thal, "lheName oflheLord is a strong tower; therightCQus runneth into
it and is safe." Prophet Joel is made to say in the Old Testament, "Whosoever
shall call on the Name of God, shall be delivered." It was this practice which
Guru Nanak made the comer-stone of the way of life that he preached. Again,
it is an ancient tradition in India, and the basis of monastic life elsewhere that
those who pursue religion as the main discipline of their lives, must not engage
in any useful trade or profession of profit to earn their livelihood. This is the
starting point of Jaina and Buddhist disciplines and, in the Hindu
Mana~'adhannashastra, it forms the basis of the last two stages of discipline of
man's life, namely the forest-dweller, vanapraslha, and the Monk stage,
sar'1nyas. Gautama, the Buddha, in his lifetime, was accused that by initiating
monks into Buddhism, he was uprooting family life and destroying economic
structure oflhe society : vcdha~'ayaagalosamanogolamo~ ~ ~~.
(Mahavagga, I. XXIV. 5), 'the ascetic Gautama has now arrived here to tum
wives into widows.' This practice was to be abandoned by the Sikhs, for the
whole of their religious discipline must be practised in the context of social and
political activity. Lastly, a Sikh must never be a party to exploitation of man by
man, in any form whatever, for "the Guru intercedes in favour of him alone who
shuns exploitation" :
Qjg
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Var Majh, M 1, GGS, p. 141.
Subordinating of individual effort to collective activity is the essence of the
Order of the Khalsa and the idea has ancient roots in the Hindu institutional
principles of social organization. MedhamhI (A.D. 825-900), a remarkably
(To continue)
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always, and if you commit a lapse, confess it before an assembly of the
Khalsa, and accept the penance they impose upon you, and be careful
in future.
12. The following five groups of men are basically hostile to the
organizational purity of the Khalsa. Do not enter into any permanent
social relationship with any of them, such as marriage, till the
individual duly joins the Khalsa Brotherhood and undertakes to
observe its discipline. A disregard of this precept entails culpability
(literally, makes the defaulter 'a slaried servant', tankhahla) :20
(i) The minas, the dhir malias, the ramraiyas, the masands, these,
who in the historical past have tried to create schism in the growth of
the true Sikh doctrine and organization, and those who are patits.
(ii) Those who establish social intercourse of common dining or
marriage relationship with such as these.
(iii) Those who dye "their hair or use make-up in vanity to appear
other than what they are.
(iv) Those who CUITUpt the institution of marriage by excusively
basing it on monetary, somatic considerations.
(v) Those who use drugs or intoxicants to befog their minds with
a view to running away from reality.
Be diligent and remain alert always to maintain high standards of
ethical purity and excellence.
13. After these instructions have been thus imparted to the seeker
of Amrit, one of the officiants should again lead congregational
prayer, the ardas.
(Continued)
progressive commenUltor of smrtis, explains in his Manavadharmashastra
• Bhasya (English translation by Ganganalh Jha, Calcutta University Press), the
text of Narada (1.8) as meaning that kula is the body of relatives, shreru a body
of traders and othcrs belonging 1O the same profession and a gal)a as "persons
who always move about in groups and unlike shrerus act collectively." In the
current Hindi parlance gaI)8 is used in the meaning of 'people', while 'party
would be nearer to its original denotation.
20 In the Sikh slang, the sandhyabhasa or 'the twilighllanguagc', the tcnn, 'salaried
servant', is used to mean a 'defaulter', or 'one guilty of breach of discipline', for
the good reason that he who accepts salaried employment owes allegiance to,
and undertakes to serve, mortals other than the Khalsa, and thcrefore, is not a
true Khalsa; a free man.
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14. The sacred food, k8[ahpras/id (which is a sacrament and not
physical food) should then be distributed to all present. and all the
newly enrolled members should eat the sacramental food from a
common bow1. 21
21

The sacramental food kar;lhprasad, a pudding, prepared by mixing up wheat
flour, sugar and butter-fat in equal quantities, must be of the value of one and
a quarter of the basic currency of the realm or full multiples thereof, to wit.
Rupee 1 1/4, or Rupees 2 1/2 or Rupees 5 and so on.
These traditional measures and values arc correlated to fundamentally
significant concepl<; of Time and Ritual of the Hindu race.
The Sikh sacred food of karahprasadinvolves three questions: (1) What is
its religious significance, (2) Why must it have three ingredients in equal
measure, and (3) Why must its cost be equal to the one and a quarter basic unit
of currency of the realm or its full multiples?
It is man's basic religious activity to attempt to enter into personal relationship with God and the basic models in which this relationship is expressed are
(a) offering, (b) prayer, (c) ritual acts. Kar;lhprasad belongs to the first mode.
of which there are many types, sacramental or primital gifts and expiatory gifts
being most important. Ka,rahprasad is a sacramental gifl. Gift offering arose in
early history of religions and it<; principle is, du ut des. 'I give so that you will
give'. In all gift offerings an act of communion is intended which will bring the
giver into an intimate union with the recipient of the gift. In the Hindu Poja
rituals as in Babylonian Gilgamesh epic the gods are regarded as materially
dependent on the gifts. In the ancient Israelite practices minha was the special
offering and the Muslims make votive offerings only if their prayers have been
answered. The sacramental offering is a special form of gift-offering. Communal eating of the offering is believed to create the same vital and spiritual
substance so that the donor will share in the soul-substance of one to whom the
offering is made. After the ka,rahprasadis thus transubstantiated, it is shared by
the congregation sar'lgat, including the donor and, through this communion
meal. the donor not only partakes of the numenous substance of the Guru but
also establishes sacramental communion with the whole Panth through the Panj
Pyaras who first partake of the communion meal.
This sacramental communion feast is not merely a symbolic act which would
make it merely a matter of developing ideas, but is a realistic mysteryrite
whereby it is intended to change the very human situation of the donor and the
partic ipants.
The three ingredients of the karahparsad, in Hindu Numerology, signify
treya, the three gunas or quality-modes of the Existence, prakrti, as postulated
in the ancient Sankhya philosophy. The admixture of these three quality modes
gives rise to all forms of the phenomenon, but when the gunas coalesce in
precisely equal measures, the phenomenon evaporates into the realm of the
Numenon. When in the case of an individual mind no one guna. sattva, rajas or
(To continue)
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(Continued)
~amas, predominates over others to cause imbalance, then a state of perfect
numinous poise is the result, which is liberation and summum bonum of all
high religions: hvaibo lri-guoam is the exhortation of Guru Gobind Singh to
the Sikhs, 'strive to achieve the immutable enquipoise that transcends the
interplay of the three guoas'.
The market value of this sacramental offering being imperatively Rupceone
and a quarter or its whole multiples, has two significatory facets. The basic unit
of the currency of the realm is due to the State from its citizens in the form of
taxes or levies or other similar exactions. Civic man must render unto Caesar
what is to him due. But man has a higher obligation to Morality and Religion
and he, therefore, must render to the Guru in ampler measure than what he
renders to the State. That means a Rupee and a fraction more. But why a quarter
of a rupee more?
This takes us to the fundamentals of the Hindu calendar and its interconnection with religious rituals.
The lunar day, tithi, is variable owing to the elliptical orbit of the moon and
this variation amounts to as much as four hours and a half. The solar day, var,
is constant, of 24 hours. The time taken by the sun in completing the circuit of
the sky from a given star to the same star has been found to be of the length of
365 days, 6 hours and 9 minutes and 9.5 seconds, while the interval between
the successive movements of the sun through the vernal equinox has been
found to be 365 days, 5 hours, 48 minutes and 46 seconds. The ancient Hindus
found that the sun's motion among the stars is roughly the same as the moon's
course; only the sun takes the time cqualto roughly 12 repetitions of the moon's
cycle. thus the 27 asterisms, namsatras have been divided into 12 zodiacs, raslS.
thus the Hindu calendar year is essentially the sidereal year, though Hindu
tradition is positive that the only valid calendar is the lunarcalcndar. The Hindu
manuals on ritual, the smrtis, declare that all religious ritual depends on lunar
calendar, smarct sarvalra karmadau chandrama samvatsaram, (~ m ~
~ ~). That religious ritual must be integrated with the potency of themoment is the principle of this dictum.
Now, moon is the equivalence, in Vedic thought, of human mind. When the
Universe was created out of the Cosmic Man, Purusa, Rgveda in the chapter,
Purusaslikta, tells us, that out of the Mind of the Cosmic Man the moon was
created' : chandrma manaso jatah, ('q.r~ >r-ml ";jJT<f). As the moon waxes and
wanes in the sky, likewise the human mind goes into states of exultation and
depression, hope and despair.
The various phases of the moon are termed, kalas, in Hindu calendar.
Charhadl kala, meaning, 'the waxing moon' is an equivalence of a mind that
never despairs, never admits defeat and refuses to be crushed by advertisities
and it is the cherished ideal mood which the Guru has preached and for which
a Sikh daily prays.
The second phase of the moon, dujachandrama, is the first appearance of the
moon visible [0 the naked human eye. When the moon waxes into one quarter
(To continue)
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15. The ceremony of Initiation is now over and complete, and the
assembly should disperse forth with. 22

Appendix
Here are English translations of opening passages from the five
compositions which are recited when Amrit is prepared.
(A) TIlE JAPU

1. Absolute Form, Truth, Name, Creator, Person. Without fear,
Without-malafides, Timeless, Organism. Without-birth, Self-subsistent, Light. Through Grace [realized}. The japu [begins 1. True, beyond the flux of Time. True, at the commencement of time-cycles.
True, within the Time-flux, and True shall also be, Nanak. By human
mind He cannot be comprehended even though it cogitate a hundrred
thousand times. Not by suppressing this cogitation doth the human
mind reach the Silence (of Self-realization), even though it achieves
single-pointed concentration without disruption. 23 By accumulating
the goods and wares of all the world, the desire within is not satiated.
No amount of profound wisdom or possession of know- how availeth .
. [Then] how shall man become one with Truth, how shall the veil of
error be lifted up ? Nanak [answers] : Living and acting [in social
context], in obedience to the Law of God and His Will, revealed to
man through the depths of his own heart. This Law createth the
archetypal forms. This Law cannot be stated. This Law createth the
(Continued)
of its full size, it is the notable, indisputable evidence of its potency and course
towards fullness. Svaya in Punjabi means, 'one quarter' as well as 'wellprogressed in its waxing course'. As the Guru Granth tells us, 'Guru Nanak has
so truly laid the foundations of Sikhism that it shall continue on its progressive
waxing course': abichal nlv dharlguru nanak nit nit charhai SVaI. (~~ mft
<IJO (';Ti')cf 1'1'8 1'1'8 ~ ~ (Gujari M 5, GGS, pp. 500-1).
The karahparsad of the market value of a rupee and a quarter is mystical
equivalence, first, of man's allegiance to Morality and Religion on earth in
addition to and, if necessary, in supersession of, the authority of the earthly
State, and, secondly, of affirmation of the Sikh religious ideal of a waxing,
unbeaten mind amongst the vicissitudes of the life on earth.
22 Sikh Rahit Maryada, pp. 32-37.
23 The allusion here is to the un flickering, steadfast mind of a perfected yogi, 'like
unto the flame in a windless space'. 'tNT tm ~ ~, ..m ~ ~ I 'll'rfiRr ~
~~: I I as Bhagavadglta (VI. 19) puts it.
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life-monads with urge to evolve implanted in them. The lower and the
higher is detennined by this Law. The pleasure and pain is apportioned by this Law to those who are happy or who suffer. By this Law,
some receive Grace and others wander about cyclically. All that is, is
within the compass of the Law. Nanak [funher explains], he who
understands the Law, never then says, "1 am".24
(B) THEJApU

That which hath neither physical fea~ures or peCUliarities, nor
contours, colours or castle, nor genealogy. There is naught to say for
anyone, what Its fonn, what Its complexion, what its phy~iognomy
and what Its unifonn. Stable Entity, the Light sui generis, Without
Measure, so it may be stated. Count countless gods, the kings of gods,
earthly kings and their emperors, [and] the lords of all the three
worlds, the gods, the mortals, and the u tans, all these l together J: [S till]
every blade of grass beareth witness that "Not that", "Not-that". Who
can make an all-true proposition sarvanam about Thee, and the wise,
thus, utter adjectival statements [to refer to Thee] : 1. Salutation to the
Timeless. Salutation to the Compassionate. Salutation to the Formlr.ss. Salutation to the Incomparable. 2. Saluatiun to the One without
a persuasion. Salutation to the Measureless. Salutation to the One and
Alone. Saluanon to the Unborn. 3. Salutation to the Non-aggregate.
Salutation to the Disintegrate. Salutation to the ;.Jameless. Salutation
to the Non-resident. Salutation to the Deedless. Salutation to the
Lawless. SalutatIon to the Descnpuonless. Salutation to the Home o
less. Salutation to the Unconquered. Salutation to the Unsurrendered.
Salutation to the Unfortified. Salutation to the Undemolished. 6.
Salutation to the SpaceJess. Salutation to the NOli-temporal.
24
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Salutation to the Unpierced. Salutation to the Un-consumed. 7. Salutation to
the Non-aggregate. Salutation to the Disintegrate. Salutation to the
Liberal. Salutation to the Shore-less. 8. Salutation to the One-alone.
Salutation to the Many. Salutation to the Substanceless. Salutation to
the Un-yoked. 1025
(C) SUDHA SWAYY.4S

I went to Houses of the sravaks, the Jainmonks, the True ones, the
Siddha teams, the Yogis and the Celibates. 1. The Sun-worshippers,

the Heliosophists, the Cleanlivers, and the Puritans, and the saints and
anchorites of many persuasions. Throughout the world, I saw and
scrutinised, but I did not meet anyone with the true Religion of the
Lord of Life. Without the grace of the Lord of the Grace, the Lord God,
all sects are as worthless as worthless. 2. The inebriated warelephants, covered with gold-cloth bedecked with jewels, without a
compeer, protected with glittering mail coats. Countless war-steeds,
nimble like a deer, and swifter than a gust of wind. And mighty
monarches, as vassals and allies, countless and without number. Such
a mighty emperor of men as this, and yet what of it, for in the end he
must depart unshod and unclad. 3. They subdued country after
country, with bugles blowing and trumpets blaring. Surrounded by
25
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herds of war elephants uttering proboscisic cries, and thousands of
horses neighing in excitement. Such world-conquerers of the past,
present and the future are so numerous as to be countless. Without remembrance of God, all these lords of the earth go in the end to where
every thing goes in the end.3. 26
(D) BENATI CHAUPAI

"Protect us with Thy Hand as our shield. May our aims be fulfilled.
May our mind rest concentrated at Thy Feet. Sustain us, knowing us
to be Thy slaves. 1. Destroy all the evil around us. Save me through
Thine own intervention. May those, my allies and adherents, live in
felicity. My comrades and my followers all of them, 0, God. 2.
Safeguard me with Thine own Hand. Destroy all my enemies now.
May my hopes be completely fulfilled. May I ever remain athirst for
Thy Love. 3. May I lqve naught but Thee. May I receive every
blessing from Thee alone. Save my helpers and my disciples. Pick out
all my ill-wishers for disablement. 4. Uplift me with Thine own Hand.
Destroy my fear of the hour of Death. Be ever our Support, Lord of the
Banners, gran[ us safe conduct. 5. Protector, protect me. Thou, the
Lord, the Guide-saint, the Ally and the Beloved, the Helper of the
poor, the Vanquisher of the evil, Thou art our Refuge in all the
fourteen Regions. (6) Brahma, the creator, demiurge, came into being
within the ambit.of Time. The Shiva also came to exist within the
Time-cycles. The Vishnu, the Primordial Person, is also encompassed
21
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by the Time. All this phenomenon is grounded in the Time. 7. The
Time which made Shiva, the Lord of the Yogis, which created
Brahma, the knower of Vedas. The Time, which made all the temporal
universes, To that our salutations. 8. The Time that created all the
worlds. And created the gods, the titans and the genii. 9. The Time,
which is the same One in the Beginning and in the End. Verily, that
is our Light and Guide. To Him alone we salute, Who hath created all
the creatures. He giveth unending joys to His own devotees. He
destroyeth them that oppose Him 10.21
(E) ANANDU SAHIB

"Brethren, the Light of God is my Guide and peace is in my heart.
The Light hath brought realisation, and my mind is instinct with joy.
The gods and godesses of Music have assembled to make heavenly
music of bliss. Sing ye [also] the praises of God, 0, servants of god."
27
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Nanak sayeth, Peace hath descended into my heart and true Light is
my Guide. 1. mine heart have sorrow and pain no more. He whom
God accepts, his problems are solved. Forget not Him, the God
Almightly, Nanak sayeth, 0, heart mine, remain with God ever. 2.
True Lord, what hast Thou not in Thy House. All, everything is there
in Thy House, but he alone receiveth whom Thou givest. (Thy greatest
gift), Thy praises and Thy adoration, bestow upon us by implanting
the Name in our hearts. Where the name resideth, in that heart the
divine Music ofthe Presence of God is heard too. Nanank sayeth, True
Lord, what hast Thou not in Thy House.3"28
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CHAPT ER

III

THE BLESSED FORT OF TI-ffi UNCUT HAIR
One of the four grave breaches of discipline, anyone of which
results in automatic suspension from the Khalsa Brotherhood, is
disregard of the injunction forbidding trimming or shaving of hair of
any part of the body. Indeed, the breach of this injunction is viewed
most seriously, with greater horror, than breach of any other injunction. The uncut hair, tied in a crown on the top of the head, and a natural
unspoilt beard, lend an aspect of such physical amplitude and uncommon dignity to a Singh that some observers and scholars have thought
it to be the very aim of the injunction in question. I The uncut hair,
ke§as, distinguish a Singh from most other races and human groups of
the world, and naturally, therefore, it has been concluded by some
others2 that this, to distinguish them from all others, is the object to be
achieved by this particular injunction. Some others, more superficial,
seem to conjecture that since unshaved beard indicates, in some way,
divorce from "civilisation",3 and a peculiarly wild mode of appearance, the injunction must originally have been intended to lend a wild
and frightening aspect to the Sikhs when knighted as Singhs, so as to
give them some advantage in battle over their physically superior
adversaries, the alien rulers from Afghanistan and Central Asia.
That all these surmises are wide off the mark can be easily shown.
In the Guru Granth, the main corpus of which was completed by
Guru Arjun in 1604, there are references to the concept of the Cosmic
I

2

3

J.D. Cunningham, A History ofthe Sikhs, p. 84; Alexander Burnes, Travels into
Bukhara, I, p. 285; II, p. 39. See also M. Elphinslon, History of India, II, p..564.
Santokh Singh, Gurpratapsl1Iyodaya (pronounced Sara) Parkash in Punjabi).
Khushwant Singh, The Sikhs.
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Man, a concept believed to be of pre-Aryan Jain doctrines, and
elaborated in the KUDda KUDdacharya's : Panchastikayasara. That
God has anthropomorphic aspect is, perhaps, the most ancient religious concept of mankind. That it was the central conception of the
Mohenjodaro religious philosophy and other contemporaneous civilisations of Sumer and Babylonia, becomes more than probably true,
when we study pre-Christian Near-East religions. Hebrews, though
forbidden to make graven images of their Deity, conceived of Him as
anthropomorphic, a belief and tradition bodily lifted"into the Qur'an
of Islam. Jehoveh made the first man after His own image, which is
the Adam of semitic religions. In Jain doctrine, which is believed to
represent the pre-Aryan Mohenjodaro metaphysics, the cosmic prototypal Man is believed to represent the entire Cosmos, the organism of
which has a human form, and which is without a beginning and
without an end. This Cosmic Man is beyond the basic Jain dichotomy
of life-monad, jNa, and karmic matter, ajiva. It is not "spirit", as
distinct from "matter", but the matrix of both, the common Ground of
this dichotomy, the primordial Stuff of the Universe itself, a kind of
materialised Spirit or spiritualised Matter, the monistic Ground of the
Cosmos. This concept of the Cosmic Man has been adopted, with
certain basic modifications, in post-Mohenjodaro Aryan thought as
well. "The non-existent, truly, was here in the beginning. What was
this non-existent? The life praQa." There were seven such praQas, and
after consulting among themselves, they came to the conclusion that
"we shall never be able to create. Let us make, therefore, out of us
Man ... Those seven praQas became One Man, the Prajapati, the Lord
of the Progeny. "4 This is a mythological rendition of the classical Brahamanic view of the matrix and procession of all Creation. In the
8gveda itself, this concept of the Cosmic Man is elaborated in half a
dozen hymns, dealing with the creation of the world as produced from
some primordial material. In the Purusa-siikta, or Hymn of Man, the
gods are the agents of creation, while the material, out of which they
create by clItting up this Cosmic Man, limb by limb, as ifin a sacrifice,
4

Satapatha Brahmana. V!. 1. 1. 102.
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yajna, is the Purusa, the Man. "Thousand-headed was Purusa, thousand-eyed, thousand-footed."s "Purusa is all, that has been and that
will be. "6 "A fourth ofhim is all beings, three fourths of him are what
is immortal in heaven. "7 "His mouth was the brahmin, his two anns
were made the warrior, his two thighs the vaisya, from his two feet the
sudra was born. "8 The moon was born from his mind, from his eyes
the sun was born. "9 The language and the matter of the Purusa-sukta
both indicate that it is the latest hymn of the ~gveda, suggestive of its
pre-Aryan Mohenjodaro base. It not only presupposes a knowledge of
the three Vedas, the fourth, the Yajurveda, excepted, to which fonner
it refers by name, but it also, for the first and only time in the ~gveda,
mentions the eternally sanctioned four castes. Its religious views are
also different from the other hymns, for it is pantheistic, while the
older hymns are not so. It, in fact, is the starting point of the pantheistic
religious philosophies and outlook of India. It is this train of thought
to which reference is made in the Guru Granth, when it is declared that
the Cosmic Man, has, "beautiful nose and long uncut hair, sohane nak
jin larhmare waJa,"!O that this First Man "has unshaved, untrimmed
body with a turban on head", "sabat siirati dastar sira. '11 From this
doctrine it follows, as a corollary, that human body is a microcosm of
the Cosmos-macrocosm,jo brahmar)(Je Sal piT,lde. 12 In modern times,
s ~~l ~'"'f

m:<lle'l: 'lft:~<nq

<I 'i~ ~~ 'i{'QI'<lRllij~<;":/Il~.,!"''t II

Rgveda X. 90.
6

The Sikh basic formula, wi!.h which Guru Granth is prefaced, contains !.he
clause, adi sachujugadi sachu, --Japu, GGS, p.l, which is a translation of !.his
Rgvedic text, though, in Japu, it is made to refer to God Himself, and not the
Cosmic Man.
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Ibid., X. 90. 12

Rgveda X. 90. 3.
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Ibid., X, 90.13.
Vadhans M 1, GGS, p. 567.
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Emanuel Swedenborg (1688-1772) claims that he has experienced the
whole of heaven in this anthropomorphic way. He states that "the
heaven as one whole represents one man, is an arcanum not yet known
in the world, but very well known in the heavens. "13 "Such being the
form of heaven, it is also governed by the Lord as one man. "14
"Because God is Man, the whole angelic heaven in the aggregate
resembles a single man." 15 The main difference between the Indian
concept and this Western vision is that, according to the former, the
whole universe is comprised in the Cosmic Man, while in the latter,
which does not claim to be a vision of the whole, only the heavens are
of the form of anthropomorphic organism.
It is legitimate to seek the real object of the Guru's injunction,
forbidding shaving and trimming of the body hair, in this concept of
the Cosmic Man. For, Guru Gobind Singh, who made this injunction
into a draconic law, was profoundly acquainted with this concept,
both through his vast studies of the classical literatures ofIndia and its
ancient lore, and also through his direct access to the subconscious
Mind of his race as well as of mankind as a whole, which his innate
yogic power of merging at will his individual consciousness into the
Universal Unconscious, gave him. He makes explicit references to
this concept of the Cosmic Man in the meagre and fragmentary
portions still left to us, out of the vast encyclopaedic literature which
he created. 16

From the illustrative references made above to the concept of the
Cosmic Man in the Guru Granth, and from similar other observations
made therein, it becomes clear that the Sikh Gurus had a theory of
Samuel Noble, Rev., Heaven and Its Wonders, the World of Spirits, Rnd
Hell : From Things Heard and Seen, Section 59.
14 Ibid., ,Section 63. Nor, indeed, this concept lack influential and powerful supporters amongst modem European thinkers. Prof. Whitehead envisages the
universe as an organic whole, of which the living organism is an exemplar. See
load C.E.M., Guide to Modern Thought,p. 190. Prof. Alexander in his famous
work, Time. Space and Deity, inclines towards a similar view.
15 Emanuel Swedenborg, Angelic Wisdom, Concerning the Divine Love and
Divine Wisdom, Section, 288.
" ~ cit ~ H ~ ftrno' WHII
Bachitranatak, DG, P 182.
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Aesthetics in which they tend to identify the Idea of Beauty with the
Idea of the Holy, that is, they postulated a common base for the two
distinct, aesthetic and religious experiences. This theory of Aesthetics
resembles the Platonic conception, as may be gathered from the
Dialogues that there is an Absolute Beauty as a self-existing from.
This true Beauty is not discoverable as an attribute in any another thing,
for these are only beautiful things, not the Beautiful. Love, Eros,
produces aspiration towards this pure Idea. Elsewhere, the soul's
intuition of the Self-beautiful is said to be a reminiscence of its prenatal existence, a trend of thoughtwhich finds such poetic expression
in a Punjabi quatrain of Guru Gobind Singh. 17 But this Sikh theory of
Aesthetics goes further and adopts a position, which in European
thought is approximated by the French spiritualists of the present
century, such as, V. Cousin and Jean Charles Leveque, the latter of
whom has developed his system in his, La Science du Beau. This
theory regards beauty as essentially spiritual in nature, and not
sensuous or formal, or even expressional. The organic beauty, for
instance, in its aspects of magnitude, unity and variety of parts,
intensity of colour, and grace and correspondence to environment, is
really the reflexion of the Ideal Grandeur and Order of the species.
These are perceived by the human reason to be the manifestation of an
invisible vital Force. Similarly, the beauties of inorganic nature are to
be viewed as the grand and orderly displays of an immaterial Force.
Thus, all beauty, in objective essence, is spirit or unconscious Force,
acting with fullness and order. This is precisely the view taken in the
Guru Granth with the difference that no dichotomy of spiritual and
unconscious forces is admitted, and this fundamental informing
principle of beauty is held to be the God Himself. ls
17
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This Sikh view of ontological significance of Aesthetics is fundamentally at variance with the Hindu insights into Reality. True, that
Hindu insight concedes the ultimate Reality as characterised by
attributes of satyam sivam sundram19 , the Truth, the Good and the
Beautiful, but formal beauty is not accorded a fundamental or high
place in their schemata of things real. There is no equivalent in
Sanskrit for Aesthetics and the term, chiirutii is, as a rule, used to
designate the enquiry and study of what is pleasurable, the laws
underlying beauty and the practical means of applying these laws for
creating formal beauty. In the religious domain of Hindus and,
likewise, of Buddhists, formal beauty is viewed as potentially undesirable and dangerous, being a matter of sensual perception, and, thus,
a snare of maya. It was not regarded as a condition of the soul arising
from participation in the Absolute Reality. Thus aesthetic experience
and artistic activity were both regarded as unrelated to the higher
levels of speculation as well as solemn significant human activity.
Buddha forbade the presentation of dharma in ornate literary language; hence the Greek classical severity of Hlnayana Pall Canon.
Buddhaghosa (fl. early 4th c.) in his Visuddhi-Magga, denounces in
no uncertain terms all painters, musicians, perfumers, cooks, beauticia'"!s and purveyors of meretricious luxuries. The Jains also warn
against being deluded and enticed by aesthetic experience in any form
in art and writing, and several authorities totally condemn all things
likely to give rise to aesthetic pleasure. Beauty is a distraction and a
lure that misleads away from true perception of Reality. It is in the
secular Hindu tradition alone that beauty and art are accorded serious
recognition and it was conceded that the chief concern of artistic and
poetic 'I.ctivity was evocation of aesthetic pleasure, chamtkiir.

It is on the basis of the aforementioned theory, that the human form
is a microcosm of the Universe, the Cosmic Man, that this organic
form is representative of the self-existing Ideal form of Beauty, that
the aesthetic experience is basically a stem of the ultimate yogic
experience of Self-realisation, of which the religious experience
comprising the Idea of the Holy is the other stem, that ali religious
activity is a striving tov.ards this Self-realisation and that. in
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comprehending beauty, huuman reason merely comprehends the Divine in
beautiful things, that an adequate understanding of the Guru's draconic injunction against non-shaving of the hair of the body must be
achieved. For, a man who would make religion as the highest pursuit
of his life, cannot and must not ignore the culture of beauty, in its
ultimate essence, and thus deprive himselfofits humanising influence
which helps to give his emotional experience new fOnTIS of expression, and deepens and enlarges his sympathies and intuitions.
This, no doubt, is the real import and significance of a Singh taking
his birth in the Blessed Fort of the Uncut-hair, SrI KeSgarh Sahib.
There is another but social significance of this injunction, to be
derived from a consideration of the negative aspect of the body hair.
Why do men shave and trim their hair? That, if they do so to look
beautiful, they are then in a state of grave error and exhibit a deplorable
lack of aesthetic culture and taste, is the necessary implication of what
has been said above. In the social histories of the East and West, two
other motives are shown as operative which account for this custom
of shaving and trimming of the hair. In India, from times immemorial,
those who renounce the world in order to pursue a life of religion,
shave or pluck off their hair and, in Europe, this custom, particularly
the shaving off of the facial hair, has, somehow, come to be associated
with 'civilisation', with western 'habits of cleanliness', indicative of
their racial superiority, in fact, a test and the badge of the western man,
the herrenvolk of the earth. In India and other parts of the globe, it is
this second aspect which, in the current century, has tilted the balance
in favour of a shingled head and shaven face~ustoms which,
traditionally, in the East, at least, were regarded as the sure marks of
the slave and the ostracised out-caste.
These aspects were, no doubt, present in the mind of the Guru
when he forbade trimming and shaving of the hair.
The significance of the removal of the body hair is well illustrated
in the story of the "Great Departure", mahabhinisakannal)a, of
Siddhanha Gautam who became the Buddha, when he left his house
and house-hold life to seek Truth. After crossing over the boundary of
the principality of his father and entering the deep forests, Siddhartha
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Gautam of the SakyamunI clan "thought", so we read in the JiitakThese locks of mine are not
suitable to a monk, and
His hair he cut, so sweet with many
pleasant scents,
This Chief of men. 20
This practice of cutting the hair of the head or shaving of the head
and facial hair, or better still, pulling them off one by one, as the
ancient pre-Aryan practice of the Jain monks is to this day, has
brahmanical sanction also.
They cut off the tress-knot of the head hair believing, thus they
will attain abiding felicity, the more swiftly.21
Nor, indeed, is this practice and the idea behind it that the hair are
a symbol of life and growtn and those who seek other-worldly ends
must cut or shave them off, confined to India. The religious observance of tonsure, practised in the Roman Catholic and orthodox
Eastern Churches. is readily recalled to mind. It consists of shaving or
cutting part of the hair of the head as a sign of renunciation of worldly
life. The reception of tonsure in these churches is the initial ceremony,
analogous to the Jains, Buddhists, and Hindu sannyiisls, which marks
admission to Orders and to the rights and privileges of clerical
standing. Those who receive the tonsure are bound to renew the mark,
just as the sannyiisiorders of the great Sankaracharya do, at least. once
a month by shaving off the hairofthe head on the top; otherwise, they
forfeit the privileges. the tonsure carries. The idea which lies at the
base of all these customs, practices and ordinances is that the hair are
the reRresentative of the principle of life. sex and earth, symbolic of
the generative forces of the world of Nature. A person who desires to
enter upon a spiritual life, must renounce this world of social vortex.
and as a gesture of this renunciation, must shave offhis hair to simulate
the sterility of an aged, bald, decayed man, who is no longer a link in
the chain of the generative impulses of the life-process, which is the
very essence of maya; and the foliage of hair on the head and other
prominent body hair, therefore, must be coldly sacrificed to stress the
20

Jatak, 1.64.

21

Taittriya Sarnhita, VII. 4.9.
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firm determination of the individual to refuse to cooperate with this
generative life-impulse of the creation-process. Did not Richard
Wagner declare in the Ring: Only he who renounces the power and
fascination of life and sex' will acquire the ring that bestows on its
possessor the power beyond measures?
If, therefore, one desires to traverse in the realms of the spirit, he
must sacrifice his hair not only as a symbolic gesture, but also as a first
positive act of spiritualising his personality, for hair are the aides and
abettors of the life-force, that is maya.
But the life-force, the Sakti, is no less an aspect of the Absolute
than its negation, the Shiva, is. An individual, therefore, who has
achieved self-realisation, who has become a perfect yogi, cannot but
be represented with uncut hair, as Shiva, the Lord of yogis, himself is
represented with long matted hair, arranged in a pyramid on the top of
the head, like the present day Singhs. Supra-normal life-energy which
is now one with the source of the spiritual energy conferring superhuman powers, resides in such a wilderness of hair, uncut and untouched
by the scissors or razor. This is precisely the reason also why
iconographic Buddha must always be represented with a pyramid of
uncut hair, Chada, on his carnial eminence. Buddha statues and
paintings came to be actually made long after the "Great Demise",
mahaparinirvtil), of the Buddha, as in the early centuries of Buddhism
the Buddha was not represented by his likeness. A question is' asked
in the Kalinga bodhljataka, by what symbol or structure the Buddha
may be duly represented in his absence, and the reply is that, while he
abides in his physical body, he can be properly represented by a
likeness of the great bo-tree, mahabodhirUkkha, and, after his demise,
by his bodily relics. That is why, in early Buddhist art, the Buddha is
invariably represented iconically by his "remains", or "traces", dhiitu,
such as Bodhi-tree, Fragrant Cottage, gandhakuti, foot-prints,
padavalanja, or by a Reliquary cairn, thapa, (in Sanskrit SWpa), and
in no case by a likeness, pratima. It is in the Graeco-Buddhist art that
we come across, for the first time, round about the first century A.D.,
a human representation of the Buddha, with a youthful unbearded
expressionless face and a crown-knot of uncut hair atop the head.
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It is significant, however, that in its most typical aspect, this
human representation of the Buddha, is not really the likeness of a
man, but is reflective of the ancient concept of the Great Man,
Mahapurusa, the Cosmic Man. Thfs is so for an excellent reason.
An individual is characterised by 'name' and 'shape', namanlpa,
and while the 'shape' disintegrates at death, the 'name' endures,
by: "When a man dies, what does not foresake him, najahti, is his name
: "When a man dies, what does not foresake him, najahiiti, is his name
or soul, nama" (III. 2, 12). But when that individual becomes the
Buddha, he is gone beyond 'shape' and 'name', both, his individuality
is irrevocably extinguished, nirval)a; his personality has been cast-off,
attajaho, in his case 'what there was to be done has been done'
kattamkiirQyam, he is released and de-spirited, vimutta, and he,
therefore, cannot be represented by any individual likeness. Only the
Cosmic Man, now, truly represents him.
The iconographical representations of the Buddha, therefore,
rightly show a trees-knot of uncut hair on his head, precisely like the
one which the Singhs are enjoined to keep by Guru Gobind Singh.
But this representation of the Buddha is without a beard, with a
perpetually youthful, beardless face. this is clearly a Greek notion,
which conceived of immortal gods as perpetually youthful, and
represented them in sculpture and painting as such, and it is not an
element from the Hindu concept of the Cosmic Man, for whom the
Sanskrit term is sanatanpurusa, 'the ancient old man'.
This predilection for the perpetual youth and boyish beardlessness, is at the root of the custom for shaving off the beard, and the
vague belief that the clean-shaven fashion is, somehow, a mark of a
'civilized' man with the presumption that civilisation is the exclusive
heritage of the western man.
This custom and notion, born out of gross vanity and unmitigated
presumptuousness, is sustained by unthinking ignorance and perpetuated by a slavish imitation of a paranoic world-conqueror, Alexander,
the Great.
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One thing seems to suppon the suggestion of great personal vanity
in Alexander. His ponrait was painted and sculptured frequently
and always, he is represented as a beautiful youth, with wonderful
locks flowing backward from a broad forehead. Previously, most
men had worn beards. But Alexander, enamoured of his youthful
loveliness, would not part with it; he remained a sham boy at
thinytwo; he shaved his face and so set a fashion in Greece and
Italy, that has lasted many centuries,22
and has, till quite recently, become almost universal in 'civilised'
societies with the Singhs forming a refreshing oasis in this featureless,
barren desen.
The reasons, why the Guru forbade shingle and shaving, are
grounded in the metaphysical postulates of transcendental Aesthetics,
in the basic aims and objects of the Khalsa Brotherhood, which seek
to guide mankind to a path to liberation and self-realization through
organised social and political activity, in contradistinction to rejection, denunciation and renunciation of the world, and non-cooperation with the generative, creative impulses of the universe and, thirdly
and lastly, in the cultivation of a mature and integrated personality,
which deliberately outgrows personal vanity and boyishness, and
accepts the principle of growth and aging as fundamental to religious
discipline.
Another line ofthought may be fruitful pursued while dealing with
this subject of keSa.
The average man, understandably, regards the subject of kesa as
the prevalent mode of hair-fashion. What is a fashion? The dictionary
tells us it is the prevailing mode or shape imposed by those whose lead
is accepted. What determines the category, 'whose lead is accepted' by
the generality of men? Is it their social status? Is it their political
prestige? Is it their aesthetic sensibility or moral eminence? What is
the sanction behind the acceptence of a 'fashion', by the generality of
men? Our present day knowledge of the true nature of the psychological motivations and impulsions, which lead to the acceptance of a
22

H.G. Wells, An Oudine ofHistory, pp. 365-66.
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'fashion' or the matrix of a fashion, is altogether obscure. We do not
yet know why one fashion comes and the other goes. May it not be that
some changes or disturbances in the inner psyche of a group of men
or society, that occur from time to time for reasons not yet understood,
tend to express or exteriorise themselves in a mode and cut of dress
and hair? It does not, prima facie, seem altogether unlikely or farfetched.
The fundamental problem of a sophisticated man is the affliction
known as self-alienation. In the most ancient recorded thought of man,
the veda, this self-alienation, kilivi$, is pinpointed as the basic
problem of human psyche and the ritual of yajna is recommended for
regaining the wholeness of the psyche so lost, consequent upon the
primal fission of Creation, when the One became many. The psychological techniques of mental yoga and the practices of maceration and
body control of the physical yoga also aim at or help heal this fissure
of physical self-alienation. The existential dichotomy between man
and God is the starting point of all religion and every truly introspective man longs to overcome this dichotomy to achieve this authentic
living. Self-alienation is one of the terms of a social being, as it is the
predicament of a lonely person, and, therefore, part of adult life,
particularly of the intellectual, in whom this disease of self-alienation
runs rampant, as does his eagerness to heal this breach, to restore this
fissure.
Now, those in whom this breach is healed, as also those who are
right on the way to this wholeness ofthe psyche, how do we expect that
their mode of appearance as well as the 'fashion' of their cut of hairan integral and natural living organ of the body-would tend to express
itself, instinctively and effortlessly? The obvious answer is that the
original simplicity of the human nature, the pristine wholeness of the
human psyche, during and through its process of healment and
restoration, shall exteriorise itself in the 'fashion' of the uncut, untrimmed and unshingled mode of the kda and the body-hair, as enjoined
in the discipline of the Khalsa.
For these reasons, Guru Gobind Singh laid down the ordinance,
"do not shave or shingle," as a testament of love of God and His
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beauty,23 and "ever remain allies of Goodness and Virtue, and the
Khalsa shall remain free and sovereign on earth, for ever and for
ever. "24 Also, this explains the essentially socio-political context in
which the Sikhs have to pursue their religious life on this earth which
has madethe Sikh religion of special interest [to mankind], since it has
created not only a political society, but also customs so distinctive
that those who profess it, rank in common esteem, as a separate
race. 25

2' ~ Q"ifu ~II
24

E ~ ~ ~-~ii ~ O't1"tl'O'O't}ffu ~11--Bachitranalilk,Chaubisavatar,
00, MS Copy with the SodhIs of Anandpur.

~ Charles Eliot, Sir,

op. cit., II, p. 267.

CHAPTER IV

THOU SHALT NOT SMOKE
Smoking of tobacco is held in peculiar abhorrence by the Sikhs
which originates in the draconian injunction of Guru Gobind Singh to
all Singhs to refrain from this practice, absolutely, while previous to
this formal injunction, it was merely a general precept of the Sikh
Gurus.
Dr. Ganoa Singh, eminent Sikh historiographer in his Introducto ARre dT Var Hakikat Rai, (1959) an old Punjabi composition
of closing decades of the 18th century, describing martyrdom of the
famous Sikh child-martyr Hakikat Rai (1728), quotes from an 18th
century ms. Sakhis, which relates that when Bhai Nand Lal Puri, the
grandfather of the child-martyr, visited Guru Hari Rai ( 1630-1661 ) at
Klratpur (Punjab), he humbly asked forthe Guru's benediction before
departure, at which the Guru said: "First, do not shave or shingle the
kesa, hair; second, do not smoke tobacco and, thirdly, do not wear a
cap (the traditional slaves' head-gear) on the head."
ti~n

Tobacco is the name given to the leaves of the several species of
the Nicotiana plant employed for use as a narcotic. It is used in
smoking, chewing and snuff-taking, but smoking is the most widelyprevalent habit of the modern man and it is this form of the use of this
narcotic or stimulant, which is the subject matter of explicit prohibition in the Sikh formularies, and to which particular objection is
invariably taken. Other forms of its use, chewing and snuff-taking, are
shunned by analogy, and not by direct prohi~ition.
It was at the end of the 15th century that the knowledge of tobacco
and its uses came to the rest of the world from America. As the
continent was opened up and explored, it becamf" evident that the
consumption of tobacco, especially by smoking, was universal and of
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immemorial usage, in many cases bound up with certain most significant tribal ceremonies. This characteristic power of this narcotic
weed, i.e. of establishing a universal hold on human groups where it
is once introduced, was, no doubt, one of the reasons why the Sikh
Gurus forbade its use by such explicit injunctions. That this power is
unassilable is clear from the history of the spread of tobacco throughout the 'civilised' world during the last four centuries and a half, so
much so that the spread of tobacco smoking is almost coeval with the
march of 'civilization' to backward areas.
The tobacco plant itself was first brought to Europe in 1558 by
Dr Francisco Farnandes, a physician, sent by Phillip II of Spain to
investigate the products of Mexico. It was a French ambassador to
Portugal, Jean Nicot, commemorated in the scientific name of the
genus Nicotiana, who sent seeds of the plant from the Peninsula to
Queen Catherine de' Medici. The leaves and seeds of the plant were
brought to Agra by Portugese Jesuits, where the great Moghul, Akbar,
held his court, in the first decade of the 17th century.
At first, the plant leaves were supposed to possess almost miraculous healing powers, and the plant was designated, "herba panacea."
While the plant came to Europe through Spain, the habit of smoking
through a wooden pipe, in imitation of the original device of the Red
Indians, spread throughout the world, through English example. The
Moghuls had already perfected and spread throughout India, their
own special device of inhaling tobacco smoke by first passing it
through a reservoir of water, called, huqqeh.
It is only recently that, the harmful effects of the habit of tobacco
smoking on the human physique have been suspected, and the
alarming suspicion is growing that it is a predisposing factor in the
dreadful malady of lung-cancer. It is now also established that "there
is no more verulent poison than nicotine-that is contained in tobacco-only prussic acid approaches it."l And accumulating scientific
knowledge on the subject of tobacco smoking by humans, reveals a
growingly disturbing picture.
1

Gustav Schenk, The Book ofPoisons, p. 159.
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Eminent German neurologist, Dr. Claus Claussen has warned that
smoking is one of the most dangerous hazards, mankind is facing
today.
He says that when a smoker inhales, "the puff damages his brain.
It interferes with the chemical control of the blood consituents, such
as blood sugar causing brain damage".
Dr. Tibbling of the Neurological Laboratory, Lund (Sweeden),
under whom Dr. Claussen carried out important researches in neurology, had successfully measured the hazardous magnitude of these
damages to the brain. Dr. Claussen says that so long as the smokers
succeeded in raising their blood sugar via insulin and got some relief,
they would not give up smoking and would continue to allow brain to
be damaged. (Times of India, Delhi, dated 17.12.75).
The nervous and mental concomitants of the habit of tobacco
smoking, have been known to men of acute sensibilities for a long
time. Akbar the Great and his contemporary, the Shah of Persia,
caused drastic edicts to be issued to countermand this pernicious
habit, and prohibitions by a great monarch in Europe,2 supported by
penal enactments of the most severe description, and the most resolute opposition of priests and statemen, have, likewise, failed to check
the spread of this habit. The tobacco dulls the nerves and moral sensibilities, both, is not in question. The illustrious Sir Walter Raleigh,
"took a pipe of tobacco a little before he went to the scaffold,"3 and a
character ofDostoevsky purposely smokes a cigarrette before committing a cold-blooded deliberate murder. Mahatma GandhI abhorred the
habit of tobacco smoking with the vehemence of a Sikh and more than
once,publicly castigated the habit as 'unclean, unhygienic, anti-social
2

3

"Herein is not only a great vanity, but a great contcmpt of God's good gifts, that
the sweetness of man's breath, being a good gift of God, should be wilfulIy
corrupted by this stinking smoke.... A custom loathsome to the eye, hatcful
to the nose, harmful to the brain, dangerous to thc lungs, and in the black,
stinking fume thereof, nearest resembling the horrible stygian smoke of the pit
that is bottomlcss"-lames I of England-WilIiam Bragge, BibJiotheca
Nicotiana, Birmingham; Also, W. Fairholt, Tobacco,lts History and Association, referred to in the anicle; "Tobacco", by J. Paton and W. Ditunar in the 9th
edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica.
Fairholt, op. cit., p. 273.
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and morally indefensible'.4 To the writer of these lines, in 1942, the
Mahatma averred that, on moral and social grounds, the habit of
tobacco smoking must be discouraged by state action, and on the
writer's pointing out that such state action in the past had failed, he
half-smilingly remarked that, in that case, Guru Gobind Singh's
injunction was the only remedy.
All or some of the more obvious aspects of the problem, particularly the moral and social aspects, must have been present to the Guru's
mind when he included prohibition against tobacco smoking as a most
important rule of Sikh formulary, but the real and decisive rreason for
it must be discovered in the deeper layers of Sikh religion, those
pertaining to the spiritual realms. Once, during his travels Guru Tegh
Bahadur, the 9th Sikh Guru, came to a village, Barna, now in the
Karnal district of Haryana, where drought and soil-poverty had resulted in successive failures of crops, and the farmers approached the
Guru for a blessing. The Guru freely gave his blessings and added, "If
you want these blessings, which is invocation of extra-terrestial
powers to be effective, then give up habit of tobacco-smoking!" They
did so and their indolence was gone too, and for a century they
prospered in the sense that peasants do, but by and by evil days again
overtook the village when Bhiil Santokh Singh, the great Sikh theologian, was residing at the court of Bhiil Ude Singh, the Raja ofKaithal.
He investigated the matter on the spot round about 1840, and found
that, "as long as the inhabitants of the village refrained from tobaccosmoking, the Guru's blessings brought them prosperity; "5 but, when
they disregarded the injunction, bad luck returned to them. Bhiil
Santokh Singh advised the villagers to give up tobacco-smoking, and
he testified that the village grew cleaner and prosperous thereafter.
The observations of the experimental scientists and the normal
human sensibility, is by no means the limit and measure of the
existence; and that which exists beyond these ranges can be disregarded by human beings only at their own peril. Such, indeed. is the
basic presumption of all religions and religious activity which aims at
4
5

M.K. GandhI, An Autobiography, pp. 25-26.
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GurpraUlpsurya, 11-46.
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the enlargement of human sensibilities into the supranonnal domains
of existence and subsistence.
Well, now, good Gotama, are there devas, gods?
That is certainiy known to me, Bhardvaja : There are devas.
Is not this vain and false?
There are devas, Bhardvaj. If anyone is asked and should say that
there are devas, or should say: it is cenainly known, it is known
to me-this is indeed the conclusion to be reached by intelligent
men."6
Monks, I will teach you about the devas belonging to the gandhabba group. Listen Which are the devas belonging to that group?
There are, monks, devas inhabiting the scents of the roots; there
are monks, devas inhabiting the scents of heart-wood...t,he scent
of soft-wood, the scent of bark.. .the scent of sap.. .the scent of
leaves the scent of flowers... the scent of fruits ... the scent of
tastes the scent of scents. Monks, these are called devas belonging to the gandhabba group ?7
These devas, or supra-normal beings, are described as "of long
life-spans, beautiful, abounding in happiness," and they are not mere
abstract names or concepts, but organic entities and persons though
made up to subtle non-material stuff.
Mahanama, the youngman of family, with his riches lawfully obtained, honours, respects, reveres and venerates the de vas who'are
worthy to receive his offerings. Because of this, these devas have
compassion for him, saying: 'Long life, maya long life-span be
protected.' Because of the devas' compassion, growth may be expected for the young man of family, not decline. 8
6
7
8

Williams and Norgate (tr), Majjhima-Nikaya, II, p. 213.
Samyur.a-Nikaya. III, pp. 250-51.
Anguttara-Nikaya, III. p. 77.
Note: These devas or luminous beings, for obvious reasons, are not visible to
physical human eyes. Five kinds of eyes, in addition to the human physical
eyes, are enumerated in ancient Hindu scriptures : (1) Eyes of Instinct,
sharIrakachak$ii, like those of predacious animalsor birds which, in most cases,
possess a greaterrangeofvision than humaneyes. (2) Celestial eyes, divyachakSii.
(To continue)
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No religious activity aiming at mundane success or prosperity and
no religious discipline aiming at spiritual progress, can fructify if
these supra-normal beings are hostile and in opposition, a fact which
the modefP man prefers to express by such vague expressions as, 'bad
luck' 'mischance', 'unforseen circumstances', etc. Flowers and incense-burning, associated with religious rituals andcermonies throughout the ages, are obviously to be explained by deeming these as a
device to propitiate the gandharva group of supra-normal beings.
Is tobacco-smoking, in any manner, significant in this context?
A Tibetan document, called a terma, with the title of Lohi-Chojung, has something trenchant to say on the subject of tobacco-smoke
in this context. But, to begin with, what is a terma ?
Termas are books, thoughts, works, which the great sages of the
past wrote for illumination of future ages. The great men of the
past foresaw everything. Every century has its vices, so they wrote
books adapted to every century. They wrote books in which they
gave remedies for all the vices of men and burried them in the
(Continued)
like the eyes of the devas, which can sec the human world as well as their own,
and past and future births ofbcings in both these planes of existence. (3) Trutheyes, satyachak$l1, like the eyes of saints and perfected yogis, capable of seeing
throughout hundreds of kalpa!>, world-periods, backwards and forwards. (4)
Divineeyes, brahmachakSI1, like those of highly advanced and perfected souls,
described as Brahmagyam in the Guru Granth, which can see throughout
millions of world-periods that have been and will be. (5) Eyes of Light,
GuruchakSl1, such as are possessed by the Guru, the Buddhas, capable, in like
manner, of seeing throughout eternity. It is to the principle of this classification
that a reference occurs in the Guru Granth, where it is said that "those eyes are
others by which My Beloved is seen" (CWiOf j ~ ~ t.lcI't ~ ')f' ftrcItVa<1hans M 5, Sloka, GGS, p. 577). Human beings, in which clairvoyant vision
is induced by namasimran, or yogic dhyanaor in whom such vision exists from
birth by vinueofpre-birth spiritual discipline, are alone capable ofseeing devas
with the physical human eyes. Sometimes the dcvas appear unexpectedly to
ordinary human beings as well, as is testified in the Hindu, the Buddhist, the
Christian and the Muslim sacred literatures. The writer of these lines was
blessed by such a vision, at about 11. A.M. on a June day in 1947 at Lahore,
when Baba Ram Singh KOka, in deva form, appeared to him and conversed with
him.
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mountains, underneath rivers, among the ice-peaks. When the
time comes, somebody discovers them. 9
The very wOl:d, shikre, (as the Tibetans pronounce, cigarette) is illomened. Shikmeans 'to demolish', re means 'to tear' and it is, thus,
a combination of very sinister ideas, indicating, the thing concerned will bring evil and ruin. lO
Padmasambhava foresaw smoking a thousand years ago and
more. In his great fore-sight he knew that men, would, one day
succumb to the extreme and incomparably stupid vice...smoking,11
and thus the warning he preserved in the terma, Lohi-Cho-jung.
There is one evil custom, which is the fore-runnerofthe Tempter,
mar, himself. It is, spreading among the general population...use
of the evil, stinking, poisonous weed, named, tobacco. The smoke
from this drug defiles the sacred objects of worship, the Images,
the Books, the Relics. It weakens the gods above, causes fighting
among the spirits of the midheavens, and injures the Serpentspirits below. From this cause arises an endless cycle of epidemics, wars and famines in the human world. 12
9

10

11

12

Mariani Fosco, Secret Tibet, pp. 95-96.
The following account of a tenna is given by Dr. Evans Wentz in his
"Introduction" (p. 75). to the English translation of The Tibetan Book of the
Dead, the Bardo Thodol, which itself is a tenna :
"During his sojourn in Tibet at that time (A.D. 747) and during subsequent
visits, Padmasambhava (a Professor of Yoga at the University of NaIanda, and
a native of Udyan, modem Swat in Afghanistan) had many Tantric books
translated into Tibetan out of Indian Sanskrit originals- some of which had
been preserved in the monastries of Tibet-and hidden away with appropriate
mystic ceremonies in various secret places. He also endowed certain of his
disciples with the yogic power of reincarnating at the proper time. as determined by Astrology, in order to take them out along with the treasures hidden
away with them and the requisites, needed for properly performing the rites
described in the texts....According to a rough estimate the religious texts
already taken out in this manner...would form an encyclopaedia of about
sixtyfive volumes of blOCk-prints, each consisting of about four hundred
ordinary sized folios."
Ibid., p. 95
Ibid.
Quoted by Sir Charles Bell in The People of Tibet.
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All this, however, is bound to strike the average 'scientific' mind
as something 'weird', 'uncamy'. This distaste which the devas, even if
they do exist (Mao-tse-tung recently declared, they do not), have for
tobacco smoke; and this being advanced as a serious argument to the
modern man against the tobacco smoke, which he so much enjoys;
which almost all the civilised peoples of the globe are addicted to,
which he finds such a solace to his frayed nerves and mind both; and
which renders such conspicuous service to the art of sociability that
is the very basis of civilisation. 'Shall the tobacco be forbidden and
tabooed, just because of some hypothetical de vas ? What 'scientific'
reasons, there are against the pleasant habit of tobacco smoking, qua
the religion of the Sikh?, that is what an intelligent modern mind asks.
And "to this an answer must be returned.
The Sikh religion, like all higher religions, tempts man with the
vision of integrating the individual little self with the universal self,
the World-Soul. For this purpose, it propounds a metaphysics, recommends a discipline and determines a context for this way oflife. Since
this context, in the Sikh religion, has been determined as political and
social activity, the growth of a culture and its ripening into a civilisation are necessary concomitants of the Sikh religion. It is not necessarily so in, some otherreligions, though culture, subsequently culminating into a civilisation, may be, and, perhaps, ordinarily is, the
byproduct of an organised religion. An ascetic religion, for instance,
postulates that the empirical existence is an error, and the world of
senses is a mirage, an evil temptation and an illusion, which must be
shunned and abandoned as the initial step on religious path, without
regrets and without any covert desire for return to it. Such religions as
Buddhism, Jainism, monastic Christiani ty and higher forms of Hinduism, not to mention the mystic Islam of Sufism, have neither any
desire nor any hope for the improvement of this phenomenal world.
A man of this way of life, therefore, does not try to change the society
and the world, and social change and politics are, therefore, irrelevant
to him. He is alike indifferent to culture and civilisation as such, which
both are products of social intercourse and political organisation. The
interest of a Sikh in society and politics, however, is direct and vital.
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His is, what Schubart calls, the Heroic culture-mentality,13 which
views the world as undeveloped and chaotic, and which he must
improve by his organisational effon. Such heroic man, the Singh, does
not accept the world as it is, but he fights against it to change it.
Activity and confronation are the hall-marks of the Khalsa. 14
Hear, the war-drums reverberate in the skies.
And the deadly bullet flies straight towards its mark.
The soldier well-entrenched in the battle field,
Knows that this is the hour of battle and of victory.
This is the badge of a true soldierTo fight to the end for justice and freedom. 15
Hail, to the man who lifes a life of right activity and strife with the
Name of God on his lips.16
Out ofthis basic attitude springs Singh's desire for political power,
though unlike Schubart's heroic man, he is free from lust for power and
pride, service and humility being his watchwords, and in his social and
political 'activity, he does not stray away and move away from God to
sink into things empirical, and thus, he avoids secularism as his
destiny and tragedy as his end. His end is God and human life on earth
as illuminated by God is his destiny
The holy invincible legions of men of religion are safely ironclad
from head to foot.. Engrossed in the praises of God with hardleather shields of the Guru's Word in hand,
They are firmly seated in the war-chariots driven by powerful
steeds, hissing like cobras, and galloping straight on to the Path of
God.
13

Schubart Walter, Europa und die SeeJe des Os tens, p. 13 ff. English: Dyanamics
: Vol. II. Ch. 10 and Vol. IV. Ch. 8-16.
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Undaunted they charge into the ranks of the enemy thus fulfilling
their mission, adoration of God.
They become world-conquerors as they fully tame their lower
selL l7
For this, day-to-day divine illumination and fixation of a proper
perspective for things secular, he is enjoined upon to live a disciplined
life of namasimran, service, self-control and abstinence. He must
avoid gluttony, and all such edibles, as he finds tend to obstruct his
finer mentality. He must sleep little and avoid unnecessary talk, and
remain poised and alert in his body and mind, the latter ever activated
by compassion and charity. Thus, he must become a creator and
. vehicle of culture, which is simply another name for values of
inwardness.
Moderate food and severely controlled sleep with mind and body
alive with love and charity. Ethical life and contentment as
constant guides. Thus may man transcend his basic limitations. 18
Eating to cater to pleasures of the palate-such as causes disease
to the body and obscurity to the mind-this is forbidden to a
Sikh. 19
A man of religion detaches himself from the earthly temptations.
And he eats to live and avoids gluttor.y.2o
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Such values are, in their very nature, created and sustained by a
disciplined minority, such as the Order of the Khalsa. That food and
physical habits powerfully influence the mind, is a commonplace
matter of experience. In the following pages21 we shall have occasion
to consider at some length, the physiological bases of the inward
experience, which is the matrix of all cultural values and impulses.
This inward experience consists of ingress into those regions of the
human mind which are the opposites of the empirical experience, with
which the modem physical sciences deal in the laboratory. These
regions are the antipodes ofthe human mind, of the existence of which
the modem man has become increasingly aware, during the last three
or four decades, through the work of the psycho-analysts, and which
regions are labelled by them as subconscious and unconscious. 22 We
shall also have to refer to the relation of these regions to the practices
and the goal of religious activity, as conceived by the Hindu mind
since the times of the Upanisads. Here, the point to bear in mind is, that
the spiritual experiences, the extrasensory visions, the mystical numena,
all have physiological bases or parallels about which most interesting
and provocative speculations have been recently made by Aldous
Huxley.23 The whole of the Hindu doctrine of tapas is based on this
theory of the physiological bases of extra-sensory experiences and
para-psychic powers. It is this which has led to the ascetic practices in
various religions throughout the ages. It was this theory which
Gautam of the Sakya clan put to test and found wanting as a means to
the achievement of transcendental wisdom, the bodhi, a fact with
which the Sikh Gurus amply agree. But this much is demonstrable that
a suitable change in physiological conditions of the human body by
external aids, such as fasting, mortification, drugs, stroboscopic lamp,
hypnosis, and inhalation ofcarbon dioxide, such as became inevitable
21

22

23

Chapter VI.
Alexander Canon has remarked somewhere that, "India and Tibet can teach us
more about Psychology than Freud, lung or Adler or the exponents of any other
thought movement" and, likewise, Freud is recorded as having observe0 that
"Europe made a beginning in understanding depth-psychology not yesterday
but only this morning, while the Hindus have been at it for thousands of years."
The Doors of Perception; also, Aldous Huxley, Heaven and Hell.
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in the well-known ancient yogic practices oftaking up contemplative
abode in sealed caves or artificial domes, facilitates ingress Of the
human mind into supra-sensuous regions, including those of the
archetypal enduring forms and ideas, which are the very stuff of the
human culture and surrogates of higher religion and mystical experiences. Just as opium and bhang, cannabis sativa, are employed by
many sects of Hindu ascetics to facilitate these higher experiences,
similarly, the roots of a certain cactus plant have been used by
Mexican Indians to induce such experiences. Tobacco, as we have
already pointed out, is originally a South American herb, and the
South American Indians have known, from times immemorial by
experience, that the inhalation of tobacco smoke is a most powerful
inhibitive of such physiological conditions, whether they are concomitants of higher spiritual states descended on human mind from
above, i.e. of non-bodily origin, or on the other hand, resultant of and
causally grounded in drug-induced bases.
A person under the influence of mescalin or lysergic acid will stop
seeing visions when given a large dose of nicotinic acid. 24
In elaboration of this point, Aldous Huxley observes thatall our experiences are chemically conditioned, and if we ima~ine
that some of them are purely 'spiritual' purely 'intellectual', purely
'aesthetic', it is merely because we have never troubled to investigate the internal chemical environment at the moment of their
occurrence. Furthermore, it is a matter of historical record that
most contemplatives worked systematically to modify their body
chemistry, with a view to creating the internal conditions favourable to spiritual insight. When they were starving themselves into
the low blood sugar and a vitamin deficiency, or heating themselves into intoxication by histamine, adrenalin and decomposed
protein, they were cultivating insomnia, and praying for long
periods in uncomfortable positions, in order to create the psychophysical symptoms of stress. In the intervals they sang interminable psalms, thus increasing the amount of carbon dioxide in the
lungs and the blood stream, or, if they were Orientals, they dirt
:u Aldous Huxley, op.

cit., p. 12.
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breathing exercises to accomplish the same purpose. Today we
know how to lower the efficiency of the cerebral reducing valve
by direct chemical action and without the risk of inflicting serious
damage on the psycho-physical organism. For an aspiring mystic
to revert, in the present stage of knowledge, to prolonged fasting
and violent self-flagellation would be as senseless, as it would be
for an aspiring cook to behave like Charles Lamb's Chinaman,
who burned down the house in order to roast a pig. 25
The point to understand is that whether it is religious illumination
and spiritual progress, or whether it is creative activity pertaining to
values of culture, it is the inward experience and linear mental
activation, that is its source and matrix. Whether this inward experience is spontaneous or the result of purely mental discipline, i.e., a gift
of extra-human divine grace or outcome of individual spiritual endeavour, it has a physiological concomitant and base. Conversely, this
inward experience is also inducible by chemical aids, through bodily
changes of a chemico-physiological character. Whether this latter
device is all-sufficient, is not the point here; Gautam, the Buddha, said
it was not,26 and the Sikh Gurus discouraged placement of main
reliance on it.
Physical maceration and extreme fOnTIS of ascesis such as 'penance of inverting bodily postures', does not cure the malady of
egocentricity withinY
But the scientific fact itself cannot be controvened. Inlhe one
case, where this inward experience has descended from above, the
tobacco smoke, whether inhaled by the subject or just present in the
atmosphere around, is highly inimical to the descent and unhindered
continuance of this inward experience.
25

26

Ibid, pp. 63-64.
"These two dead ends, monks, should not be followed ... That which isamong
sense pleasures ... low, of the average man, of the uncultured (literally ,gramm,
of the vi llager), un-Aryan ... ; and that which is addiction to tormenting of the
self ... "
Digha, Nikaya, ii. 313.

Sri Rag, M 1, GGS, p. 33.
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Expressed thus, it becomes clearer as to what Padamsambhava
had in mind, when he asserted many centuries ago that the tobacco
smoke "defiles the sacred object ... and ... weakens the gods above."
If the gods above are weakened, man ceases to have communion with
the Spirit, and the Light of God is shut out to him, and "from this
cause," as Padamsambhava asserts with such concinnity, "arises an
endless cycle of epidemics, wars and famine in the human world."
Can it be complained that the seer and the savant, Padamsambhava,
overstated the matter, if we view the trends of the world history during
the last two and a half centuries, ever since tabacco smoking has
become almost a universal habit of global communities? Again, it is
a scientific fact, demonstrable by laboratory experiment that tobacco
smoke, when inhaled by the subject or experienced through propinquity (although it apparently aids a lower type of concentration that
discovers but does not create), acts as a powerful inhibitive of the
physiological bases of the genuine inward experience, and is thus
destructive of such experience itself.
The problem of smoking is not a question of social hygiene,
primarily, nor is it a question of human health, basically. It is both of
these and from both the stand-points, it is a serious problem of world
significance, constituting an international problem of serious concern
to the international organs, as well as the national states of secular
bases. But more than that, it is a question of far-reaching cultural
significance and spiritual import to the whole of mankind. Prevalence
of tobacco-smoking habit is decidedly the most powerful one factor
that has, in the recent past, resulted in the lag, which is now diagnosed
as the cause of the present ills of the world, the lag between the
advanc,e in physical sciences leading to increasing mastery of man
over nature, and development of moral values and susceptibilities, the
inward growth of mankind appropriate to this scientific and technological progress. Thus, mankind is heedlessly moving towards a
catastrophe from which an escape is possible only through conscious
effort. Such an effort must originate in a culturally conscious community aware of the value and significance of inward experience. Such
a community alone is capable of initiating and spreading the moral
ferment that can regenerate and save mankind and avert the pending
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catastrophe that is implicit in the purely empirical experience, unleavened by the inwardness of mystical communion with God. 28
Such a community was intended to be the order of the Khalsa
created by Guru 60bind Singh, and to the members of this Order, the
Guru issued the imperative injunction: Thou shalt not smoke.

28

"the existence of mystical states absoluLCly ovenhrows Lhe pretension of nonmystical states to be the sole and ultimate dictators of what we may hclic"c"-

William James, Varieties of Religious Experience, p. 427.

CHAPTER

V

FIVE K'S
About keeping uncut hair, something has already been said. The
other four K's obligatory for a member of the Khalsa Brotherhood to
keep are, a sword, a comb, short drawers and an iron bangle on the
right wrist. The Sanskrit word Ktipa1)a pronounced as Kirpan by the
Sikhs, means an oriental sword, that is, primarily a cut-weapon as
contra-distinguished from a rapier, a thrust weapon common amongst
Europeans. Every member of the Khalsa Brotherhood must always
keep a Kirpan on his body, but this injunction refers to the Kirpan as
a symbol, essentially. A symbol is different from a thing in so far as
it has meaning also, while a thing has mere utility and no meaning. A
symbol must have a meaning, primarily, but it may be a thing of utility
also.
The proposition that a symbol has a meaning, gives rise to some
interesting speculations.
In a sense, 'words' are symblos, for their significance is not in what
they resemble in shape but in what they mean. Are then 'words' and
'symbols' functionally interchangeble ? Do symbols merely perform
the functions that linguistic letters can perform, and equally well ?
Till about the middle of the 17th century the European mind was
almost totally and profoundly committed to the dignity of the 'word',
the verbal proposition: to the belief and conviction that words when
handled with sufficient skill and exactitude could bring the mind into
correspondence reali ty. The turning point came with the Ethics of Spinoza, which book is a vast tautology showing that unlike numbers,
words do not lead to consequent demonstrations, for, added or
divided, they give only other words or other versions of themselves.
It was this line of thought that culminated in the Linguistic Philosophy
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of Ludwig Wittgenstein (1889-1951), fully developed during the
period when the writer of these lines was a student at Cambridge
during the thirties of this century. Wittgenstein's entire work starts out
from the question, "whether there is any verifiable or conceivable
relation between the 'word' and the 'fact'; ur whether the 'fact' is not
merely the solidifications, in the mind, of the suggestions deposited
there by language"? In his writings there is the implict question ever
present: "Can reality be spoken of when speech is merely a kind of
infinite regression, words being used to speak of other words" ?
The famous proposition of his, in the Tractatus, that "what can be
said at all can be said clearly, whereof one cannot speak, thereof one
must be silent," is not a claim for potentialities of the word and the
verbal proposition. It is a total retreat from the comprehensive claims
of the classical European thought.
The root genius of the classic and the Christian mind was to
subject reality to the governance of language. Philosophy, literature,
law, theology, the arts of history, are sustained attempts by the
European mind to enclose within the bounds of language the sum of
accumulated human expenence, its present practices and its future expectations. The Code of Justinian, the Summa of Aquinas, the Divina
Comedia of Dante, are great endeavours at total containment testifing
to the belief that all truth can be housed in the side-walls of language.
The educated European mind now, however, is becoming aware
that it is a mistake to think that verbal context is the only one in which
the life of the mind is conceivable. There are modes of intellectual and
sensuous reality, founded not primarily on language, but on other
modes of communication, such as, the icon, pratima the religious
symbol, the musical note, the evocative and suggestive periphery of
the spoken word that lies in the shades surrounding its definitive
luminous core.
This, incidentally, is the key to the understanding of the apparent
repetitions, verbal tautologies, and numerous other linguistic
juggleries skillfully employed in the revelations of the Sikh
scripture, the Guru Granth, and to each piece and paragraph of it that
stands carefully and rigorously set and assigned to a note or tonal
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vanatIon of classical Hindu musicology, which musicology
postulates that music is the chief language of the mind, when the
mind is in a condition of non-verbal feeling. Ranjayate aneneti ragab
(
p;;nJff sif,tm U1T:
) music is that which evocates a mood, what is
felt and what occurs at some level previous to language or beyond it.
By analysing precise nature and limitations of the verbal expression, Wittgenstein has shown keen awareness of the truth that the
quality of our speech and the quality of our living are most intimately
connected. He knew that the forms of language were deeply rooted in
our nature and he spoke of 'deep disquietudes' caused by imbalance
between the two. The attainment of final clarity for him meant a
philosophy that ends all philosophy, because there is, at least theoretically, an answer to every question. 'If a question can be put all, it can
also be answered', he says in the Tractatus. But he argues that when
all questions which Science and Philosophy can ask, are answered,
there still will remain a vast realm of unanswerable questions, "the unsayable, of which one must be silent". Does the 'unsayable' exist?
"There indeed, is the unsayable," he says in the Tractatus. How can we
be sure? His answer is : "it shows itself; it is the mystical". And
Philosophy, in the end, will mean the unsayable by clearly showing
what can be said; and having shown it, it will have reached its end"!.
This is the realm of Reality with which the Hindu mauni, the 'silent
one', through his tongue-tiedness, converses. Such is 'the language of
silence' that gave birth to Zen Buddhism that had its birth in the famous
sermon ofGautam, the Buddha, conveyed by him through his silence,
and referred to in the P~Hi text, A vatamsakasiitra, which tells us that
after three weeks of his Enlightenment, Buddha remained silent while
1

During one of his lectures the writer of these lines quoted a text from the Guru
Granlh which Wittgenstein made him repeat four times:
If it is sayable. it is within the range of the word.
If it is unsayable, it is outside the steady grasp of the mind.
The real is where the sayable and the unsayable meet.
What the real truly is, is altogether beyond comprehension.
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holding up a golden-coloured flower and yet his disciples received the
transcendental message.
Non-verbal modes of conversing with and communicating about
the regions and realms of human experience and Reality, though only
recently recognised by the European mind, have, from times immemorial been known and accepted as valid by the Hindu mind. The
story of the Dhyana or Zen sect of Buddhism is an illustration. In the
BrhadaraQyaka occurs the famous aphorism : vakrokti kaminab
Devab spastokti dvisab : 'the gods are pleased only with the cryptic
and they hate direct speech'.
Symbol is a form of vakrokti, a technique for conversing with and
communicating the aspects and layers of reality that are 'unsayable'.
Employment of symbol, cihna, is a common, ancient device in
Hinduism. Fundamentally all things being fragments of the Supreme
Unity, things, as they appear, are to be regarded transmutations of a
higher Reality. The notion of microcosm doctrine of signatures and
esoteric relationship between things are the main surrogates of the
doctrine of symbolism in Hindu philosophical and religious tradition.
Some things are more intimately linked on the phenomenal plane
because of similarity in origin or appearance or because they are
related by assCY.;iation, tradition or mystical ties and theses occult
affinities constitute the basis of a complex of symbolism of profuse
variety of forms in Hindu and Buddhist mythology, ritual, art, architecture, literature and religion.
The symbols enable us to get into contact with, not only the preverbal levels of human experience, but symbols are the final destination also of the verbal experience and, eventually, symbols alone
remain the tools with which we may handle the ultimate results of our
verbal experience and activity. Says Prof. Eddington in his Science
and the Unseen World:
That environment of Space and Time and Matter, of light and
colour and concrete things, which seems so vividly real to us is
probed deeply by every device of Physical Science, and at the
bottom we reach symbols. Its substance has melted into shadows.
Nonetheless, it remains a real world if there is a background to the
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symbols - an unknown quantity which the mathematical symbols
stands for. We think we are not wholloy cut off from the background. It is to tbis background that our personality and consciousness belong.
It is clear, therefore, that without the aid of symbols neither
understanding nor practice of higher religion is possible.

A 'symbol', however, must be distinguished from a 'sign'. A 'sign'
stands for the vehicle of meaning and all that semioticians understand
by that concept; and it applies to the natural level of-discourse
involoving literal and moral modes of rati<JFination. 'Symbols', on
the other hand, stands for the method and value of signification
employed on the non-natural levels, such as the allegorical.
This dichotomy between the 'sign' and the 'symbol' is wellrecognised:
The concept of 'symbol' should be strictly differentiated from that
of a mere 'sign'. Symbolic and semiotic interpretations are entirely
different things...Every view which interprets the symbolic expression as the best possible formulation of a relatively unknown
thing which cannot conceivably, therefore, be more' clearly or
characteristically represented is symbolic ....The explanation of
the Cross as a symbol of Divine Love is semiotic, since Divine
Love describes the fact to be expressed better and more aptly than
a Cross, which can have many other meanings. Whereas that
interpretation of the Cross is symbolic which puts it beyond all
imaginable explanation, regarding it as an expression of an
unknown and as yet incomprehensible fact of a mystical or
transcendental Le. psychological character, which simply finds its
most striking and appropriate representation in the Cross. 2
A 'symbol' is not consciously constructed; it is the best intelligible
representation of interior and unconscious contents or inspirations
from the Beyond, from the supramundane and supramental spheres
which, at the time of the symbol-production, cannot be grasped in any
other way.
2

Carl lung, Psychological Types, pp. 601-602.
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True symbols have something illimitable about them. They are
inexhaustible in their instructive and suggestive powers...
These symbols, it is argued, cannot be reduced to a systematic
interpretation, for, ·the inter-cultural meaning and significance of
these symbols is constantly changing. These symbols also possess the
ability to alter and augment personalities, for images and symbols of
myth and art possess some kind oftransfonning power'. The moment
we systematise them through proper interpretations:
we deprive ourselves ofthe quickening contact, the demoniac and
inspiring assault, that is th'e effect of their intrinsic virtue. 3
The Primary function of a 'symbol' is not to inform or instruct but
to liberate and inspire, because a symbol always and essentially,
aims beyond itself; it points outside itself to the Ultimate and in
doing so, carries the worshipper along. All that is expressible by
'symbols' is secondary; they are no more than mere tracks. What
is important is to reach the ultimate Substance by means of these
tracks and symbols.4
'Symbols' possess "the property of being more in intention than
they are in existence. "5
Lastly, a 'symbol' must be distinguished from an 'associative
stimulus'. Such a stimulus merely acts on the observer by the propulsion of psychic association and it is not taken by him to stand for
anything in its own right. It, therefore, cannot have the status of a
'symbol'.
A moth-eaten rag on a wonn-eaten pole,

It does not look likely to stir a man's soul,
'T is the deeds that were done neath the moth-eaten rag,
When the pole was a staff and the rag was a flag.
To ask for an explanation ofthe meanings of the Sikh symbols, the
Five K's, is, therefore, to put a wrong question. All that can legitimately be asked for, is an indication of clues, a pointing towards the

4

Heinrich Zimmer, The King and the Corpse, 1948, p. 1.
D.T. Suzuki, Zen and Japanese Culture, 1955, p. 135.

5

Ibid
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tracks that may help an individual to get into empathy with a particular
symbol so as to render the symbol instinct with its demoniac power for
the individual concerned.
Such clues are briefly given in respect of these Sikh symbols.
Now, what are the evocative meanings of the symbol kirpan? One
meaning of the kirpan has already been referred to as a weapon, which
cuts at the very roots of avidya, nescience, that separates the transient,
puny, individual selffrom the abiding, immortal, Universal Self. The
kirpan, therefore, is symbolic of the Transcendental Knowledge, the
brahmajnana, which destroys the illusion ofthe temporalia, the world of
Time and 'Space, and leads to the Life everlasting. It is symbolic of the
Guru Himself who is the Destroyer ofIgnorance; it is nothing less than
an Attribute of God to which a reference is made in the Muslim Sufi
literature, as, alhadl. The Sikh Gurus declare this to be a primary
Attribute of God the Light, the Destroyer of Darkness, of which the
symbol is the clean cutting double-edged sword "which was created
in the beginning, before the world of appearances was created."6
Secondly, a sword differs from a dagger, not so much in size or shape,
for there are long daggers and short swords, but in the intended use.
A sword is associated with open combat, governed by ethical principles, while the dagger is associated with secret attack, or sudden
defence opposed to it. The second clue-meaning of this symbol,
therefore, is that the Sikh way of life is wholly governed by ethical
principles, and it constitutes an intelligent, aggressive and useful
citizenship of the world and not a slavish, conformist and self-centred
social existence.? Thirdly, it is, by ancient tradition and association, a
typical weapon of offence and defence and, hence, a fundamental
right of the free man, a sovereign individual to wear it. All governments and rulers, whether ancient or modern, have insisted and do
insist on their right to control and curtail the right of a citizen to wear
• ~~~f.:ro
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arms. S Indeed, in final analysis, a government or the State is sustained
and supported by organised power and the exclusive right of possession of arms, a citizen's right to wear arms being conceded as only of
a permissive and li~ensed character. It follows from this that the
measure of freedom to possess and wear arms by an individual is the
precise measure of his freedom and sovereignty. Since a member of
the Khalsa Brotherhood is pledged not to accept any alien restrictions
on his civic freedom, he is enjoined to insist on and struggle for his
unrestricted right to wear and possess arms of offence and defence.
This is the third meaning of the symbol of kirpan, which, contrary to
the current belief in certain quarters, need not, on every occasion,
assume the form of an actuallong sword, but may also be a small steel
miniature of the sword, kept tied to the comb tucked up in the chiida
of the head-hair. That is not to stay that any alien authority or fiat may
limit me possession ofthis symbols to this tonn, but that the symbol may
be, when desired, kept in this fonn, is not in doubt. The ancient usage,
going back to Guru Gobind Singh himself, sanctions it. It is by all accounts
agreed that when the cremation pile ofGuru Gobind Singh's mortal body
was probed into against his final instuction's a miniature kirpan was the
only relic found in the ashes.
This Sikh symbol of kirptin has created a general impression that
arm-bearing and soldiering is the essence ofSikhism and its core-meaning, and that peace and ahimsa, non-violence, are rejected by Sikhism as
a way oflife.
This is a misleading notion, though it must be conceded that the symbol of kirpiin, does, by direct implication, reject uninterrupted peace as a
natural or conceivable state ofhuman existence, and it repudiates ahimsa
as a literally absolute way oflife, as it does not accept non-violence as a
practical solution or universal solvent ofsocial and political conflicts.
Let us consider the Sikh view of war and violence.

In the ancient Arthasiistra war is mentioned as the resort ofa king
after peaceful methods of diplomacy-sarna, mutual non-interference, dtima, economic aid sans visible strings, and bheda, creating
8

"The Hindus were prohibited (by Emperor Aural'lgZlb) from wearing arms." -Musta'idd Khan. Ma ilSIr-i-AJamgIn (Persian), pp. 262-263.
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dimensions in others' ranks-have failed. GlUU Gobind Singh in his letter,
Zafarnarneh, to emperor Aurangzib (1706), declared recourse to violence and war as 'the last resort of a reasonable man for settling
sonflicts' :
Chu ktir az hameh hl1ate darguzasht
Hahil ast burdan b-samshir dast 9
though, thereby, he did not necessarily disapprove of the three steps
of ancient Hindu diplomacy, sarna, dama, bheda hinted to, here, in all
other methods', hameh hiJate. In the Bhagavadglta, the cream ofHindu
thought, however, war is deemed not as a means but as an end in itself,
the pride, duty and glory ofkshatriya, the ruling caste. In fact, any gain
sought through war is considered as vitiatory of this merit. The soldier
is not to concern himself with the result of the battle, but only as to
how he conducts himself on the battlefield. Not that war has not its
rewards, but the lure of rewards must never be the motivation of a true
and high-minded soldier, These rewards may, however, be mentioned
for purposes of stirring the dull imagination of an uncultured kshatriya, as it is done in the BhagavadgWi:
If you get kiIled on the battle-field
you will enter paradise.
If you are victorious, the earthly
glories are yours.
Considering thus, 0 Arjuna, the son of
mother Kunti, girdle up your waist
preparatory to enter the battlefield. 1o
This became the Rajput ideal in centuries to come, but which was
never accepted as the Sikh soldier's ideal.
The present-day argument against war is that continued tension
and a series of crises will sooner or later produce war, that all wars are
now likely to tum into nuclear wars, and that nuclear wars, being
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mutually destructive to the point of annihilation, cannot be sanely
considered as instruments of national policy. An implicit postulate of
this argument is that surrender is preferable to annihilation, despite the
deep moral roots that underline the moral division of the contemporary political world.
The implications of the Sikh symbol of kirpan are irreconcilably
hostile to such an agniment and position. Sikhism preaches preference
of physical annihilation to basic moral compromises and apostacy
from spiritual integrity:
When the alternative is good or evil, with choice between life and
death,
I choose death in fight with evil. 11
is a declaration ,of Guru Gobind Singh.
Gandhlan argument against war is that it is an embodiment of
violence; and violence, himsa, being per se evil and morally wrong
annihilation in peaceful protest, satyagraha, is preferable to this moral
wrong.
Sikhism would regard this position as basically futile and ilIconceived. Sikhism concedes the doctrine of Thrasymachus (Plato :
Republic, III) that successful violence, if it is violent enough, does pay
and may win for its practitioners all the powers and glories of the
world, and, further, that successful violence can always clothe itself
in the trappings of morality. Such a violence must be resisted, Sikhism
teaches, at all levels and at all costs and a surrender to such a violence
amounts to an abetment of the evil of violence and not, as the
Gandhlan would say, avoidance of the evil of violence.
The Biblical position with regard to the sword and violence is
well-known: Those who live by the sword shall perish by the sword.'
It is this insight in the Sermon on the Mount: 'The meek shall inherit
the earth'.
The Sikh understanding of the laws of survival and death does not
accept this position. The Sikh insight is that 'those who surrender
rather than resist, shall perish' :
11
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They who would loosen their grip on the hilt of the sword, may
have to receive the sharp edge of the sword on their soft boneless
necks. 12
Again,
An unarmed person and a shorn slave are no better than a brainless,
gutless sheep liable to be led to the slaughter-house by the first
person who chooses to hold it by its earsY
Also, world-peace is to be distinguished from the absolute infinite
concept of universal peace and goodwill of which some fanatics and
fantasists dream. World peace is a peace not based on a sudden
revolution in human nature but on a gradual evolution of human
institutions. Practical peace is a process, a way of solving problems.
It does not require that each man love his neighbour but that they live
together in mutual tolerance submitting their disputes to a just and
peaceful settlement. Such a peace cannot rule out, nay, it postulates
the basic role of kirpan to maintain it. This distinguishes Gandhlan
ahirtlsa from Sikhism.
In the context of the evocative meaningof kirpan as a Sikh symbol,
the Sikh doctrine on the subject of war and violence, approximate
though, is, by no means, identical with the ancient Hindu wisdom
prerserved in the Mahabharata
Non-violence is the whole truth of Religion but benevolent
violence is also equally valid. I tell you solemnly, this is the
principle that the wardens of Dharma, Justice, follow. 14
The metaphysical meaning of the symbol, kirpan as explained by
Guru Gobind Singh himself, is available to us in a poetic composition
of untranslatable diction and inimitable beauty:
The Destroyer of the cobwebs of Nescience,
12
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Decimator of the hosts of Evil,
Hero of the Armageddon,
The Mighty one!
Of invincible might,
The Nova of blinding Light,
Invested with solar Effulgence,
The Refuge of the good and the godly,
The Dispeller of Misknowing,
Expiator of the Original Sin,
Of that pure steel Sword I seek protection.
Hail, hail to Thee, the ultimate Cause of Creation!
Hail, hail to Thee, the Sustainer and Protector
of the Universes.
Hail to Thee, my helper and support.
Glory be to the Sword!
Hail to the sharp-edged Emblem of
Justice, Authority and Power l5 •
The possession of a comb in the head-hair has been made obligatory to forbid keeping the hair in a matted condition, a practice of
Indian ascetics and certain monastic orders. Shiva, the Lord of the
yogis yogeSwra, residing away from the busy activity of the world, on
the inaccessible peaks of the Kailas mountain, is always represented
with a pyramid of matted hair on his head. A Sikh must not renounce
the world and must pursue his religious discipline to the last, as an
active and useful citizen.
.A Sikh by renouncing the world comes to no good. He who lives
amidst the perils of a worldly life, yet attuned to God, shall reap
much reward. Live by an honest occupation for, the only Giver is
the God. Trust the beginning and the end, both to God and remain
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untarnished by the lures of the world. This is the teaching of the
Guru l6 •
A Sikh must participate in the passions and action of life.
The iron bangle on the right wrist, is the Dhammacakka ofBuddhist
symbolism and the wheel chakra, the Hindu symbol of theUniversal
monarch chakravartT To pursue religion and to help other pursue it, is
the core-meaning ofthe Dhammachakka, (Sanskrit, Dhamachakra) and
similarly. it is the paramount duty ofa chakravartin monarch to perform
his secular duties of running the government, diligently and
conscienctiously. 17 A Sikh must ever remain mindful ofhis double role of
a spiritual aspirant and a useful citizen. No default in one side or the other
of this discipline is permissible. This is one meaning ofthe iron bangle
of a Sikh. A circle, a chakra, is a perfect figure, all-inclusive in its
circumference and without a beginning, without an end, in its structure.
Symbols like the circle, the disc and cube, Carl lung explains, have been
considered symbols of wholeness, perfect divinity. So must a Sikh aim
to be God-centred, with the whole creation as the objective of his compassion and activities. This is the second meaning ofthe iron bangle. Since
it is, par excellence. symbolic of the Dharma, the Supreme Law, it is
symbolic offaith l8 , without which, religious life is inconcievable. "The
potency of Faith is beyond the description power ofwords."19
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Sarnyutta nikaya, I. 191.
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NOl him I come to liberate:
When Dhamma thou dost know supreme
Then mayest thou cross the flood."
--Suuanipata: 1064.
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The third meaning of the iron bangle, therefore, is faith. A Sikh
must lead a life, guided and supported by faith in God. Again, iron, the
world over, is commonly taboo to evil spirits and prevents spells from
taking effect. A Sikh remains well-protected against inharmonious
influences on his life by virtue of holding fast to God and the Dharma.
This is the fourth meaning of the iron bangle that a Singh wears.
Lastly, in Hindu mythology of Vispavaism, the chakra symbolises the
Will of the Supreme Lord, Visnu, to evolve and maintain the Universe, ekoahm bahu syiim iti sankaJpah. 20
In the Sikh symbology, therefore,. the iron bangle represents a
view of life that is positive and world-affirming, that cooperates with
and aids the evolutionary impulse and purpose of the universe and
does not seek, as the main concern of religion, ultimate annulment of
human personality and final annihilation of the phenomenal world, as
a Jain and Buddhist systems, in particular, do. These are the five
symbolic meanings, among others, of the iron bangle.
The fifth symbol which a member of the Order of the Khalsa is
enjoined to wear is a short drawer, a bottom garment, to cover the
genital organs and the things upto the knees. This drawer consists of
tailored cloth, and is called, kaccha or a kacchehra.
The injunction to wear this tailored garment has three, among
others, most profound and far-reaching symbolic meanings. To begin
with, it is the badge and basis of civilisation itselt. The world
"civilisation" is an obvious derivative of the Latin, civis, a citizen,
pertaining to a citizen. Etymologically, 'civilisation' means that which
has to do with the entire progress of human race, since man attained
sufficient intelligence and social unity to develop a system of organised living with an authority to enforce the rules of this organisation,
that is, a system of government. Stages of the development of this
'civilisation' are classified by ethnologists as results of accumulated
changes that found their initial impulses in half a dozen, or so, of
practical inventions, such as speech, fire, bow and arrow, pottery,
domestic animals, iron and writing. No doubt, ascent to civilisation
from utter savagery, is indicated by these crucial developments in the
20
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economy of human society. It is this approach towards a scientific
understanding of the pr<?gress of civilization that has given rise to the
highly complex and daring theory ofDialectical Materialism of Marx,
which theory has led to some of the most astounding political and
social developments in human history, such as the establishment of
communist dictatorial regimes over vast areas of the globe, in recent
times. But the basic impulse of civilization is represented by the
strictly etymological significance of the word, that is, a self-consciousness on the part of the human individual that he is a member of
a group offellow humans, which group is organised on the recognition
and acceptance ofmutual 'duties'. A 'duty' implies self-control, and the
covering of genital organs is the fruit of Wisdom, this is the first act
they performed. This. act, par excelJence, distinguishes animal herds
and savage humans from civilized human groups, and it is, therefore,
the badge and basis of civilization; it marks the beginning of the
metamorphosis that separates the pretroglodytic mammal, partially
arboreal in habit, living on uncooked fruits and vegetables and
possessed of no arts and crafts whatever, from the human beings of a
civilised society, which is the other pode of this metamorphosis, a
human being of a large brain,living in elaborately constucted houses,
surrounded by diverse luxuries procured through the aid of multitude
of handicrafts and machines, associated with his fellows under the
control of highly organised governments, and satisfying his aesthetic
needs through pictorial, plastic and literary arts of a high order. Of all.
this amazing transformation, the basic impluse finds .its expression in
the peculiar and significant use of fig-leaves which Adam and Eve
first made on achieving social awareness of each other, when the
concept of 'duty' took sh:tpe in their primitiye minds. A Sikh, wearing
a kaccha, must remain mindful of this basic impulse, which is the
matrix of ethics and civilisation, both, and conduct himself as a
member of the society accordingly, realising that he is a responsible
carrier of the mission of civilisation, which is no less the product of
performance of duties than of reflective and inventive genius, the
cause of both of which he must consciously strive to further.
The second symbolic meaning of the kaccha is co-related to the
Indian doctrine of Asceticism, which is the product ofthe Metaphysics
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of the Jains originally, but has penneated the whole gamut of the
Indian religious thought. According to this non-Vedic, Sankhya
system of philosophy, the nature of Man and the Universe is dualistic,
with the subtle life-monad,jlva, and the gross karmic matter, ajlva, as
the two constituents. The admixture of these two results in the
defilement, Jda of the life-monad, and the summum bonum to be
achieved is to free this life-monad from the defilement of the karmic
matter, so that it achieves independence, mukti, and loneliness,
kaivalya. This desirable end is to be achieved through 'fire' that is,
asceticism, tapas, which consists in the drastic modification of all
human impulses and life-forces, active within man, till the very lifeprocess is completely arrested, resulting in extinction of the personality and decay offlesh, destroying totally all human values. Such are
the Buddhas andtirthankaras, whose last vestiges of human personality have been consumed, through transcendental wisdom in the case
of the former, and through 'fire' burning up, tapas, in the case of the
latter. Incidentally, the concept and doctrine of tapas, though it might
be pre-Aryan in origination, is certainly not non-vedic, for, it is
mentioned in Rgveda (X.136 and X.190). A necessary ingredient of
this earlier and ancient tapas is, living in nudity, in sky-clad, digambara, state. 2i These sky-clad ascetics, from times immemorial, have
been roaming in the extensive forests ofIndia. The Greeks, at the time
of Alexander's raid (327-26 B.C.).across Indus, noticed them and have
described them as, 'gymnosophists', which means, naked philoso~
phers, an exact translation of the word, digambara. They were gradually and effectively suppressed only by the unsympathetic totalitarian
Muslims in the centuries following the twelfth century ofthe Christian
era. This digambara tradition is a complete and final repudiation of all
social and human values, aiming at their destruction as a preliminary
step towards the achievement of the summum bonum. The Sikh
religion, on the other hand, postulates social organisation as the
necessary context in which the Sikh way of life must be practised. It
conceives of the summum bonum as gradual enrichment and enlargement of human personality through a systematic cultivation of human
21
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values. It, therefore, rightly repudiates this ascetic ideal based on the
Sankhya system of which digrambara nudity is the primary characteristic. The wearing of the kaccha is indicative of this repudiation. This
is the second meaning of the injunction to wear a kaccha.
The third meaning of this kaccha symbol is to be traced to certain
fundamental concepts of the teachings of the Vedas and Brahmanism.
The Vedas embrace a body of writings the origin of which is ascribed
to divine revelation, STUti, and which forms the foundation of the
Brahmanical system of religious beliefs. This sacred canon is divided
into four coordinate collections, sarhhitiis, the four Vedas. These
collections consist of poetical texts of devotional nature, called
mantras. They have also attached to them certain theological prose
works, called BrahmaI)as. The chief works of this class are of an
exegetic nature purporting to supply a dogmatic exposition of the
sacrificial ceremonial practices laid down in the Vedas and to explain
the mystic import of the different sacrifices and the mantras, mentioned and recorded in the Vedas. Two other classes of treatises are
also appended to these Vedas, called AraI)yakas and Upanisads. The
former resemble the BrahmaI)as in the subject matter, while the latter
are of a speculative nature, mainly dealing with Depth-psychology as
forming the basis of cosmology and Metaphysics. The religious
theories mentioned in these ancient texts find their practical expression, chiefly, in sacrificial performances, the yajna. The practice of
Vedic religion means, in fact, the performance ofprescribed sacrifices
as laid down in these texts. A correct interpretation of these Vedic
texts, therefore, is of supreme importance, and the literature which
seeks to make and preserve this interpretation is called, Vedanga, that
is, the 'limbs of the Vedas'. One of these Vedangas, which are six in
number, is the Kalpa, which deals with the ceremonial part of the
Brahmanic religion. Kalpa manuals are oftwo kinds (1) the Srautasiitras
which are based on revelation and teach the performance of the great
sacrifices mahayajna, requiring three fires, and (2) the Smartasiitras
which are based on tradition. The latter class again includes two kinds
of treatises, (I) the Grhyasiitras and (2) the Dharmasiitras. The former
treat of ordinary family rites, such as marriage, birth, name-giving,
etc. connected with simple offerings in the domestic fire; the latter
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treat of customs and temporal duties. The performance of sacrifices
explained in these texts, publicly or domestically, as required, is
obligatory on all those who follow Brahmanism or Vedic religion; and
non-compliance entails severest possible consequences, both on the
temporal as well as the spiritual plane. He ·,tho performs these
sacrifices properly and consistently has fulfilled all the duties that the
society or the gods require of him. He may legitimately expect
prosperity here and felicity after death. These sacrifices require
complicated rituals and the assistance of a hereditary priestly class, the
Brahmins. According to the various Kalpa texts none of these sacrifices can be performed for and by a person, who has not previously
undergone ceremonial purification, sauca, and is not clad in a single,
untailored, unstitched garment, dhoti. There are various other prerequisites also, but this single unstitched garment is the basic minimum. This is the origin of the graceful StiEhl, the perfect masterpiece
of six yards long unstitched clothing, of which the Indian women
make such skilful and charming use to drape themselves cunningly so
as to reveal the outlines of the hips and to emphasize the narrowed
waist and the swell of the breasts, and this is the origin of dhoti, which
the male Hindu so comfortably employs as the nether, and, sometimes, the only garment of his tropical wardrobe.

It was this dhoti, the characteristic Hindu dress, which so irritated
and excited the imperial ire of the puritan AurangZlb that, according
to the Imperial Chronicles, Akhbarat-i-Darbar-i-Mu'aJlti, on the 29th
April, 1682,
Syed Amjad, the Chief Censor, reported that Hindus went about
dressed in dhoti. Ihtimam Khan, the Deputy Censor, was ordered
to announce by the beat of drum that Hindus should wear pyjamas
instead.
Discarding of Sa[hl or dhoti and wearing of a kaccha would, in
practice, amount to abandonment of the rituals of the Vedic religion
and the practices of Brahmanism. When Guru Gobind Singh called
upon the neighbouring Hindu hill-chiefs to join the Order of the
Khalsa, the only serious objection they raised was that they should be
permitted the wearing of the dhoti, and the stitched and tailored
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kaccha should not be prescribed in the discipline to be followed. But
this was precisely the point. Guru Gobind Singh had declared these
"mechanical Vedic and Brahmanic sacrifices as gross superstition,"
and had enjoined upon the Sikhs "to pursue, instead, ethical conduct
inspired by 10ve,"22 as the religious discipline on earth.
This, then, is the third clue-meaning of the symbolic use of the
kaccha that the mechanical ceremonial ancestral system of religious
practices of the Hindus is to be abandoned completely and without
reservation, and the new way of life, based on ethical conduct in the
social context, inspired by universal compassion and love, is to be
adopted by the Sikhs.

Kaccha or the stitched genital covering article of dress is a purely
indigenous and most ancient piece of Indian ward-robe known since
Vedic times. The elementary kaccha remained for centuries the basic
pattern of Indian dress long after more elaborate styles were introduced mostly under foreign influences during Persian, Greek and
barbarian periods of Indian history. Patanjal1 mentions pata for headcovering scarf or shawl and he also mentions the garment,chandataka.
or drawers and samulya or undershirt, commonly known as banyan
today. These are the most ancient and purely indigenous Indian
garments.
This, then, is an additional and penumbral symbolic significance
of kaccha as a Sikh religious symbol, pure, indigenous, not mechanically borrowed or adopted: such is the true character of Sikhism and
the Sikh doctrines.
In conclusion, the question arises in the mind as to how, why these
Sikh religious symbols emerged or re-emerged from most ancient
roots of symbology and myths of mankind, as and when they did, as
a corollary of the epiphany of Sikhism and in the configuration of
gestalt as ordained by Guru Gobind Singh?
There is no clear answer to this question except the following:
He who marvels that a formal symbol can remain alive not only for
millenia, but that it can spring to life again after an interruption of
22
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thousands ofyears, should remind himselfthat the power from the
spiritual world, which fonns one part of the symbol, is eternaL.!t
is the spiritual power that knows and wills and manifests itself
when and where its due time comes. 23
Again,
As every living thing, so the symbols have their periods of waxing
and waning. When their power has reached its zenith, they
descend into the paths ofdaily life until they become conventional
expressions which have no more connection with the original
experience or which have become either too narrow or too general
in meaning so that their depth is lost. When this happens, then
other symbols take their place, while they retire into the inner
circle of initiates from where they will be reborn when their time
has come. 24
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CHAPTER

VI

THE ARCHETYPAL FORM OF GURU GOBIND SINGH
In Chapter II, a reference has been made to the archetypal Form
of Guru Gobind Singh with a description thereof. That there is an
archetypal form as different and distinct from physical form, is an idea
which is instinctively grasped by a Hindu brought up in the old
cultural tradition of his hoary religion. He knows that pictures in
houses, shops and street temples representing Ra.ma, KrSlJa are
Visnu's various physical forms. He has no difficulty in comprehending the archetypal form of Visnu, a blue handsome figure of Man, with
four arms, reclining on the cushy bed of the coils of a hydra-headed
snake, floating on a dark blue ocean, with beautiful Laksmi massaging
his left foot, never having appeared in History in this identical physical
form, for, he readily understands that Visnu is an immortal god, and
a denizen of a plane of existence which is vaikuntha, rupaJoka. where
'form' and 'space' are, but time is not, or where Time stands still, so to
speak, and that, when it 'descends' (avatarna) into the mortal world,
l1J[tyuJoka of physical forms (where Time holds supreme sway)~ it is
but an imperfect and different reflection of the archetypal form.
Similarly, a Buddhist, nurtured in the traditions of his religion and
theology, would readily grasp the difference between a dhyanl Buddha, and a manU$l Buddha, such as Gautama, the Buddha, of the Sakya
clan was. But the present generation in India finds these concepts as
obscure, if not altogether imaginary and worthless; such has been the
divorce between the past tradition and the new education of the last
hundred years or so.
This is not to be blamed on the European system of education as
such, for the doctrine of the Ideas of Plato has been known to Europe
for the last two millennia, and the concept of archetypal forms is a
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cognate concept. Let us start with these European beginnings of the
concept. What is an Idea of which Plato so poetically speaks in his
Dialogues, especially the Republic. When defining the excellence of
a horse, he speaks of its "horsiness", meaning thereby the perfect
purpose and ideal towards which all horses may develop. When
confronted by the difficulty of his students who bemoans that while
he can see a horse, he cannot see "horsiness", Plato rightly rejoins that
it is, because while he, the student, has eyes, he has no mind. A horse
is seen with the senses, while the ideal "horsiness" is comprehended
by the intellect, a function of the human mind. Similarly, the Idea of
a thing may be the 'general idea' of the class to which that thing
belongs. 'A horse' is an instance of "the Horse", which is no particular
horse, but is readily perceived by the mind. This 'general idea' is a
matter of perception, and not of any particular sensation of sensibilia.
Lastly, it might be the law or the laws according to which a thing
operates, that is, the natural laws under which it functions. In the
"Idea" ofPlato, all these three concepts are fused into one. These Ideas
lie behind the phenomena which greet our senses as particular objects
and physical forms. These latter are subject to the sway of time, and,
therefore, are transient and impermanent, while the former are not so
subject, and they therefore, endure and are more 'real'.
The profound Buddhist doctrine of Trhiya, takes its cue from the
nature of the mental processes of man, a method of enquiry already
perfected in the Mandukyopanisad (man tram 3) and concieves of
Reality in three layers and aspects deducible from the unconscious,
subconscious and conscious layers of the individual mind. The
unconscious layer of the human mind is universal and formless but it
is the Ground of all the minds and is their ultimate Matrix. It knows
of no limits, no forms, no temporalia, and no attributes, and yet
without it nothing could exist. This is the Absolute of the philosophers, the Parabrahma of the Hindu Vedantist, and the Adi Buddha of
the Mahayanists. In the Sikh scripture, It is referred to as a 'Person',
organised around a will and intellect of Its own. This is, however, the
primordial, pre-creation, neutral Stuff. The process of creation begins
with reflexes of this Stuff assuming pure forms which exist in the
Realm of Space, unsoiled by the pulsations of time. These are the
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Ideas of Plato. This is the sub-conscious strata of human mind which
expresses itself on the conscious level through symbols of panicular
ideas and images. This is the riipaJoka of the Buddhists, and the
devaJoka of the Hindus. This is the Plane of existence where real,
permanent forms or archetypes exist, which is the land of the dhyanJ
Buddhas, and the /svaras of Brahmanism. Just as the conscious
thoughts and notions in the mind are merely panicular symbols of
general ideas and images in the subconscious stratum, similarly the
phenomenal world is merely a kaleidoscopic shadow of this TiipaJoka
of permanent forms. This is why the phenomena and the temporalia
is described as Maya and illusory. That is how a Buddha is spoken of
as having three bodies, trkaya, the first, the dharmakaya, which is the
essence of all the Buddhas, the Bodhi or true knowledge itself. This
is the one permanent reality underlying all Phenomena and all individuals. The second is the sambhogakaya, the body of enjoyment, the
radiant and super-human form, in which the Buddhas appear in their
celestial splendour in the paradises, the devaJokas, or the worlds of 'the
shining-ones'. These forms are archetypal forms of the Buddhas. The
third is the ninnanakaya, the body of transformation, which a Buddha
assumes, when he takes human birth.
In Buddhist and Hindu thought these archetypal forms are viewed
not only as enduring and non-temporal but as eternal and timeless.
Such are the Hindu gods, Visnu, Brahma and Shiva, and such are the
dhyani Buddhas Vaironchana, Aksobha, Ratnasambhava, Amitabha
and Amonghasiddhi. The Sikh Gurus, however, do not ascribe to
these archetypal forms an eternal and timeless character.
The demiurge Brahma made entry into the
World of Forms within the context of Time-flux.
Likewise, Shiva entered the Plane of Fonns.
The resplendent Visnu too made appearance when Time began.
All this Spectacle is the creature of Time.\
The fonns are mutable and destructible according to the Will of
God even within the time-cycle of the present Creation. As already
I
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stated the Sikh Gurus do not accept the naive and almost simplicistic
linear concept of Time postulated by the modern European mind, the
dialectician and the Marxist. Guru Gobind Singh clearly envisages
many Time-fluxes or Times, distinct and different from the one
revealed to human beings through and superimposed as a category of
sensation, by the mind, on account of which the world of phenomena
appears as temporal and transient, progressing in a linear arrow-like
movement. One Time-layer or stratum, is the plane of human mind,
the riipaloka or the devaloka. Nor does the Guru entertain the naive,
arrow-like, linear view of Time as fundamental to the nature of Time.
The riddle of Time is referred to as difficult and far from simple. Is it
one-directional, uni-dimensional, having 'past', 'present' and 'future'
as its successive phases? Or does it go backward, 'future', 'present',
'past', as Ouspensky suspects? Is Time arrow-less in which there can
be movement forward and backward that enables clairvoyance by
dwelling in which complex Time, some people can see 'future' in the
'present'? Or, is it multidimensional, in which lives of separate and
distinct human individuals may be knit by cosmic laws of "group
affinities"? Or, is Time "the movement that binds things together" as
the classic sta!tementof great Muslim philosopher al-Farabi puts it? Or
again, is Time just ill usory, as mystical religions of the East believe
it to be, all things being there already and the succession of events
beingjust an illusion? These possibilities about the nature of Time are
clearly hinted at in the writings of Guru Gobind Singh, such as have
survived and come down to us. The Matrix and the Ground of all these
Times or Time-strata, is God Himelf and, therefore, He is Mahakal,2
the Great Time, the kal kiile,3 'the Time of Times', and God is Time. 4
The archetypal forms, therefore, have many grades, but none of them
are eternal, though they are enduring and abiding from the view-point
of the human Time. The highest grades of these archetypal forms are
2
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the Ideas in the Universal Mind, sankaJpa, which is something
analogous to the AJayavijnana ofAsang, the founder ofthe Yogachara
school ofMahayan Buddhism. Guru Gobind Singh strictly forbade, in
the severest language, that he must not be regarded as anything but "an
humble slave of God, come down on earth to see what the world has
to show,"
They who would regard me as a divinity shall fall into the
grossest error~
I am but an humble slave of God,
Come down to earth to see what the world has to show. s
But he unambiguously states that he, in essence, is an archetypal Form
in the Mind of God, conceived by God and transformed by Him into
Guru Gobind Singh, "to found the order of the Khalsa, to aid the cause
of Good and to thwart Evil."6
About these archetypal Forms, Carl Jung tells us that 'archetypes
are instinctual images that are not intellecually invented. They are
always there and they produce certain processes in the Unconscious
Mind that one could best compare with myths'.7
When Guru Gobind Singh founded the Order of the Khalsa on
March 30, 1699, in his mood, temper, habits and costumes he effected
a complete and remarkable change. On this particular occasion and,
henceforth, on all fonnal occasions, he made it a point to assume the
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fonn and aspect, closely approximating to his archetypal Fonn. One,
Khushwaqt Rai, an employee and news-writer of John Company at
Fort William, wrote an account of the Sikhs in 1811, at the specific
suggestion of Colonel David Ochterloney, in which he states that
from that day (March 30, 1699), he, Guru Gobind Singh, parted
with marks of Brahmanism, and put on dark-blue clothes and
pure-steel accoutrements, and assumed a strange aspect. He
bacame fully armed, wore two swords, a dagger, iron battlediscus, pistol, bow and arrows and other anns made of pure steel.
He tied his turban in a high cone of one hand altitude, and made
this fashion his future practice. He replaced the customary official
Muslim greetings, "Peace be with you" with, "Victory to God
Almighty." Instead of the Muslim call to prayers, in the evenings
and mornings, (the only fonns of public worship then pennissible
by the law) he promulgated the shouts of AkaJ, Akal. He styled
himself, as Guru Gobind Singh, the Khalsa. 8
The description is not full, though broadly accurate, as far as it
goes. An aigrette of bright dazzling jewels tied to the facade of the
turban, a pure steel lance in the right hand, a white hawk perched on
the left hand and a dark blue steed under the thighs, are the important
details missing in this description. It was this identical form and aspect
which he assumed, when, at his last moments on earth, he stately rode
into the enclosure containing his cremation-pyre of sandal-wood. 9
We might pause here to reflect on the Guru's change in his turbanstyle: "he tied his turban in a high cone of one hand altitude," and he
8
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adopted this fashion as his "future practice." In the Lourve, Paris, there
is an exhibit in the Assyro-Babylonian section, 'the Stels of Hammurabi', about four thousand years old (circa 2000 B.c.) on the top of
which stela is engraved the scene depicting the God on High, god
Shammas, dictating to King Hammurabi the Laws for the guidance of
mankind to show eternal concern of divine powers to help and aid the
mortals. In this scene, god Shammas, in contrast to that of Hammurabi, wears a conical high altitude turban exactly similar to the style
that Guru Gobind Singh adopted on this occasion to proclaim his
divine status as well as his fundamental concern for the welfare of
mankind.
This is the archetypal Form of Guru Gobind Singh, of which the
dark blue clothes, the pure steel arms, the lance, the white hawk, the
jewel aigrette, and the dark blue horse are the most significant.
The dark blue clothes which Guru Gobind Singh put on when
assuming his archetypal Form in his mortal aspect, a colour still
popular with the Nihang group of the Sikhs, and worn, as an emblem,
by the present day Akal1 group of the Sikhs, is symbolic ofInfinity and
God, with reference to its pre-Creation character. The fathomlessshoreless sea, on a starless dark night, is the bed on which, Visnu, the
Primordial Man, sanatanpurusa, of Hindu mythology leisurely reclines. This cosmic Sea, the Endless Snake, Anantnaga, which also is
the water-spirit, are symbolic of the pre-Creation primordial Stuff
which is the Ground of the archetypal form, that is Visnu. The human
forms, which Visnu assumes from Age to Age, are also of dark blue
hue, the colour of the Cosmic Sea, and the infinite void, as the skies
appear on a clear day. This train of thought goes back to the Rgveda
itself, where, in a cosmogonic poem, the so-called, 'Hymn of Creation', the origin of the world, is explained as the evolution of the
existent, sat, from the non-existent, asat. Imprimis Water, thus, came
into being, from which Intelligence was evolved by heat.
There was not the non-existent, nor the existent then; there was not
the air, nor the heaven which is heyond, What did it contain?
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Where? In whose protection? Was there water, unfathomable
profound?IO
Guru Nanak similarly speaks of this pre-Creation Reality,
For an infinite span, for an unaccountable Time··lessness, the
nebulous Nothing, broading, neither bodies nor spaces, but His
Will alone, incomprehensible, limit-Iess. ll
It is this, in modem parlance, the God Absolute, ofwhich dark blue
colour is the symbol. When Guru Gobind Singh put on dark blue
clothes on March 30, 1699, and on subsequent ceremonial occasions,
he meant to indicate and affirm nothing less than that he, in his mortal
form, was merely a transformation of the Divine Will in Its allpervasive Cosmic aspect and that, "it was this Divine Will which was
the Founder of the Order of the Khalsa. "12
The blue clothes that the Nihangor Akall soldiers put on, particularly on the occasion of a holy crusade and the yellow clothes which
the ;Hindu Rajput warriors traditionally don when going into a victory
or death battle, go back to hoary Hindu mythology of the human forms
which the Cosmic Man, Visnu, had assumed during the Tretayuga,
tertiary Cycle of Time of the current creation. Visnu descended into
earth as Krsna ofdark blue complexion syamvaI7)a, whose story is told
in the "Harivamsa" appendix of Mahabharata and BhagvatapuraQa
and in the latter's Hindi version, premsagaror 'Ocean of Love'. In the
Mahabhfirata Krsna declares untruth to be more ancient than the truth
and teaches that one may lie without scruple for one's life'. Truth, he
states, thrusts man into hell, if it hurts,13 wherefrom follows the wise
dictum; ma briiyat satyamapriyam, ( ;rr ~ll'~ tr<lr~rf5fll'i!: ) 'refrain from
uttering the truth that hurts and harms.' Accordingly, during the Great
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Battle, he promoted the spread of the false rumour that DrolJa's son
was dead, hearing which the great hero laid down his anns in grief and
was instantly slain. When Kama's chariot got struck in the mud and he
dismounted to dislodge it, KrSlJa, against all rules of war, urged
Arjuna to attack him and thus KarlJa was killed unresisting. It was
KrSlJa again who urged BhIma to deliver the unfair blow which
shattered DuryodhalJa's thigh. This KrSlJa has Pltambara l4 as one of
his names, which means, 'yellow-clothes', yellow, the colour of spring
and dalliance, of love and erotic sport, reminiscent of the golden hue,
han, of the Supreme Lord Visnu's nordic hair.
Balrama, the elder brother of KrSlJa, in contrast, was of fair
complexion and the PuralJas describe him as a partial incarnation of
Visnu or of Sesa, the Cosmic Serpent. When KrSlJa robbed Satrijlt of
the wonderful samanr.akagem Balrama remonstrated with his younger
brother for the latter's covetuousness, 'worthy only of a low-born
thief, whereupon KrSl)a reluctantly surrendered the jewel. Unlike
most of the heroes of ancient Indian legend Balnlma married only
once, taking the beautiful Revati as his wife, thus upholding the Sikh
ideal of celibacy, eka nan jau hoe, as BhaI Gurdas puts it, the
monogamous marriage. This furnishes an obvious contrast to the free
loves and permissive sex of his younger brother 'the full incarnation
of Visnu', cent per cent divine, solah kala sampfm)a. (~ 'R'fT ~
A great fighter, Balrama taught DuryodhalJa and Bhima the use of the
mace and though he remained neutral in the Kurukshetra War, the foul
blow delivered to DuryodhalJa by Bhima so offended his sense of fair
play that he seized his club to fight BhIma and was only restrained by
KrSlJa. Amongst the many names of Balrama, Balbhadra, (mightexcelling), Baladeva (power-god) Nilavastra (blue-vestured), are
most famous.
The blue clothes and the yellow clothes of Balrama and KrSlJa,
respectively and of the soldierly uniforms of the death squads of the
Akalis and the Rajputs, signify also two systems of war-ethics and two
codes of soldierly conduct. the one pertains to antinomian, nirdharma,
" tref3' ~ ~ oa ~ ~ ~ c} TIre .mIl
Gujarl, Tirlochan. GGS. p. 526.
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gods and incarnations of gods, avatars, and the other to high-minded,
God-fearing, God-illumined human beings whose commitment to
Dharma and laws of Ethics is final and irrevocable.
Again, ~hose outside the pale of society voluntarily adopt the
orange-yellow garments that were originally the covering of
condemned criminals led to the execution ground. The sannyasi puts
on yellow robes to indicate that he is civilly dead and the Rajput knight
dons yellow robes when going forth to a certain death in a battle
against overwhelming odds for the same reason. This mode of
thought, renouncing the world or renouncing all hope, is un-Sikh like.
It is certain that this aspect and significance of the blue vestments
which the Guru took on, was also present in his mind.
.The pure steel arms which he put on, are symbolic of sovereignty
which is of Divine concession, and which, therefore, cannot be
curtailed or abrogated by acts of mortals. "Pure steel" is an epithet
which Guru Gobind Singh frequently applies to God Almighty15,
owing, no doubt, to the invincibility of steel by other, lesser, metals.
Arms and the unrestricted right to wear them, is a guarantee of
freedom and sovereignty.16 When asked by Captain Murray, the
British Charge-de-affairs at Ludhiana in about 1830, for the captain's
gallant mind 'was then' wholly preoccupied with the Doctrine of
Legitimacy, recently evolved or rediscovered by European statesmen
at the Congress of Vienna, as to from what source the Sikhs derived
the validity of their claim to earthly sovereignty, for the rights of treaty
or lawful succession they had none; Bh<l.i Rattan Singh Bhangii,
replied promptly.
The Sikhs' right to earthly sovereignty is based on the Will of God
as authenticated by the Guru, and therefore, other inferior sanctions are unnecessary. IS
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Of this right, the pure steel anns worn by Guru Gobind Singh in
representing his archetypal Form, are a symbol.
What is the steel lance in the right hand of this archetypal Form?
About one fourth of the hymns of the Rgveda are invocations to
god Indra-farmore than are addressed to any other deity-and in the
early, mutational, critical struggles of the Aryan race, it is Indra, who,
both as a terrestial god and as a human hero and leader, aids and leads
the wandering race to victory over the dark foes of heaven as well as
of earth. The name Indra, is definitely pre-Indian, for it occurs in the
A vesta of the ancient Iranians as a deva, which, in Sanskrit, is a
shinning, friendly god, but in ancient Pehalvi of the A vesta, means a
demon. Did the Iranian Aryans and the Indo-Aryans, quarrel and
violently disagree on some critical issues before they separated to
settle in different lands partitioned by the mountain range of The
Hindukush? This Indra, the patron-god and human leader of the IndoAryans, is primarily a god of thunderbolt, vajra, who vanquishes the
demons of drought and darkness to set free the life-giving waters, and
to destroy the serpent of Darkness, ahi, so as to release from his dark
coils, the life-sustaining Sun. The Savitri l9 hymns of the Rgveda
describe Indra as such, in great detai1. 20
In his physical transformation, as the human leader of the Aryan
race, he is described as of golden, fair, hari complexion, with a fair
golden beard and similar head and body hair. In his right hand he holds
a vajra, a lance or a thunderbolt, which is fashioned for him by the god,
Tvastr, made of iron, ayasa. Vajrabtihu,21 lance-anned vajrin, weilder
of the lance, vajrahastah, holding a lance in his hand, are the exclusive
epithets of Indra in Rgveda. Jupiter, the Roman god of gods, and the
god of heavens, the same as the Zeus of the Greeks, is readily recalled
to mind, as European Indra, of hoary extra-Indian origin, the
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anthropomorphic human god ofthe Aryan race, their protector, leader
and friend in woe and weal. Unlike the other Greek and Roman gods, he
is aiways represented in frieze and sculpture, with a full beard, a lance of
thunderbolt in hand, and an eagle in the back-ground. He is the Cosmic
Man, become anthropomorphic god ofthe Aryan race, the bestower of
spiritual light and earthly victory, both. 22
But what is this eagle of Jupiter, of whom we never hear in
connection with Indra in the 8gveda? Soma, the divine intoxicating
beverage, is frequently mentioned in the 8gveda as a companion of
Indra, riding in the same chariot as Indra. The soma is also called,
amrit, in the 8gveda, meaning the draught of immonality. This soma
was brought down from the heavens by the metre, gayatri, employed
in the compositions of the 8gveda. 23 When gayatri brought this
draught of immonality from the heavens, it assumed the form of an
eagle. 2A It is this eagle, symbolic of the immonality-bestowing powers
of this Aryan god, which is depicted in the background of the
European Indra.
We shall presently refer to the white hawk perched on the left hand
of the archetypal Guru Gobind Singh, but in the meantime, let us
pursue this symbolism of the lance, the vajra, a little funher.
That the vajra of Indra was fashioned out of steel, has been
mentioned above. Vajra means, adamantine, that which cannot be
scratched or broken by any other substance. Thus, vajra also means,
a diamond, the clearest and the hardest rock known. Ancient Indian
Depth psychology recognises four mental states, the 'waking consciousness', the 'dream-state', the 'dreamless state' and the unnamable
'Founh State', chtituriya.'15 The last state represents the God, and a skill

24
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to experience at will26 that fourth stage, is to have brahmajnana, or
God-realisation. All the first three states of consciousness, the waking, the sleeping and the yogic trance are phenomenal, built-up, and
therefore, dissolved again, for, "that which comes, goes,,,n the first
with its thinking and feeling, the second with its subtle apparitions,
and the third with its quiescent mentation. The fourth, which is beyond
name and form and, thus, nameless and called 'the Fourth' is, at once,
the experience and essence of the Absolute, and it is vajra, adamantine, undisintegrate and undissolvable by violence ofa physical nature
or by the power of the discursive, critical, analytical thought. This
vajra, whether it is the steel lance of Indra, or an impressionistic
thunder-wand in the hands of Jupiter, or a carved diamond stick of
Buddhist iconography to designate the Man of Supreme Realisation,
stands for the Highest Knowledge and Its possession. It is thus the
appellation of a certain allegorical Buddha-type, called, Vajra-dhara,
'he who wields the Adamantine substance or Weapon', Vajra, in short,
is a symbol of the Absolute which sustains and engenders the
Phenomenon. That the inner spiritual Enlightenment is identical with
God, is a common truth of all higher religions. 28 The vajra is symbolic
ofthis truth. Earlier, it has been explained that the etymological as well
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as the esoteric meaning ofthe word Guru, is the Dispeller of Darkness,
the Light, the spiritual Enlightenment.
This, then, is the symbolic significance of the steel-lance in the
hand of the archetypal fonn of Guru Gobind Singh: Firstly the Guru
is the Patron-saint and the Leader to victory of the Mankind, and,
secondly, he is the bestower of the Supreme Spiritual Enlightenment
and, in essence, is one with the Absolute. 29
Let us now consider the white hawk which precariously perches,
with open wings, as if about to fly heavenwards, on the upraised left
hand, of the archetypal Guru Gobind Singh. We have already alluded
to the gayatrl hawk of the 8.gveda, as the bringer of the draught of
immortality from heavens to the mortals. But this symbol is, perhaps,
the oldest and the most ancient mankind has known and adopted.
~gvedic hymns are believed to be 3500 years old by European
scholars, and of timeless antiquity, amidi, by the Hindus. The Roman
and Greek concepts of Jupiter and Zeus are nearly of the same
antiquity, as ascribed by European scholarship to vedic hymns. If
Greek Aryans had adopted this pregnant symbol, it is but to be
expected that the Perso- Aryans must also be familiar with it. And, it
indeed is so.
All the bas-reliefs above the royal Achaemenian tombs at NaqshiRustam, represent the prince, sacrificing before an altar of sacred fire,
and above him is a winged disc out of which rise the head and
shoulders of Ahuramazda, who according to the engravings on these
bas-reliefs,
is a great god, he is great above all gods, he it is who has created
heavens and earth, who has created men, and who has loaded with
favours the human beings who dwell upon it,30
He who looks cn this bas-relief figure of Ahuramazda, cannot fail
to be struck with its basic similarity with the representations ofYisnu,
29
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shown as borne through the skies on the back of a hawk, or garura,
which is a derivative of the Sanskrit root, gr, "to swallow." What is it
that this hawk, the garura, is supposed to swallow? In the Indian and
other ancient traditions, he swallows the snake. In the superb sculpture
ofVisnu, at Belahan, Java, (11 th century), Visnu is shown astride the
spacious shoulders of the garu[a, who is clutching an entwined snake
in its talons. The wily Hindu hill-chieftains who treacherously attacked Guru Gobind Singh, more than once, to destroy him at the
behest of their Imperial master, AurangZlb, are compared to "the
snake" by the poet, on whom Guru Gobind Singh swooped like the
mighty, garu[a. 31
What is this 'snake' whom [his graceful sky-bird the "fair-winged,"
the supa1T)a, of the Vedic tradition of the Brahma/)as, the Appendices
to the Vedas, devours?
This takes us back into the history of mankind, other than the
Vedic tradition. In the Louvre at Paris, there is an an treasure, the
sacrificial goblet of King Gudea ofLagash, a Mesopotamian monarch
of the Sumerian period. It is dated, by very careful calculations, to be
of not later than 2600 B.C. On this goblet is engrossed a design,
showing two entwined snakes enclosed by two erect birds standing on
eagle's claws.
The symbolic animals on the Sumerian chalice, migrated at an
early period westward into Greece as well as eastward into India;
for we read in the Iliad that an eagle, soaring above the Greek
heroes and bearing in its claws a bleeding snake, was interpretted
as an auspicious omen 32 by the soothsaying priest, Kalchas, who
regarded it as an augury of the Greek victory over Troy. 33
Like a river winding its way, the serpent creeps along the ground;
it dwells in the eanh and starts fourth like a fountain from its hole.
31~~~~11
32

33

GurpralIlpsurya, I (i) 13.23.
In 1925, during the days of the non-violent struggle of the Sikhs, in the Guru
ka Bagh battle-front, a similar and regular flight of a white eagle over the
marching Akalls, was popularly interpretted as an auspicious sign of ultimate
victory for the Akalls.
Heinrich Zimmer, Art of Indian Asia, I, p. 51.
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It is an embodimentof the water oflife issuing from the deep body
of Mother earth. Earth is the primordial mother of life; she feeds
all creatures out of her substance, and again devours all; she is the
common grave. She clasps to her bosom the life she has brought
forth; denying to it the unbounded freedom of celestial space. In
contrast, the infinity of heaven denotes the free sway of the
unbound spirit freely roaming as a bird, disentangled from the
fetters of the earth. The eagle represents this higher spiritual
principle, released from the bondage of the matter, and soaring
into the truculent ether, mounting to its kin, the stars, and even to
the Supreme Divine Being above them. 34
This is the spiritual antagonism of the bird (hawk) and the serpent
heaven and earth, of spirit and matter, which is symbolised in this most
ancient bird-serpent motifofhuman arts. And this, undoubtedly, is the
significance of the white hawk, with out-stretched wings, perched on
the left handofthe archetypal Guru Gobind Singh. The hawk is white,
for it represents the Spiritual Knowledge, which is colourless, amp5
With the steel lance in His right hand, the Guru pierces the dark
curtains of Nescience, avidyii, and on His left hand perches the white
hawk, symbolising the pure Spirit, which thus released from the
Nescience, leads men on and on towards victory, here and hereafter.
That is why the Roman legions in their career of world conquest
carried the eagle-standard in front. That is why the armies of Napoleon
adopted eagle insignia on their banners. It was for this reason that Nazi
troops adopted the same symbol as representative of their will to
victory. On this count the elite troops of Maharaja RanjIt Singh, the
Akal Regiment, trained under General Ventura, had the eagle embossed upon their dark-blue colours.
The aigrette ofjewels crowning the turban of the archetypal Guru
Gobind Singh bears an equally profound spiritual significance as the
other symbols already considered. Psycho-physical chromatism, that
is, the theory that colours are basically related to higher mental
34

Ibid.• Myths and Symbols in Indian Art and Civilisation, pp. 74-75.
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experiences, is common to Buddhism and Hinduism, both, as well as
to later Vedic speculations embodied in the tantras. The mystical
system of Islam, Sufism, also recognises this parallelism between
psychical and physical chromatism. The plane of experience, the
highest to which the individual human consciousness can ascend
before its contact with or absorption into the Universal unconscious,
is referred to by Guru Nanak, as 'peopled by forms of white pure light,
propelled by the Will of God.'36
But before explaining the theory of spiritual significance of
colours, let us first understand the nature and significance of physical
colours. The word, 'colour' is connected with the Latin, ceJare, to hide,
and the root meaning of colour, therefore, is indicative of covering.
The Sanskrit, ranja, the equivalent of English, 'colour', has primarily
a psychological connotation, that of a pleasant excitation in the mind,
an evocation of a mood, and it is only secondarily that the word is
employed as indicative of sensations or sensibilia. These Latin and
Sanskrit words themselves furnish an excellent illustration of a part of
the meanings which the expression, 'psychophysical chromatism' is
intended to convey. The visual apparatus of the eye enables us to
distinguish between not only differences of form and size of the
objects seen, but also differences in the character of the light received
from them. These latter are the differences of colour. As Sir Isaac
Newton demonstrated, the white colour is not the simplest and purest
of all the colours known. When white light is decomposed by a prism,
it splits into spectral colours of red, orange, yellow, green, blue,
indigo, and violet, one colour passing gradually into the otherwithout
abrupt transition. White, therefore, is not a simple colour, but is
merely the colour of sunlight which fills the eye when at rest. \Vhile
considering the psychical counterpart of this asp€<Ct of the phenomenon of colour, we shall see that pure white light is also the 'colour' of
the Pure Consciousness, which is also Absolute Being and Pure Joy,
J'
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sat, chit, anand. 37 The colour is not a primary characteristic, such as,
fonn and size, possessed by physical objects, with the exception of
self-luminous and fluorescent objects; it is a secondary characteristic
in the sense that th~ physical objects do not possess any power of
creating colour, but merely exercise a selective action on the sunlight,
absorbing som~ constituents of the white light of the sun-rays and
reflecting or scattering the remainder, which remainder is then perceived by the human eye as colours. A red flower, for example,
absorbs the blue and green rays and most of the yellow, while the red
rays are scattered. It is, thus, perceived as of 'red' colour. A white
object is one which reflects nearly all the lights of all the sun rays, and
a black object absorbs nearly all. A transparent body is that which
t~ansmits all the light rays; and a body which transmits all the visible
rays equally well is said to be colourless. The question ofcomposition
of colours is largely a physiological one, for, by mixing two colours,
a new colour can be produced. It is demonstrable that the sensation of
colour-vision is threefold, in the sense that any colour can be produced
by the combination, in proper proportions, of three standard colours.
There has been some difference of opinion as to what these standard
or primary colours are. The Hindus and Buddhists, judging from their
iconographic and mythological chromatism, regard the red, yellow,
and blue, as the primary colours, a view which is commonly shared by
painters and others, since all the known brilliant hues can be derived
from the admixture of red, yellow, and blue pigments. On the psychic
plane, the Hindus and Buddhists have adopted the red as representin-g
their Saktic disciplines, and yellow as their ascetic disciplines. The
19th century physicist, Sir David Brewater also considered thut, red,
yellow and blue were the primary colours. J. Clerk Maxwell in his,
Scientific Papers, however, appears to show that they should be, red,
green and blue, and this seems also the view of the ancient Semitic
37

(a) "The Perfect" means the identity of idea and existence accompanied by
plcasure."-Bradlcy, Appcaranccand Reality, p. 244, and p. 413. Sec also, his
Essay on TruL7, p. 409.
(b) ~ H:ae'6e JEt ~II
~~~~II
Jap, DC, p. 10.
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psycho-physical chromatists. 38 Islam, has adopted green as the primary colour representative of its spiritual dynamism. Guru Gobind
Singh obviously agreed with this latter view, for, he must have argued,
how else could it be that the 'red' and 'yellow' of the Hinduism and
Buddhism were absorbed by the 'green' ofIslam in the spiritual ethos
of mankind. Guru Gobind Singh, significantly, adopted the indigo
blue, as the 'colour' of the Order of the Khalsa, for, this is the only
primary colour, which can absorb, without blemish, the red, yellow,
and green of the mighty spiritual movements of the Aryan and Semitic
races of the mankind.
The significance of physical aspect of colour is not confined to
distinction alone. The animal colours are found to have great biological significance also. Their significance in the procreative processes
of life, such as, sexual relationships, and the endurance of life-forms,
that is, struggle for existence, is unquestioned. Cryptic colouring is by
far the commonest use of colour in the struggle for existence-, both,
38

In the later Tantric Mahayan Buddhism, called Lamaism, all the four colours,
red, yellow, green and blue seem to have been regarded as primary. In Tibetan
iconography and sacred paintings, the five Celestial Buddhas are assigned
these four colours, the white, as compound of all the colours having been
assigned to the fifth. Thus the blue Buddha is Vairochana or Samantabhadra;
the white Buddha, Vajra-sattava; the yellow Buddha, Racna-sombhava; the red
Buddha, Amieabha; and the green Buddha, Amogha-Siddhi. All these five
Buddhas are the spatial reflexes of the Absolute. Adi Buddha, Vairochan filling
the central space of the Universe which covers Jambadvipa, the continent of
India, while the other four Buddhas filling the remaining four quarters of the
Universe. The predilection of Guru Gobind Singh for blue, leads to interesting
speculations from this point of view, indicating the centrality and focal
significance of the Order of the Khalsa in reference to Society and Mankind.
Dr. Evans-WenLz, in editing The Tibetan Book of the Dead, points out (p.
120) that each of the Celestial Buddha symbolises definite spiritual attributes
of the Cosmos. "Thus, Vairochan is ... the universal force producting or giving
form to everything, physical and spiritual. Vajra-sattava is the universal force
... for neutralising by merit, evil karma; Ratna-sambhava, for reproduction of
all things desired; Amitabha, for long life and wisdom; Amogha-siddhI, for
success in arts and creafts. In Vajra-sattava . .. all the Deities ... merge."
The blue celestial Buddha, Vairochana, is "the chief of the Five Dhyi1nl
Buddhas". (p. 16).
Here, it is worth recalling that Madonna, the Universal Mother-goddess, is
invariably clothed blue in Byzantine art.
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anti-cryptic, that is, for the purpose of attack, and pro-cryptic for selfdefence. Sematic use of colour is also widely spread in the animal
kingdom, which is for the purpose of warning, so that the animal
marked by that particular colour can be easily seen, well remembered,
and avoided in future. The sematic use of colour may be aposematic,
for the purpose of warning an enemy off, and episematic, for the
purpose of assisting the individuals of the same species to keep
together when their safety depends upon numbers, or easily to follow
each other to a place of safety, the young and inexperienced, benefitting by the example of the older. Man, throughout the ages, has made
much skilful use of these biological functions ofcolour in his civil and
military life. The terror which the dark-blue uniforms of the Akalls
struck in the hearts of the Afghan enemies in the Nowshera religious
battle, over a hundred years ago, has been succintly acknowledged in
prose and verse of Pastu, by eye witnesses. 39
Colour, like music, can do powerful things to our moods also.
Some colours stimulate us to greater mental and physical activity,
while some others can be very depressing. Colour can warm or cool
us and, thus, cheat the thermometer by making it look like a liar. By
reducing eye-strain they are making thousands ofonce tedious factory
jobs no more fatiguing than listening to pop-music. Colour is one of
the strongest single influence in our lives, though the modern man has
taken too long to discover it.
For their psychological effects colours of the spectrum can be
divided into two main groups, the red, orange and yellow end of the
spectrum, which is warming, cheering and stimulating and the green,
blue and violet end which is cooling and relaxing, or if it is far enough
removed from the reds and yellows, sobering and inducing introversion. These influences are the result of two factors : (1) optical
capabilities of the eye itself, and (2) effect of Nature through thousands of generations in familiarising us with certain colours. For,
30,000 years, since 'fire' was discovered, man has sat around
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camp fires as a focal point ofhis entertainment. Deep down in his subconscious the lure and enchantment of the 'fire' is still there. To-day
the colours of 'fire', red, orange and yellow may exist as paint on a wall,
but in man's subconscious they will always suggest a fire's warmth and
cheer.
Because of their shorter wave-lengths, 'green' and 'blue' are
focussed less distinctly by the eye. They are soft, slightly hazy and
produce a soothing and relaxing psychological effect. In the language
of the Sankhya categories they are invested with sattvikaguna, while
the former are characterised by the tamsikaguna. Nature has splashed
'blue' and 'green' everywhere. We associate 'green' with tranquil
landscapes and the effect of this association on the mind is restful,
sukhaprada, while the 'blue', the tint of sky, is the colour of Nature/s
distant vistas and it is not only eye-relaxing but also mind-resting,
sanaprada. Blue, as associated with the chill of water, tends to induce
concentration and introspection of mind.
In modern hospitals colour is marshalled as aid to healing.
Hospital-white is on the way out, and 'green' and 'blue' in the
operation-theatres is pressed into service to make patients relax, so
as to hasten anaesthesia. Likewise, food-research has shown that
warm colours, yellow, peach-cream with smaller areas of orange as
trim, stimulate our appetite and this explains the ubiquitous use of
turmeric, haJdJ, and saffron, kesar, as colouring agents in Hindu
culinary techniques from ancient times.
But the colour, in its physical aspect is contingent upon the human
eye. What about the colours of the forms and apparitions that arise
before the mind's eye in dhyana and dream? There the colours are not
contingent either upon the physical human eye or the sunlight being
absorbed or scattered by the physical objects. The Mandilkyopanisad
(v. 3) says that the phenomenal world, which is a modification of the
Self, "has four parts, pada", "like the four feet of a cow" adds the
commentary of Sankracarya to this verse. "The first part is the
objective world, vaisviinara. Its field, ksetra, is the waking state. Its
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consciousness is outward-turned."40 It is in this field that, physical
colours exist and are perceived by the eye. Further on, the Upanisad
says that, "the second part of the Self is luminous, taijas, Its field is the
dream-state. Its consciousness is inward-turned." (vA). It is this
subtle, luminous and fluid world of apparitions which opens the door
to the store-house of memories and the racial sub-conscious layers of
archetypal forms, grounded in the Universal Unconscious and the
World-Soul, the Paramatma. The psychical colours existon this plane
ofthe consciousness, in this "part ofthe self', as the Maodukyopanisad
puts it. This is how the colours acquire a psychical significance
grounded in the ontological aspect of God and the Absolute. It is for
this reason that they form an integral part of Buddhist and Hindu
iconography and mythology, the identical reason for which their use
was made by Guru Gobind Singh, when assuming his archetypal
form.
The best evidence available on these psychic colours is naturally
the experience of those, who either through yogic discipline, or
through some other extraordinary extra-psychic experience, have
gone beyond the earth-bound and body-bound plane of consciousness, and thus have eliminated the physical sensibilia and the physical
light upon which the physical colours are contingent. That such going
beyond is possible and is known, is beyond doubt Apulieus in
Met1:lmorphoses informs us that,
I drew nigh to the confines of death. I trod the threshold of
Prosperpine (where the departed souls dwell).41
The art of transferring the consciousness-principle from the
mundane body plane to the post-mortem plane, as a necessary practice
of higher yoga discipline, was practised in the monastries of Tibet, till
quite recently as, pho-wa. 42 On the authority of such evidence, an
ancient Tibetan Ms., Bardo rhoda!, which enshrines ancient teaching
"
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Apulieus, Metamorphoses (tr.), Ch. XI, p. 22.
W.Y. Evans-Wentz, Tibetan Yoga and Secret Doctrines, pp. 169-70.
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but which is believed to have been first committed into wntmg
by or under the aegis of Padamsarhbhava, the Nalanda Professor, in
the 8th century, has now been made available in English translation,
as the Tibetan Book ofthe Dead, profusely edited by Dr. Evans-Wentz
of the Oxford University. This extraordinary book, first published in
1927, contains a minute and detailed record of the experiences and
states through which human soul, or consciousness-principle, as the
Buddhists prefer to call it, passes after death, till it takes rebirth on the
physical plane. Throughout these remarkable and panoramic spectacles that the disembodied soul witnesses, the colour vision is their
most prominent and distinctive characteristic. The death-process is a
reverse of the birth-process; in the one, the soul incarnates into
physical body, while in the second, it discarnates from it. After this
discarnation, there is an intermediate state, in Tibetan, bardo, which
is the same word as in Punjabi, do bar, that is, 'two gates'. In this bardo
the soul experiences, quite in another way, all that it has experienced
heretofore, from the moment it is individualised and separated from
God at its creation, and all the visions of heavens and hells, terrors and
judgements, punishments and rewards, and incarnation into nonhuman existence, such as devas, asuras, pretas, devils; furies and
fairies, recorded from times immemorial in the mystic and esoteric
literatures of mankind, are just ways of describing these bardo
experiences. Accordingly, immediately after the moment ofdeath, the
soul, so to speak, bounces up, into its original Source, the qualityless
God, but weighed by its karmic propensities, as it is, it slowly starts
sinking earthwards, and it is during this descent that the soul goes
through the experiences and the states in the bardo and passes through
numerous planes of existence according to its karma and its deserts,
till propelled by its own karmic force it enters a womb to take rebirth
on the earthly plane. About the first moment of after-death experience,
the departed soul is advised thus, in the Tibetan text:
0, nobly-born, listen now thou art experiencing the Radiance of
the Pure Light of Pure Reality. Recognize it. 0, nobly-born, thy
present intellect, in real nature, void, not)formed into anything as
regards characteristics or colour, naturally void. 43
43

Evans Wentz, Tibetan Book of the Dead. p. 95.
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It is this Clear Light, Colourlessness, the Absolute Reality, which
is symbolised by the white colour of the hawk of Guru Gobind
Singh.44 But it is only a perfected yogi, blemishless saint, one ripe in
the discipline of nama-simran, who can abide in this Void of Clear
Light. Normally, the karma-bound soul is incapable of abiding in
God, and it regains awareness of its own individuation, and, thus, it
descends to the region of "the Secondary Clear Light," as the Tibetan
text calls it. "While on the second stage of the bardo one's body is of
the nature of that called, the shinning illusory body"45, called mayariipa
in Sanskrit, and 'astral body' by the theosophists. This is the riipaJoka
of the Buddhists, the de\,'a worlds of the Hindus, and the next world
of the Semitics, Christianity and Islam. This is the realm of the gods,
the dhyanJ Buddhas, the archetypal forms, grounded in what Guru
Nanakcalls, sachakharxl, "wherein the Formless resideth," and wherein
"there are countless nonillions of universes, para-universes and planetary systems," and "where there are the archetypal forms of pure white
light."46 When the departed soul is descending down through this
region, "at that time, sounds, lights and rays are experienced."47
At that time all the sarhsars will be in revolution and the phenomenal appearances that thou wilt see then, will be in revolution; and
the phenomenal appearances that you wilt see then, will be the
devas and deities. The whole space will appear deep blue. Then
from the Centre, the Dhatugarbha, the Bhagvan Vairochana, of
pure dazzling colour will manifest himself to thee. It is the
aggregate of matter resolved into its primordial state which is the
blue light. 48
Guru Gobind Singh actually had a white hawk searched for and brought, all the
way from Ghazana in Central Asia, to him at Anandpur, at enormous trouble
and expense, round about A.D. 1695.
45 Evans-Wentz (tr.), op. cit. p. 100.
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Evans-Wentz (tr.), op. cit. p. 102.
Ibid., pp. 105-6.
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In a similar manner, according to this Tibetan text, various
manifestations of archetypal forms appear to the astral vision of the
departed soul, in this bardo stage, in a panorama of psychical colours
and hues, representing the four elementary colours as recognised by
Mahayana Buddhism, blue yellow, green and red, respectively, with
their intermediary hues, representative of the karmic propensities and
constituents of the individual soul, or the consciousness-aggregate.
This furnishes us with a clue to the understanding of the primacy
of the blue colour, to which Guru Gobind Singh gave preference over
all the other primary colours, and the white colour of the hawk, as well
as to the dazzling light of the jewels of his aigrette, the "white colour"
of Vairocana as the translator of our text says, but "dazzling light" of
the original.
This dazzling light of the bejewelled aigrette forms the facade, as
has already been said, of the conical indigo blue turban of the
archetypal Guru Gobind Singh. What is this symbolic of, is the
question, an answer to which we set out to discover, originally,
leading to the fore-going dissertation.
Earlier, we have referred to extra-psychical perceptions and
visions available through yogic discipline. Then we have examined
certain available evidence of similar perceptions and visions experienced in the post-mortem, intermediate, bardo, state. Success in a
particular branch of the yoga is called, siddhl, perfection, powers, that
is, extrapsychical powers. The famous and ancient aphorisms of yoga,
the YogasOtra of Patanjall, expressly state that these extrapsychic
powers, siddhis, "are either revealed at birth, or acquired by medicinal
herbs, ausadhi, or by repetition of sacred words, jap, or through
ascesis, tapas, or through illumination, jnana. "49 The hoary Indian
tradition of the use of Vedic soma, and opium, cannabis sativa, or
bhang, and wine by ascetics, to induce trance and extra-psychical
visions, originates from the theory of this aphorism. That drugs are
capable of inducing such trances and visions, is neither fanciful nor
49

Purohit Swami (tr.), Aphorisms of Yoga, p. 79.
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Patanjall's YogaSl1tra, IV. 1.
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confined to Hindu practices. Red Indians of South America have
known from ancient times that the roots of an indigenous cactus plant,
when consumed, produce or induce trances and visions, which are
highly prized and thought of by the Red Indians for their own quality
and also as aids to clairvoyance and prognostication. This cactus plant
was first systematically studied by a German pharmacologist, Ludwig
Lewin, in 1886, and hence the scientific name of this cactus, Anhalonium Lewinii. The active principle of this cactus root, peyote, has now
been isolated and synthesised as mescalin. Recently, a considerable
interest has been shown in the vision-inducing propenies of mescaline, and its chemical and physiological actions on human brain have
been studied. It would seem that the human brain is provided with a
number of enzyme systems which coordinate its working. Some of
these enzymes regulate supply ofglucose to brain cells, and it has been
surmised, that mescaline prohibits these enzymes, thus lowering the
amount of glucose, which the human brain constantly needs, for
functioning normally. The drug, mescaline, by rendering the glucose
in the brain in shon supply, opens the doors of perception, which are
abnormal and which lead to extra-psychical visions. From these facts,
it has been guessed that mental disorder is due to chemical disorder,
resulting out of psychological disorder and discontents affecting
adrenal glands. Aldous Huxley experimented on himself, recently,
with mescaline, and has recorded a most interesting account of his
visions, induced by this drug. 50 The author has argued with much
plausibility that these visions are qualitatively identical with those
recorded as having been experienced by saints and mystics of medieval Christianity and other religions_ Exception has been taken to this
comparison and identification, both. It has been argued that psychochemicals, aU$adhi, can only prepare the mind for a natural mystical
experience by providing an aftalogous experience but the one is no
substitute for the other, since inys~ical experience is an awareness of
union with an aspect of Reality not ordinarily available in the process
of discursive reasoning. A mystical experience is characterised by (1)
a sense of gift, 'grace' from above passively received but not induced,
and (2) it unites the individual, in some measure, with the Divine,
.50

Aldous Huxley, The Doors of Perception.
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leading to a holier life. The drug-induced hallucinations lack both
these characteristics. But the vision-inducing properties of mescaline
and other hallucinogens have been denied by nobody. Now, Aldous
Huxley has written another little book 5l elaborating his previous
theme about the physiological bases and nature ofthese and such other
visions. The theory, which the writer of these lines heard from his
teacher, Dr. Broad, as his student at Cambridge in 1931-33, that the
function of human brain, nervous system and sense organs, is eliminative and not productive, and that each person at each moment, is one
with the Universal Mind, but that brain etc. eliminate this limitless
mass of knowledge, irrelevant for the individual mind, a doctrine,
with which the writer was familiar from his childhood through hearing
of the Sikh scripture52 is now being mentioned as a suitable and
satisfactory hypothesis which explains occurence of these druginduced trances and visions. These drug-induced visions, Huxley
argues, are of the same category as the prophetic revelation, an
assertion with which Patanjali might agree. When the confines and
boundaries of the normal conscious mind are transgressed, no matter
how, through fasting, mortification, spiritual discipline or drugs, its
antipodes, the vast regions of the hidden Universal Mind, are revealed
in visions which have a pure intrinsic value and are no less valid and
real than what the normal individual mind touches through normal
perceptions. He argues that physiological fact does not invalidate
spiritual meaning, and correlates a mass of scientific data of physiological nature with varieties of visionary and mystical experiences.
But we are concerned here merely with what he may have to say about
the significance of 'the dazzling light' which is emitted by the bejewelled aigrette of the archetypal Guru Gobind Singh.
These visions of the Other World, this sojourn of the human mind
into its antipodes, those regions which lie not in the direction of the
physical phenomenon, but in the opposite direction.of God, do they
disclose any common feature in all their myriads of patterns of which
men have left a record?
31
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First and most important is the experience of light. Everything
seen by those who visit the mind's antipodes is brilliantly illuminated and seems to shine from within. 53
Praetematural light and colour are common to all visionary
experiences. And alongwith light and colour there goes, in every
case, a recognition of heightened significance. The self-luminous
objects, which we see in the mind's antipodes, possess a meaning;
and this meaning is, in some way, as intense as their colour.
Significance here is identical with being, for, at the mind's
antipodes, objects do not stand for anything but themselves,54
that is, they have no symbolic value there. Then the author reverts to
an examination of the data left to us by the "cultural traditions of Other
Worlds, the worlds inhabited by gods, by the spirits of the dead, by
man in his primal state of innoncence."
[Reading these accounts], we are immediately struck by the close
similarity between induced or spontaneous visionary experience
and the heavens and fairy-lands of folklore and religion. Praeternatural light, praeternatural intensity of colouring, praeternatural
significance-these are characteristics of all the Other Worlds and
Golden Ages. And in virtually every case this praeternaturally
significant light shines on, or shines out of a landscape of such
surpassing beauty that words cannot express it. Thus, in the
Graeco-Roman tradition, we find the lovely Garden ofHesperides,
the Elysian Plain, and fair Island of Leuke to which Achilles was
translated. Memnon went to another luminous island, somewhere
in the East. Odysseus and Penelope travelled in the opposite
direction and enjoyed their immortality with Circe in Italy
.
Magically lovely islands reappear in the folklore of the Celts .
and in that of the Japanese. And between Avalon in the extreme
West and Horaisan in the far East, there is the land of Uttarkuru,
the Other World of the Hindus. 'The land', we read in the Ramayana, 'is watered by lakes with golden lotuses. There are rivers by
thousands, full of leaves of the colour of sapphire and lapis-lazuli;
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and the lakes resplendent like the morning sun, are adorned by the
golden beds of red lotuses. The country all around is covered with
jewels and precious stones, with gay beds of blue lotus, goldenpetalled. Instead of sand, pearls, gems and gold form the banks of
the rivers, which are overhung with trees of bright gold' .... And
this characteristic is common to virtually all the Other Worlds of
religious traditions. Every paradise abounds in gems. 55
In the Amityadhyiinasiitra of Mahayana, the Buddhist paradise of
Pure Land, the Sukhavati, is described as constructed of walls of
shining silver and gold, it has lakes with diamond-studded banks on
which float lotus of pure gold which is self-luminous:
And that Sukhavati, Ananda, is ... adorned with jewel-trees ...
and these jewel-trees, Ananda, have various colours. They are
composed of seven colours, innumerable combinations and permutations (here these combinations are given in several folios of
the text), of gold, silver, beryl, crystal, coral, red pearls or
emaralds.... On all sides it is surrounded by golden nets, ...
covered with lotus flowers of precious things.... And from each
jewel-lotus issue thirtysix hundred thousand kotisofrays.. .. And
further, Ananda, in this Buddha-field, there are no where any
mountains ... but the Buddha-field is every where even...and in
all its parts, the ground contains a great variety ofjewels and gems.
.. .And many kinds of rivers flow in Sukhavati.. .in them there are
bunches of flowers to which various jewels adhere...And the
sound which issues from these great rivers is as pleasant as that of
a musical instrument which consists of hundreds of thousands of
kotis or parts, and which, skilfully played, emits a heavenly music.
. . .And Ananda, both the banks of these great rivers are lined with
variously scented jewel trees
And that, Ananda, is the reason
Whatever the dwellers in this Pure
why it is called, Sukhavati
Land may wish for, comes to them.... If they wish for a palace
of a certain colour, distinguishing marks, construction, height and
width, made of various precious things, adorned with hundreds of
thousands of pinnacles, while inside it various heavenly-woven
55
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materials are spread out, and it is full of couches strewn with
beautiful cushions, then just such a palace is there. In those
delightful palaces, surrounded and honoured by seven time seven
thousand apsaras, heavenly maidens, they dwell, play enjoy and
disport themselves. 56
Any body reading verses of the Qur'iin containing description of
the Muslim paradise, cannot but be struck by the basic similarity of
passages in the Buddhist and Islamic narratives. That the Qur'iin
narrative may represent a deposit of Hindu Buddhist ideas on the
subject is likely, in view of the early trade connections between Arabia
and India, and the infilteration ofB uddhist ideas into Syria and Middle
East, through Central Asiatic Buddhist centres that flourished from
pre-christian times till about A.D. 1000, when Muslim invasions and
upsurges put a violent end to them, but in view of the genuine ring of
conviction with which Mohammad describes the landscape and
houries of the paradise, it is more than probable that it represents his
own visionary experiences, such as would naturally be vouchsafed to
a prophet of his stature.
These paradises of mankind, always marked by preponderance of
dazzling jewels, emitting immaculate rays of light of a myriad hues,
constitute the very essence of the visionary experience, a matter of
immediate experience, a psychological fact, which has been recorded
in the religious literature and folklore of many a country and age, race
and climate. These far-off regions, separated from our empirical
world by the boundaries of the individuation of human mind, are, for
that matter, not less real, than the tables and chairs of our living rooms,
or our neighbours. They are the Platonic Ideas, the archetypes, "the
psychological originals of those beings who, in the theology of every
religion, serve as intermediaries between man and the Clear Light."57
This Clear Light, the God, being the only summum bonum
recognised by the Sikh Gurus, is the reason why in the voluminous
Guru Granth, references to the delightful antipodes of visionary
experience are so scanty but certainly not absent. "In a hymn (Sorath,
Namdev) it is averred: "I state what I have seen ....There is dazzling
56
57
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luminance and superbly enchanting continuous music...abundance
of jewelled gem-flowers emitting blinding flashes of lighteningintensity :jabdekha tab gava, . . .jahjhiJimiJikar(u) disanta, tah anahad
sabad bajanta ... rotan kamaJ kotharl chamakar bIjuJ tahJ. S8 In the
famous hymn "That Gate", there is an unambiguous reference to the
musical harmonies of the rivers and winds of the Pure Land of the
Amityadhyanasiitra of the Buddhists. 59• Guru Nanak, reproduces,
almost word for word, the description of "the palaces with walls of
pearls and studded with many myriads of precious stones," and
peopled by "celestial nymphs, voluptuous and bedecked with precious jewels," but always with the admonition" tarry not here, this is
not the destination. "59b For, vision is not the same as union with God
vouchsafed by mystic experience. Visionary experience is still beset
with subject-object antagonism, while mystical experience is beyond
the pair-of-opposites, advandva, as the BhagavadgIta calls it. This
visionary Other World of paradises is merely a vantage point from
which the Glory of God may be beheld more clearly than from the
level of the ego's empirical experience.
And therein lies the significance and use of these visionary
experiences for a man of religion, for a Sikh.
The precious stones, diamonds, crystals, pearls, rubies, sapphires,
emeralds, jade, and beryle, etc. have, throughout the ages, exercised
enormous fascination and attraction for men, not because they are rare
and difficult to obtain, as the utilitarian would suggest, but because
they
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may remind our unconscious of what it enjoys at the mind's
antipodes, and these obscure intimations oflife in the Other World
are so fascinating that we pay less attention to this world and so
become capable of experiencing consciously something of that,
which, unconsciously, is always with us. 60
The dazzling bejewelled aigrette of Guru Gobind Singh has a
symbolic meaning and a significance, both. Its symbolic meaning is
that the archetypal Guru Gobind Singh is a Being of the antipodal
regions of the Mind and is thus grounded in the Ultimate Reality of
God. The Guru has the power to transport individual consciousness
into union with God, as "a ford helpeth a non-swimmer cross a
turbulent river, or a boatman taketh him to the yonder shore."61
Secondly, the jewels of the aigrette are per se, vision-inducing; they
are divino, reminiscent of Divinity, and the Guru, therefore, is truly
entitled to wear them in His aigrette, unlike the earthly kings, who
m~e a false use of them to make people believe that their de facto
domination over their fellow beings is also a dejure divino domination. 'The Guru is the true king on earth, the sacca padishah,62 and'God
alone is the true Sovereign and the earthly kings are just false
pretenders.'63
Now, we must consider the dark blue horse, on which the archetypal Guru Gobind Singh is mounted.
We shall examine three aspects of this question. Is the blue horse
technically a vahana, a "vehicle", as such is necessarily associated
with every Hindu god, Buddhist divinity and Jain Urthankara? Apart
from general considerations, favouring the primacy of blue colour by
60
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Guru Gobind Singh, is there any additional and specific reason why
a blue horse was chosen as the mount of his archetypal Fonn? What
is the symbolic significance of the blue horse in this case?
In the Indian Hindu tradition, the vahanas are the manifestations,
on the animal plane, of the divine individuals themselves, of which
they are the "vehicles", Primarily, in the Hindu iconography, sculpture and painting, a vahana is a detenninant to enable identification of
the given sacred image or the work of art. Otherwise, the figures of
gods, urthatlkaras, Buddhas and bodhisattavas are so alike and of a
general character and appearance that, but for the detenninant vahana,
it would be almost impossible to say which is which.
The device did not originate in India, but was imported, at an early
period, from Mesopotamia. In the art-works of Mesopotamia the
device can be traced back to at least 1500 B.c. In the earliest
monuments of India (those of the Indus Valley Civilization of the
fourth and the third millenniums B.c.), it does not occur. The
origin of the detenninative "vehicle" is to be sought in the
technique of picture or rebus writing of the ancient Near East.
According to a common convention of the hieroglyphic, pictographic, scripts, as preserved in the Egyptian and Mespotamian
inscriptions and as underlying the Hebrew and Phoenician alphabets--characters that originally represented objects, were employed to express phonetic values. Then, in order to preclude
ambiguity, another symbol the detenninant was added, which
specified by the detenninant or parallel symbol added underneath. 64
But Guru Gobind Singh is neither a heavenly god, nor a mere
prototype, such as the gods and goddesses of Hindu pantheon or
fonnal Buddhas and bodhisattavas, or fabulous urthankaras are. He
is not one of the various incarnations of a god, such as the ten avatars
of Visnu, or various Kalpa Buddhas. He is a historical human being
whose essence is an archetype, specifically reflexed by God for a
defini te historical assignment, "to establish the Order of the Khalsa. "65
64
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This historical Guru Gobind Singh was circumscribed within the flux
of Time which characterises the empirical experience of human
beings of this earth, the similar Time-Cycle and stratum by which the
gods in heavens are circumscribed. But his archetypal Form is a oncefor-all and unique event which belongs to a Time stratum as contradistinguished from the Eternity of God. It, therefore, is a unique reflex
of God and thus self-determined. It has no correspondence amongst
the pantheon of gods, prior to the historic event of the birth of Guru
Gobind Singh at Patna, Patliputra of the ancient times, and it did not
revert to this pantheon after the demise of Guru Gobind Singh at
Nander. It is indeed, the Hand of God, historically manifested in
human form to serve a Divine purpose and, henceforth, free and
unfettered to work on the human plane, directly or indirectly.66 This
Guru Gobind Singh does not have to be represented in a "likeness",
pratima, for purposes ofworship, meditation or invocation, and he is,
therefore, not a proper subject of sacred iconography or other sacred
visual arts. He, therefore, needs no "determinants" for himself, or for
his archetypal Form. His blue horse, therefore, is not his vahana.
We have already digressed in some detail on the significance of
the blue colour in the scheme of ideas of Guru Gobind Singh. No
doubt, this significance also attaches to the blue colour of the steed of
Guru Gobind Singh. But, saturated as Guru Gobind Singh was in the
lore of racial symbology of Arya'ns and schemata of universal myths
of mankind, other subsidiary considerations might as well have been
and were present in his mind while making the choice,of the blue
horse.
In the ancient Hindu literature Kalki is mentioned as the future
incarnation of Visnu, who will be born in the family of ViSI:lUasas, an
eminent Brahman of the village Sambha1. 67 By his irresistible might
he will destroy all the evil-doers. He will be the tenth and the last
incarnation of Visnu, who will appear at the fag end of the present
Time-cycle, kalpa, to usher in the Golden Age, afresh.
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The Lord will incarnate in the year, durmukha, second of the
bright half of lunar mansion, margasiras, Saturday, with moon
piirvasarha, in the Vriddhi-yoga at three ghaus after sun-set, and
with the object of destroying the demon, Bhalla, Visnu, Hari, shaH
assume the fonn of Kalki. 6~
During the 9th and 10th centuries, wnen the deCuge of [sCam
overran Buddhism in Central Asia and ruinously approached the gates
ofnorthern India, a system ofMahayana Bl1ddhism~ called, Kalchakra,
also Vajrayana, developed which is outlined in therext, Kalchakratantra. It was claimed that this teaching was imparted by Gautam, the
Buddha, to Suchandra, a king of Sambhala in OriSSa, the same
Sambhala where Kalki incarnation, according to the ancient tradition,
was to be born. The Kalchakratantra was written down in the tenrh
century-A.D. 965 is the date usually accepted-but the hypothesis
of European scholars that the date of the compilation of a text is the
date of its publication, is untenable in the case of Hindu texts, and
there, in fact, may be a lag of a thousand years and more between the
two dates. This Kalchakratantra mentions Islam and Mohammed. but
besides the inference that this particular portion of the text is a later,
post Mohammed interpolation, nothing more is proved thereby. At
this period, during the tenth century, we hearofa siddha, Tailopa, who
was probably a Turk of Central Asia and was a vigorous opponent of
Islam. Another siddha, Pito, is also mentioned, and to both these
siddhas, the promulgation of the Kalchakra doctrines is variously
ascribed by Tibetan authorities. 69 The doctrine of KaIchakra is centred
arou nd the doctrine of DhyanI Buddhas as reflections of the primordial
Adi Buddha, and it is possible that the development of this doctrine of
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Ka.lchakra, 'the Wheel of Time', is an amalgam of the Kalki pura.l)a
traditions, with later Nalanda Mahayana Buddhism, grafted upon the
ancient Turkish concept of the Cycle of Twelve Animals, used for
expressing dates. This later recrudescence of the Kalki doctrine7o,
thus, might well be the last attempt of the Central Asian Buddhism to
oppose the relentless onslaught of Islam. The iconographic and other
visual representations of the Kalki are invariably shown in the form
of a man, with a drawn sword in his hand, riding a white horse or
bowing before a white horse. Now, the activities' and demeanour of
Guru Gobind Singh, at the close-end of the seventeenth century was
precisely such as would arouse in the imagination of the Hindus of
nonhern and western India, the visions of the Kalki-incarnation of
Visnu, and when he inaugurated the Order of the Khalsa, the whole
atmosphere was surcharged with such sentiments of self-esteem and
human dignity that it was rightly interpreted as a new attitude,
inconsistent with docile acceptance by the subject Hindus, of the alien
rule of Central Asian Turkish races as standard-bearers of Islam.
Everybody took notice of this tremendous event, the Hindus as well
as the ruling Turks or Mughals.
The Order of the Khalsa appeared on the scene with a deafening
roar and the ruling Turks trembled in their shoes,?1
70
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says a contemporary poet.
The Guru had established a new way oflife, grounded in virtue and
at relentless war with sin and evil, in the context of the yogic
discipline of namasimran. The people were duly impressed with
this new way of life, but the evil ones saw in it a threat to their
imperialism,72
says another poet historian.
Exactly twelve hundred years earlier, at the end of the fifth century
when the second Huna invasion of India took place, a powerful king
of central India, Yasodharman, inflicted a heavy defeat on the foreign
invaders and proclaimed himself or was acclaimed, as the promised
Messiah, the KalkI'l3, but since the Golden Age of the Hindus,
undisturbed by the "dirty" malechha foreigners, did not dawn as
expected, Yasodharman, the Kalki, wa~ soon forgotton, and the hope
of the advent of a future Kalki continued stirring the imagination and
hopes of the much-afflicted Hindus, as their tribulations underforeign
invasions and subjection did not show signs of abatement. The
psychological momen t for the incarnation of Kalki was at hand and the
events to which Guru Gobind Singh gave birth, appeared as sure signs
for identifying Guru Gobind Singh with the tenth and last incarnation
of Visnu. Was not Guru Gobind Singh-and it could not be a mere
coincidence without cosmic significance-the tenth and the last
Guru? He was openly acclaimed as the Kalg!J.l A va tar because of the
kalg!J.i, the jewel aigrette, he wore, and kalg!J.J and Kalki, almost
sound the same.
Guru Gobincl Singh, apparently was most anxious to discountenance this impression and idea, both. The Sikh Gurus had definitely
rejected the theory of avat?iravlida, the cyclic incarnations of Visnu
"to re-establish dhanna", the Hindu ethical concepts and social Order,
by destroying anti-dharma forces, as we have already explained in the
main thesis of this book. A vataravada is the hub of the post- Vedic
Hindu universe, and rejection of this theory alone had given an
orientation to the Sikh movement which elevated it to the status of "the
72
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Third Path. Guru Gobind Singh was naturally aware of the implications of avatara vada, of which the Kalki doctrine is a stem. He
emphatically declared against his identification with Visnu, saying
that,
II

I never give a thought to Visnu and his human incarnations, such
as KrSlJa; for though I have heard of them, I do not possess even
a passing acquaintance with them. 74
Apart from this doctrinal reason, there was another reason, why
Guru Gobind Singh was at pains to discourage speculations and
dreams about Kalki. The Hindu mentality is a curious mixture of what
Schubart75 calls, Ascetic and Messianic culture prototypes. It rejects
empirical existence as basically erroneous and, therefore, has no real
interest in it, except as a necessary evil through which a man must pass
before his attainment of propinquity to, or identity with, the realms of
supra-reality. It, at the same time, passionately desires that the
peculiarly Hindu social order should remain intact and undisturbed by
the proximity and interference of the non-Hindus, the malechhas, and
for fulfilment of this latter hope he clings on to the avataravada and
belief in the advent of Kalki to intervene to counterbalance the evil
forces of non-Hinduism in the sacred land of Bharat. Thus, they are
ever full of sadness and full of hope, of dark forebodings and of
cheerful prospects, simultaneously, which makes them peculiarly
unfit for self-defence. The Order of the Khalsa was to represent the
emergence of a new prototype and culture-mentality, basically Heroic, but something more, and for this reason, the Messianic mentality
of the Hindus, ever gazing at the distant horizon for the emergence of
Ka/ki, had to de discouraged.
These, then, are the two subsidiary symbolic meanings of the blue
colour of the horse, the mount of Guru Gobind Singh. The Guru is not
an incarnation of Visnu, a periodical intervention of the gods above,
to re-establish the Hindu ethical concepts and the social order based
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upon them. He teaches the "third Way of Life" . That is why he has not
got a white horse as his mount. Besides, he teaches cooperative effort
and self-reliance for achieving and maintaining political liberty and
social progress, in which context a Sikh's religion has to be practised.
What is the symbolic significance of the horse as such, as the
Guru's mount, apart from its colour, if it is not a vahana technically?
Horse occupies quite a prominent place in the complex of Hindu
ideas, its mythology and religious rituals. The prototype of 'horse' is
the celestial animal, uchchaisrava which appeared out of the Cosmic
ocean when it was churned by a co-operative of the gods and titans.
It was originally fashioned by the demiurge Brahma through a yajna
and since it possessed the secrets of the mystic syllables, aniisavara,
Brahma hide it in the Cosmic ocean for safe-keeping till it was forcedout in the process of ocean-churning, samudra-manthana, when Indra
appropriated it to himself. Subsequently, however, the god decided to
let mankind have it, but before handing it over to mankind the allknowing god wisely sheared off its wings (Asvachikitsa, 1.8.) lest
reckless and foolish mortals might use itas a substitute for a proper airborne machine or as a space-craft to their own peril and also to oblige
the animal to keep to the earth in the service of man. The task of taming
the horse was entrusted to a sage who fed it on rice, and hence the horse
is also named as, siilihotra, rice-fed.
At the end of KaJiyuga, as we have already seen, Visnu will appear
in his tenth and last incarnation, Kalki, riding on a white horse.
Horse is familiar to ~gveda in which there are references to horses
and horse-drawn chariots, but rarely are mounted soldiers mentioned
in it. The warrior used the horse merely to get to the battle-field; it was
too valuable an animal to risk in war-fare. True, Kalhal) in his
Rajatarangil)j (A.D. 1150) not only makes picturesque references to
cavalcades of horsemen, asaviiral) in Sanskrit, asviira in Hindi, as
escorts of kings who entered Srlnagar in triumph, but he provides no
evidence of employment of this animal in active warfare notwithstanding the fact that his intimate understanding of the horse is all too
obvious: "the muse fearing contact with the sin of his tale has fal tered;
like a nervous mare she is with difficulty urged forward by me."
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(V.416). As a result the Hindu art and strategy of war-fare became
exclusively a matter of entrenched field-fixed battles which placed
Hindus at grave disadvantage when after the eleventh century they
had to contend with mobile horse-riding invaders from beyond the
river Oxus, and this disadvantage became the one major cause of
Hindus' repeated defeats in centuries to come, till the Sikh Gurus from
the 17th century onwards, assiduously inculcated love for horsebreeding and horse-manship amongst the Sikhs that, in the latter half of the
18th century, they became the finest horsemen of Asia who could
meet the foreign Mongol, Turkish and Afghan horsemen as their
equals on the battle field.
Prior to the rise of Sikhism in the north of India, the horse, though
come down to earth in the service of man from the celestial regions of
IndraJoka, never became a faithful friend of man in peace and his
comrade on the battle-field, so that its role remained confined to
establishing supremacy of kings and to the sacrificial ceremonies that
followed, such as, asvamedha and the names such as asvapati, horselord, and hayagriva horse-mane, probably belong to a totemic period
of horse-worshipping. Certain omniphagus sects of Hinduism, such
as, Kapalikas, who compete with our neighbours, the Chinese, in the
matter of eating anything including snakes, monkeys and even human
flesh, will not touch horse-flesh as food, which seems to take them
back to their long-past totemic period. In the First World War (1 Y1418) in the battle fields of Flanders in France, the Sikh soldiers refused
to consume horse meat even under extremities of ration-shortages
although their allied Europeal,1 comrade soldiers, freely did so, on the
ground, as the Sikh soldiers put it, "a comrade cannot eat the flesh of
a comrl1de at the battle-field even if death from hunger is the consequence." Many such stories were brought back home by Sikh soldiers
returning from these European theatres of war that illustrate complete
uoansformation that Sikhism has brought about in the concept of horseman relationship in human thought, in general, and in Hindu thought,
in particular.
This brings us to the Brahmanic god, HayagTlva, subsequently
adopted by the Mahayana Buddhism, as Valahaka. Hayagriva means,
'the horse-necked,' or 'the horse-maned,' and valahaka means 'the
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cloud-rider.' They both convey ideas ofdivine help to those faced with
a crisis. They are, generally speaking, not human or non-human
incarnations of any archetypal god; they are occasional manifestations of Divine concern in each human struggle. In Visnupuriioa,
however, Hayagrlva is mentioned as a titanic opponent of Krsoa, and
in Devl Bhiigavatapuraoa he is described as archetypal Visnu himself,
with his human head replaced by a horse's head. In the older Mahayana
Buddhist text, A vilokitesvaragU/)a-karaQdavyiiha76 however, the bodhisattva Avilokitesvara, is represented as appearing in the form of a
cloud-horse to rescue certain ship wrecked sailors stranded on an
enchanted island.
The horse has a peculiar mental make-up which distinguishes it
from all other domesticated animals, which is its high-spirited nature
and its natural capacity for entering into relation with man in his most
heightened activity, that of warfare.
The cultural type represented by the Order of the Khalsa is marked
by high spirits, particularly in a period of adversity and crisis. There
was about Guru Gobind Singh,
a stern Olympian air which he imparted to his followers. His
impress not only elevant and altered the constitution of their
minds, but contrary to the experience of ethnological experts, it
also operated materially and gave amplitude to their physical
frames.
They came to be regarded as models of physical beauty and
stateliness of manner. A tremendous change was effected in the
whole tone of national character. Even those people who were
considered as dregs of humanity were changed, as ifby magic, into
something rich and strange. The sweepers, barbers and confectioners, who had never so much as touched the sword and whose
whole generations had lived as grovelling slaves of the so-called
higher classes, became, under the stimulating leadership of Guru
Gobind Singh doughty warriors who never shrank from fear and
who were ready to rush into the jaws ofdeath at the bidding of their
Guru. 77
,.
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It is this high spirit of which, at the animal level, the horse is a
typical representative, and it is this high spirit for which every Sikh,
whether in private or in congregation, daily prays: "May God grant
us a mind free frQm pride, and an unsullied intellect, and may this
intellect remain under the guidance and protection of God, for ever
and for ever. May our spirits remain unbending and expensive under
all adversities. "78
Again in Hindu symbology, "horse" is the body and Spirit is the
"rider", and the Sikh way of life is 'to practice religion by maintaining
the body in proper health and nourishment: Nanak so prabhu simarlai
tis dehl ko pal,79 as Guru Nanak says.
This, then, is the symbolic meaning of the horse as the mount of
Guru Gobind Singh. The Guru is the representative of the constant
Divine concern with the terrestrial struggle of man; and a man of faith,
therefore, need never despair:
Just as the mother keeps her child always under her eyes,
And nourishes and cherishes him by food and fondling,
Even so the Guru protects and guides a Sikh
keeping him steady in his love of God. sO
The members of the Order of the Khalsa must be distinguished by
ever present high spirits in moments of difficulty and diversity.
Lastly, the Sikhs must realise that all the sentient beings and the
animal kingdom are entitled to compassion and love from man, and
not hostility or unconcern. 8l
71
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The horse is referred to as "brother" in the Sikh language of the slang. When in
1705, Guru Gobind Singh pursued by the enemy. was advancing towards a
(To continue)
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Such are the meanings and significanc"e of the archetypal FOffil of
Guru Gobind Singh.

wmer reservoir near the present day Muktsar in the Indian Punjab somebody
struck his horse to make it go faster. "You accursed man", said the Guru in
seeming anger, "what justification had you to strike my brother?"
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CHAPTER

VII

THE GURU GRANTH
According to one of the latest appraisals of the Sikh religion and
practices by a foreigner,
the Granth is sacred book of Sikhs. It consists largely of the poems
of Nanak, the founder, but also writings ofKabir and the Gurus who
succeeded Nanak as leaders of the faith. The 10th Guru refused to
appoint a successor to himself declaring that henceforth the
Granth should be [the visible body] the Guru. And so it has been.
In the course of time the Granth itself became an object of
worship.l
Another, who is more careful of this fact, states thatto give his institutions greater permanance and prevent future
alterations, Govind refused to appoint any human successor and
bade the Sikhs consider the Granth as their Guru. ' Whatever ye
shall ask of it, it will show you', he said, and in obedience to his
command, the book is still invested with a kind of personality and
known as Granth Sahib. 2
Earlier, the same learned author says thatthe Granth now receives the same kind of respect as the Qur'an,
and the first sight of aSikh temple with a large open volume on a
reading desk cannot fail to recall a mosque. 3
I

2

3

Vcrgilius Fcrm, An Encyclopaedia of Religions, p. 310,
Arnold Toynbce in his An Histori;lTJ's Approach to Religion, asserts lhal
Sikhism, in which the Granlh is virtually deified, is perhaps the religion in
which the idolization of a book has been carried lo the farthesllenglhs. (p. 134).
Charles EliOl, Sir, Buddhism and Hinduism, II, p. 271.
Ibid., II, p. 269.
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The ture facts are that the second Sikh pontiff, Guru Angad (15041552), formed the nucleus of the book, now called Guru Granth Sahib,
by collecting in one manuscript the ,revelations of Guru Nanak, which
then existed in the form of note-books, pothis, written by Guru Nanak
himself. That these manuscripts were written inJwhat are now called
Gurmukhl characters, by, Guru Nanak himself, is hardly in doubt, for
these characters are an improved form of an ancient script, which was
then current in the plains of the Punjab, and which, in its evolution,
can directly be tracted back to the ancient BraJuni and Aramaic scripts.
which scripts themselves are believed by some scholars to be direct
evolutes from the proto-Indian 3rd millenium B.C Mohenjodaro
script.
Indeed, the entire Brahmi alphabet is shown to be derived from the
script of Mohenjodaro and Harrapa. It is also shown that those
scholars were not mistaken who connected Brahrni with South Semitic and Phoenician scripts. For there is much evidence to show
that these also were derived from the script of Mohenjodaro and
Harrapa. 4
This script is mentioned by the name of Siddhamatrika, by the
Arab indologist as the Raihan Mohammad Alberuni (d. 1048) in his
Tahqiq-al-Hind, as the script which was then, as 1n the previolls
centuries. the main script.of culture and education from Peshawar
to Banaras, modern Varanasl, and from Sindh to Kashmir, the precise
area, which now appears .0 be the area of the Mohenjodaro civilization form circa 350 B.C to circa 1500 B.C Sidhamatrika was a fully
established script during the times of Harsavardhan (d. 647) and
Sidhamatlika was the form of writing in which Sanskrit became
known in. China and Japan; the Davanagarl script as the standard
vehicle of Sanskrit records appeared on the stage much later. The
present-day Devanagri script is a form of this Siddhamatrika, taking
its name from the Ujjaini city of medieval central Inaia, which was
given the honorific surname of Devanagar, a town inhabited by
Brahmins who are gods in human form and the king who is a mortal
god, on account of the generous royal endowments made there for the
4

G.R. Hunter, The Script of Harapa and Mohcnjodro. p. 1.
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benefit of Brahmins. Since the influence of the siddhas, the partiarchs
of Kalchakra ofVajrayana from of Mahayana Buddhism was no longer
supreme in Northern India by the 16th ct!ntury, Guru Angad gave this
script, as improved upon by Guru Nanak, the name ofGurmukhl, that
which is adopted and improved upon, by Guru Angad's guru, Guru
Nanak. The credit goes to Guru Nanak for having purged the
Siddhamatrika and its offspring, Devanagarl, of their irritating and
unscientific characteristic of being an alphabet without pure consonants. Like the alphabet of their semitic ancestor, Aramaic, the
imperial lingua franca of the Achaemanian empire that included
Gandhar, eastern Afghanistan and northern Punjal:-· in the pre-christian
era centuries, these alphabets i.e. kharos~hI and Devanagarl retained
the 'a'-vowel sound as inherent in all consonants. As a result, the
Sanskrit script, Devanagari, now held out officially as the model script
for all current Indian vernaculars, is not alphabetic but semi- syllabic,
of which grave defect and blemish the GurmukhI script, as perfected
by Guru Nanak, is happily free. It is these facts which are interpreted
by various writers, to wit, that the Gurmukhl characters were invented
by Guru Nanak,5 or, as is popular impression, that they were invented
by Guru Angad himself. It was adoption of the Gurmukhi characters
whichreminded those who employed them of their duty towards their
Guru and constantly kept alive in their minds the consciousness
that they were something distinct from the common mass of the
Hindus. 6
To this nucleus of the Granth as prepeared by Guru Angad, his
successor Guru Amar Das (1479-1574), added considerable material.
5

6

Forester, Travels, p. 257; Ahmed bin Mohammad Ali, "Miratul Ahwali Jahannuma" (MS.), 1810.
Gokal Chand Narang, Transfonnation of Sikhism, p. 48.
The post-partition Hindu-Sikh estrangement which has now gradually crystallised around the question of the GurmukhI script, which the Hindus in the
Punjab repudiate with such vociferous passion, becomes more comprehensible in the light of this assessment of the implications of the use of Gurmukhl
script by the Sikhs in the past; the Gurmukhl script is the badge and guarantee
of a distinct and separate Sikh entily and, thus, its prevalence and continuity is
a hindrance to the much-desired final liquidation of Sikh identity.
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But it was the fifth Nanak, Guru Arjun (1563-1606), who composed
the major corpus of the Granth, as it now exists, and compiled the
volume in 1604 after a stupendous labour of almost ten years. He then
formally installed it in the central Sikh Temple at Amritsar after
adding the following epilogue to it.
Three topics stand discussed in this Book:
The Truth, Human Concord with the Truth, and the Discriminatory Wisdom which leads to this Concord.
The First Principle of these topics is the ever-abiding Name of
God, the All-Ground.
Whosoever shall understand and assimilate It, shall be saved.
It is of no passing, but is of perennial interest to Mankind, to be
taken by them on heart with undying devotion. 7
Hence-forth, Guru Arjun and his successors always took a lower
seat for themselves than the Book, the Granth, whenever the two
happened to be together.
It was in 1706 that the tenth and the last Guru, Gobind Singh, reedited the whole Granth by,

completing the daily prayers, by addition of four hymns under Sopurakh, expunging certain un-authorised pieces which had crept
in at the end in some copies, amending certain spellings here and
there and so on. 8
Tradition says that he reproduced the whole of the Granth from
memory and dictated it to the amanuensis at Sabo KJ Talwandi or
Damdameh Sahib, now in the Indian Punjab, when re-editing it, a
prodigious feat of memory from the view-point of human normalcy,
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but by no means extraodinary for a man of consummate yogic skill,
such as the Guru was. Nor is such a feat altogether unique or rare, for,
as Chinese accounts confinn, the Kashmiri monk, GUl)avannan, who
reached Nanking in A.D. 431, recited before the Sung Emperor, Wen,
(A.D. 424-453) long Buddhist texts from memory. Another Kashmiri
monk, Buddhayasas recited the entire Dharmaguptavinaya before
Chi'en Emperor, Yao H'sing (394-416), and, when the Emperor, in
order to test his memory, asked him to learn an obscure Chinese
medical text of 50,000 words, the monk two days later, recited the
entire text without a single mistake.
This re-edited copy was then reverently and carefully preserved
till its loss in the fearful carnage of the Sikhs, the waooa ghaWghara,
near Ludhiana, in the Punjab, by Ahmed Shah Abdali, in 1762, but
prior to it four copies were prepared from it to be preserved at the four
High Seats of Sikh Authority, the Four Thrones : Akaltakht, Arnritsar,
Sri Ke§garh-takht Anandpur, Takht Sahib Patna, and Haziirsahibtakht Nander. 9 Many more copies, no doubt, were made of this reedited Granth, and it was before one such copy, at Nander, in Deccan
in 1708 that Guru Gobind Singh, terminated human succession to the
office of the Guru and established instead, the condominium of the
Granth, the Book, and the Panth, the Order of the Khalsa, with the
following declaration, which eversince, is recited at the conclusion of
every congregational prayer, morning and evening, and on all occasions of public worship by the Sikhs:
The Order of the Khalsa was established as was the Command of
God;
This is now the commandment for all the Sikhs:
Accept the Granth as the Guru;
Know Guru Granth Ji as the visible body of the Gurus.
9

These four taJchts have been accepted, from the very beginning, as the true and
genuine high seats of Sikh authorily, by sponlancous and universal consensus,
till rccenl times.
[Of late, anolher, namely Damdameh Sahib, has been added 1O this lisl as lhe
5th Takhl-editors.]
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He who hath a properly trained mind, shall find confinnation
thereof in the contents of the Book itself. 1o
Eversince, the Sikhs recognise no human successor to the Gurus,
and speak of Guru Panth and Guru Granth in the same breath, in whom
the joint sovereignty of this as well as the other world rests till the end
of Time. Every Sikh temple has the Guru Granth opened in its
congregational hall, which'ls. arranged as an oriental throne room.
Likewise, every Sikh house of consequence has in it, set apart a private
chapel, which is arranged in the fashion of a throne room, with the.
Guru Granth installed on a throne. On every occasion, where the Sikhs
as such gather and meet for deliberations, prayer or other religious
functions, a throne, with the Guru Granth installed on it, must be
arranged. The Guru Granth, on all such occasions is wrapped and
dressed in brocades, silks and other precious clothes symbolic of
royalty, and when an attendant sits or stands behind the throne with the
royal symbol of a chauri, a yak-tail, in hand, with five or more Sikhs
before the throne, the visible Body ofthe Guru is recognised as present
there, and every Sikh who then enters the Presence, must present a
nazr, a dona cion of money or flowers or any ocher such cusromary
offering before the throne in accordance with ancient oriental custom
and must behave wich due decorum in the throne room; and, as a rule,
the main entrance of such a room or place is guarded by two or more
attendants wilD silver or golden staffs in hands and inside the room,
five or two abl~odied, properly dressed, Sikhs with drawn swords,
are to be in actendance on all formal occasions.
All this ceremonious paraphernalia is nothing more than the usual
symbols of royalcy, enjoying sovereign powers, familiar to the East
from times immemorial and in this case also, it is intended to indicate
no more. The whole scene and ceremonious atmosphere and conduct
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are scrupulously designed to indicate to all and sundry that the Order
of the Khalsa claims to be sovereign, sui generis and that he who
barters away this sovereignty is a traitor and he who assumes it,
instead, is a usurper. To infer from this anything different, as many
have done, such as that the Sikhs "worship" their sacred book, or that
the Sikhs are bibliolaters, is wholly unwarranted and misconceived.
What is the meaning of the declaration that 'the Granth is the
Guru,' and 'the visible Body of the Guru,' and that 'the very contents
of the Book bear testimony to this'?
That it was no new doctrine which Guru Gobind Singh propounded, is clear. In the Granth, itself the doctrine is repeatedly laid
down and reiterated that 'the Revelation is the Guru and the Guru is the
Revelation,' and that 'whosoever shall accept the Revelation of the
Guru, shall behold the Guru himself. '11 The Sikhs are bidden to 'accept
the Revelation of the true Guru as true for ever and for ever, for it is
God Himselfwho maketh the Guru utter it. "12 It is explained that, "the
Revelation of the Guru is the Light of the World; through it God's
Grace descendeth into the human SOUI,"13 and that "the Guru's Statement abideth with the soul, as the water drowneth it not, the thief
stealeth it not, and the fIre consumeth it not".14 It is asserted that as "the
Guru's Revelation pervadeth in the world, it redeemeth man through
the Name of God. "15 After explaining the Guru's Revelation thus, the
II
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Guru Granth identifies it with the Sabad which may mean, sound or
testament. The Sabad (Skt. Sabda) in the sense of eternal and selfexistent sound, conceived as the eternal Veda, is an old Indian notion,
rather an ancient Aryan notion, for, it is found in Zoroastrianism
where the Menthra-spenta, the holy Word, is said to be the soul of
God. 16 This sense of the Sabad is not analogous to the Western idea of
'Logos', which primarily means Divine Wisdom and, subsequently, in
Christian theology, assumes the form that the word is an emanation,
Son of God. The Mlmarhsa doctrine of the eternal character of
theVeda, which it seeks to identity with the four ancient Sanskrit texts,
the Chaturveda, is a development of this dual sense of the Sabad
interpreting the doctrine of the Sabad in its neo-platonic sense of
Divine Wisdom, and primordial Sound, simultaneously. One development of Hindu thought, primary and more ancient, is the IndoIranian sense of Sabadbeing equivalent to primordial Sound on which
the ancient doctrine of mantra, the word-magic, is based. The
Mandiikyopanisad identifies this Sabad, the primordial Sound with
the Word Om; this immortal sound is the whole of this visible
universe. It is thus as follows:
what has become, what is become, what will become, all of this is
the sound Om. What is beyond these three states of the temporal
world, that too is the sound Om. l ?
The doctrine of mantra which has permeated many Hindu vedic
practices, and which gave rise to the Mantrayan School of the later
Mahayan Buddhism, holds thatThere is associated with each object and each element of Nature
and with each organic creature, sub-human, human and superhuman, including the highest orders of deities... a particular rate
of vibration. If this be known and formulated as sound in a mantra,
and used expertly... it is capable of disintegrating the object or
16

17

Yasl. 13.81; and Vcndidad, 19.14.
Mandiikyopanisad (V. 1). It is this text of MMdiikyopanisadwhich is redacted
in the Guru Granth as :
~ ~ ~ llWgll ~ ))fC{O ~ "R""[II
Ramkall. "Oankar". GGS, p. 930.
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element of which it is the keynote, or, in vibratory accord, or in
case of spiritual beings, of impelling the lesser dei ties and elementals to appear, and the superior deities to emit telepathically their
divine influenceY
Both these doctrines of Sabad, the mantra doctrine and the Divine
Wisdom doctrine, claim certain hymns of the ~gveda, pertaining to
the goddess of speech \'QeN'J, as their authority. But in the Guru Granth,
the second line of thought, which identifies Sabad with Divine
Wisdom, which forms itself as God's Light in the consciences of man,
is adopted and the fIrst line of thought is discouraged as abra cadabra. 20
In explaining the sense of the Sabad, adopted therein, the Guru
Granth aver~ that Sabad is that essence of things by understanding
which man comprehends the truth and thus becomes one with Truth.
The Yogic believe that the gnosis to which their discipline leads
is the Sabad. The priestly Brahmins think that Vedas constitute the
Sabad. Warriors, Kshtriyas identify it with the spirit ofvalour and
the labourers, the sudras, with that of service. But the Sabadis one
and indivisible. Nanak salutes him who understands this secret,
for that man is one with God. 21
This Sabad, this secret Light, is dormant in the heart of every
human being and it can be made manifest through a severe discipline
of,
furnace ofSeIf-control, goldsmith of patience, the envil oflntelJect,
the tools of true Science, the ignition of Fear of God, Fire of
18

W.Y. Evans-Wentz, Tibet's Great Yogi: Milarcpa, p. 37, fn. 2.
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suffering and asceticism, and in the receptacle of Love, prepared
this nectar everlasting. In such a true Mint, the coin of the sabad
is thus struck. Nanak, [adds] the final Beautitude is through
Grace. 22
He in whom this Light is fully manifest is the GurU. 23
Such a man is capable of helping others in discernment of this
Light within themselves. 24
The moral human body is not to be deemed as the Guru; it is the Light
within, that is the Guru. The Guide, the Mystery profound and inscrutable
and it is the Sabael. the absence ofwhich results in spiritual confusion of
the world'.25
This Sabad, the Light, is not variegated, contingent upon age and
clime; 'it is one, for God is one and all that there is proceeds from

God. 26
'The search and discernment of this Sabad is the one effort worth
making for man in this world; all else is waste and weariness.'27
The Sabad is the subject explained in the revelations of the Sikh
Gurus, which Guru AIjun compiled in the first corpus of the Guru
Granth.
22
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It is a treasure compared with which all the precious stones of the
earth are worthless. Its worth cannot be computed, and it is never
diminished. Let all men freely draw upon and expend it, for the more
it is used, ampler it grows. 28
When in the first decade of the 17th century, the Sixth Nanak, Guru
Hargobind (1595-1644) pointedly stressed the temporal and spiritual aspects ofthe Sikh Way oflife simultaneously, the question arose ofhaving
a portrait of the Guru painted in his capacity as the secular head of the
community. The Guru then once again made it clear that the moral frame
of the Guru had no peculiar sanctity attached to it and that the Guru is the
Sabad. the Divine Light that is manifest in his heart and which he communicates to mankind.
The Sabad as revealed by the Guru is the only authentic portrait
of the Guru. c')
In Hindu Epuistemology. as expounded in the Nyayasutra of
Gautamrishi, four valid sources of knowledge are accepted, perception,
inference, analogy and Sabad. by the last ofwhich 'credible evidence' is
meant. The Guru's word is credible testimony concerning the knowledge
ofthings seen by him and unseen by the generality ofmen, the things ofthe
spirit. The Guru's Word, his Revelations, is recorded in the Guru Granth,
and the Guru Granth. therefore, is the Sabad, the Testament. This Testament is the Sikh doctrine. to which Guru Gobind Singh added nothing
when he established the condominium ofthe GUnt Panfh and Guru Granth
Instead of appointing an individual successor to himself, he appointed
instead the collective of the Order ofthe Khalsa for the future, and for·
mally reiterated and recognised the true status ofthe Granth, which was
2.
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always conceded. Guru Granth contains a statement and exegesis of
the Sikh doctrine concerning God, His nature, the Man and his relation
to God, which later covers man's relation to his fellow men and other
creatures. It contains perennial philosophy, uncontaminated by temporal and secular matters. It is not a code of ethical conduct or social
organisation like semitic scriptures, though it strictly postulates a
social context for parctice of religion and enjoins strict, uncompromising and high-pitched ethical conduct, unamended by considerations of expediency or self-intereest, and unbending on matters of
priciple.
(a) Listen and pay heed to what the Guru teaches. Good deed
endures and there is no second chance to undo the evil done. 3O•
(b) Do the good deed as it brings in sure merit. 3lb
(c) Man creates much encumberance on his soul by evil deed s that
result from greed, avarice and flasehood.
And ah! this mortal frame of man have I seen often reduced
to a heap of miserable garbage in a neglected corner. 3Oc
(d) The clever man says one thing and does another and the love
that is missing in the heart he projects in words: but He, the
all-knowing God, knoweth the truth. 30e1
(e) True cleverness is in the good deed; mere lip service is sheer
damage and 10ss.3Oe
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It asserts again and again that there is no religious life on this earth,
divorced from ethical conduct,3! and thus Sikhism is a fiercely ethical
religion, unlike Hinduism, whose "deities are not identified with
moral law and the saint is above that law. "32 Nor, is it sectarian, laying
down any metaphysical propositions in support of the practices of a
sect or a religion. What it says is of universal import; it must be
accepted, or may be rejected at one's own peril. There is no other claim
that this Book makes, and there is no higher claim that any Revelation
or Testament can make.
This status of the Guru Granth has remained uneffected throughout; only the temporal direction of human affairs was given a collegial
and collective basis by Guru Gobind Singh.
The origins and the literary forms of the Guru Granth are not
without Indian precedents. The ancient scriptures are, almost all of
them, compilations and anthologies like the Guru Granth. Rgveda is
undoubtedly an anthology of hymns and thus, it forms, a prototype of
the Guru Granth.
The BrhadartJyakopanisad is admittedly a collection of philosoophic doctrines propounded by various persons, having an element
of coherency based on their acceptance by the TaittirIya School. The
Sutfa Pitaka has an obvious composite character and the various
Nikayas can easily be seen as edited codifications of earlier and older
texts, orally preserved. The semitic, Old and New Testaments, outside
the Hindu and Buddhist scriptural range, are no exceptions, though,
like the Guru Granth, they are partly, at least, compilations of personal
documents and not editions and amplifications of earlier traditions
and teachings. Nor, indeed, is the apparently excessive and high
respect shown to a corpus of sacred literature, even bibliolatory,
apparently similar to that witnessed in the case of the Guru Granth,
unprecedented. The copies of Namghosa receive homage in Assam
and the Mahayanist tantric book, Navratnagrantha, is literally worshipped in Nepal.
"
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In the case of Namghosa and Navratnagrantha, it is undoubtedly
bibliolatory, which is practised in Assam and Nepal, while in the case
of The Guru Granth, it is not the case.
As is well-known the Great Split in Islam took place immediately
after the death of Mohammad (June 8, 632), during the Caliphate of
Abu Bakr (632-634), and Qaramatians, the followers of 'All, sacked
Mecca in A.D. 930. In A.D. 1258 when Hulaqu, the Mongol, captured
and laid waste Baghdad, the Fatemids of Egypt assumed the pretensions, the status and the privileges of the sole caliph of Islam. The
Ismailis of India, that is the wing of Muslims who owe primary
allegiance to 'All, had penetrated into and occupied Sind and Multan
as far back as the 9th century, and it was only during the early 11th
century that they were crushed by Mahmud of Ghazna. The remnants
of these Ismailis are found in the present day India as Khojas and
Bohras.
Hasan-bin-Sabbah (d. 1124), that terrible religious leader of the
Ismailis, who has given the word 'assasin' to the English language, had
deputed Nur Shah alias Nur Satguru, to preach his partisan form of
Islam in India in the 12th century. The latter, confined his religious
conversion activities mainly to Gujarat, and is regarded as their fIrst
leader, daJ, by the KhojasofIndia. Fifth or sixth in this succession of
Ismaili muslim preachers, was Syed Imamud-dIn, son of Plr Syed
Kablrud-dIn (d. 1512), who introduced heterodox doctrines and
practices in the Ismaili creed in India, such as abrogation of the
obligation to pay one tenth ofthe income, 'ushr, of each follower to the
Ismaili pontiff, imam, in Egypt and, consequently, the reigning
pontiff, imami-waqt, Agha 'Abdus-salam excommunicated him, and,
in order to safeguard against possible heterodoxies in future, discontinued the system of pirs, the ordained preachers of Ismaili Islam, and
instead compiled a book Pandiyati-jawanmardl, 'the Manly Precepts',
for the guidance of the Indian Khojas. This book is regarded as the pir
by the Indian followers of the pontiff of Ismailis, which furnishes a
seeming parallel to the Granth as the Guru, though with fundamental
differences. Firstly, the Granth is the Guru and not merely a deputy of
the Guru as is the case with the 'book of directions' of the Khojas, the
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authority of which is secondary and derivative, liable to be altered or
abrogated from time to time by the Imam-i-waqt. Secondly, the
Granth derives its validity and status from the ancient Hindu metaphysical doctrine ofthe Sabad, while the book-pIT of the Khojas is
merely a manual of human directions. And here the similarity between
the book-pIT and the Guru Granthends. The concept of the primacy of
the book over living human guidance which is the raison d'etre of the
Sikh doctrine of Granth as the Guru, is now progressively being
accepted by the consensus of religious perception of mankind. As has
been shown above, Hindus have been familiar with the true doctrine
from times immemorial. In Islam also, there is a dim perception of this
doctrine, as stated. In the Christian church also the central point, on
which Protestant Lutheran revolt occurred in the 15th century, was
insistence on the primacy of the Bible over the pretensions of the
human Pope. Now, in the Catholic Christianity also, the point made
out by Luther has been tacitly accepted. During the Vatican Council
meetings at Rome, a few years ago, the Bible was invariably enthroned on the high altar of Peter dail y, just as the Sikhs place the Guru
Granth at the primary focal point of their religious congregations. The
Sikh position on the subject ofprimary allegiance to and reverence for
the Book, therefore, should no longer strike as eithernovel and strange
or as smacking of bibliolatory.
But the extreme respect shown to the Hindu books in each case is
sought to be justified by, what would strike as peculiar to a Westemeducated mind-a theory which postulates that epistemology and ontology
are, in the final analysis, one, that knowing is being.
This theory postulates that the knowledge which involves duality, a subject-object relation, is not true knowledge, it is not the
knowledge of the Real, it is the knowledge of appearences, and,
therefore, a relative knowledge. It is dvandva, the duality-knowledge,
not certain and self-evident knowledge. Real knowledge, or the
knowledge of the Real is advandva, without any subject-object
relationship. There can be no sense of duality in the knowledge of the
Real, which is One, without a second, advaita. Therefore, in true
knowledge the subject and the object are both merged into a higher
synthesis. True knowledge is union with the Real. As
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the Bruhadwyakopanisad says, (III. 7.23). "There is no seer beside
him. nor hearer beside him. no perceiver beside him. no knower beside
him,"33 and thus of the Reality. there cannot be dvandva knowledge. In
the Guru Grand1, precisely this position is taken up with regard to the
final W1ity ofepistemology and ontolof:,J]'.
The quality and the quantity of Him cannot be stated, for, only that
which is the other can be thus known and stated. 34
The knowledge, that is, knowledge of the Reality is an end and an
existent and not a state relationship. or mode. and it is not a means to
something else. One is not saved through knowledge, but it is more correct to say that true knowledge is itselfemancipation.
'He who has true knowledge of God, IS God Himself. This
Hindu proposition has no parallel in the European thought. ancient
or modren. It is tantamoW1t to a repudiation ofthe ultimate validity of
all knowledge, whether of Metaphysics or of empirical Sciences. It
is not merely a denial of the centrality of knowledge as a form of
human activity as held in some twentieth century philosophic trends
in the West such as extreme Vitalism of Bergson and Dewey's denial
of the ubiquity of the kno\\'ing experience. It conceives of a human
activity which involves a transmutation of the agent, in which "the
agent. the activity and the object are realised as one."3S It is such
knowledge of the Real to which the name of Prujnapamilfa is given
in the Mahayana Buddhism. The Mahayama scripture which professes
to deal with the knowledge of the Real, is also called, Prcu·napamitta.
It consists of two hundred thousand verses and is believed to have
been given to the world through the discourses ofGautam. the Buddha,
on the Gridhakuta at Rajgrha. The word Prajna is etymologically related
to the Greek. prognosis, implying knowledge ofthings not derived empirically from things themselves, but knowledge. as dinguished from sanjna,
3J
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empirical knowledge by observation. This prajna has been given a
visible form in Buddhist iconography, plastic arts and sacred paintings through some most beautiful visual artistic expressions. The
Singsari, Java, sculpture of PrajiJapannitta of the 13th century is a
most perfect example of this expression, extant. It shows a woman of
serene beauty sitting padmasana on a lotus seat in the vitarkamudra,
gesture, with a lotus stem supporting a book on its flower-bud
sprouting from her left arm.
This radiant form represents the indestructible hidden nature of
all and everything, devoid of differentiating and of limiting or
bedimming qualities. 36
The lotus symbol is derived from the Hindu tradition, and belongs,
specially, to goddess Sri-LakSmi, one of whose names, Kamala,
means "lotus" and who is depicted, commonly among lotus
flowers. She represents earthly fulfilment and bliss, whereas
Prajnaparmitta, her Buddhist counterpart. represents the fulfilment
and bliss of the transcendental sphere, which is attained by
shattering fetters of earthly bondage, transcending the passionridden ignorance of our limited, individualised modes of existence, and going, in realisation, beyond the phenomenal illusion
of the personality in its surrounding worldY
The Sikh tradition would consider the book, as shown in this
Singsari sculpture, as its most significant part, it being the real corpus
of the Transcendental Wisdom, the Prajnapannitta. And in this the
Sikh tradition follows the primitive Buddhist acceptance ofthe identity of
Buddha's Word with the essence of the Buddha. shorn of the latter
Mahayanist exuberances.
'It may be, Ananda', were the last words of Gautam, the Buddha,
before passing away into Mahaparinivana, 'that some of you will
think, the word of the Teacher is ended, we have no teacher. But
it is not to be regarded thus. The Dhamma taught and laid down by
me, this is to be the Teacher, after my passing on.'38
36
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This is precisely the doctrine laid down ir theGuru Granth by the
earlier Sikh Gurus, latter reiterated by Guru Gobind Singh, when he
hailed the Granth as the Guru Granth, the repository of Transcendental Wisdom, "the visible Body of the Guru". This transcendental
Wisdom in its essence is the(}od and Godhead both, and in its sensible
aspect is the Word ofWisdo~, the Word of the Guru:
Hail, hail, the Word of the Guru for, It is the r-ormless God Himself,
and there is nothing else comparable to it. 39
Thus the Guru Granth, the Book, as containing the Word of the Guru,
the Trancendental Wisdom. as expressed in meaningful sounds, is
clearly "the visible Body of the Guru" as Guru Gobind Singh declared.
The reverence which is shown to the Guru Granth by the Sikhs is
not bibiolatory, for, they do not worship any forms or images. It is the
visible Body of all the Gurus, for it is a perceivable record of the
Transcendental Wisdom; and the collective entity of the Panth in
synarchy with the Guru Gianth is invested with sui generis is sovereignty
temporal and spiritual, both.
If a deity is defined as an immortal god, while a divinity as that
mortal entity which possess divine qualities, then we may say that the
Granth is a divinity, but not a deity, and thus it cannot be and is not an
object of worship by the Sikhs, though seemingly extreme reverence
is shown to it by them as "the visible Body of the Guru", and oriental
formal homage is paid to it, as it is· symbolic of the Sikh sovereignty.
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PARTHENOGEm:SIS

Parthenogenesis in Biology means, reproduction without sexual
union, a form of life in which the mother principle of Creation has not
sought or accepted the aid of male-principle. Parthenos in Greek
means, virgin, non-united with the opposite end ofthe bipolarity of the
proccess of creation, and parthenogenesis, therefore, signifies a
basically new quality of life, not a reproduction, but a new production
outside the evolutionary chain of emergent or creative evolution. The
m'yth of the virgin-birth of Jesus Chirst is intended to signify just this
unique aspect of Jesus, a new Form of life, which is neither reproduced nor emerges out of antecedents, but is an act of new :lnd unique
c(eation. It is not merely a development of novelty in the course of
,natural evolutionary process, which continually throws up new qualifties which were not present in any of the antecedents from which the
entity possessing the qualities sprang, an idea or a body of speculative
doctrine that has acquired a vogue in the West through Bernard Shaw's
Back to Methuselah, and certain works of H.G. Wells and the
philosophic theories advanced by Professor L10yed Morgen, Bergson
and Samuel Butler. It is something of which Friedrich Nietzsche
(1844-1900) had a vague premonition earlier, 1 when he conceived of
his "Superman" as a new species, rather than as the superior individual
arising precariously out of human mediocrity, as he came to hope
later.
Seven centuries earlier, mevlfina lelalud-din Rllmi (1207-1273)
had a similar dream, a hope and faith rhatour ofthe current uninspiring
1

"Man is a rope stretched between the animal and the Supcnnan, a rope over an
abyss ... What is great in man is that he is a bridge and not a goal."
Thus Spake Zaratllustrd, lA.
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mediocrity of man might arise a superio and wholly new human
species that is outside the natural evolutionary progression:
Yesterday, in broad day light, the holy Sheikh roamed through-out
the town with a lighted lamp in hand,
Saying: I am bored to death with these creeping hopping creatures
around me and I look for a real genuine man.
I am truly disgusted with the sight of my sluggish lethargic torpid
fellow men:
I long to see the man with the incandescent clarity of gods within
and the strength of titans in his muscles.'
And thus I addressed the holyman :
'Sire, I too have made a thorough search as you are making, but
there is no such thing as you look for.'
To which the Sheikh rejoined: 'Precisely so; I search for him who
is not there to be found. '2
It is this concept of an act of unique creation, of a panhenogenctic
binh of a unique species which is adumbereated in the ancient Hindu
myth of Churning of the Ocean, Samudramanthan. In the ancient
Hindu texts 3 it is stated that, once upon a time, in the mutatory epoch
of Creation, the gods and the titans, both became bored with the
countless nonillions of forms of life and matter, and to relieve their
ennui, formed a cooperative amongst thernselves to churn the primeaval ocean, the Matrix of all forms and species of Life and Matter,
A
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and for this purpose prevailed upon the heavenly mountains, Mandara,
to agree to be used as the churning rod, and the Endless Snake,
Anantanaga the Spirit of the primeval Ocean, as the churning string.
This churning, a scene depicted in sculptures of truly grand dimensions of the world-famous East gallery of Angkor Wat of Cambodia,4
(early 12th century), lasted for a thousand years and it was then that
from the foams of the Cosmic Ocean, there emerged the unique form
of Sri-Laksmi, the goddess of Beauty,Purity and Plenty, for whom the
god Visnu immediately staked his claim, which, happily none contested.
The Bhagavatapurarw (VIII.8.18) thus describes her:
Holding in her hand a lotus garland round which hummed the
bees, she turned her gracious face made lovely by the smile of
modesty, and against whose cheeks sparkled beautiful ear-rings;
her two breasts perfectly matched and close together, were covered with powdered sandal-wood and saffron, her waist was so
slight that it was scarcely visible; her every step was accompanied
by the tunefuljingle of the anklets which adorned her feet, and her
whole body was like a golden liana. 5
Thus, one by one, Fourteen Jewels, ten and four unique parthenogenetic objects of creation, emerged out of the milky white Cosmic
Ocean, the kSirsagara, the last object thus to emerge being the Nectar
of Immortality, Amrita.6 These fourteen'Jewels', include Uchchaisrava,
the royal horse, Kamadhenu, the evermilch cow, Kalpavrksa the
4
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In a gilded mural, basso-rillieYo, inside the Sikh holy SCI/lpll/re. B;lba AlaI
Sahib at AmrilSar also this mythological scene is beautifully depictcd.
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wishfulfilling tree, Rambha, the celestial dancer, Kalkiita, the deadly
poison, Sura or wine that makes men and antigods feel like gods,
Chandra, the Moon, Dhanvantr, the divine medicine-man, Panchjanya
the horrisonant conchshell war-bugle, Kaustabha, the auspicious
precious stone, Saranga, the death-dealing arrow-bow, Airavata, the
white regal elephant besides the "Jewel" that came up first, SrJLaksml, and the "Jewel", that came up last, Amrita.
It is this last "Jewel", the Amrit, which possesses the potency of
making all those, who partake of it, into immortals; all the other
"Jewels", though unique and once-for-all-time objects of creation,
lack the potency of transmutation, fissionable multiplication or genetic continuity. It was for the possession of this "Jewel", therefore,
that a fierce contest arose between the gods and the titans and if the
fonner emerged out victorious in the end, it certainly was not wholly
because of their valour or chivalry; strategy and statecraft played a
decisive role in this fearful struggle.

The mighty episode which decided as to who would dominate the
world for the period of the current World-cycle, the KaJpa, occurred
in the sixth manvantra, the subdivision of the fourteen such subdivisions of the current Kalpa. A Kalpa is equal to a single day of the
demiurge creator Brahma, in which the universe is created out of the
Unmanifest Absolute, becomes, and then is reabsorbed into the
Absolute for a period of another KaJpa, the night of Brahma. Each
Kalpa has fourteen manvantras, as already stated, and in each manvantra the creatures are born and evolved to be submerged into a
Deluge, when on the remnants of this manvantra, a new manvantra
arises and soon, with a recurrent periodicity. Each KaJpa consists of
one thousand Mahayugas, the Great Ages, and each Mahayuga
consists of four Yugas, synchronous with the progressive decline of
virtue and excellence of the Creation, beginning with the Krita or
Satyuga and ending with the Kaliyuga, and these World-ages, or
Yugas have a span of 1,728,000 years, 1,296,000 years, 864,000 years
and 432,000 years respectively, with a grand total of 4,320,000 years
of human reckoning. Thus a kaJpa is equal to 4,320,000,000 years, as
the mortals count time.
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The present age is that of Kaliyuga, which according to
Bhagavatapurana, commenced with the demise of the 8th incarnation
of Visnu, Lord KrSDa at midnight of 17/18 February, 3102 B.c. This
tallies with the movements of a certain star-configuration called,
saptarsichar, that when the sevenstars, saptarsi, were in the lunar
asterism, magha, 0°, the first point of Aries, mesa was in 8° of
rohir;Inaksatra which is about 71 from the present sayana progressed
position of Aries, giving its epoch as more than 5000 years old.
0

Such are the ancient accounts in the temporal context of which the

Amrit was extracted by a joint project executed by the gods and the
titans, in the remote periods of pre-History, through the churning of
the Cosmic Ocean.
The Cosmic Ocean is Water which is the primary materialisation
and symbol of Maya, the Impulse of the Fonnless Absolute, from
which and through which all Phenomena emanate and arise. 'It is the
life-generating element which circulates through Nature, in the form
of sap, milk and blood, and it, therefore, is the primary fonn of life.?
To water all fOffilS of life owe their origin, by water are they
maintained and sustained, and the fecund water-womb receives back
into itself the ashes of all the creations at the time of the dissolution of
the Creation. Water is the Womb of Creation, and the Grave of all
dissolved forms. It is formless and unfathomable, and the primary
Stuff or Protyle of all Creation.
From the All-Reality proceeds subtle, intangible air, pavana, and
pavana gives rise to tangible water, jala. Out of water was all
creation brought forth by impregnating Light in each and every
individuated form. g
The water is the Cosmic Abyss. It represents the Universal
Consciousness the Mind-Stuff, which Asailga in his Mahfiyfinasurra/ankara calls alaya-vijilfina, superaindividual Consciousness,
1
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which contains the germs of all potentialities and actualities, and is the
subtle ubiquitous element the tikasa. Out of such a Fluid of Life alone
could the gods and the titans extract new and unique organic and
inorganic objects of Creation, and Amrfta is the last and the best of
such objects lying dormant in the Alogical Immanence of the Cosmic
Ocean. Amrit is the only object which possesses the powers of
transmutation, and immortalisation and which endures beyond the
World Ages, beyond the Time-Cycles and beyond the Kalpas.
It is this Amrit, some such immortal and immonalising potency
alone, which is the final hope of mankind, in all the ages, times without
end, and it was this Amrit which the Guru re-discovered and brought
to the mankind, the Amrit of communion and union with God.
0, my mind, Amrita is the Name of God in the heart of man and
such an Amrita is the central doctrine of Sikhism. Egocentricity is
the basic illusion, the poison causing death and Amrita is the
complete cure and antidote of this poison'.
Thus is the dead-wood of human soul transmuted into living green
shoots through communion with the Name of God. 9
The Mystery of baptism of the Pure Steel, the mystic rite of stirring
water with the double-edged sword of creation-destruction potency
by the Five Beloved Ones who represent the mankind, by which a Sikh
is knighted into a Singh and thus enrolled as a member of the Order
of the Khalsa, which Mystery Guru Gobind Singh promulgated, is
precisely this, that mankind can only be saved through the uniquely
regenerative act of communion and union with God on earth, giving
birth to a new life-impulse and ferment in the human Society,
releasing ever-expanding forces of love and service and strength, to
form the basis of a new heaven on earth.
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Baptism of the Double-edged Sword is the key to easement of the
complexities and pains of life. 10
Humble salutations to the Guru again and again, a hundred times
a day.
For, the Guru transmutes men into gods instantaneously. I I
This is the meaning and significance of stirring water with a
double-edged sword for preparing the Amrit.

Vara(l Bhm Gurdas (II), 41.
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CHAPTER

IX

A SIKH AND A SINGH
It is commonly believed that Guru Nanak "described himself
simply as a guru or teacher and his adherents as Sikhs or disciples,"!
and that" Sikh (Sanskrit, '§isya), means a disciple. "2 Earlier, we have
shown that the concept 'Guru' is one of the most complex concepts of
Hindu philosophy and ancient Indian religious thought, and that the
ontological status of the Guru is by far the highest known to Hindu
philosophical tradition of mankind. In the ancient Hindu texts, "the
Guru is the demiurge Creature, Visnu, the Preserver and Mahesvara,
the All-Destroyer: Guru is the visible, the one and only God and is
thus entitled to humble allegiance and adoration of all mankind."3
"The Guru is the earth and the Law above it from which each man
receives his deserts! "4 "The Guru is the Cosmic Ocean",5 outofwhich
all phenomena emanate and arise, of Hindu metaphysics, "The Guru
is the running fresh Water of Life itself which continuously creates,
refreshes, purifies and sustains the Life. "6 There was, thus, nothing
'simple', modest or unassuming in the claim to the status of the Guru,
which Nanak made, though he was extremely humble when he spoke
1
2
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of himself as a human being and he preached humility as a necessary
virtue for a man of culture and religion.
I belong to the lowly caste of those whose duty is to sing praises
in the royal court. 7
It is befitting for man to be humble and to say so, and thus beseech
God to show mercy to the fallen and the unworthy.s
I possess neither the distinction of learning nor the merit of virtue
and nor the just pride of holy penance; I am just a simple fool as
I was OOrn. 9
In the final reckoning he who is most humble, shall be exalted the
most. 10
0, man, if you have your true interests at heart then be humble and
unassuming, living a life of purity.ll
He, the Guru, therefore, is not a "teacher" of inert facts, and those
whom He:. regenerates, are not merely the Sanskrit sisya, the taught and
the pupils, "the disciples", or the followers. They are a class apart from
the rest of mankind by virtue of their regenerated character, and not
on account of their nominal allegiance to a human teacher.
As the Rudrayamaltantra tells us, 'a guru is not one who merely
teaches and preaches, but one who establishes the pupil into Godrealisation, the guru's own status', svayamacharate sisyamachiire
sthapyapi. 12
Nor, indeed is the word, "Sikh" a corrupted form of the Sanskrit.
sisya as is generally supposed, for the word Sikh is a technical term
1
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which occurs in the Pali Dhammapada with clear definition of its denotation. Indeed, the Sanskrit §isya appears to be an artificial
extraction made by Pal)ini or his predecessor purists, from the orginal,
older and richer Pall 'Sikh'. To define Sikh with reference to the word
§isya, is, therefore, a mist1ke, as serious as to consider that a 'Sikh'
means no more than an adherent of a human teacher, Nanak.
Who shall be the victorin the race oflife, the path of which is beset
with evil and suffering? Who shall achieve the life everlasting and
thus garner the flowers of life on earth ?lb
asks the Dhammapada. In the next verse, the answer is supplied to
these far-reaching fundar1ental questions:
The Sikh shall be the victor in the race of life, the path of which
is beset with evil and suffering. The Sikh shall achieve the life everlasting and thus shall garner the flowers of life on earth. 13
For the Buddhist the Dhamma, the Lex Aeterna 14 is synonymous
with Truth.J5 Sikhism also endorses this doctrine: Dharma is one and
for all : it is the Truth. 16 It is with this, timeless and temporal,
transcendent and immanent Law that the Buddha identifies himself.
"He who s-ees the Dhamma sees me and he who sees me sees the
Dhamma, "17 a doctrine also explicity stated in the Guru Granth. A
12a
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person who is dedicated to this Truth is a Sikh, a 'Sekhio', as the Pall
Canon puts it. "A Sikh is one who travels towards the House of Truth
that the Guru hath bulit."18
The w lrd Sikh in its primitive sense, as well as the sense in which
it is understood to mean in the Sikh scriptural writings and tradition,
means ~.n individual who values Truth above all things of the world
and who dedicates his life in commitment to this Truth. Those who
accept and follow the teachings of the Sikh Gurus naturally belong to
this category, and quite appropriately, therefore, they are called, the
Sikhs.
Why did Guru Gobind Singh can a Sikh a Singh when knighted
as a member of the Khalsa ? The authors of A Short History of the
Sikhs, simply, state that the knighted Sikhs "were to have a common
name, Singh, or lion. Bravery as much as peace and purity was to be
theirreligion."19 According to this, physical bravery, henceforth, was
to be the main Sikh virtue, and therefore, Guru Gobind Singh, in 1699,
required the Sikhs to adopt the s.urname of Singh, which means, 'lion',
the feline beast of the Indian jungle. A Sikh writer of the early 19th
century, BhfIp Singh Nirmala says that the appellation, "Singh, was a
gift from the vehicle of the goddess, ChaQdl, the Fierce. "20 In the myth
of the goddess Chao(1J, also her determinant vehicle, the lion, is the
representative of her animal nature, the Valour.
This appreciation of the word 'Singh', is as mistaken as has been
seen to be the popular notion about the word 'Sikh'. The term 'Singh',
as a term of religious and spiritual significance, is as ancient as the
Hindu religion itself, and there is nothing earthly in its connotation as
our various writers would have us believe.
"Monks", says Gautam, the Buddha, "the lion, king of beasts at
eventide comes forth from his lair. Having done so, he stretches
himself and then surveys the four quarters in all directions. He
II
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then three times roars his lion's roar, singhanada and sallies forth
in search of prey. Why doth he do so? He roars with the idea: Let
me not bring destruction to tiny creatures wandering astray. As for
the word 'lion', monks, that is a tenn for a Truth-finder, tathiigata,
a Perfected one, piiranpurusa, a fully awakened One, buddha. For,
in as much as he teaches dhamma publicly, this is his lion's roar,
the singhanada."21
What is a Truth-finder, a tathagata, the generic name for which is,
a 'lion', a Singh?
The Bhikkhu, Vachagotta asks Gautam, the Buddha, where a
monk, when he is freed in heart, i.e. when he becomes a tathfigata; 'a
lion', arises. The Buddha replies:
Arise, does not apply.
Then he does not arise?
Not-arise does not apply.
Then he both arises and does not arise?
Arises-and-not-arises does not apply.
Then he neither arises, nor does not arise?
Neither-arises-nor-does-not-arise does not apply.
I am at a loss, Gautam, I am bewildered.
You ought to be at a loss and bewildered Vacha, for this dhamma
is hard to see and to understand, it is rare, excellent, beyond
dialectic, subtle to be comprehended by the intelligent. To you it
is difficult, who have other views, another persuasion, another
belief, a different allegiance, a different teacher. So, Twill question you in mrn. If there were a fire bumingin front ofyou. woufd
you know it?
Yes, good Gautam.
If you were asked what made it burn could you give an answer?'
21 ~Ihn ~ ~ ~rnr~ 3lffilIT ~ 3lffilIT f.liffllfll<'ill ~I
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I should answer that it bums because of the fuel of the grass and
sticks.
If the fire were put out, would you know that it had been put out?

Yes.
If you were asked in what direction the put-out fire had gone
whether to the east, west, nonh or south, could you give an
answer?
That does not apply. Since the fire burnt because of the fuel of
grass and sticks, yet because it received no more sustenance in the
way of grass and sticks, then, lacking sustenance it went out.
In the same way, Vacha, all material shapes, feelings, perceptions,
constructions, consciousness, by which a 'Truth-finder' might be
made known have been destroyed by him, cut off at the root, made
like the stump of a palm tree, so utterly done-away with that they
can come to no future existence. A 'Truth-finder' is freed from the
denotation of 'body', and so on, he is profound measureless,
unfathomable even like unto the great oceanY
A Singh is one who has reached the goal, who has realised the Self,
and whose self, therefore, is no more, whose ego and little personality
are shed off and destroyed, and who thus has no proper panicular
name and so is designated by the generic term, Singh, so long as he is
active in the social and political context of the Sikh Way of life. The
tenn 'Sikh' implies a person who is a learner, who is s~t on the path of
spiritual perfection and Self-realisation, but who has not yet fully
realised the Self, who has not yet found the Truth in entirety, and who,
therefore, cannot be designated a tathagata, or a Singh. When a Sikh
has reached that final goal and he has ceased acting with the fulcrum
of his little ego, he becomes a Singh, the perfected one. Guru Gobind
Singh has, said so :
A member of the Khalsa, a Singh, is one who is in constant
communion with the living God, without a thought of the other,
whois an embodiment of pure love and faith, ... and within whom
22
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there is nought but the one and only God, he is awakened to
discrimination between the Real and the unreal. 23
This is the true significance of the institute of Guru Gobind Singh
by which he gave the surname 'Singh' to all the Sikhs, who were
knighted as members of the Khalsa, and this is the real meaning of the
tenn Singh in the Sikh religious tradition. Either with physical valour
or with the symbology of the Sakta goddess, ChaQdJ. the word Singh
has nothing to do, so far as the Sikh tradition is concerned.

Swayye 33. DG. p. 712.
At another place Guru Gobind Singh draws a similar distinction between the
word Sikh and its antithesis "non-Sikh". when he prays to God to help him in
the ful filment of the mission which God has assigned tohim. "Now. extend Thy
help to me. O. God. by sustaining the Sikhs and destroying the non-Sikhs:' and
in the next verse the Guru explains the meaning of the term. "non-Sikh". and
says that they are, "those who have evil minds, who are intent upon troublemaking, and who are enemies of religion :"
~ ~ Hat ~ cfoll ffnfJr ~_ ~ Hufoll
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CHAPTER

X

THE CHURCH AND THE STATE
In A Short History of the Sikhs, Volume I, the excellent chronological arrangement of the early Sikh history, of which we have
acknowledged by frequently drawing on its pages, the learned authors
make a most amazing statement about the Sikh doctrine of the Church
and the State inter-relationship, which is wholly unwarranted and
which is pernicious in the extreme. On page 65, they observe that,
round about the winter of 1695, i.e. about three years before Guru
Gobind Singh ordained the Order of the Khalsa, there,
seems to have been brought about some kind of understanding
between the Government and the Guru who made the following
significant statement recorded in the Bachitranatak (XIII.9.) :
'The house of Baba (Nanak) and of BabuT both derive their
authority from God Himself. Recognise the former as supreme in
religion, and the latter supreme in secular affairs.'
Now, neither the context hints at any such "understanding", nor
the text is susceptible to the translation or interpretation which the
learned authors have made of it here. Nor, the whole Sikh history or
Sikh doctrine lend any countenance to the doctrine of ultimate and
mutually exclusive dicho£Omy of the Church and the State, the
disintegrate condominium of God and Caesar, with the implied or
express religious commandment £0 render un£O Caeser the things that
belong to Caesar. The whole idea is wholly foreign to the Sikh
tradition and the Sikh teachings.
Let us examine the text first, and then its context to see whether
there is anything there to indicate this supposed "understanding", the
principle of which is apparently interpreted by the learned authors as
a mutually exclusive dominium overman's life on earth, of the Church
and the State.
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The original text! says:
Those of Baba (Nanak),
and those of Babur,
God Himself maketh them both.
Know the former thus:
as the King of Religion.
Understand the latter thus:
as the secular king.
They who fail to render that,
what is due to the (House of) Baba,
The minions of Babur seize them,
and make exactions upon them.
And inflict severe punishments
upon such defaulters;
In addition, their worldly goods and
property are looted and taken away. i
The text nowhere says, explicitly or by implication, that the
Church and the State "both derive their authority from God Himself."
It clearly says, "God maketh them both," as the instruments of His
Will. The word in the text, kare, neither literally, nor here can be
interpretted to mean, authorized; it simply means made by or maketh.
Similarly, the word, pehchano, is not in the sense of a commandment
: thou shalt recognise. It means, know, identify, understand. 'The
(house) of BaM means, the true Religion on earth, and the texts says,
understand the term to mean thus, as such. Likewise, anumanocannot
and does not mean recognise and accept. It literally and here in the next
means, underst,md, see, take it as, infer, that the (house) of Babur
means, 'the secular State.'
There is no doubt left by the Guru about his meanings of this text
here. He says, there are two forces which claim allegiance of men's
souls on earth, the Truth and Morality as Religion, and the State as
embodiment of mere utilitarianism and secular politics. The primary
~ -a- WtJO -a- ~11"l')fTU ~ ~ ~II
-e1o 'l1'"ij ~ ~II ~ iif3 ~ ~II
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Bachitranatak, DG, p. 71.
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allegiance of man is to the Truth and Morality, and those who fail in
this allegiance, suffer under the subjugation of the earthly state, unnourished by the courage and hope which is born through unswerving
adherence to their primary allegiance. In this perpetual struggle
between the State and the Church, for exclusive possession of the soul
of man, a man of culture and religion, shall not lose sight ever of his
primary allegiance, and he who does so, does it at his own peril, for
by doing so, he helps give birth to times in which everything is force,
politics, utility and labour, poverty and hardship, tyranny and slavery,
for, the religious and moral spirit is suppressed or destroyed and men
become coarse and diabolic. The Guru does not assert that this
perpetual dichotomy and antagonism of the Church and the State must
be resolved, or even that it is capable of being resolved, by the
suppression or subjugation of the one by the other; rather he appears
to recognise their eternal antagonism and character and in this
antagonism sees the hope and glory of Man, the social and political
cORtext in which the Sikh Way of Life is to be practised. The Church
must perpetually correct and influence the State without aiming to
destroy or absorb it, for, as the History shows the attempt of the one
to oust the other, meets with no lasting success, and each of the two
antagonistic entities arises again after having been crushed in vain and
both appear anew as if bound together. This is what the Guru means,
when he declares in the text, that "the House of Baba Nanak and the
house of Babur, God maketh both of them," and that "those who
repudiate their allegiance to the House of Nanak, suffer grievously,
without hope, at the hands of the State."
It is from this thesis of Sikhism- in some ways the most
remarkable and novel in the whole history of the religious thoughtthat the injunctions of the Guru relating to bearing of arms by the
cultured and mentally alert citizens of the world, the Sikhs, and other
cognate features of Sikhism stem out. The last recourse to armed
resistance which Guru Arjun, during his last days on earth bade and
which Guru Hargobind and Guru Gobind Singh adopted, and which
the Khalsa has followed eversince, is not a relapse from a higher
religion into temptation to use force, as some eminent students of
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World History think,2 nor is it a matter of diversion into exigency
dictated by contemporary circumstance. 3
It is definitely and clearly a matter of doctrine grounded in sound
pragmatism and a realistic view of religion, such as Sikhism is. For,
as the world History illustrates, as the Sikh history shows, and as the
contemporary developments in the interregnum between the two
World wars have established, human pacifist conscience has not any
conceivable chance of ever emerging triumphan~ over the secular
barbarity and organised tyranny of the modern state, unless aided by
arms, directly or indirectly, for as Guru Gobind Singh tells us,
On this plane of phenomenon, the final arbiters are the sword and
the Time and on mighty arms alone much reliance can be placed.4
For this reason a cultured and keen citizen, therefore, must insist
on preserving his right to bear arms so as to keep the secular State in
its proper place, with a view to secure the balance between the Church.
and the State in human affairs, so that the one does not overwhelm the
other to the misery and perdition of mankind.
The whole context of the text under discussion bears this interpretation out. The text occurs in the thirteenth chapter of the part of the
Dasamgranth, called "Bachitranatak" the strange play. In this chapter,
While it is manifest in the cases of Judaism, Christianity and Mahayana that a
higher religion was being diverted from its own mission in being exploited
politically, this is not less true, though it may perhaps be less obvious. in the
cases of Islam and Sikhism ... Sikhism again, originated as a concordance of
Hinduism with Islam and it fell from this religious height into a political trough
because the Sikh Gurus Hargovind and Govind'Singh. and their eventual
political successor the Sikh war-lord. RanjIt Singh, succumbed, like Prophet
Mohammad. to the temptation to use force."
Arnold Toynbee. An Historian's Approach to Religion, p. 113.
3 "In the encounter between the Islamic and the Hindu civilizations, Sikhism,
which had been founded to transcend the divisions between the Hindus and
Muslims by preaching the gospel of the higher religions to all men in tenns that
all men could accept was diverted-under provocation from Mughal Empire
that grew more intolerant as it became more decrepit-into serving as the
instrument of a milit.1nt Hindu reaction against the militancy of Islam."
Ibid., pp. 115-116.
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thc Guru. aftcr some cosmogonical reflections. gl\'es a proto-historical account of the origin of the tribe, in which Guru Nanak and he
himself were born, and then proceeds to record his auto-biography.
Afterdescribing the earlier battle ofNadauQ, in which the Guru played
his part in 1687, and subsequent Eight Years' Warfare, called Hussaini-yuddha in the Sikh literature, as the leader and policy-maker,
and not "as a subject of KahlUr," as the learned authors obsequiously
declare in total disregard ofthe fact that the whole conduct of the Guru,
since his earliest days and the hectic times to which it gave birth, was
inspired by his unconcealed intent and determination to repudiate any
claim of overlordship over him and over his Sikhs, howsoever
symbolic, by the earthly rajas and the Mughals, the text goes on to
describe the expedition of the prince Mu'azzam, the eldest son of
AurangZlb, who afterwards became His Majesty Emperor Bahadur
Shah, into the submountain and plain areas lying south of Beas in the
Punjab, called Madradda, in the ancient Hindu geographical texts.
This expedition was ordered by AurangZlb to reassert imperial authority in this area, which had been visibly shaken as evidenced by the
defeat of the Mughal forces at NadauQ, and the subsequent successes
of the Sikhs and their hill allies in the Eight Years' Warfare, which
were, in fact, gureilla skirmishes, His Imperial Majesty, AurangZlb,
himself was then busy in Deccan, subduing the heterodox Shfah
Mohammedan kingdoms in this peninsula, but he was fully aware of
the real nature of the impulse and inspiration behind the NadauQ
defiance of government authority, as well as the daring and courage
displayed by the people in the Eight Years' Warfare. In 1693, on
November 20, His Majesty found time from hisengrossingcampaigns
in Deccan, to issue the edict, that "Gobind declares himself to be Guru
Nanak. All military commanders concerned ordered to prevent him
from assembling his followers. "5 This was the background of this
expedition of Prince Mu'azzim, and it is this expedition which is
described in Chapter Thirteenth, of the Bachitranatak, sub-titled,
"The Arrival of the Prince in the Madradda."6 The Guru opens the
5

Akhbarat-i-Darbar-i-Mu'alJa, Vol. I, 1677-1695.
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Chapter by saying that on account of the Eight Years' Warfare,
"Aurangzib was extremely upset in his mind and he ordered his son to
proceed to MadradeSa. "7 The Guru then says that "the arrival of the
prince caused general consternation; all the prominent hill chiefs took
refuge in obscure hilly hide-outs. "8 The Guru records that:
Many people tried to frighten us also, but little did they understand
the secrets of the contingent and the unforseen. Some people
deserted us and sought shelter in the inaccessible inner Himalayas.
These wretches were stricken with craven fear.... (on learning of
this) Aurangzib raged and ordered a military commander to pierce
into these hide-outs. This military contingent destroyed the homes
of those who had thus turned their backs on us. 9
It is at this stage in the narrative that the Guru pauses to make the
didactic remarks of the text under discussion. He says that,

those who repudiate their primary allegiance to the Truth and
morality are the losers here and in great peril hereafter. to
Proceeding in the same strain, the Guru explains his meaning by
making the declaration about the House of Baba Nanak and the house
of imperial Babur, which is the text under discussion. In verses 5-15
the Guru gives a clear exposition of the status and interrelationship of
the Church and the State, purport of which we have already given in
the preceding lines, and then from verse 16 onwards, the Guru takes
up again the narrative of the prince's expedition.
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Throughout this Chapter Thirteen, the Guru nowhere, so much as
hints, that there was any "understanding" between him and the
Mughal Governme~t,or that the Sikh doctrine is, in essence, the care
of the other world, through non-interference with this world, which
should remain within the exclusive domain of the secular State, or that
it was through the intervention of Bhiil Nand un, as the learned
authors of A Short History of the Sikhs assert, that Guru Gobind
Singh was left unmolested by the imperial forces, the price of which
the Guru paid by declaring his assent to the divine right of the earthly
kings to rule. The whole of this is, purely and altogether, seen to be an
outcome of the imagination of the learned authors, unsupported by
any historical or documentary evidence whatever, and grounded in
unintentional antagonism to the whole spirit of the Sikh tradition,
history and teachings.
The only established fact is that the imperial expeditionary contingents inflicted severe punishment on the residents and refugees in the
hill areas and pursued the disaffected elements into their hide-outs in
the inner Himalayas, but they did not think it necessary or wise to
invest the fortified town of Anandpur, the seat of Guru Gobind Singh.
The Guru cryptically declares that the imperial forces decided not to
join issues with him, who was known to be the open inspiration behind
the spirit of independence shown by the people in the Eight Years'
Warfare, because "God protected me as He always succours and helps
His humble servants. "11 The whole of the rest of the story of our
authors is pure imagination and wholly misconceived.
For, let us look at the matter from another angle. From 1687 to
1695, the Guru was openly providing spiritual refreshment and
encouragement to people around him to arouse their self-respect and
spirit of independence, which resulted in a prolonged insurrection
against the imperial authority. This mysterious "understanding",
about which there is no authentic word in the Sikh contemporary or
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subsequent records, or tradition, is supposed to have been reached
immediately after the Eight Years' Warfare, when prince, Mu'azzim,
in obedience to the imperial command, actually led an expedition to
punish the insurrectionists. The Bachitraniitak, by common consensus, is a composition which can safely be dated between the years
1695-1699, soon after the arrival of the imperial expedition into the
Madradda, and before the inauguration ofthe Order of the Khal sa, the
aims and constitution of which latter, we have already shown as
basically repudiatory of this "understanding". In the Bachitran;itak
itself, wherever there is a reference to His Imperial Majesty, Ghulam
Muhayyud DIn AurangZlb, whom according to the learned authors of
A Short History of the Sikhs, the Guru had formally recognised and
bidden men to recognise as dejure divino King on earth, the Guru,
invariably refers to as "Auranga"12, a diminutive proper name and a
contemputuous nickname hardly supportive and suggestive of allegiance due by mortals to a King by divine right. This is the Guru's
attitude to the house of Babur, which according to this "understanding" was invested with divinity, by the Guru! the other party invested
with divinity, according to this "understanding", was the House of
Nanak, and yet in 1699, we find the Guru expressly declaring that the
divinity of the HOllse ofNanak is an emanation of the spiritual Dignity
of the People, and is not something apart and independent of it.
Through the grace of the People, has the Guru achieved victories
on the battlefield and through their help was he enabled to be
compassionate to all Men. The Guru's sufferings and travails were
mitigated by the grace of the People, and through their grace the
Guru was replenished. By the grace of the people did the Gum
acquire sciences and learning and by their aid his enemies were
destroyed. Our spiritual Dignity and status is wholly due to the

Bachilrannlak, DG, p. 71.
Ibid.
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People; otherwise, there are countless millions of worthless men
like me in the world. 13
Is it these People the Guru was solemnly bidding a year or two
earlier, to recognise and accept the earthly kings as ruling over them
by divine right which made these kings "supreme in secular affairs"?
At this time and the long years that preceded it and the difficult years
that followed, the whole overt conduct and public programme of the
Guru is shown to be such which constitutes an open challenge to the
authority of "the house ofBabur" over the secular affairs of those who
were admittedly their subjects, and, as is clear from the circumstances
of the Eight Years' Warfare, this challenge and defiance struk primarily at the most elementary right of the house of Babur, which they
enjoyed as earthly kings, namely to collect taxes,14 a right recognised
by the race to which the Guru belonged, since the most ancient times.
The ~gveda itself defines a king as "the sole taker of taxes."15 The
encyclopaedic literature which the Guru created during the short spell
of peace which he was allowed by the "house of Babur" and their
underlings, after the cessation of the Hussaini-yuddha, in 1695 and
before the inauguration of the Khalsa in 1699, and out of which
literature some fragments are still with us, inspite of the attentions of
the "house of Babur" against all that the Guru dreamt and did, is full
of the same spirit of defiance against all forms of tyranny by the
earthly kings, and there is not a word in this literature which even
indirectly supports the allegation of the learned authors of A Short
History of the Sikhs that the Guru arrived at any such "understanding"
13
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Swayye Patshahl 10, DG, pp. 716-17.
"The attempt of the Delhi Govemment to collect tribute from the hill chiefs led
some of them to change sides and seck help from the Guru in opposing the
paymenl."
-A Short History of the Sikhs, p. 1.64.
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through the intercession of a devoted Sikh of his, BhaI Nand Lal,
which recognised the right of "the house of Babur" to rule over people
by divine right. On the contrary, the Guru, in the Bachitranatak itself,
almost in the same breath with which he is alleged to have declared
this "understanding", repeatedly finds it necessary to asseverate that
he "does not, and shall not say or do anything, or shall refrain from
saying or doing anything, merely on grounds of expediency or
worldly considerations, and nor does he say or do anything which isnot directly inspired by God."16
In view of these facts, what justification do our learned authors
possess for making this assertion and insinuation that at one time of
his life, the Guru showed willingness to recognise the divine right of
the earthly kings to be "supreme in secular affairs" of men, and to
advise and bid mankind to render unto Caesar that which is, by past
tradition, his?
The learned authors of A Short History of the Sikhs have, .
unwittingly, stultified this dictum of Guru Gobind Singh, one of the
most significant contributions to the sciences of Morals and Politics.
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THE SIKH RAJ
The learned author of The Hindu Polil) makes the following
observation, at the conclusion of his book:
But when there was a Hindu revival in the time of Sivaji and the
Sikhs, the Sikhs as a polity failed because they could not connect
themselves with the Past. They followed a system which prevailed
around them and established a polity of one man's rule. Guru
Govinda wanted to remedy it, but the attempt brought out no
man's rule. It was the Padshahi, the Moghul form, in success and
in defeat, in rise and in fall.!

It is necessary to examine this observation so as to clarify certain
implications of our main thesis. The problem of the origin, distribution and exercise of power is the basic question of polity and goes to
the very roots of human civilization. This question, therefore, has
naturally engaged the attention of the ancient Hindu thinkers, which
is the Past and the background of the Sikhs and the Sikh doctrines.
In the ~gveda, the monarchy appears as the only and the normal
[onn of government. In the AitreyabrahmaQa supplement of the
8gveda, it is asserted that the Law can never overpower lawlessness
except through a monarch:
The devas, the gods and asuras, the antigods, were at war ... and
the asuras were victorious; they defeated the de vas. The devas
said, 'it is on account of our having no king that asuras defeat us.
Let us have a king.' To this all agreed. 2
I

K.P. Jayaswal, Hindu Polity, p. 351.
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Do these de vas and asurasrepresent the invading Indo-Aryan and
aboriginal Dravidians of Harappa and Mohenjodaro respectively in
the second millenium B.C.? Did the Rgvedic Aryans borrow the
institution of monarchy from their non-Aryan adversaries of northwestern·lndia, and did they abandon their original republican tradition
owing to the exigencies of war? Whatever the truth in these speculations, a thousand years' later, Mahabharata is quite. clear that the
republican or non-kingly forms of government are improper and
unvedic. 3 In the third century B.c., Magesthenese recorded it as the
accepted opinion that monarchy was the original and was prior to the
republican form of Government in India. 4
In ancient India, whether Hindu, Buddhist or Jain, all appeared to
be unanimous that though kingly form of government is the most
approved and desirable form of government, all the same it was an
unfonunate necessity and in 'silver' ages of the past, a government
itself was wholly unnecessary; "na tatra raja rajendra na dal)(Jo na cha
dandikah, svadharmenaiva dharmajnaste raksanti paraspararrr which
means that 'in the earlier ages, there was no king and no state
apparatus, no penal code and no one to administer it, for, everyone
faithfully performed his duties and obligations.' Kingship came into
existence to preserve, as much as was possible, of the golden age, in
a period of all-out decline and degeneration in the current iron age'
(Aitreyabnihmantl, i. 14, Taittriyopanisad, i. 5). These earlier texts
visualise the king as merely a war-leader, such as In'dra is portrayed
in the Rgveda, to protect and preserve the pure-race, the aryans from
external attacks, but later on, it would appear that, apprehension of
lawlessness and fear of anarchy, arajakata, that is non-government
chaos, preoccupied the minds of the sacerdotal theorists. The legend
in Mahabharata (Santiparva, xii. 67) informs us that in the ages gone
by once upon a time. men met to keep the peace and to expel evildoers.
) ~'! ~ '!
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Sanuparvam (Kumbhkoram recension).
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Mahabharata 66.5

McCrindlc. Ancient India as described by Magasthenese and Arrian, pp.38-40.
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The agreement \vas. however. more honoured in breach than in
observance, as students of political affairs know only too well, as the
nonnal human situation, and so men waited upon the Creator of the
world Brahma, who then ordained Manu as the first King, a goodhearted soul. He, however, declined the assignment on the true
enough ground that government, politics and politicking involved
much evil and sin, but the people overcame Manu's honest scruples by
promising him a share of their crops and herds and also of whatever
religious merit they might earn.
This is the origin of the theory of the divine king who derives his
authority primarily from the Creator-god, Brahma, but who also bases
his prerogatives on human consent that authorises him to levy taxes.
There is another story in the Mah;jbharata (Sanuparva, xii. 59)
according to which not lawlessness and social chaos but religious
. decline, irregular perfonnance of sacrificial ceremonials, yajna, threatening the cosmic order and existence of the gods themselves that
obliged Brahma to compose the basic text on Polity, whereupon the
gods approached the Preserver of the Universe, Visnu, who then, out
of his own mind, sanka/pa, created a miraculous and supernatural
being to rule over men and to ensure that the latter perfonned their
religious duties duly.
This Mahiibhiirata story further tells that the first king was Virajas,
who in fulness of time was succeeded by a self-willed, progressiveminded king, Vena, who promulgated a new Hindu Code, so to speak,
legalising inter-caste marriages thus inaugurating social chaos,
sankaravaraaa, and this king Vena was then summarily destroyed by
his priestly counsellors, the rishis.
This is the origin of the fundamental Hindu right of the people to
revolt against the State.
The points of this Mah;jbharata legend are clear, (I) the king is a
divine figure nominated by gods in heaven and he does not derive any
part of his authority from the consent of the people, (2) this king is the
servant of the gods and he owes no obligation to men, his duty being
to maintain religion and the social order sanctioned by it, and (3) the
people may revolt against and destroy him if the king does not serve
the gods well and faithfully.
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The other polarity of the doctrine of the origin of kingship is
enshrined in the Buddhist legend (Digh-nikiiya, III. pp. 92-3) as the
'Mahamat's Doctrine' according to which 'the Hon'ble chosen one',
the king, was elected at an enormous gathering ofthe people at a time
when private property and family were being subjected to all kinds of
arbitrary ceilings, and unnatural interference in natural g~neration,
santiinsanyam, and the king was appointed to maintain freedoms of
lawfully acqUired property and normal propagation ofprogeny and as
his fees for performing these duties he was to be entitled to levy taxes
in cash and kind.
This is the earliest version ofRousseau's doctrine ofSocial Contract,
making the king as a mere servant of the people.
The earthly Arthasiistra, however, tells us that the divine-king
theory as well as the civil-servant theory might both be pressed into
the service of political propaganda. At one place, Arthasiistra (xiii, I)
advises the king to instruct his Public Relation agents to make it known
that the king is divine, while at another place (X. 3) the king is told to
say before his troops that he is a paid servant, just as they are, of the
state.
In this legendary background a picture emerges from pre-Christian
centuries onwards, after the raid of Alexander into the Indian satrapy
of the Persian empire, and the establishment of the Mauryan empire, .
in which the republican form ofgovernment, to the existence ofwhich
the Greek writers and the Buddhist chronicles bear ample testimony,
almost disappears from India for the coming two and a half millenia
and monarchy becomes the only accepted and prevalent form of
government, till the establishment of the Republic of the Union of
India in 1950. Obviously, it was this hoary Hindu tradition to which
Maharaja RanjH Singh tried to link the destinies Qfthe Sikh nation and
not to "the Padshahi, the Moghul form", as Dr. Jayaswal erroneously
thinks, and as we shall see, the Sikh polity failed or received a temporary
setback, precisely because ofMaharaja Ranjit Singh's desire to 'connect
the Sikhs with the Past', in disregard of the clear injunctions of Guru
Gobind Singh to the Khalsa,
to march to securer stability and more enduring prosperity by
renouncing Brahmanic traditions and the leadership ofthe priestly.
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Brahmins, which is a pre-requisite of the Divine aid to the Cause
of the Khalsa. 6
For, "the only essential tenets of Hinduism are recognition of the
Brahman caste and divine authority of the Vedas. Those who publicly
deny these doctrines as the Buddhists, Jains, and the Sikhs have done,
put themselves outside the pale. "7 It was the desire of this one strong
man, Maharaja Ranjit Singh, who imposed it upon an unwilling
nation, to revert to the pale of Hinduism, that forced the Sikhs to try
the fatal experiment of Hindu monarchy which resulted in the failure
of the Sikh polity in the first half of the 19th century.
This monarchy as the form of government, declared and accepted
as·the only proper form of government for the Hindus was, as we have
seen, accorded divine sanction, as in the Manavadharmasastra it is laid
down that,
God Himself created the King to protect people from lawlessness. 8
Since the king ruled by divine right, he was a god, unamenable to
the control or opinions of the people, as far as the theory goes and,
therefore,
Even an infant King must not be despised;
as though a mere mortal, for, he is a great god in human form. 9
The king, to be formally invested with godhead, must, however,.
be anointed with the abhiseka ceremony by the Brahmin priest, for, an
unanointed king is an unlawful king whom the gods do not favour. An
• Htr 'ROT ~ 'l:fTffW
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unanointed king is a term of contempt in Hindu politics, and it is
declared that,
Such barbarous customs are the hall-mark of dirty westerners and
.
foreigners. 10
So far as Hindu king is subject to the control and influence of God
Almighty and His Brahmins only, the earthly Arthasastra of Kautiliya
decrees, somewhat inaccurately, that
A single wheel cannot tum and so government is possible only
with assistance. Therefore, a king should appoint ministers and
listen to their advice. 11
This is the eternal triangle of Hindu monarchy, the god-king, the
priestly Brahmins, and the ministers by royal choice. Here is a king
who has no legislative powers and whose function it is to uphold the
social structure of varQasramadharma as laid down in the Brahmanic
sacred texts, whose formal installation is dependent upon the approval •
and good will of the hereditary priestly class of Brahmins, and who is
constantly surrounded by a clique of ministers of his own creation,
who tend to usurp his powers and replace him. This Hindu polity
ensures a static, conservative society which abhors social progress
and change as intrinsically undesirable and dangerous, for
Manavadharmas;Jstra bids a citizen to-walk in that path of good and virtuous people which his father and
grandfather followed; while he walks in that, he will not suffer
harm. 12
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It further ensures that this Society is upheld by an autocratic king,
who rules not only by divine right but as a divine being, answerable
to no mortal on earth as far as the theory goes. As a necessary
consequence, this form of government ensures the intellectual leadership of the Hindu Society to the priestly Brahmins, who are, ex
hypothese, committed to the varnasramadharma, the four fold econornico-political structure of the Hindu social pyramid. The concept of
human, man-made, legislation, as an instrument of social change,
social justice or amelioration of human inequalities, simply cannot
arise in this polity, for, as Henry Ward Beecher has rightly said, "Laws
and Institutions are constantly tending to gravitate. Like clocks they
must be occasionally cleansed, and wound up and set to true time."
And this leads to another, equally grave, consequence. The continuity
and stability of State depends upon a permanent, well-trained and
loyal Civil Service, and a permanent Civil Service stems out of the
concept of impersonal law and the rules to which this law gives birth,
the day-to-day implementation of which is the function of such a Civil
Service. The concept of the impersonal law alone can give birth and
validity to th~ modern concept of 'State'. In an autocracy, there is no
rule of law, but the rule of the fiat, and it is the whim and the will of
the ruler which is paramount and supreme. If there is no rule of law,
there is no State, but only the personal domain of an individual, which
is born with every new ruler and dies away with him. In such a polity,
there can be no permanent Civil Service, but only a team of personat
minions and there can be no loyalty to any supra-individual state,
which does not exist. All is personal favour and personal loyalty,
preferment and courtiership, fiat and whim, presided over by a
paranoic individual, under the delusion that he is a god, subject to the
control of no man on earth but, in practice, a prisoner of the priestly
Brahmins and his own creation, the ministers.
True enough, there is no proper concept of 'State' understood or
recognised in Hindu polity. There is the concept raja, the king, and the
concept of rajya, 'the kingdom' or, more accurately, 'that which
pertains to a king'. True, it was recognised that there are seven prakrtis
or characteristics of a kingdom and this is the maximum approximation to the western concept of 'State' in Hindu polity, a concept of a
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State in an embryonic fonn, by no means even remotely comparable
to the Platonic or Hegelian ·State'. In a text on Hindu polity, called
Sukranlti, a vastly more developed concept of 'State' is given, derived
from the fonnula of the Seven Prakrtis, but it has now been finally
established that SukraniU is a composition of the 19th century by a
Brahmin, who was well-acquainted with the government Regulations
of the East India Company and the Maratha administration. Government, in Hindu polity is extension of the king and the king's duty is to
protect social order which is fixed and predetennined. This the king
does through danda, punishment and coercion, for, as it is put in the
Manavadharmasastra tersely, "a sinless and straight man is hard to
find." (VII. 38). There is a mystical nexus between the raja and his
rajya, the king being the microcosm of his kingdom. A righteous king
not only produces good citizens but also good crops, the right weather,
peace and prosperity: raja kaJasya kamam, as Sukraniti puts it, 'the
king causes the times to be what they are'. This idea is unambiguously
expressed in the Greek inscription of Asoka discovered in 1957, at
Kandhar, in the Kabul Velley: Now, owing to the piety of the King,
everything prospers throughout the world. l3
It is not exactly a cause and effect relationship but something
mystical and extra-rational that conceives of the king and his kingdom
as an integral unity. And both must live and perish together as is the
case with the body and the soul.
This is the whole weakness and tragedy of the Hindu polity, the
Hindu theory of monarchy, a stateless kingdom, a lawless government, without a pennanent Civil Service and a polity, grounded in a
triangle of king, Brahmins and ministers, with inherent seeds of selfdestruction. This is the key to the recurrent impermanence of all great
kingdoms of ancient and medieval India, the Maurya empire, the
Gupta empire, the Harsha empire, the Pala kingdom of Bengal and
Bihar, the Pratiharas of Kanyakubja, the Kalchuris of Tripuri, the
ChaHikyas ofGujanlt, the Senas of Bengal, the Pallavas of Kanchi, the
ChauHikyas of Kanchl and Vengi, RastrakOtas of Mankheta, Cholas
and Hoyaslas of Tanjorc, Yadavas of Devgiri, Kaktiyas of Warangal,
13

(Un Editio BjJJingiu G;aeco-AramaiG'o di Asoka', Serie Orientale Roma, XXI,
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Panovas of Madurai, the Vijyanagar empire, and the modern Marathfl
empire and the Sikh empire. It is the same story again and again; the
god-king dies, is defeated or disappears otherwise; there is no state, no
corpus of secular law, no legislating organ, no permanent Civil
Service there to ensure continuity, and chaos follows in the wake of
brilliant achievements of individuals, and decay supervenes after
remarkable peaks of civilisation and culture reached. More often than
not, a minister succeeds in obtaining complete control of a kingdom
and the king becomes a denizen of the land of the dead, or a mere
puppet. This happened more than once in ancient India, as in the
middle of the 4th century B.C. Mahapadma Nanda, the emperor of
Magadha, was a virtual puppet in the hands of his minister, Chanakya,
who lateron helped Chandragupta to found the Mauryan empire; this
happened in the Vijyanagar empire, where the aged Ram Raj who lost
the battle of Tallkota (1565), was not the legal king, but the hereditary
minister of the insignificant Sadasiva; this happened in the Marathfl
state, where the descendants of Sivaji were completely eclipsed by the
Peswas, and the same thing happened in Nepal till only recently. It was
precisely this eternal trend of the Hindu polity which so heartlessly
destroyed the Sikh empire through low conspiracy, vile treachery, and
rank betrayal, in the vain hope of replacing the descendants of
Maharaja Ranjit Singh by the descendants of minister Dhyan Singh
Oogra.
And, what about the Islamic polity, the Mughal pattern ofadministration, which our learned critic, Jayaswal, tells us, Maharaja Ranjit
Singh followed that led to one-man rule?
A badith of the Prophet tells us that 'king is the shadow of God on
earth'.14 A Persian manuscript l5 of twelfth century informs that, 'if
there were no kings, men will devour each other.' On the authority of
A/chemyof Fe/icity16 by famous Al-Ghazzali, (l058-1111) we learn
,
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that 'king is the heart of the organism of the State'. Mujjaddad, the
famous Indian muslim theologian, a contemporary of Akbar and
Jehangrr asserts in his letters l ? that, 'king is the soul and people the
religious frame.'
What does all this language of images and symbols mean in simple
words? It means that the ideal of an Islamic state is not self-government by the people but the observance of the laws of the Qur'an and
the traditions of the Prophet. The begetter of the idea of the Islamic
state of Pakistan, now transformed somewhat unislamically into the
Islamic Republic of Pakistan, has tersely summed up the ideal of an
Islamic State, by exhorting its citizens:
Repudiate democracy and representative forms of Government
and become efficient law-abiding slaves of the Islamic State. 18
In an Islamic State the ruler is the administrator of laws laid down
by God Himself and the' Ulerna, the theologians, consider themselves
to be the persons best qualified to explain those laws. The Caliph, the
Sultan or the Amlr, is merely the executive officer whose task it is to
see that the divine rules, as interpretted by the theologians, are duly
observed. These are the fundamental features of an Islamic State and
its feudal or agrarian economic framework is a mere superstructure,
a secondary character of this state.
What had RanjIt Singh's Government in common with such an
Islamic State except that its military organisation, its fiscal system
and its structure of feudal levies and agrarian laws were similar to
those of the prevailing Mughal pattern, which 'blemish' was shared by
the MararhI Pad-Padshahl also in equal measure?
But this tradition of Hindu polity of monarchy, or the Muslim
polity ofIslamic State, are not the only traditions familiar to Hindus.
As we have suggested earlier, there are reasons to believe that this
tradition was alien to the early Indo-Aryans and they apparently
11
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accepted it subsequently, when they came in contact with the Mohanjodaro civilization and peoples who alongwith other ancient contemporary civilisations of the second and third millenia B.C. had a
universal tradition of god-kings. We consider it as alien to the pristine
Indo-Aryan tradition, for it is not supported by any reference in the
earliest and the main corpus of the Rgveda and it finds mention only
in its supplemental corpus and in the later vedas, in particular, the
Atharva, which is admittedly "the least ancient and which shows
marked semitic influences."19 Though undoubtedly a repository of
much that is ancient and pristine, while the earliest and the main
corpus of the Rgveda suggests and adumbrates another and republican
tradition of organisation and exercise of power. Further, this tradition
of monarchy in Hindu polity, stoutly upheld by the Hindu thinkers in
the historic period, is strangely reminiscent of the similar, identical and
older tradition of the civilisations of Sumer, Assyria and Babylonia
which were, if not anterior to, certainly contemporaneous with the
Mohenjodaro civilisation. This Mohenjodaro civilisation which,
under the military shock of the Indo-Aryans, delinquesced into
Hinduism and Hindu civilisation,20 was not, as was believed a few
years ago, confined to the Indus Valley and the Punjab alone, but
extended over the most part of Northern India, as archaeological
excavations undertaken during 1950-51 and more recently, reveal and
this great civilisation was in constant commerce and contact with its
mighty contemporaneous civilisations and peoples across the Persian
gulf.
" aft?}ffu ~ ~ ~II 7M1 ~ ~ ~ll
•
- "
- Var Asa, M I, GGS, p. 470.
20 "But were our knowledge less one-sided, we might see that it would be more
correct to describe Indian religion as Dravidian religion stimulated and modified by the ideas of Aryan invaders, for the greatest deities of Hinduism, KrSlJa,
Shiva, Rama, Durga, and some of its most essential doctrines, such as,
metempsychosis and divine incarnations, are either totally unknown to Veda,
or obscurely adumbrated in it. The chief charaC1eristics of mature Indian
religion are characteristics of an area, not of race, and they are not characteristics of religion in Persia, Greece or other Aryan lands."
Charles Eliot, Sir, Hinduism and Buddhism, I, p. xv.
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It is in this context that the now famous Code of Hammurabi,
acquires a lively significance for us while considering the Hindu
polity. Harnmurabi was the king ofBabylonia during 2123-2081 B.c.,
about four thousand years ago. He promulgated a Code of Laws in his
dominions, a copy of which came to light in 1902 when this Code
engraved on a diorite cylinder that had been carried from Babylon to
Elam in about 1100B.C. as a war trophy, was unearthed at Susa. 21 One
side of this cylinder shows the king, Hammurabi, receiving the Laws
from the God on High, the Sun-God, Shamas, Himself. The prologue
on the other side of this cylinder says:
When the lofty Anu, King of the Annaki and Bel, Lord of Heaven
and Eanh, He who determines the destiny of the land, committed
the rule of all Mankind to Marduk ....When they proclaimed the
lofty name of Babylon, when they made it famous among the
quarters of the world and in its midst established an everlasting
kingdom whose foundations were finn as heaven, and earth-at
that time Anu and Bel called me, Hammurabi, the exalted prince,
the worshipper of the gods, to cause justice to prevail in the land,
to destroy the wicked and the evil, to prevent the strong oppressing
the weak.
Is not the doctrine of divinely appointed god-king, as laid down in
our Manavadharmasastra, 'raksarthamasya sarvasya riijiinamsar jata
prabhuh'22, almost a paraphrase of parts of this prologue contained in
the Code ofHammurabi? And, is not the functional claim ofHammurabi made in this Code strangely reminiscent of the functional purpose
of the Divine Incarnations, as laid down in the Bhagavadgltii :
paritriiQaya sadhiinafJ1 vinasaya cha duskrtam, dharma
sansthapnarthaya sambhavami yuge yuge. 23
. This Code of Hammurabi contains 285 laws, all secular in character, arranged almost scientifically, under the headings of Personal
21
22,23

This world-famous code ofHammurabi is now in the Louvre, Paris.
Lord Krsoa briefs ArjulJa that God has created the king for the protection of all
the people and that He seeks birth in every Yuga for the protection of the good
and destruction of the evil, with a view to establish the Rule of Dharma on this
Earth.
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property, Real estate, Trade and Business,the Family, Injuries, Labour, etc., and the prototypes of these laws were the Sumerian laws
which during the day.s of Hammurabi, were already two thousands
years old.
This is the Hindu polity, and this is "the Past" with which Maharaja
RanjIt Singh attempted to connect the political destiny of the Sikhs,
which resulted in the failure of the Sikh polity and consequent
enslavement of the Sikh people, a condition to which Guru Gobind
Singh had specifically bidden them, never to submit. This "Past" is, in
important essentials, the same as "the Mogh ul Padshahl," the Islamic
monarchy, because the origin of both is the same, the ancient semitic
civilisations of Sumer, Assyria, Babylon, Egypt, and the civilisation
ofMohenjodaro. In the Islamic monarchy, the king assumes the status
of Mohammed's apostle instead of that of god, though by no means
less exalted, as is apparent from the claim, which the Moghul
emperors validly made for themselves, of being the ZilJi-Ilahl, the
Shadow of God, on earth. The laws of the static conservative society
which a muslim monarch is required to uphold are derived from the
Qur'an and the badlth, instead ofthe Vedas and the dharmasastras, and
the hereditary intellectual leadership of the Brahmins is replaced by
the arrogant and presumptuous prerogatives of the 'UJema. Likewise,
the Islamic monarch has his ministers, selected and appointed by royal
arbitration, whose functions are excellently and truly summed up by
S' adI, the Persian didactic poet (1184-1282), in the famous quip to the
effect that a minister's "loyal duty is to say, 'Sire, look, how beautifully
shine the moon and the stars' whenever His Majesty, the King, asserts
at midday, 'It is night"24 Such ministers, whether of Hindu monarchy,
Maratha Padpadshahl, Mughal Badshah, or a Sikh Maharaja, can
hardly be anything but obsequious courtiers to, and surreptitious
intriguers against the very monarch, who creates them, and they
cannot, as a rule, provide any real assistance or check and counterbalance to the will and wishes of their king.
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The long glorious history of the Hindu kingdoms, the illustrious
and long story of the Muslim monarchies, and the sad solitary tale of
a Sikh kingdom, broadly support the analysis of this theory of
monarchy.
What was the pristine Indo-Aryan or, more correctly, Aryan
tradition of polity at which we have hinted, a few pages supra, and
which tradition flourished amongst Aryans of Greece and the Aryan
settlements of northern India, till, in the latter case, it was destroyed
completely under the impact of monarchical ekraja systems and HUf)a
invasions by the 5th century and which tradition, in the former case,
after many vicissitudes, has flowered into the republican democracy
of the United States of America and the constitutional monarchy of
Great Britain? For, it is to this star of tradition and polity that Guru
Gobind Singh has hitched the wagon ofthe Khalsa, and through them
of the Hindu race and the whole mankind, for their sure progress on
the road to unlimited prosperity, happiness, freedom and spiritual
expansion.
The idea of a samiti or a Folk-assembly is adumbrated in the
8gveda itself, where there is a prayer for "a common assembly and a
common policy." 25 In the later A tharva veda there is a reference to the
continuity of this tradition, where ;'a general session of this, the folkassemblies" 26 is spoken of. The same Atharva declares this samiti, the
Sikh equivalent of which is the sangat, as "a daughter of God," 2? i.e.
eternal or sui generis sovereign. It is this doctrine which the Sikh
Gurus revived when they declared that lithe Guru's sovereignty is full,

Rgveda X 191.3.
The expression sangrama, in this text, literally mea~s. inter-village gathering
i.e. a representative session of all constituents of the realm. Since such general
sessions were, as a rule, convened only for deliberating over some extreme
. natural emergency, such as war. the expression, sangrama. has acquired. 'war'
as its secondary meaning.
2. l) UJ1fI
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of twenty measures, but that of the sangat, as the mouth-piece of the
people, is of overriding paramountcy, of twentyone measures. "28 The
Sikh doctrine of the sui generis and inalienable sovereignty of the
Khalsa perfected lJy Guru Gobind Singh, stems out of, and is
grounded in, this pristine Aryan tradition of polity. The same hymn of
Atharava refers to the 'common Asssembly' of the 8gveda as sabha,
adumbrating the principle of collegial representation, when every
citizen's personal representation, becomes impracticable. "The samiti
and the sabha are the two daughters of the prajapati, god,"29 it
declares, implying that the principle of indirect representation in no
way detracts from the sovereign character and authority of the
representative sabha. This representative Assembly of the People, is
given the name of narista in the same hymn. 30 SayaQa the medieval
commentator of the Vedas, in his SayaQabhsya, explains this term,
narista to mean that which is final and cannot be violated, "narista",
he says, "from its inviolability, the same is derived. 31 The samiti and
the sabha consist of, or, are representative of the whole People,
visah,32 and there is no defranchised secondary citizenship, slaves or
zimmis, inferior citizens of the Islamic law, in this pristine Aryan
polity.This representative Assembly of the People, the sabha, though
sovereign, is still subject to certain eternal principles of good conscience and bonafides and through transgressing these principles the
Assembly loses its representative and sovereign character. This
dictum is preserved in a Buddhist Pall lataka which says that
the Assembly which has no well-meaning and honest members, is
no Assembly, the members who do not speak and act bonafides,
21
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This dictum repeatedly occurs in the Sikh literature from the earliest times,
as the basic principle of organisation and exercise of power in the Sikh society.

Atharvaveda, vii. l2. t.
Ibid., 12.2.
Sayanabhasa.
Rgveda X 173.
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are no honest members, and the honest and well-meaning members are those who are not swayed by bias or favour and who speak
out truthfully and fearlessly. 33
These are the roots out of which the main doctrine of the Sikh
polity grow. These doctrines constitute a septinate of the following
order: (I) The sangat, meaning, the local folk assembly of direct
representation. (2) The Panth, which is the whole Commonwealth
represented by the Peoples' Assembly of indirect representation. (3)
The Khalsa, which postulates the sui generis, inalienable sovereignty
ofthe People. (4) The condominium of Guru Granth and Panth, which
implies that the exercise of power is always subject to bona fides and
good conscience. (5) The Pmijpiaras which is the doctrine ofcollegial
leadership in the direction ofState policies. 34 (6) The Gurmatii which
is the symbol and form ofthe supreme authority ofthe Collective Will
of the people duly formulated. (7) The Sarbat Khalsa doctrine of
completely equalitarian free democracy.
Did a republican polity even function in India, of which any
credible evidence is available? And did the Sikhs ever attempt to put
the principles of their polity into practice?
The answers to both these queries are in the affimlative.
In 330 B.C. Alexander, the Macedonian, defeated Darius III, the.
last of the Achaemenids, and entered on a compaign to subdue the
whole of the Persian empire of which the Gandhara and the Hindush,
the present PakhtCmistan and the West Punjab of Pakistan, were
satrapies or provinces. After a long compaign in Bactria, the Oxus
region, Alexander crossed Hindu Kush to occupy the Kabul region.
33
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"The collegiality of leadership," said Lenin, "means that all party matters are
accomplished by all party members directl y or through representatives, who all
are subjectLO the same rules."-Quoted in the Paper issued by the U.S. State
Deparunent, published in the New York Times, dated June 10, 1956 (pp. 6-9)
purporting to be the text of the speech delivered on February 25, 1956, by Mr.
Khruschev, First Secretary of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, to the
Twentieth Congress.
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He crossed Indus in the spring of328 B.c. after the king ofTaksasila,
Ambhi, had submitted to him, and he crossed Jhelum in the winter of
the same year to defeat Paurava, the local chief, by a strategy
which would render him a war criminal in the eyes of the International
conventions or laws of those days, for, it was an accepted Aryan
convention not to attack the enemy at night, and never without a
forewarning, both of which conventions, the chivalrous Paurava took
it for granted, would be observed by the enemy in this case, but which
the world-conquering Greek hero violated at the first opportunity to
win an un-Aryan victory over his Oriental adversary. It is interesting
to recall here that only a year earlier, at the battle of Arbela, in 331
B.C. Alexander had spumed the suggestion of Parmenio to surprise
the hosts of Daurius by night attack, saying, "No, I will not steal a
victory." Obviously, the tradition of Europeans to relax their morals
on crossing the Suez into Indian Ocean is ofancient origin. Justly did
Vrahmihira, the astronomer, whom Indian writers's place in the second
century before Christ, while European writers 36 in the 6th century
bemoan in his panchasidhantika that "although the Greeks are well
advanced in the sciences, they are otherwise uncivilised". 37
After this victory, Alexander advanced farther east, meeting with
stiff resistence from small republics and local militias, till at the
. western banks of the river Beas, his soldiers lost heart, and the
conqueror was obliged to beat a retreat, across the Punjab and down
the Indus, throughout meeting with stiff opposition from local republics and tribal democracies. Before he could reach his homeland,
Alexander, though he survived Hindu military attacks, was finally
overpowered by the febriculose toxin-injected in noctunal w1-Aryan raids
into his European veins by Hindu mosquities ofthe anopheline caste.
as a consequence of which he died of high fewer at Babylon, in
323 S.c. and the last of his generals, Endamus. was obliged to vacate
the overrun portions of north western India in 317 S.c. When in 305
S.C. Seleucus Nicator, another general of Alexander, once again tried

1, B.S. Rao, Life ofVarahamihra.
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A.I.. Basham, The Wonder that was India, p. 490.
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to reassert Greek dominion over this north western India, he met with
such a severe defeat at the hands of Chandragupta Maurya, 'Sandrocottus' of Plutarch, that Seleucus had to cede Kabul valley and give the
hand of his daughter in marriage, as terms of the peace treaty to the
victor. It was an ambassador of Seleucus, Magasthenese, at the
Mauryan court at Patuputra, who wrote a detailed account of India, the
fIrst eyewitness recored of a foreign traveller, which gives such
valuable information about the social and political conditions of the
country in the 3rd century B.C. Though no manuscript of Magasthenese's description of India -has survived, many Greek and Latin
authors had made use of it, from which Magasthenese's Indica has
been reconstructed.
Magasthenese definitely states that two forms of government,
monarchical and republican, were then prevalent in India.
They report everything to the king where the people have a king
and to the magistrates where the people are self-governedY
One such republican people, referred to by Greek writers, are the
forefathers of the modem Majhails, the back-bone of the Sikh people,
who, just before Alexander's raid, had inflicted a defeat on the valiant
Paurava, and who, though hopelessly outnumbered by the Greeks,
fought Alexander by the sakata-vyiiha, or 'waggon-forrmltion,' which
the Greek phal(\nx could not pierce, and who refused to submit
formally. The Greek writers, call them "Kathians" and describe them
as a nation, residing to the east of Hydraotes or the river Ravi, the"
present districts of Lahore and Amritsar of the West Pakistan and
Indian Punjab, respectively.
The Kathians themselves enjoyed the highest reputation for
courage and skill in the art of war. 39

It will be recalled that the descendants of the "Kathians," the
Majhail Sikhs, were the leaders of the Sikh mass of about 30,000
unorganisedmen, women and children atvillage Kup, nearMalerkorW,
in the Indian Punjab, who were surprised and attacked by the 100,000
strong veteran Afghan horsemen of Ahmad Shah Abdali, on the grey
38
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McCrinctlc, Magasthcncsc and Arrian, xii.
Arrian, Anabasis, V. 22, p. 115.
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raw morning of 5th February, 1762, killing over 15,000 Sikh women
and children, mostly in the first onrush, and as many men more in the
next few days of the Sikhs' retreat towards Barnala in the Patiala
District. In this carnage, called the 'Great Holocaust,' waddaghalUghara
in Sikh history, the Sikhs defended themselves by means of the same
sakata-vyiiha with which they had met the equally overwhelming
numerical odds ofthe Greek invaders, and once again, though Iiterall y
decimated to a man, they refused to submit. The capital city of these
"Kathians" is mentioned by the Greek writers as "Sankala," which
most probably occupied the site at which the Sikh Gurus built
Amritsar at the end of the 16th century. To the west of this Majhail
republic, adjoining their territory, was a republic state of the "Sophytes," whom Dr. Sylvain Levi has identified with the Sambhutis40
whose territory extended upto the Salt Range, the frontier of the
territory of Paurava. Their cities
were governed by laws in the highest degree salutary...and their
political system was one to admire. 41
It was from this region that the ancestors of Maharaja Ranjit Singh
arose to help build the foundations of the Sikh Commonwealth which
the !'-/iaharaja convened into a monarchy. Two city states are further
mentioned as republics, on the west of Beas, but their names, unfortunately are not given. 42 When the army of Alexander reached Beas,
he received intelligence that across the river there was the territory of
a republic, which was
exceedingly fertile and the inhabitants [of which] were good
agriculturists, brave in war and living under an excellent system
of internal government. 43
The territory of this republic extended, it would seem, upto
Jamuna, beyond which was the empire of Mahapadma Nanda. The
citizens of this trans-Beas republic, had, according to Arrian, elephants of superior size and courage and in greater numbers, and so the
40
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Journal Asiatiquc, viii. 15, pp. 237 ff.
Diodorus, xvii, 91.
Arrian, v. 24.
Ibid., v. 25.
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Greek invaders "now began to lose heart," and "positively asserted
that they would follow no further. "44 The citizens of this republic were
the forefathers of the Sikhs who founded the cis-Sutlej Sikh states in
the 18th century, which endured upto 1956, when they were finally
merged in the state of Punjab of the Indian Union.
Thus Alexanderretreated. On his retreat, upto Baluchistan, almost
all the people Alexander met, were republican. The most powerful
republics amongst these people are mentioned as "Oxydrakai" and
"Malloi" the Ksudrakas and Mallavas. Their cities were along the
river Chenab, and their capital was on the river RaVl, probably, at the
site now occupied by Lahore. These two republics in a confederacy,
mustered, according to Curtis,45 100,000, soldiers to block the retreat
of Alexander, whereupon.
the Macedonians lost their heart at the prospect of meeting this
army.... When the Macedonians found that they had still on hand
a fresh war in which the most warlike nation in all India would be
the antagonists, they were struck with an unexpected terror, and
began again to upbraid the King in the language of sedition.46
It was, while assaulting this capital city or some other city ofthis
confederacy that Alexander almost lost his life. Greek writers assert
that this confederacy was defeated, but Patanjali in his Mahabhasya
shows the Ksudrakas as emerging out victorious. 47 These Ksudrakas
and Mallavas are, undoubtedly, the ancestors of most of the Majha
mislsofthe Sikhsofthe 18th century, who, as we shall presently show,
organised themselves on the basis of republican polity, before they
were absorbed into the Sikh empire of Maharaja RanjIt Singh. Next
republic mentioned by the Greeks is "Sambastai.
If

They were a people inferior to none in India, either for numbers
or for bravery, and their form of government was democratic. 48
44 McCrindle, Invasion of India by Alexander, p. 121.
., Curtis, ix. 5.
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Alexander made peace with them. The next "independent nation"
which Alexander encountered were the "Xathroi", or Khatrls. Most of
SindhI sahajdhan Sikhs, now settled throughout India, and particularly in the Bombay area, are the modem descendants of these
republican people. Another republic mentioned by the Greek writers
is, "Musicani", which, from the scanty information given, is difficult
to identify now. Their realm is described as "most opulent in India" .49
It is said about "the Musicani" that they took their meals in a common
kitchen, a practice revived by the Sikh Gurus, in the well-known
institution, Gurii-ka-langar. The institution of Gurii-ka-langar, (langar
Sanskrit, analgrha, meaning 'fire-place' (kitchen) which was used by
the S~h Gurus as a powerful lever for equalitarian uplift ofthe people,
by demolishing caste-barriers and the economic apartheid of
varI)asramadharma, is a pristine Aryan institution, non-Brahmanic,
but having Vedic sanction. A reference to the community kitchen, a
sort of Gurii-ka-langar, occurs in the Atharvaveda,50 which says,
"Identical shall be your drink, in common shall be your share of food."
These "Musicani," whoever they were, are certainly the spiritual, if
not endemic, progenitors of those, now a Sikh people. Another city
republic, called "the country of the Brachmins", is mentioned by the
Greek writers. 51 "These philosophers", bewails Plutarch,52 "gave
Alexander, no less trouble" than others. To the south of this 'city of
Brachmins' was the republican state of "Patala". 'Patala' has been
identified with Haidarabad Sind, whose ancient name, PatalpurI, is
still remembered. Before Alexander arrived, the whole population of
this republic migrated to avoid submission.
This seems to be an ancient tradition of republican Aryan freemen,
to prefer migration to submission. It is recorded in the Jataks and the
Mahabharata that the citizens of the VrsDi republic migrated from
Mathura to Dwarka to avoid submission to Jarasandha. 'Sibis' of the
49
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Punjab migrated to Rajpiitana and some of them migrated to Kangra
hills in the area now called, Dada Siba, under similar circumstances.
The Mallavas ofthe Punjab, migrated to Malwa in central India under
the impact of White HiiJ)a invasion, and later on established powerful
states there, as Agnikula Rajputs. The Powars or Parmars, a branch of
these Agnikula Rajputs founded the Malwa state, with its capital at
Dhar, whose most powerful king was Bhoja (1018-1060), not to be
confused with his namesake of Kannauja. Bhoja was a scholar of
legendary repute, and a patron of learning having the reputation of an
ideal Hindu monarch. He is the author of numerous works on astronomy, architecture and poetry and he adorned his capital, Dhar, with
many fine buildings, one of which was a Sanskrit college, now a
mosque, and the great irrigation lake at Bhojpurl, measuring 250
square miles in area, which he constructed and which was breached by
Muslims in the 14th century, and has never been repaired since, was
a remarkable feat of engineering. When Dhar was overrun by Muslim
invaders in the fourteenth century the whole population of the ruling
Powars, original Mallavas of Alexander's time, migrated towards
Punjab, their original habitat and established their headquarters at
village, Kangar. in the Patiala region, to which place Guru Gobind
Singh, repaired in 1706 to write a letter of admonition to emperor
AurangZib, inviting the emperor for personal interview there and
assuring him of a safe conduct and a friendly reception. 53 These people
are now known as Dharwar or DhalIwal Jats, and are found in Patiala,
$3
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The Dhaliwal Jats still commemorate Kang<l!: as their foundation back in
Punjab by paying the fIrst gift to the hereditary geneologist of Kangw<l!:, at
marriages etc. on the ground that "It is the first halting place on the way back
home". (~uf'<rw guf'e-»fr ~ ~ f>fm"e"', aTaT::1 uf'<rw ~ ~).Even this cisSatluj part of the Punjab, which only till recently was described in official
records as "Jungletract", was rechristened as Malwa by these returning immigrants.
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LudhiaDa and Arnritsar Districts mostly. The veteran General, Akall
Phiila Singh of Nowshera fame, was one ofthose whose ancestors had
thus emigrated from Dl)ar. It was the same spirit and tradition of
republican independence, which impelled the Sikhs of the West
Punjab, along with their endemic Hindu groups, to choose instinctive
migration from Pakistan in 1947, while no such reaction was evinced
by the Indo-Mongol East Bengal Hindus.
During the pre-Christian era, the Greek invaders throughout the
major portion of the Punjab and Sindh, encountered only two of three
monarchical systems of government which, in all probability, were
elective monarchies, and all others scores of them, were republican.
This story of political organisation in north western India, in
ancient times, revealed by foreign observers, finds some corroboratory support in ancient Sanskrit literature as well.
Paninl, the illustrious Professor of Grammar at the TaksaSila
University, modern Taxila, is placed by European scholars at the close
of the 6th century B.c. on the basis of political data found in his
Astiidhyayl Grammar. Without doubt, this Grammar is one of the
greatest intellectual achievements of any ancient civilisation and it is
the most elaborate and scientific grammar composed by anyone in the
world, before the 19th century. But it is so terse, that without a
preliminary study, it is difficult to follow without the aid of a suitable
commentary. Later Indian grammars are mostly commentaries on
PiiDinl, the most famous of which is the Mahabhasya of Patanjali of
about three centuries later and Kasikavritti of Jayadittya and Vaman
of thousand years later (6th century A.D.). PaDinl says "that the word
sangha is in the meaning of gaDa. "54 GaDa means numbers, the people,
the majority of them. That is why Kasikavrittiexplains, "Sangha is in
the meaning of gaDa; why, because it is the majority which is the
essence of sangha."55 That gal)a means a republican government
III.3.86.
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becomes quite clear from Mahabharata where Yudhistra puts the
question to BhIsma :
I desire to hear 0 wise and sagacious teacher, how the gal).as
achieve prosperity and how they counteract the enemy sabotage,
and how they are victorious, gain alliances and expand, Disunity
apparently is the root cause of their ruin, and ti., .. greatest weakness, I think, is to keep the resolutions of the state secret, on account of their large numbers. 56
There is no manner of doubt th~t these republics or sangha were in
existence in the north western India, as Pal).iru himself enumerates
these republics by name, in which are included the Ksudrakas and the
Mallavas encountered by Alexander. 57 Some of these republics,
Pal).inl describes as ayudhyajivinIs, in which all able-bodied citizens
bear arms. Earlier, we have noticed that the Greek writers found the
Ksudrakas and Mallavas as being famous for their military skill. Do
we, here, have the prototype of the Khalsa of Guru Gobind Singh,
whose members are required to bear arms and to acquire skill in them
with a view to protect and maintain their political independence and
way of life?58
Another point PaDinl while enumerating the sanghas, adds that
they are situated in the vahika land. The Kasikavritti explains that the
s.
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P3T)inI, V, III, 116-17.
It is interesting that in the first half of the 19th century, when the expanding
British power in India made an objcctive appraisal of the basic character of the
Sikh Raj in the Punjab, as reflected in its fundamental organ, the Khalsa Army,
itconcludcd that the Sikh Raj wasa "war-like republic." In a letter written from
Kasur, dated Feb. 1848 Sir Henry Hardinge, the British Governor General,
observed : "If I can arrange to make Ghulab Singh and the Hill tribes
independent including Kashmir, I shall have weakened this war-like republic."
Quoted by GalJOa Singh in his Correspondence, Anglo-Sikh Wars, p. 105, f.n.
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Ksudrakas and Mallavas of Greek fame were viihJ.ka sanghas. 59
Mahiibhiirata explains that the vahlka land is 'away from the Himalayas '60, i.e. does not include the mountainous Himachal PradeS.
This viihika land is precisly the Sikh Homeland, the land of origin
of Sikhism, and the republican roots of the Sikh polity sprout out of
these hoary republican traditions of the race to which Guru Gobind
Singh belonged. The territories of the Sikh Raj under Maharaja RanjIt
Singh comprised this viihJ.ka land and the sub-mountain Himalayan
lands of Jammu and Kangra, in addition to the exotic KasmIr Valley
and the Little Tibet. The Bonapartist political policy of Maharaja
RanjIt Singh, as we shall see presently, was beset with mutually
contradictory trends of the republican temper of the viihika61 land and
the autocratic monarchical proclivities of the Himalayan trigartias,
Jammu and Kangra, and the Sikh empire eventually blew up in 1849
by the incendiary powder of this mutual ideological conflict between
the policies and aims of the republican Khalsa Army and the despotic
monarchical trends and aims of the civil apparatus of the Government
under the exclusive control of the hill dogras, Dhyan Singh and Gulab
Singh.
These gaI)as or republics were, by no means exclusively confined
to the vahika land though the vahika land may be said to be the
traditional birth place and home land of republicanism in ancient
India. In the ancient Hindu literature gaI)as functioning in other parts
ofIndia are also frequently mentioned into the details of which it is not
necessary to go here. These republics struck their own coins, some of
which have been unearthed during the present century, and are now
preserved in museums and private collections. These coins are struck
in the name of the gal)8 and not any individual, which fact provides a
51
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Kard(1aparva Mahabharala, XLIV, 6.
The word vahlka still exists in the Punjabi language and the peasants of the
Punjab call themselves vahikas but in the secondary sense of the word, a
cultivator, owner of land (~, ~), The original meaning of vahika (Sk)
is, "the land of the river", from the verb ClQ to Ilow, from which is derived, ~

meaning, a river. The Punjab and the Indus Valley have, from times immemorial been known as 'the land of the rivers.'
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further link between these ancient political institutions and the Sikh
political tradition. These coins bear heraldic legends in the then
current Indian script of the pre-Christian era, and declaim in the
following strain: "Victory to the gaoa of Arjuoayans", "Victory to the
Yaudheya-gaoa. "62 The Sikh greetings, coined and made current by
Guru Gobind Singh, "The Khalsa is of God, Victory to God",
apparently has this ancient republican slogan as its prototypal idea and
impulse.
Guru Gobind Singh's "light passed into the Great Light" ,jou-jotsamae, on the 8th October, 1708, the preceding midnight. A little
earlier he had despatched Banda Singh Bahadur to the Punjab to
establish the Sikh Raj, with detailed instructions on the strategy to be
followed 63 and the pattern of the government to be established. 64
Precisely two years after the demise of Guru Gobind Singh, in
November 1710, the Sikhs proclaimed their sovereignty over the
strategic province of Sirhind, thus making the imperial rule of Delhi
untenable over the whole of India. The coin which they struck, as a
symbol of their sovereignty, bore the following heraldic legend.
This coin is struck as token of Our sovereignty Here and Hereafter.
This divine bounty flows from the central doctrine of Nanak
(teghi-nanak), and the Victory and Felicity is the gift of Guru
Gobind Singh, the King of Kings, the true Master. 65
An official Seal of Sovereignty was also adopted and introduced,
to the effect that,
"The ever expanding prosperity, the strength of aims, and con ti nuous victory and common wealth

----62
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A. Cunningham, Coins ofAncient India, pp. 77-79. Plates, VI. VII; V.c. Smith,
Catalogue of Coins in the Indian Museum, I, pp. 166-170.
See Gurpratap SOJa} Granth, III, ii, 6, 15.
The Guru had enjoined on Banda Singh Bahadur "to remain pure in conduct and
never to touch another man's wife; to be true in word and deed; to look upon
himself as a servant of the Khalsa. who would be the Guru in future, and to act
always on the advice of the five (representative) Sikhs" - Teja Singh & Garll;la
Singh, A Short History of the Sikhs. I. p. 80.
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Are all guaranteed to mankind by Guru Gobind Singh, the Nanak. 66
It was an ancient tradition of the republics of the pristine Aryan
polity to have an official heraldic legend and a seal, called lakSl)am
and ankam respectively, as is implied by Pal)im. 67 After a brief spell
of sovereignty of five years the Sikhs faced a fifty years' persecution,
pogroms and systematic genocide compaigns of the Mughal and
Afghan tyrants, till in 1760, they again proclaimed their formal
sovereignty at Lahore under the leadership of Jassa Singh Ahluwalia,
and they adopted the legend of the official Seal of Banda Singh
Bahadur, as their heraldic legend as well as the official seal citation,
lakSl)am and ankam, both. For five years after this, the Sikhs had to
face another genocide pogrom and campaign of the redoubtable
Ahmad Shah AbdalI, after which, in 1765, they reoccupied Lahore
and formally reasserted their sovereignty, again sticking to the ancient
pristine Aryan tradition and the precepts of Guru Gobind Singh of
republicanism and adopting t~; identical legends for coins and the
official seal, first introduced by q"!lda Singh Bahadur, in 1710.
This position and this tradition, was first compromised by Maharaja RanjIt Singh, gradually. progressively and purposely.
Foralmost twentyfive years, the general goveranceofthe Sikh Raj
at the capital of Lahore remained entrusted in the hands of a
triumvirate of Sikh captains, and in the meantime, the Sikhs continued the struggle for liberating the whole of the Punjab, from the
Jamuna to the Indus, from the yoke of foreigners and their collaborators and culturally foreign elements, and every captain jathedar or
sirdar, who thus freed and liberated a territory for the Sikh Raj, had it
entered in the records which were maintained by th~ CustodianGeneral at Akal Takht, Amritsar, in separate files, which in Arabic is
mlsJ (misaJ in Punjabi) till the time that the Sikh Raj would be duly
66
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regularised and established with a constitution based on the principles
of Sikh polity. This is the origin of the Sikh misls or, confederacies,
as they are somewhat loosely called. There were twelve such misls,
autonomous Sikh militias, incharge of territories, each with a aefinite
clear objective of conquest and preliminary consolidation before
itself, it being tacitly understood throughout that the ultimate aim was
to establish the Sikh Raj in the land based upon the true principles of
Sikh polity in accordance with the ancient precedents, and the precepts of Guru Gobind Singh. 68
This tacit understanding is explicit in every Sirdar personally
reporting the details of the area liberated by his milit-ia, twice a year,
to the Custodian-General at the Akal Takht, and in having the fact duly
recorded in the Commonwealth Files, the mis/s; and he reported also,
on the interim pattern of government which he set up in the territory
under his militia's temporary control. Sir George Campbell, a foreign
observer, giving eye-witness account, testifies that the internal government of Phulkian mis/, out of whose territories subsequently
stemmed the ruling states of Patiala, Nabha and JlIid,
was much more than a mere village, a municipal government; it
was diplomatically recognised as a state and had its own administration and state justice ... There was no chief or hereditary ruler;
the state was governed by its panchas or representative elders...
Mehraj continued a completely independent, self governing
republic down to my own time. 69
The same writer generally testifies that,
the Sikh system is very much like that out of which the Gennan
system sprang. They fonned mislsor confederacies. Twelve mis/s
were recognised in early days. Each mis/elected its own supreme
chief and sub-chiefs, and every horseman had his rights and his
share in the common conquests. The combined misls fonned the
Khalsa or the Sikh Commonwealth. Just as in Gennany, the
68
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tendency was to an elective supreme chief who had very little
power and whose place was not hereditary.7o
What is this doctrine of pancha which is enumerated in the very
first pages of the Guru Granth, the Japu of Guru Nanak, which
doctrine was given the fonn of the basic principle of Sikh organisation
and polity, the panj piliras, by Guru Gobind Singh?
Literally, the expression, pancha means, five. The number 5, is
basic to the decimal system of enumeration, a gift believed to be, of
Hindu genius to the world. It represents the five fingers of the human
hand, including its master tool, the thumb, which has made homosapiens superior to the apes in technic-skill. The fingers of both the
human hands add up to 10, which is the ultimate number 5, as one tenn
of this system of computation, the number, of the Hindu arithmetic,
now adopted by the whole world. The Babylonian system of counting
by 12's and 60's, which has been the basis of Indian coinage, weights
and measures from times immemorial, till quite recently, when it has
been replaced by the original Hindu system of decimals, is also
derived from the number, 5, as one tenn of this system ofcomputation.
The number, 12, the other term, represents the twelve months of the
solar year, or twelve zodiacs of the sky, and the number 60, is obtained
by multiplying it with 5. The other normative number 16, which forms
the basis of old Indian coinage, is simply the square of 4, that is, 4 x
4, 'four' representing the four quarters of the Space and the perfect
number of Hindu numerology. The expression, pancha, occurs in the
Atharvaveda itself, where in a hymn, referring to election of a
representative chief by the people, it is said:
The people elect you to exercise power, the whole people of five
directions, praddah pancha, whose is the glory, for ever and for
ever. 71
The 'people of five directions' means all the people of the four
directions of the compass and those who represent them at the cen tre,
70
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the venue of the Assembly. In the similar election hymns of the

Atharva the expression pancha, frequently occurs as indicative of the
whole assembly. In classical Sanskrit, however, this word, pancha,
has acquired a secondary meaning, that of'moral intellect', srestabuddhi,
and also one who is endowed with this 'moral intellect', integrity and
conscience. The expression pancha which occurs in the Japu of Guru
Nanak, has to be interpretted in this context and background, where
the text says:
The pancha is the true doctrine.
The pancha are supreme.
The pancha must be recognised in the organisation of power,
(literally in the courts of kings).
The pancha alone are fit to occupy seats of supreme authority for
exercise of power.
The guiding light of the pancha is their common objective of
divine guidance. 72
It was in exegesis of this text of the Guru Granth, apparently, that
Guru Gobind Singh, while glorifying the pan} piariis, declared,

I am ever present, unseen, in the collective deliberations of the

pancha, and there is no higher guidance on earth, besides. 73
It was in 1799 that RanjIt Singh, the Sirdarofthe Sukracakla-misJ,
occupied Lahore, through fifth column activities and evicted the Sikh
triumvirate from the control of the city and the neighbouring territory.
In 1801, on the Baisakhi day, he had the pre-requisite ancient ceremony of Hindu monarchy, abhiseka performed and he assumed the
un-Sikh title of Maharaja. His native peasant shrewdness, however,
warned him that he was sabotaging the very bases of the Sikh polity,
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and apart from choosing the BaisakhI day for his coronation, therefore, he had other spectacular Sikh ceremonies performed by the
revered BedI SahIb· Singh of Una to consecrate his sabotage, and he
declared, which declaration and camouflage he scrupulously maintained throughout his life, that he was to be styled and addressed as His
Majesty the Maharaja, only by the non-Sikhs, the Hindus, the Muslims and others, but under no circumstances, by the Sikhs, for the
Sikhs, he was always, a simple, Singh Sahib, an honourable member
of the Khalsa. Within a few years of his coronation, he reduced into
desuetude the supreme authority of the Sikh polity, the gurmata, and
entrusted the control of the government of his expanding territories to
a cabinet of his own choice, in accordance with the ancient Hindu
monarchical tradition but qua his own person, in whom he had
gathered all the power and authority of the state in accordance with the
un-Sikh, Hindu doctrine, he never claimed independence from the
gurmata. On one occasion, when the Custodian-General of the Akal
Takht took exception to a certain conduct of his in private life, he
readily and humbly bared his back for receiving public flogging as
chastisement for his un-Sikh like moral failing, as the humblest
member of the Khalsa would. Gradually, he replaced the original Sikh
patent of Banda Singh Bahadur on his coins and royal seals, with the
cryptic, Akiilsahaya, "May God help," without making itclearas to for
whom the help of God was being officially invoked, for the Khalsa or
for his Majesty, the Maharaja Ranjlt Singh, and in the latter half of his
reign, when he became securer in his position, he had the heraldic
device of the pipal, ficus religiosa, leaf minted on his coinage, to give
his kingdom and dynasty a truly Brahmanic basis, divorced from the
mores of Sikh polity. The royal "Daily Diaries" of the closing years of
his reign are full of uninteresting and boring details of lavish and
indiscriminate alms-givings to Brahmins, a duty which every Hindu
monarch is enjoined to perform scrupulously and without fail in the
ancient Hindu texts. Since the expansion, consolidation and protection of his empire throughout remained wholly dependent upon the
arms of the Khalsa and the Sikh Army, he never styled his government
as anything but the Sirkiir-I-khiilsii, the Khalsa Commonwealth. Anybody who saw through the game, was demurrer or opposed to these
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un-Sikh trends of his policy, was tactfully, but without fail, eliminated
from all effective voice in the councils of his government. Accordingly, General Harl Singh Nalwa, Baba Sahib Singh BedIofUna, and
Jathedar PhUla Singh AkalI, were kicked up or away or made otherwise ineffective. The antagonism inherent between his policy and
aims, and the true principles and traditions of the Sikh polity, obliged
him to debar virtually the employment of Sikhs in superior civil posts
of his government, which were reserved for Muslims and Hindus
only, as arule. In pursuance of this policy of his, he raised the alien hill
Pogras, Dhyan Singh, Khushal Singh and Gulab Singh, almost from
the gutter to positions of supreme authority in the civil apparatus of his
government, and Teja Singh, an insignificant Brahmin of the Gangetic
Doab, and Lal Singh, another Brahmin from Gandhara valley, were
granted such influence which eventually raised them to the supreme
command of the Sikh Army, and thus he dug his own grave, the grave
of his descendants, and paved the way to the eventual enslavement of
the Sikh people.
Once the true basis and the republican foundations of the Sirkarl-khalsa were thus well knocked out, the way was cleared for personal
ambitions and intrigues in complete disregard of public interest or
national good. The pogras, the hill-aliens, indulged in low suicidal
conspiracies to destroy and barter away the state in order to seCltre
their own pre-eminence in the hill territories of the Sikh realm. The
Chiefs of the state shamelessly placed their personal and family
interests above the interests and safety of the state. The successors of
Ranjit Singh themselves concentrated their entire individual energies
to secure and strengthen their own illusory regal status even at the cost
of the state's territorial integrity.
On the Sikh Army, the military arm of the Khalsa remained true
to the Sikh polity approved and sanctified by the Gurus and they kept
their faith and preserved their integrity upto the last They could not
save the Sikh state but in their defeat they upheld the eternal torch or
true Sikh polity ensuring its emergence in the future on a securer and
firmer basis.
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Maharaja Kharak Singh the weak and gentlemanly successor of
Ranjlt Singh was slandered with the accusation that he wanted the
Sirkar-l-khiilsa to be reduced to vassalage of the British East India
Company and thus his promisng son, Prince Naunihal Singh, was
permanently estranged from his father by documentary forgeries
purporting to be diplomatic communications between Kharak Singh
and the Governor General at Calcutta and under these circumstances
he was finished through slow poisoning. Prince Naunihal Singh died
or was murdered under dramatically suspicious circumstances the
same day and thus Rani Chand Kaur, the widow of Kharak Singh
became the Queen Regent of the State.
On the 20th July (1841) Clark reported the opinion of Dhean
Singh that his endeavours do not afford any promise of stability of
the government at Lahore. Thedoubts that the raja expresses of the
intentions of British government excite little corresponding sentiments in the Khalsa-. They are more under the influence of a
feeling of rancour towards him than of enmity to the British
government. As it is usually understood amongst them that the
British government rejected an offer of the half of Punjab from
Chand Kaur to interfere to set her up as a Sovereign, they believe
that the British government desire the adjustment of their internal
distractions. They would like to get rid of the hill rajas first, after
that they might not be disinclined for a rupture with the British
government."74
Queen- Regent Chand Kaur was soon murdered in the palace by
her maid servants under circumstances that squarely fix the blame on
the "hill rajas", Dhyan Singh in particular, and
on the 20th January (1842) Shere Singh obtained possession of the
(Lahore fort and on the 27th finally succeeded to the throne.The
anarchy in Lahore continuing, it was thought right to have a
British force ready to help Shere Singh-in all 10,000 men under
Major-General Lumely. Mr. Clark having informed the Governor
General that he had a communication with a confidential advisor
74
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of Shere Singh with respecttoaffording of the aid of British troops
on the condition of cession to the British of the Lahore territories
to the north of Sutlej and payment of 40 lakhs of rupee.-.75
Next year Sher Singh was publicly murdered by regicide committed by his Sandhanwalla kinsmen recently returend to Lahore from
under the protection and hospitality of the British officers and thus
Rani Jindan, a young widow of Ranjlt Singh became the Queen
Regent with Dallp Singh, the infant son of Ranjit Singh, placed on the
throne,
The Ranee (Jindan) now reviews the troops unveiled and dressed
as a dancing women which pleases the old and gratifies the young
but her irregularities are so monstrously indecent that the troops
have held her horse and advised her to be more chaste or they
would no longer style her the Mother of all the Sikhs. 76
and futher,
It appears to be true by Broadfoot's repons that at one moment the

plan of the Ranee was to have urged the troops to move against the
English to force our interference, to disavow the act of the troops
and to trust that we should restore their Government after we had
destroyed the army on the basis of Lord Auckland's subsidiary arrangement of 1844. 77
What about the Chiefs of the Realm?
These Chiefs are mostly adventurers with a few exceptions and
in their desparate condition desire the destruction of the army and
their restoration to power. 78
It was in this atmosphere and background that Rani Jindan brought
over Raja Gulab Singh, the Dogra Chief from Jammu to preside over
the final dissolution of the Sirkar-l- Khalsa and the independence ofa
sovereign Punjab and Gulab Singh was well qualified for this job.
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The man whom I have to deal with, Gulab Singh, is the greatest
rascal in Asia. 79
All these 'pillars' of the Sikh State, the Sirkfir-i-khalsa, were each
pulling in directions opposite to each other, but they were united in one
aim, their treacherous and perfidious desire to destroy the only true,
genuine and loyal standard-bearer of the Khalsa, that was the Sikh
Army. The contemporary state records, both of the Sikh state as well
as the diplomatic documents of the East India Company, make no
secret of the compulsive desire of the perfidious Oogras to achieve
what they referred to as, tadaruk-i-Sikhan, literally, 'repulsion of the
Sikh people', but in its contextual meanings, 'destruction of the
fighting machine of the Sirkar-i j(halsa, 'atomisation of the collectivity
of the Sikh nation', or as the modern diplomatic euphemism would put
it, 'final solution of the Sikh problem'. Only such a destruction of the
backbone of the Sikh power could·remove obstacles that stood in the
way of establishing institution of Hindu monarchy, primary of personal and family ambitions over the requirements of public interests
and uncompromising hostility to the genuine Sikh impulses aiming at
a social revolution that would lead to the emergence of an equalitarian,
forward-looking and just social order. Perceiving the true nature of
these anti-Sikh trends being persistently fostered by the civil apparatus of the Sirkar-i-khalsa, by the successors of RanjIt Singh and the
perfidious Dogras, the Sikh Army during the closing months of 1845:
under the designation belonging to the Sikh Sect, before Ranjit
Singh became a monarch, viz., Khalsa Ji da Punth, the Khalsa
Punth, they assumed the Government (of the State).80
And
They sent letters, bearing the seal inscribed merely with the name
of God (Ekonkar Wahegurii Jl kl fateh) to all civil authorities and
military leaders and nobles and grandees of the Sikh Durbar (the
royal court), requiring their presence and obedience. 8!
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It is on record that no person or no authority of the state either
demurred or hesitated in rendering loyal obedience, such was the
obvious justice and correctness of the position that thus emerged,
namely, the sovereignty of the people as led by the Khalsa in
repudiation of the monarchical claims of the successors of Ranjn
Singh, the dynastic interests of the feudal and vested cliques and low,
ignoble compulsive urges of the individual to assert himself in
opposition to the social good and collective interests.
It was at this critical juncture of the evolution of Sikh polity that
the evil, that is, the external and foreign influences in affairs of men
and governmen-ts, the hubris of History, intervened to stifle the true
Sikh political impulse. The British Governor General at Calcutta
conveyed, in no uncertain terms, to the Sikh Durbar or the Royal
Court, through formal diplomatic channels that the Hon'ble British
East India Company would refuse to accord diplomatic recognition to
any form of government at Lahore except a monarchical Government.
After Waterloo, the British statesmen in particular and the European
statesmen in general, were firmly persuaded that monarchy was an
enduring institution of divine sanction and that the first postulate of
all political organisation was, the rule of 'legitimacy' which regulated
the succession of state authority from one monarch to another.
It was thus that the genuine impulse of the Sikh polity was
frustrated in its natural development and almost snuffed out.
The true standard-bearer of the Sikh polity as taught by the Sikh
Gurus, which was the Khalsa Army, thus found itself between the
devil and the deep sea, the anti-Sikh social impulses of the Sikh
Durbar and the British menace to the existence and viability of the
Sirkar-i-khalsa the political instrument which the Sikh people had
forged for achieving the Sikh social aims ofcreating ajust egalitarian,
forward-looking, open and plural society as an exemplar for the future
World Society. They were well-aware that the evil men of the Lahore
Durbar were plotting to cause their destruction by hurling them
against the British and then stabbing them in the back.
Had the shrewd Committees of the armies (the Khalsa panchayats) observed no military preparation on the part of the
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English, they would not have heeded the insidious exhortations of
such mercenary men as Lal Singh and Tej Singh (to march against
the English).82
But the Sikh army knew that the British were plotting to destroy
the Sirkar-i-kha1sa and sovereignty of the Punjab as they knew that the
Lahore Durbar was plotting to destroy the Sikh Army.
The resolv~ of their rulers anyhow and by whatever means, to
destroy them was known even by the Sikh army itself; but such
had been the stern discipline of the Pancha ... such the real belief
that the intentions of the British were aggressive ... and such their
devotion to their mystic faith that one single dogged determination filled the bosom of each soldier, the word went round, 'We
will go to the sacrifice' (panth 181 shahldl).83
The whole of this tragedy of history, this resistless, over-powering
maelstrom of destruction, of singular banefulness for the historical
evolution of this region of the world, finds its seed-bed in the split
psyche of Ranjlt Singh.
RanjIt Singh's true character as a spiritually mis-shapen Sikh
became more than evident when at his death bed he put the arm of his
'heir-apparent' into the hands of the perfidious Oogra Dhyan Singh,
for safeguarding his dynasty, completely forgetting that the Sirktir-ikha1sa was a creation of the Khalsa arms and could not otherwise be
maintained except through the cooperation and devotion of the
Khalsa, and he displayed no realisation whatever of the fatal implication of the Oogra power which he had planted amidst the Khalsa as a
counter-check, so he thought, to the latter. Nordid he seem to recollect
the basic tenet ofSikhism at his last hours on earth, that God, the GuruAka1 purkh, alone is the dispenser of life and goods and that the
sovereignty, the Raj, is the prerogative and responsibility of His
Khalsa, to which dynasties and cliques are irreverent irrelevancies.
The banal and farcical character of these proceedings was grotesquely
highlighted by Dhyan Singh when he pretended to go through the
movements of trying to immolate himself at the funeral pyre of his
82
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erstwhile sovereign and the next morning embarked upon the conspiracy to destroy the entire line of Ranjlt Singh's descendants to clear the
way for putting his son, Hlra Singh, on the throne of the Punjab. It was
this HIra Singh, guided by the evil genius of Pal)dit JalIa, with whom
the much maligned Khaisa Army had to join issues in a mortal combat,
which ultimately led to the destruction of that most remarkable body
of men in arms that the human History has ever known, the Khalsa
Army, and the enslavement of the Sikh people, within a period of ten
years after the demise of Ranjit Singh. On this "sensual and debauched"84 HIra Singh, was conferred "the title of the Blessed Son, of
Good Fortune and Lofty Dignity-Farzandikhiis, by RanjIt Singh in
a rescript issued under his personal seal in GurmukhI and endorsed by
his Secretariat at Lahore on 21st Baisakh, Samvat 1892 (April 1835),
and in the same rescript Pal)dit Jalla, a gambler and a debauch, a
person of "extremely cruel and immoral character"8S is describe<;l as,
"the God-Man,-the brahmasarilp Pal)dit Jalla, the special confidant
of Raja HIra Singh."

It is puerile to argue that he endeavoured to consolidate the Sikh
Commonwealth by absorbing the 'unruly' Sikh misls, for, in fact, he
sabotaged the natural development of the whole Sikh polity, behind
which lay the traditions of the people, of many millenia past, and
which was purified and sanctified by the Sikh Gurus themselves.
Given suitable opportunities, these traditions and instincts of the Sikh
people were bound to flower into a political system akin to that
developed by the Anglo-Saxon communities in Great Britain and the
United States of America, and there was no question of a permanent
chaos, of "no man's rule," as Dr. Jayaswal suggests in the paragraph
quoted in the beginning of this chapter, and this "no man's rule" is
certainly not inherent in the polity approved by Guru Gobind Singh,
as the learned doctor hints.
The very basis of true democracy and republicanism is the dignity
of individual as an end in itself and as the ultimate source of all civic
and political power. It is this aspect of the Sikh character and
84
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demeanour which strikes his countrymen and some other unsympathetic observers as somehow anarchistic, generative of "no-man's
rule." But, in fact, it is the self-respect, the awareness of his own
ultimate significance in the Creation of God, which imparts to a Sikh
of Guru Gobind Singh that olympian air and independence which fits
ill with any totalitarian or autocratic monarchical system of organisation of power.
The Sikh soldiers are the finest men I have seen in Asia, bold and
daring republicans. 86
It is to this trait of character, that, there occurs a reference, with
regard to the citizens of the ancient Vaisall republic, in the ancient
Buddhist Lalitvistara, that, they,

do not recognise anybody as low, middle, high or elder amongst
them, and every one of them says, 'I am subject to none, 'I am a
king'Y
Monarchy of the Hindu pattern was not an answer to this attitude,
spirit and cha.t;acter of the Sikhs but the democratic republican
government of Guru Gobind Singh's precepts, with coilegialleadership and responsibility, securely resting on the individual and national
spirit of Sikh discipline. For, the concept of Panth, which is the
cornerstone of Sikh polity, is the most effective check conceivable,
against the individualism of the great cats of the jungle and the
colourless collectivism of the bee-hive or the ant-hill.
8~ , Hardinge to EJIenborough (Private), Calcutta, 19th March, 1846, Hardinge
Family Papers, Penhurst. Kent (England).
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Lalitvistara III. (Now edited and translated by Rajendraial Mitra, in Bib!iotheca
Indica 1896-98).
It was this tradition and spirit which re-appeared out of the subconscious
racial mind of the people. in the 18th century during the Sikh resurgence in the
Punjab, when every Sikh made the claim. alIam mIr. aham mlr, as his proLOtype
the Vaisalian had made some 2500 years ago, aham raja aham rajeli. This phase
of Sikh resurgence is known to Sikh chroniclers, distortedly described by them
as hanne hanne mm (~ ~ ){tat) i.e.• in every horse saddle a king. Mlr is the
Turkish equivalent of Sanskrit, raja. It must always be remembered, however,
that this aham mlI'claim by the Sikhs, has at no state of their history, refused
to submit to, and dared LO defy, the collective will of the Panth duly formulated.
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That this polity with the postulates which support it, has astounding inner strength was made evident when the well-trained mercenaries of the Gangetic Doab and British soldiers seasoned in Peninsular
wars of Europe invaded the cis-Sutlej territory of the Sikh empire after
the demise of Maharaja Ranjlt Singh, led by the brave British veterans
of Waterloo fame, 'backed by the might and prestige of the greatest
expanding empire' of the 19th century,88 and clashed with the Sikh
soldiers, whose supplies of arms and rations had been cut off by a
treacherous civil government at Lahore under dogra Gulab Singh and
whose non-Sikh generals had treacherously sold their tactical plans
and their lives to the crafty enemy. In the battle of Mudki, on the 18th
December, 1845, the Sikh army was considered as loser, simply
because their titular General, traitor Lal Singh Brahmin, after issuing
attack orders, himself ran away with the munition stores, in accordance with a plan previously approved and agreed to, by the enemy.
In the battle of PherOshahar, on 21 st December, 1845, although the
Generals Uil Singh and Teja Singh shamelessly repeated their tactics
of three days earlier, the Sikh soldiers, who had gone without food
rations and who had been deprived of their reserve munitions through
treachery, inflicted such heavy and crushing losses on the enemy that
according to the admissions made by Sir Robert Cust himself in his
Log Book entry, dated the 22nd December, 1845, the British command han f0C1nallyX9 decided to "surrender unconditionally" before
the Sikh army. It was again the ignominious sabotage and treachery
of Ul! Singh and Tej{1 Singh which saved the British Indian empire the
next morning when they deceived and persuaded the fresh reinforcements of the Sikh amlY to refrain from pressing the previous evening's
advantage by attacking the badly beaten enemy. Before the Sabhraon
battle of 10th February, 1846, the civil government at Lahore, through
••
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Malak, JangnaTJ)ilh Singhanle Fimngi/l!1 (cd.) Piara Singh Padam
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p.90.
"News came from the Governor-General thalour auack of yesterday had failed,
that affairs were desparate, that aI/the s~lte papers were to be destroyed ... This
was kept secret by Mr. Curie, and we were concening measures to make an
unconditional surrender ... "
Sir Robert Cust. N, Linguistic and Oriental Essays, VI, 48.
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its head-executive, Gulab Singh dogra had already entered into secret
cntcntc-cordialcwith the enemy that the Sikh civil government would
render all possible help and aid to ~he enemy to inflict a defeat on the
Sikh Army, with a view to facilitate occupation of Lahore by the
British forces. 9o The Sikh soldiers, led by the retired General Sham
Singh of Atarl, fought the battle of Sabhraon in full knowledge of their
predicament, "to save the honour of their motherland, to preserve its
independence and in so doing to win or die, as free men should"91,
incidentally, a sentiment almost foreign and unknown to Indians and
other Asiatic peoples in the first half of the 19th century. The illequipped, ill-fed and ingloriously-betrayed Sikh soldiers fought the
enemy with such bravery and ferocity that the enemy had to make
hurried special contacts with Generals UtI Singh and Teja Singh to
save the situation for them, who readily obliged by retreating with
munitions, guns and the battalions of dogra and Gurkha soldiers,
across the Satluj, from where they trained a fonnidable battery of guns
at the back of the fighting Sikh Anny, after destroying the boat bridge
on the river. Thus, the sure defeat of the enemy was converted into
years of occupation of Lahore by the British and consolidation of their
hold on the country. When the remnants of Sikh soldiers, without any
backing from their state, challenged in battle the British am,y at
Chilli(U1\\~lla on 13th January, U~49, the rout of the British was so
decisive and complete that even patriotic British historians arcobligcct
to admit that they were defeated. The great grand father of the writer
of these lines, who fought in this battle, used to narrate that the Sikhs,
90

The "understanding" with Gulab Singh was that "the Sikh army should he
allaekcd by the English and that when beaten it should be openly abandoned hy
iLS own Government; and furlhn that the passageofSutlcj should be unopposed
and the roads to the capital laid open to the victors."
Cunningham, A l/is[ory of [ilL' Sikhs, p. 32.
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for full twelve hours persued the scattered British soldiers in all
directions, who when overtaken would fall on their knees to beg for
mercy, saying "ham tumhara gai" (I am like unto a defenceless cow to
you), on the sight of a Sikh soldiers. 92
This spirit and this strength is inherent in the postulates on which
Sikh polity is based and it would have changed the history ofIndia, of
the British empire, and consequently of the whole world, in the
beginning of the 19th century, but for the intransigence, cupidity and
ideological immaturity of one man, who, became Maharaja RanjIt
Singh, with the sobriquet, "Lion of the Punjab" appropriated to
himself, though it naturally and in all fairness should have thus
distinguished all of them, who are the singhs of Guru Gobind Singh.
These postulates are three, which sharply separate them from their
Hindu ancestors. The significance of the individual is the first, the
equality of individuals, the second, and the validity of the socioeconomic life as the proper context for the highest spiritual activity is
the third. The Sikh republican democratic tradition is grounded in
these postulates which ensure national strength and health.
In Hinduism and Buddhism, both, one of the basic metaphysical
concepts is, most of which basic concepts Sikhism commonly shares
with them, though as a rule, after reinterpreting them differently, that
the fact of individuation is an evil perse, and nirvana or mukti is just
another name of its destruction. The stress of whole of the religious
discipline and activity here is at the dissipation of individuality of
which the personality is the flower. Nirvana is the extinction of
personality in Buddhism; and to a Hindu, the birth and growth of
personality is another name for sarhsara, the chain of transmigration,
the supreme evil which every Hindu must fight co destroy. Thus, in the
whole of Hindu thought and attitude, the individuality or personality
has no value intrinsically, it has secondary significance only, in the
social context, as a limb ofother secondary group-formations, such as,
92

"ChiIIianwala was not a victory. When the news of Chillianwala reached
England, the nation was stricken with profound emotion. A long series of
military successes had ill-fitted it to hear with composure of British guns and
British standards taken and of British cavalary flying before the enemy ..."
Adams. Episodes of Anglo-Indian History, pp. 228-29.
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family, marriage-unit and the varl)'l.~rama, the caste-class, for the
benefit of which group-formations an individual must sacrifice himself and may freely be sacrificed. This conceptual reasoning is really
the basis of the concept of Hegelian State, which in recent times has
given birth to totalitarian systems of political thought. It is thisconcept
which also supports the doctrine and the institution of an autocratic
divine Hindu monarch. The Sikh idea on the subject of individuality
is in the main, in consonance with the Hindu notion that the individual
is not a fixed entity living a single, isolated, once-for-all, life on earth,
as the Western thought postulates. An individual is neither wholly
himself by himself nor is he whole by himself. Thus, Sikhism is one
with Hinduism in not accepting such an individual entity as the
mainspring of political and religious traditions, as does the West. But
here the stress is shifted in Sikhism. An individual is not an evil mirage
to be destroyed and disregarded, but the very foundation on which the
whole of human religious activity is to be built, and the full development of which is, in fact, the SlJmmum bonum, the mukti, the
liberation. It is liberation from its limitations and sickness, and it is not
its dissipation or destruction,
The individuality is a chronic disease no doubt, but its principle of
health is also inherent in it 93
is declared in the Guru Granth. God Himself is viewed as Person
in the Sikh thought, as is laid down in the opening formula in the Guru
Granth. The mukti is not by thwarting or dissolution of personal ity but
by its development, by its growth through struggle with evil in the
socio-political context. "Live a life of endeavour and enterprise and
thus produce and earn your living, for, this is the happy way of life. "94
Thus, the concept of the Rights of Man, which has played such a
dynamic part in the modern growth of democratic political thought in
Europe, finds a warm, full-blooded and sympathetic echo in the Sikh
heart, while to the Hindu mind and attitude, it is no more than a vanity
and an illusion.

Var Asa M I, GGS, p. 466.
Ihid., p. 522.
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The second postulate is the equality of man in which the Sikh
democratic republican tradition is securely grounded. The Hindu
concept of karma, the Law of Universal Causation, is accepted by the
Sikhs, as both axiomatic and demonstrable in the deep down recesses
of human heart. "This Law is there in the deepest recesses of human
heart. "95 But to the Hindu social classes and the economic apartheid
of the VarQasramadharma is the visible expression of the Law of
Karma, and, therefore, social classes and inequalities are eternal and
God-ordained. Sikhism repudiates this nexus between the karma and
social inequalities based on iniquitous. Karma expresses itself, according to Sikhism, not in, the so-called, pre-determined individual's
significance and place in human society, but in his gifts and powers
and the consequences, social and personal, to which these gifts and
powers inevitably lead.
Hearken, my soul, to this deep truth,
The human birth is by karma.
And the joys and sorrows that flow from it should be accepted as
sllch. 96
Thus. though men are not equal in ability, they are entitled to equal
judgement and value, and social eqllality. Another consequence of
their interpretation of the Law of Karma is the Hindu evaluation of
women. Although she is treated with great tenderness and reverence
in the Hindu texts, throught the ages, her social position has always
been inferior and subordinate to man in Hindu Society. According to
the best Smritis, she is always a minor at law.
As a girl, she was under the tutelage of her parents, as an adult, of
her husband and as a widow, of her sons. Even under the liberal
rules of Buddhism, a nun, however, advanced in the faith, was
always subordinate to the youngest novice among the brethren.
Early law- books assess a woman's wergild as equivalent to that
of a Sudra, whatever her class. 97
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This inferior social status of the women is also regarded as a visible
expression of the Law of Karma by Hinduism. As, however, the
Greek discovered by experience, as was evidenced in the Islamic
society, equality cannot endure for long if it is confined only to the
male half of the society. Sikhism , as already shown, not only
repudiates this nexus between karma and the social status of women,
but declares her 'as the very essence of social coherence and progress'
and condemns any suggestion of 'relegating her to an inferior status in
any manner', whatsoever. 98 This ideological position of the Sikhs is
another source of vitality and strength for their democratic republican
traditions and polity.
The third postulate of Sikhism, which sharply distinguishes them
from their Hindu brethern, is their attitude to the material universe and
the socio-political activity which is grounded in it Sikhism accepts
the concepts of the sarhsara and maya, but interprets them otherwise.
Sikhism agrees that the universe, as revealed through physical senses,
the sensibilia, and as moulded into perceptual entities and patterns is
not in accord with the fundamental Reality and that the universe so
revealed is appearances as contrasted with the Reality. Besides,
Sikhism, in agreement with Hinduism, repudiates the scientific determinism of Western scientific outlook which postulates that, real is that
which is capable ofinvoking sensori-motorreactions in man. Sikhism,
however, is not world-renouncing like Hinduism and it does not look
upon the material universe as a mere dream and insignificant phantom, a play of the gods in their imagination, of no abiding interest to
a serious-minded person. Sikhism accords to the material universe the
same essence of reality as belongs to the ultimately Real, though not
the same immaculation, and intensity. "All that has been created by
the Real is real. "99 The Reality is not somewhere away and apart from
the material universe but is revealed to man through a change of mode
II
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of his perception. loo The transformation of this mode of perception is
the sole purpose of religious discipline. It follows, therefore, according to Sikhism, that there is no true and genuine religious activity
except in the socio-political context.
The ultimate Reality is present in the human socio-political
activity; endeavour to realise this through an understanding of the
Testament of the Guru. IOI
It is out of this divergence of Sikh thought from the Hindu thought
that the urgency and extroversion of the Sikh character springs, in
sharp contrast to the supreme unconcern and self-absorption of the
Hindu.
This is the basic question : 0, man what have you done, after
taking human birth on eanh?l02
The human life on earth is a rare opportunity; it cannot be repeated
very often. 103
The night is wasted in sleep and the day in eating; this human life
is precious like ajewel but is given away for a mere conchshell. 104
Another attitude of Sikhism, though not basically peculiar to
Sikhism in contradistinction to Hinduism, being more a matter of
stress, is faith in reason, as the only reliable guide in human affairs, and
this stress is a necessary corollary of the Sikh view of Reality and the
ontological status of empirical knowledge. It is a basic ingredient of
the Sikh attitude to life, as laid down by Guru Gobind Singh, that he,
Ibid., p.285.
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a Sikh, "must cultivate fortitude and patience and make reason as his
guide in all matters.':lOS This respect for, and reliance on, reason,
makes the Sikhs peculiarly fit for politico-democratic activities, and
renders them instinctively sympathetic to the modem democratic
tradition.
The Constitution ActofIndia promulgated in 1950, indeed, seems
to have taken silert cognisance of these basic resistances embedded
in the Hindu thought and soul, to the democratic idea and political set
up, and it is beased on the postulates of Sikhism, as contrasted with
those of Hinduism.
'But the really important question is this: Will the Hindu soul,
unless it accepts the teachings of the Sikh Gurus without reservation,
sincerely accept and adapt itself to the basic postulates of the Indian
Constitution?
In what way may this question be answered? By applying the
following three tests, in the main: (1) Do those who come into power
through the electoral democratic device, in their day to day functioning, regard themselves as the instruments of the Will of the people,
concretised in the impersonal legislation and rules, or do they regard
themselves as repositories of power in their own personal rights? (2)
Do the judicial organs of the state, apply and implement the law of the
land as instruments of the spirit and letter of the law itself or, as the
famous phrase says, they are 'corrupt with the hope of promotion and
awestruck by the frown of power?' (3) Do the public and the Press
readily react to and fearlessly protest against despotic and corrupt
attitudes and acts of commission and omission, of the executive and
judicial authorities, ordo they obsequiously accept them as manifestations of the basic nature of the State power, as ordained by gods, and
therefore, outside the day today concern and vigilance of the citizens?
Unambiguous answers to these three questions alone can make it
clear whether Indians are yet ready and fit for the Sikh Raj, or whether
the ancient Hindu soul of autocracy and tyranny is reasserting itself,
surreptitiously, for the Prince of Darkness himself cannot conceive of
10'
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a worse despotism than that camouflaged as democracy and a more
terrible tyranny than that clothed in lawyl6
How does this Sikh Raj fit into the two world-contending political
systems of today, the Totalitarianism and the Democratic liberalism?
For, a polity is nothing unless practical and germane to the live
problems of mankind. Totalitarian systems, we might say, are those,
which repudiate the liberal and rational tradition in favour of an
attitude of mind, the main ingredients of which are (a) distrust of
reason, (b) denial of possibility of universal judgements on morals and
politics, (c) denial of the idea that the individual has any rights, except
those which he enjoys at the pleasure of the group to which he belongs,
and (d) denial that the national state has any duties or obligations
towards other states. These ideas, par excellence, find a concrete
expression in the Communist State, the theoretical aims of which
favour a Universal State, founded on social equality and rigid social
justice achieved through regulation of all human activities in such a
manner as to produce the maximum social good. The opposite picture
to this Communist utopia is furnished by the Democratic liberalism,
which dreams of a World Society in which individual freedom is at its
maximum, and in which the social good comes about through the
release of personal energies. Such a World Society would find its
logical constitutional expression in a Universal Federal State and a
universal Customs Union.
106

For, "What constitutes a State?
Not highraised bau\cmenL'i, or laboured mound,
Thick wall or moaled gale,
Nor, cities fair, with spires and turrets crown'd,
No, men, high minded men,
With powers as far above dull beasts endued
in forest, brake or den,
As bcaSL'i excel cold rocks and brambles rude ...
Men who their dUlies know,
But know their rights, and knowing dare maintain,
Prevent the long aimed bow,
And crush the tyrant, while they rend the chain."
-Alcaeus, The State, (c. 660 B.C.)
as adopted by Sir William James.
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Whether the doctrine of Totalitarianism, which encompasses
Fascism, Nazism, Leninism, Stalinism and Maoism is a logical
development of Marxian thought and Hegelian philosophy is not a
matter which is strictly relevant here, though it is difficult to reconcile
Marx's temperament which was essentially humanistic and which
impli~itly recogI)ised the worth of individual personality, with the
totalitarian reality which uses the goal of Marxian apocalypse for
securing absolute power for individuals or groups of individuals, a
power to be exercised for its own sake. The crucial point is whether
the inner autonomy of the Individual should be destroyed so that the
last s~mblance of human dignity is erased and man is reduced to a
mere cipher, in the name of the amorphous chimera of the classless
society or, it should be given the freest scope to enlarge itself so that
its resistances to, and contradictions with, the social good may
gradually but surely disappear.
From what we have said in the foregoing pages, there should
become recognisable the guidelines by which it can be judged which
pattern ofpolitical organisation, as it develops gradually in its various
stages of evolution, is fit to receive recognition and accord by the Sikh
polity.

CHAPTER XII

THE HINDU CASTE AND SIKHISM
The most obvious characteristics of an ordinary Hindu are :
(l) he worships or, at least, believes in a plurality of gods; (2) he
looks upon the cow as a sacred, and not merely as an economically
useful or indispensable animal; (3) he accepts Brahmanical
supremacy; and (4) Caste system. So complex are the systems of
belief and credo--if indeed, the term 'system' is at all applicable to
the variety of beliefs and credos, which the Hindu mind has
disembogued throughout the countless centuries-that go under the
name of Hinduism, that it has been almost impossible to arrive at a
suitable definition of Hinduism and of a Hindu. A writer records!
that when he asked Chandra Sen, a Bengali poet, as to how he would
define a Hindu, the poet attempted a number of definitions, only to
abandon them as soon as they were attempted, and eventually he
came to the conclusion that a Hindu was one who was born in India
of Indian parents on both sides and who accepted and obeyed the
rules of his caste.
What is this 'caste', which is the accepted desideratum ofall forms
of Hinduism, and with reference to which a Hindu must, in the last
analysis, be differentiated from a non-Hindu, in common estimation?
When Portugese came to India in the 16th century, they found
that the Hindus were divided into many groups, separate from each
other, and they called such groups castas, meaning clans or tribes.
Even since the name has stuck and has become a synonym for the
Hindu social groups. It has not been generally appreciated that there
is a two-fold basis of group-division amongst the Hindus, (1) the
varna, the class, and (2) thejati, the caste proper. The former is Godordained, primaeval and eternal, while the latter is a system ofgroups
I

Anderson, J.D., The People o/India. p. 33.
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within the varna and is characterised by and perpetuated through (a)
endogamy, (b) commensality and (c) craft-exclusiveness. Endogamy
is the rule that the marriage is only legitimate within the social group:
commensality, that food is only to be received from, or eaten in the
presence of members of the same or a higher social Hindu group,
and craft-exclusiveness, that each Hindu must live by the trade or
profession of his own group and must not take up that of another.
Undoubtedly, jati developed later than the varna, but it is
impossible to show conclusively that the former developed out of
the latter. Many factors, racial historical and economic moulded the
stratification ofjati-groups in the course of thousand of years, with
a view to make them subserve a single cultural system, that of Hindu
social order.
The basic principle of the varna doctrine is that the division of
the human society into four-fold classes is innate and it cannot be
annulled. This four-fold division is best reflected in and understood
by the Hindu society, and the rest of the humanity has appreciated it
but imperfectly. Manu admits 2 that the martial and warlike tribes,
hovering on the fringes ofthe Aryan civilisation and the Hindu habitat.
capable ofoccasional incursions of a more or less viQlent nature, into
the sacred land of the Hindus, including the Greeks (Yavanas). the
Scythians (Sakas), the Persians (Pahlavis) belong to the kshatriya
varna, who had been corrupted through neglect of their dharma. the
social and ethical duties of their class. but who could be received
back into the Hindu Society by their adopting the orthodox way of
life after performing appropriate penitential sacrifices and ceremonies.
The basic authority for the varna classification is contained in the.
Rgveda itself, in the 90th hymn of the Xth Book:
When they divided Man, how many did they make him? What
was his mouth?
What his arms? what are called his thighs and feet. l
2

Manavadharmashastra. X, 44.
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And the answers to these questions follow:
The Brahman was his' mouth, the rajanya was made from his
arms. the vaisya became his thighs, the sudra was born from his
feet.~

While the varna is based on innate, predestined qualitative
differentiation, the jati is primarily functional; its principle being
that certain civil and religious rights and duties are implicated
irrevocably in the social group in which one is born. This is implied .
by the term varnasram{idharma, itself. Its implication is that dharma
is not the same for all. though, indeed, there is a common Dharma, a
general norm of ethical conduct, valid for everybody, but there is
also a dharma to each class, each group and each stage of life of an
individual. The dharma of the man of high birth is not that of the
common man. and the dharma of the student is not that of the aged
man. There are no ethical social values of universal validity.
This compartmental social ethics of Hinduism is not the same as
that of the Buddhist relativistic theory. In Aggannasutra, it is pointed
out that Society and ethical rules undergo change from time to time. 5
Buddhism projects a theory of Ethics which is not an absolutistic
one. and it is an approach which would be readily acceptable to a
Lenin or a modern Marxist, while ,Hinduism does not recognise that
dharma can be reduced to the doctine of equal validity for different
conventions in different countries or different social systems.
Hinduism upholds an absolutistic universal code of human conduct,
valid for all times in all countries and under all circumstances.
The Principle of Varnasramadharma which inspires and validates
the social stratification ofjati is laid down by Manu as follows:
He, the Resplendent, for the sake of protecting all the creatures,
assigned separate duties to those born of His mouth, arms, thighs
and feet. Teaching and studying the Vedas making sacrifices and
assistings others in so doing, making gifts and receiving of gifts:
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"What is reckoned immoral at one time, adharma-sammatam, may be reckoned
to be moral dhamma-sammatam, at another time."
Aggannasutra, iii. 89
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these He assigned to the Brahmans. The protection of the people,
sacrificing and studying of Vedas, non-attachment to sensual
pleasures and giving of gifts: these He prescribed for the
kshatriyas. The protection ofthe cattle, giving of gifts, sacrificing
and study ofVedas, trade, banking and agriculture, to the Vaisyas.
The God allotted only one duty to the sudras : to serve without
demur, the members of all the classes mentioned above. 6
It is this Varnasrmadharma which flows from the eternal,
. genetical fourfold division ofthe human Society, and entails separate
and different religious social duties for different classes, and which
sustains the economic and social apartheid explicit in the jalt groups.
When one class assumes the duties and obligations of another, when
one jaN group interlopes into the economic reserve and monopoly of
the other, it is then that the Dharma is said to be polluted, dharmasya
giant bhavalf, which pollution results in the greatest calamity of all,
the Confusion of Castes, varnasankara. It is for this reason that,
Bhagavadgita stresses that "better is one's own avocation, howsoever
defective, than another's well-performed, for in performing that which
is his pre-ordained obligation, one incurs no sin."8 Manusmriti warns
that if this social and economic apartheid is not respected, the dog
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and the crow would devour the sacred materials of the sacrifices, the
.gods would withdraw their favour and the human Society would
disintegrate into ruins."
These are the doctrinal and theoretical bases of the caste system
of the Hindus, though the ideal set forth in the scriptural text has at
no time been wholly reached, and has at no time been without its
critics. That these doctrinal and theoretical bases merely justify the
functional perpetuation ofthe human society on the political and social
levels and are not final measures of moral excellence or spiritual
destiny of the individual has been conceded in the more profound
Hindu thought, throughout, and from the beginning. Bhagavadgita
which contains a subtle and philosophical justification of the varna,
and indirectly, ofthe jati-patterns of social organisation makes it clear
that spiritual emancipation of the individual is contingent not upon
his station in this divinely pre-ordained pattern of social organisation,
but upon his moral refinement and inner psychological attitudes which
he brings to bear upon the performance of the duties and obligations
of his social grade :
Those who worship God through proper performance ofthe duties
and obligations of their pre-ordained social grade,
svakarmanatambhyaricaya, verily, they are emancipated,
siddhimvindati. 9
What is this 'proper performance', which alone is capable of
conferring emancipation upon the individual? Not the accident of his
high birth, not strict observance of rules pertaining to the duties of
his social grade, but the inner spiritual attitude if dedication of his
life-activities to God:
Detach thou completely from thy activities and seek refuge in
Me alone. Verily, I shall cleanse thee of all sin, rescue thee from
all fear and make thee free and pure. IO
,
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If spiritual emancipation is not contingent upon one's status in
the God-ordained social pattern, even so. the moral excellence of an
individual is not to be judged with reference to this status alone.
0, King of Nagas, listen, truthfulness, charity, forgiveness. ethical
conduct, selfcontrol, and mercy, where these are, he a brahmin
is. If these are present in one born in the lowest caste. and not in
one born in the higher caste. the former is not low. and the latter
is not high. The presence of the aforementioned virtues maketh a
brahmin, and their absence, a sudra. "
It is not, therefore, the real essence of the Hindu 'caste system, as
is sometimes supposed, that it reduces ethics to a mechanical science
and makes it theoretically possible for the large mass of individuais
at the base of the pyramid of Hindu Society to abandon all hope of
spiritual solace or progress. That, in theory as well as in practice, it
insists on perpetual social gradation and economic apartheid is not in
doubt. That in practice and theory both, it seeks to confine higher
cultural refinements to the pre-ordained higher classes, which
refinements must be totally denied by divine and draconic politically
enforceable laws, also must be admitted.

It has often been claimed in recent times that many prophets and
savants of India in the past, have repudiated this caste system. It is
the central purpose of this Chapter, briefly, to examine the nature of
such "repudiations" and to explain in this background the real
significance of the Sikh doctrine on the subject.
Buddhism and lainism of the pre-Christian millennium, repudiated
the inerrancy and eternal status of the Veda as Revelation, Sruti. selfevident truths, and they repudiated the superiority of the Brahmins,
both of which heresies place them outside the pale of Hinduism. It is
n
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often asserted that Buddhism, and the same is assumed of Jainism
also, preached against the caste system. This is incorrect and is based
upon a faulty appreciation of the teachings of Gautam, the Buddha,
and Jain practices.
Here is a typical teaching of the Buddha on the subject of caste
system and the relation in which Buddhism stands to it :
These, Sire are the four castes (chaturvarna) the kshatriya, the
brahmin, the vaisya and the shudra. Of these two are laid down
as superiors, the kshatriya and the brahmin, that is, in regard to
the way they are dressed, greeted by standing up and by palms
joined in salutation, and by the way they are treated. There are
these five qualities to be striven after, faith, health, honesty,
energetic living, wisdom. The four castes may be endowed with
the five qualities that are to be striven after, and this would be for
them, for a long time, blessing and a happiness.... In the case of
the four castes, if they are endowed with the five qualities that
are to be striven after, if they would have right striving, I would
say that in such a case, there is not any difference. 12
This does not repudiate the divinely ordained functional bases of
the Hindu social system; rather, it takes the system for granted as
somehow self-evident. All that this teaching lays down is that there
is a common dharma for all Buddhist laymen, a doctrine never denied
by the staunchest Upholder of the caste system, and that the right
striving, samyam, the inner psychological attitude is the essence of
religious life, which is precisely the doctrine laid down in the ancient
Hindu scriptures.
The Dharma (of Buddhism) has its immanent correlative in every
man's svadharma (the duties entailed by the God ordained social
status ofthe individual) by which his natural inclination and proper
functions, attano kamma, are determined; and it is only greed or
ambition that leads to the disparagement of the nativity by which
a man is normally protected. (Suttanipata, 314-15). It is mentioned
because of currency of erroneous opinion that the Buddha
"attacked" the caste system. What he actually did was to
12
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distinguish the Brahmin by mere birth from the true Brahmin by
gnosis, and to point out that religious vocation was open to a man
of any birth. (Anguttarnikaya. III. 214). There is nothing new in
that. Caste is a social institution and the Buddha was mainly
speaking for those whose pre-occupations are no longer social. 13
Buddha's order was open to all classes alike, but this does not
imply that he was adverse to caste ... or denied that men are
divided into categories determined by their deeds in other births. 14
And though Buddha denied that Brahmins were superior by birth
to others, he did not preach against caste.. .'5
'The essence ofcaste is that inequality ofbirth has a divine sanction
and the Hindu social organisation has a religious basis.'16 'This
the Buddha never questioned or repudiated.'] 7
The Lingayats and the Vaisnavas are also sometimes mentioned
as those who repudiated the Hindu caste system.
Lingayats are a puritanical sect of Shaivism, founded by Basava
(Sanskrit, Vrsabha) who by some accounts, was a minister to the
King Bijjala (1156-1 167). This Bijjala had usurped the throne of
Chalukyas of Kalyani in I 156, and is described as a vigorous
persecutor ofthe sect of Basava, also know as Virshaivas. the Heroic
Saivites. Bassava repudiated the caste supremacy of the Brahmins,
as well as the later Hindu sacred literature except two Puranas, the
Skandapurana and the Tamil work of Sekkiler (9th century) called
Periyapurana. They do not, in theory, reject the Vedas, but reject the
central activity of the Vedic religion, the yajna, and in common with
post-Vedic Hinduism accept worship, the puja, as the central activity
ofreligion, and this puja must be of the linga, the emblem ofShiva.
Every member of this sect must carry the linga or lingam emblem
tied around his neck or arm to be parted from the body under no
circumstances. Their esoteric teachings are given in the book,
13

Ananda K., Coomarswamy, The LiVing Thoughts ofGautam, the Buddha, p.
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14.Charles Eliot, Sir, Hinduism and Buddhism, II, pp. 175-76.
15 Ibid.. I, XXII.
16 Anand K., Coomarswamy, lac. cit.
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Prabhulingalila, which enunciates that the deity ought to live in the
believer's soul as it does in the gross lingam and they believe that
Lingayats are beyond the hold of the samsara, the cycle of
transmigrations, for when they die, their souls go straight to the
shil'apuri. the Abode of Shiva, and thus antysesti rituals, or Hindu
rites for the dead, are unnecessary in the caste of Lingayats. They
bury their dead like semites instead of cremating them and their own
priests,jangamas. replace the Brahmins. Bassava had taught that all
his followers, the true believers, including women, were equal and
even widow-remarriage was permissible.
This teaching has nothing new in it as it merely asserts, as does
the Bhagavadgita. and as did Gautam, the Buddha, that castegradation does not affect the domain of belief. It does not repudiate
the social institution of the caste system:
In doctrine the Lingayats remain faithful to their original tenets
and do not worship any god or goddess except Shiva in the form
of lingam, though they show respect to Ganesa, and other deities
as also to the founder of their sect. But in social matters it is
agreed by all observers, that they show a tendency to reintroduce
caste and to minimise the differences separating them from more
orthodox sects... Though converts from all castes are still
accepted, it was found at the last census (1911) that well-to-do
Lingayats were anxious to be entered under the name of Virshaiva
brahmins. kshatriyas. etc. and did not admit that caste distinctions
are obliterated among them. 18
Albiruni, wTiting in A.D. 1030 about north western India mentions
Shiva and Durga only incidentally but devotes separate chapters to
Narayana and Vasudeva in which he gives copious quotations from
Vishnupurana and Bhagavadgita to give an account of from
Vashnavism. It is clear that he considered that by giving an account
of Vaishnavism, he had described the representative form of
Hinduism. Vaishnavism, therefore, is as ancient as Hinduism, which
assumed concrete forms in the Gupta period of Indian chronology
and 4th and 5th centuries of the Christian era.
IS
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The. beliefs of all Vaisnavite sects are based on some form of
qualified monoism, vishistadvaita, or dualism, dvaita. Their practices
consist ofworship ofGod in the form of incamations ofthe archetypal
Visnu. They reject the vedic activity ofyajna, in toto and make bhakti,
the emotional adoration of the deity, as the basis of salvation, loving
condescension or grace being the chief characteristic of their deity.
They accept the authority of the Veda and derive their metaphysical
theories from special interpretations of the Brahmasutras of
Badrayanarishi, Bhagavadgita and Bhagavatapurana are their special
scriptures. Ramanuja (to 17-1137), Ramanand (b. 1299), Vallabhacharya
(1470-1522) and Chaitanya (1485-1535) are the doyens of Vaisnavism,
a clear exposition of which is already given in the Bhagavadgita of the
3rd century B.C.
The so called rejection of caste-system by these Vaishnavites is
no more than a reiteration of the position taken up in Bhagavadgita
with reference to the Hindu social system, and as we have seen
Bhagavadgita is the most uncompromising upholder of the caste
system, Ramanuja in his shribhassya l9 asserts that although all souls
are of the same nature in so far as they are of the same substance as
God, nevetheless, some men are entitled to read Vedas and some are
not. 'All fire', he adds, 'is of the same nature, but fire taken from the'
house of a Brahmin is pure, whereas that taken from a cremation
ground is impure. Even so the soul is defiled by being associated
with a low caste body'.
Ramanand wrote no treatise but various hymns are attributed to
him, one ofwhich is included in the Guru Granth in which he preaches
faith in and adoration of one Formless God as the central activity of
religion, which is the Sikh doctrine and which, no doubt, is the reason
for the inclusion and preservation of this hymn in the Sikh scripture:
Where shall we go to, 0, where
When there is plenty to entertain
and occupy in the house itself.
My mind is confused and my
reason bewildered.
19
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One day, however, I collected my energies,
and I gathered sandal-paste, scented
sprinkle and other sweet smelling things.
And thus I set out to offer worship to my
Lord, the god.
The Guru then advised: 'Look carefully,
the God is within you.'
And so it is. We go in search for Him
in holy waters and Images of stone.
But He, the God, is everywhere alike.
And now, I have carefully probed into
the meanings of scriptures and sacred writings.
And this is what I have understood :
'One needs to go there if He is not here'.
I adore you, 0, my True Guru, for,
You have calmed my troubled mind and set
my doubts at rest.
Ramanandswami now is blessed with nearness to God.
The Word of the Guru destroys the shackles
of countless karma. 20
His famous teaching on the subject of the caste system goes no
father than that, "in the final reckoning the caste has no relevance;
God owns all those who love him,"2t This is preciesely the teachings
of Bhagavadgita. and it does not repudiate the caste system. Kabir,
Pipa and Ravidas, the shoe-maker, whose hymns also find place in
the Guru Granth, belong to the top twelve followers of Ramanand
and the "more devout among his followers belong to an order divided
20
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into four classes of which the highest is reserved only for the
Brahmins. 22 Vallabhacharya and Chaitanya do no more than give their
own definitions of the essence of religious activity through their
doctrines of Pustimarxa and Sankirtan respectively and while they
declare that these forms of religious activity are open to all castes
without distinction, they nowhere repudiate the real caste system,
the essence of which is that it gives religious sanction and theological
validity to inequality of birth.
Before considering the attitude of Sikhism towards it, two recent
attempts made by the Hindus to throw off the yoke of the caste system
must be examined, the Arya Samaj and the teachings of Gandhi
culminating in certain provisions of the Constitution Act of India of

1950.
It was not to be expected that the acute and subtle Hindu mind
would, at any stage, fail to recognise that the promulgation of a new
metaphysics, establishment of a new sect or a socio-religious reform
in Hinduism or amongst Hindus is legitimate and permissible only
through a new interpretation, and not by way of annulment and new
dispensation such as would necessarily result in a hiatus in the
continuity of Hinduism. In the case of living organism, such as
Hinduism is, hiatus is another name of death and no true Hindu would
countenance a heterogenetic reform or a sectarian movement which
is necessarily fatal to the unbroken continuity of its clan-vital. This
elan-vital of Hinduism is grounded in its ancient scriptures. the Vedas.
the Six metaphysical Treatises, the Puranas and the socio-religious
codes, called, Smrtis. When Gautam, the Buddha. repudiated the
eternal and inerrant character of the Veda. it is obvious that he had
the ceremonial and liturgical, the earlier parts of the Veda in mind
and not altogether the speculations on Depth Psychology, Epistemology
and Ontology of the later Vedas, called the [}panisads, of which the
teachings of Buddhism are themselves a derivative. Since his
teachings did not pretend to cover or affect the socio-political sphere
of the Hindu activities he, quite wisely, did not repudiate, whatever
scriptural texts at that time provided socio-ethical nornlative guidance
to his people. He merely claimed to provide a new technique, which
22
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he was careful to assert, was as old as human race itsef, eso dhammam
sanatanam, 23 for the training, purification and exaltation ofthe human
mind, the aim of which was the attainment of gnosis, nirvana, as he
called it. This is the sum total of his heterodoxy. Jainism belongs to
the same category as Buddhism in this respect. It repudiated the
Vedas in their entirety, but the religious technique which Jainism
advocated was grounded in the most ancient of the Six metaphysical
Treatises, the Sankhya. With regard to the socio-politicallife of the
Hindus, it was as scrupulously non-interfering as Buddhism. The Jains
are likewise careful to assert that their doctrine is no new innovation
and is infact as ancient as the mountains. Their heterodoxy, therefore,
too has well-defined limits set to itself and any repudiation of the
caste system has never been well within their province. The three
great acharyas, Sankara, Ramanuja and Madhava, scrupulously base
their theologies and metaphysical systems on their interpretations
and exigeses ofa particular addendum to the Veda, the Brahmasutras.
The sects which they have founded and the social implications of
their practices, seek their validity from the Veda itself, and exhypothesis, therefore. they could not repudiate the caste system, which
throughout the ages has been deemed as sanctioned by the Veda. The
best that these acharyas and the movements that stemmed off their
teachings, did or could do was some relaxation of caste rules here
and there. Repudiation of the caste system as such was clearly
unthinkable for them, even if they had any such desire, and they well
knew that any such repudiation would be wholly out of order, within
the context of Hinduism.
In short, all the so-called, attempts at repudiation or relaxation of
the rigours of the caste system scrupulously confine themselves to
spiritual spheres of man, carefully leaving the socio-economic spheres
alone, This position is well recognised by all intelligent and wellinformed Hindus, and the subtle, secretive Tantric texts sum it up
unambiguously:
During the inner esoteric tantric ceremonies all castes are equally
high caste.
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But in the everday social world, every caste has its different and
proper place. z4
Swami Dayanand, who founded the Arya Samaj movement in
1875, which the Census Report of 1911 calls, "the greatest religious
movement in India of the past half century", was well aware of the
true nature ofthe basic prescriptions of Hinduism and its doctrines in
relation to the caste system, and therefore, instead of, pretending to
support orthodox Hinduism as the Hindu heresiarchs had done in the
past. He directly aimed at religious and social reforms. He had,
however, clearly perceived that the very idea of social reformation
implied apostacy in the context ofthe Hindu scheme of things and he
thus asserted that what he taught and preached-most of which was
clear innovation and demonstrable heresy was the doctrine of the
Vedas, the meanings ofwhich texts had been obscured to the imperfect
understanding ofmortals in this most imperfect epoch, the Kali Age,
awaiting unravelling at the hands of some master-mind, such as, no
doubt, he himselfwas, Long before Ludwig Wittgenstein (1889-1951)
wrote out his Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus (1922) and long before
he promulgated and popularised the slogan at Cambridge (1930-33),
that "the meaning is the use", Swami Dayanand sensed and tacitly
accepted it, ignoring as only a funambulist master-mind would, its
utter incompatibility with the basic implication of the doctrine of
inerrancy and eternity of the Veda, the cornerstone of HinduisITtand
the anchorsheet of the Swami's teachings, that the meanings are selfsubsisting entities which exist over and above the words that express
them and the people who utter them. He therefore, asserted that thePurusasukta text in the Rgveda, when correctly interpreted, does not
support a caste hierarchy by birth, but decrees a caste-hierarchy by
"innate character, conduct and pre-disposition", guna, karma, svabhava25
by which he meant something similar to the modem concepts of IQ,
managerial character-roll, and psycho-analytical probe. The Hindu
doctrine ofthe caste hierarchy as such he did not repudiate, but gave
..
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it a new genesis and base. If bilth was not to be the regulator of this
Hindu caste hierarchy-or organisation of the Aryan Society-as
the great Swami himself would prefer to call it, then how was this
eminently desirable social organisation to be set up and maintained?
A careful study of his magmum opus, Satyarthaprakasa, the latter
half of which from the Eleventh Chapter onwards, it would appear
unfair to attribute to the personal authorship of a man of his high
moral rectitude, good taste and personal integrity, leaves no doubt in
mind that Dayanand contemplated a fully sovereign Aryan State
whose primary dutyit should be, through political coercion, to enforce
the Hindu social organisation of caste hierarchy and to maintain it
through state-controlled managerial agency, such as Plato had in mind
in outlining the schemata of his Republic, or, in modem times, such
as H.G. Wells had in mind while recommending a fourfold
classification of human society into the Poitic, the Kinetic, the Dull
and the Base, in his Modern Utopia. But although, till such time as
this becomes possible the Arya Samaj heresy against the caste system
remains essentially amorphous, the validation of a Police state,
destructive of the bases of liberal democracy is seen as implicit in it:
Arya Samaj's original programme was a revival of the ancient
Vedic religion but it has since been perceptibly modified and
tends towards conciliating contemporary orthodoxy, for it now
prohibits the slaughter of cattle, accords a partial recognition to
caste, affirms its belief in Karma, and apparently approves a form
of the Yoga philosophy, Though it is not yet accepted as a form
of orthodox. Hinduism, it seems probable that concessions on
both sides will produce this result before long. 26
The formal inspiration behind the secular Republic of India and
its Constitution is Mahatma Gandhi who is regarded by many
Europeans, as by his own countrymen, as the truest representative of
Hindu orthodoxy and tradition. This is far from true. He was neither
well-versed in the ancient Hindu texts nor was he well-read in the
modern literary output of the world. He professed faith in the
fundamentals of the hoary Hindu religion and culture, but he was his
own judge as to what these fundamentals were. His ahimsa, which
26
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he quite arbitrarily equated with Pacifism, though ostensibly derived
from the ancient Jain teachings, to which persuasion his parents and
forefathers belonged, was, infact, an illdisguised adoptation ofBiblical
Sermon on the Mount and the exegesis of it by Tolstoy. His anticaste activities and preachings were unorthodox in the extreme from
the viewpoint ofHindu scriptural doctrine and were obviously inspired
by the ideas of the 19th century liberalism of the West. It was his
burning sincerity and high flowing energy butteressed by the
conditioning potency of modern Press and platform, that kept
concealed these real roots of his life and teachings from the common
mass of the Hindus who followed and trusted him with touching
naivette and a childlike faith, though his westernised and westerneducated lieutenants into whose hands fell the opportunity and the
vast power that there is of controlling the government apparatus of
this subcontinent of India, that is, Bharat, knew all the time of the
real character of Gandhi's innovations and were in wholehearted
sympathy with them, for, they were themselves rootless, westernised
floatsam Hindus and not Hindus by faith. When Mahatma Gandhi,
in about 1937, cut asunder and discarded his sacred thread and
shingled offthe uncut tuft ofhair over his head, the two distinguishing
marks of a high class Hindu, a dvija, it was his open revolt from the
eternal and religious bases of the Hindu fourfold social order and
metaphysical insights into the Reality in which it is rooted. When he
persuaded his followers to clean their own floors and latrines, his
aim was to cut at the very roots of the jati classification of socioeconomic compartmentation of the Hindus. Unlike the reformers of
the past, however, he was careful not to claim the validity of his
practices from scriptural texts on which he knew he had turned his
back.
The Constitution Act of India of 1950, quite wisely, follows up
this policy of Mahatma Gandhi in not seeking to derive the validity
of its political authority and powers to give new orientations to the
bases of Hindu social order, from Hindu scriptural texts, which are
the real sources of authority of a State fit to rule over the Hindus, for
Hinduism includes the religious bases ofthe Hindu social Order and
therefore, the Act claims to be secular. Otherwise, Article 15 of the
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Act which disables the state apparatus from lending support, directly
or indirectly to the classification of varna as well as jati, both27 and
Article 17 which declares untouchability illegal, could not become
the law of the land. 28 Similarly, by Article 44, those who govern the
country have assumed powers to transform the bases and foundations
of the Hindu society through promulgation ofa uniform Civil Code,29
and these bases have been changed in consequence of the enactment
of the Hindu Code by the Parliament in 1956, which carefully leaves
Muslim Indian citizens alone but squarely strikes at the roots of the
Sikh peasant society of agrarian base that rests on ancient, well-tried
traditions.
That the impulses which expressed themselves in the activities
ofMahatma Gandhi and which now inspire the secular laws of social
reform of the Indian Parliament, seek to change the structure of the
Hindu society in an equalitarian direction is not in doubt, but-equally
it is not in doubt that these laws and the social changes to which they
tend to give birth, are invalid qua Hindu doctrine, and, therefore,
constitute gross heresies. They are worse than heresies for they
proceed on the wrong assumption that the age-old Hindu social
institutes are secular laws repealable by a sovereign Lok Sabha, while
in fact they are meta-legal in character to which all secular laws must
27
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Article 15 of the Constitution ofIndia lays down that,
(I) The state shall not discriminate against any citizen on grounds only of
religion, race, caste, sex, place of birth or any of them.
(2) No citizen shall on grounds only of religion, race, caste, sex, place of
birth or any of them, be subject to any disability, liability, restriction or
condition with regard to,
(a) access to shops, public restaurants, hotels and place of public
entertainment, or
(b) the use ofwells, tanks, bathing ghats, roads and place ofpublic resort
maintained wholly or partly out of state funds or dedicated to the use of
the general public.
Article 17 of the Act reads as follows, 'Untouchability' is abolished and its
practice in any form is forbidden. The enforcement of any disability arising
out of ,untouchability' shall be an offence punishable in accordance with law.
Article 44 of the Act says;
"The state shall end.eavour to secure for the citizens a uniform Civil Code
throughout the territory of India."
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confonn if they are not to become repugnant and tyrannous. The
Hindu doctrine does not contemplate alterations in the Hindu social
structure through secular jaws; on the contrary, it enjoins upon the
State to employ all its powers to maintain in-tact the divinely ordained
Hindu social hierarchy.
The sources of valid law dharma, are (l) the whole ofthe Veda,
(2) the religious codes oflaw, the Smrti, (3) those who thoroughly
understand these two, and follow their precepts in their daily
conduct, and also (4) the conscience of such as have acquired
inner realisation of the truths of Hinduism, sadhunamatma
stustireva cha. 30
The writer of these lines in not aware that the members of the
Indian Parliament, or of the earlier constituent Assembly have, at
any stage, claimed themselves to be the repository of all or any of
these sources oflaw of Hinduism. Within the framework of Hinduism
itself, as we have remarked elsewhere, the function ofthe State is not
so much to regulate inter-social relationship of its citizens; its primary
and basic function is to uphold and enforce the rules of the eternal
Hindu social structure.
A king has been created to uphold the classes and stages of life,
varnanama shramana, who all according to their pre-ordained
station, do their various duties. 31
Hinduism does not conceive the functions ofthe State in tenns of
legislation; it conceives of them in tenns of protection, raksha
protection from foreign invasion also, but primarily the protection of
the Caste system and its socio-economic implications. A state which
fails in this basic and primary duty, is, as the Mahabharata declares,
'no state at all and it should be destroyed like a mad dog'. 32 In ancient
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times, as Mahabharata and various other Hindu texts recount, one
king Vena had encouraged intercaste marriages and miscegenation,
through some Hindu Code of his own secular authority and thus he
created the great upheaval of 'Confusion of Castes', shankaravarna.
The rishis, after remonstrating with him, felt obliged to murder him
with their bare hands, "with blades of grass," as the account says, as
a warning to the secular enthusiasm of a future Hindu State.
It must, therefore, be clearly understood that the emergence of an
equalitarian social order is possible only from the ashes of the Hindu
hierarchy of class and caste; it cannot be brought about by way of
reform, no matter how ingeniously conceived or supported with what
popular fervour. Modern political democracy is inimical to the basic
postuiates of this Hindu hierarchy, and institutions of liberal
democracy in terms of Hinduism, thus, are inconceivable, for, one
involves the tacit rejection of the other, and where the two seem or
are made to appear to exist together, through some kind of panchasila,
its foundation is necessarily hypocrisy or make believe, double-think..

We may now consider whether Sikhism offers any escape from
this cul-dp.-sac,
We have made it clear already that the ultimate value of Sikhism'
is the same as that of the higher Hindu teachings enshrined in the
latter addenda to the Vedas, the Upanishads, which is the realisation
of Truth, a supra-knowledge state which is advandva, beyond the
pair-of-opposites, or in the language of the Dialectics, a synthesis
which is ultimate and absolute, incapable of generating any further
antithesis. This ultimate Value, therefore, is at once the matrix and
the measure of all other human values of Ethics, Ontology and
Aesthetics. 'All laws, all rules of conduct which tend to retard the
progress of individual and the Society towards this summum bonum
are forbidden, those which are helpful to this progress, are legitimate',33
"The Vedas re'/eal a knowledge of the temporalia and the relative
and, therefore, they imprecate mental fever and vain activity upon
33
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mankind. "34 "The Vedas, their metaphysical theses, shastras, and the
Codes of Law, the smrits, none of them are eternal, and thus,
inerrant. "35 "The Codes of Laws, the smrits, which claim the status
of true exegesis of the Vedas, are just chains that bind and purify
human society."3(i "The rules of conduct which the smrtis lay down
and the philosophical bases which the sastras seek to provide for
them, are not correlated to the ultimate Value. "37 "The social and the
class duties which the Vedas decree and the other treatises expound,
are just so much silly rot in so far as they are not calculates to do
away with hypocrisy in conduct and ignorance ofmind"38, and thus,
they are not grounded in the ultimate Value.
Sikhism, thus, ma.<es it clear that the Vedas, .and the smrtis which
are the ultimate and irrepealable sources of law for the Hindus and
the Hindu Society, are not so for the Sikh Society, the human World
Society, which is the aim and dream of Sikhism.
It is thus that Sikhism breaks the centuries-old ice which has
strangulated and stratified the progress of Hindu Society, and
repudiates the Semitic concept of divinely codified laws, "no more
than febrile human imagination,"39 which had similarly congealed
the true affluence of the soul of the ancient Semitic civilisations and
has that of the Islamic Society. The path for the man-made laws,
inspired by faith in and progress towards God as a powerful lever for
34 ~ ~ "S'it ~ ~II f'aftf))ff ~ f'aftf))ff ~II
Malar, M 3, Ibid., p. 1262.
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achievement of social justice and all-round human progress, has thus
been truly made clear of obstructions and pitfalls.
Once this was done, Sikhism found itself free to attack directly
the class-ridden caste hierarchy of the Hindus.
"The teachings of the Gurus, the Sikhism, verily destroy the
superstitions relating to varna, jari and other caste classifications."40
"All the four varnas must follow a common ethical code of
conduct."41 "All human beings have equal social right and none must
be discriminated against. "42 "True conscience of mankind giveth the
verdict: birth and caste do not signify."43 "Recognise the spiritual
dignity of the individual as such and do not look for his caste, for in
the basic reckoning caste distinctions do not count. "44 In a word,
Sikhism unreservedly repudiates the religious sanction or theological
validity of birth distinctions, refuses to admit that there are any
divinely ordained classes amongst mankind, denies that social
gradation determines social ethics and civic obligations ofindividuals
and unambiguously declares that, "class and caste distinctions are
just so much nonesense";4S all men are born equal for, men were not
created from different parts of the Primaeval man, but "all originate
from the same Source, the Light of God, and therefore there are no
high or low by birth,"46 The Sikh Gurus again and again revert to this
topic, no doubt realising its extreme importance to the social and
spiritual revolution which they preached, and declare that "the doctrine
40
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institutes of class gradation and untouchability, varnavarna are
. ungodly and against the Will of God, for He giveth no arbitrary and
advantage to one over another."47

It is this doctrine, the Sikh doctrine, that truly repudiates the bases
as well as the institutes of the Hindu caste system and lays down
secure foundations on which the traditions of a liberal democracy
may be reared and the superstructure of an equalitarian society may
be raised, in which social justice is secured by secular laws, the
justness of which is guaranteed by the refined and awakened
conscience of the community. It is this doctrine alone which can
·impart vitality to political life and civic consciousness in India, by
lending significance to such concepts as 'nationality', and 'citizenship',
which significance, as it is, belongs in India to social divisions of
caste that have no uniform character, being sometimes religious,
sometimes tribal and sometimes occupational. Indeed, the present
leaders of India appear to be, by no means altogether ignorant, of the
basic conflicts that beset a modern democratic political structure raised
on the traditional and age-old doctrines of Hinduism, but either
through wilfulness or ignorance, they seem to have failed to recognise
the dangers that are implicit in a practice at loggerheads with theory.
Or, perhaps, they hope that as time passes, the theory will,
imperceptibly but surely, adjust itself with practice and they may
feel encouraged by the false analogy of the historical transition of
Brahmanism of the Pre-Christian centuries into the Hinduism of the
early centuries of the Christian era, which Hinduism, for the first
time appears on the stage, in its full fledged final shape, during the
Gupta period of Indian history. The analogy is dangerously false,
for, we know of no stage of this transition when the practice was not
supported by scriptural doctrine, and we, therefore, cannot legitimately
hope that in current times and in the future, it is the doctrine which
will change to accommodate the social changes being brought about
by the secular law, and that these secular laws will not once again

Sri Rag, M I, Ibid., p. 53.
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meet with the fates ofking Vena at the hands ofthe age-old doctrines
of the rishis. In this connection, the melancholy but pregnant
expression, dhumakalikam employed in the Pali text,48 expressive of
the fears ofBuddhist monks at the death of Gautam, the Buddha, that
the Master's Discipline might last no longer than the smoke of his
funeral pyre, inevitably springs to mind to depress all, who like this
writer are in sympathy with much of what the present rulers ofIndia
dream of and aim at. Or, may be, and this seems more probable, for
our present leaders are steeped in the history ofthe West and Western
influence, they believe that just as modem Europe, ofwhich the U.S.A.
institutions are but a reflex, has freed itself from Christian Church
authority and its obscurantism during the past three or four centuries,
without destroying the fundamentals of Christianity, and has at the
same time, established the right of the secular authority to regulate
social inter-relationship and growth, the same pattern may be followed
by India, with confidence and safety.This seems to be a tempting
line of thought till two points are understood clearly. One, that the
transition from the Church Christianity to the modem secular
Christianity has involved compromises, the true nature of which is
not appaarent, but which are demonstrably tantamount to repudiation
of certain quite fundamental doctrines of Christianity, of Biblical
authority. Some ofthese fundamentals are involved in the supression
of Christ's turning his cheek to the smiter, Paul's belief in the
approaching end ofthe World, and also adoption ofnew social ideals,
unwarranted by the New Testament, such as emancipation ofwomen,
sanction of matrimonial divorce and abolition of slavery. This
transition was effected, not by the rule of the secular thumb, as some
of our present leaders would, perhaps, like to think, but under the
authority of a religious fiction which was given the name of the
"Christian Conscience", but which, in fact, is simply the Will of the
citizens of.a state as expressed and enforced through the democratic
process. This "Christian Conscience" usurped the throne ofthe Church
ofChrist at Rome as a consequence ofLutheran revolt ofProtestantism
in the 16th century, while it took two hundred years for the Christiandom, two centuries of blood baths and spiritual agony, to accord a
semblance of legitimacy to this "Christian Conscience," so that the
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secular authority may employ it as its instrument of social reform. In
India no analogous source oflaw ofdivine authority has been evolved
to legitimatise the secular law, which now is made to reign as naked
secular Will over domains which do not dejure belong to it. The west
European example, therefore, is dangerously misleading, if this is
the beacon light that has lured our present leaders onwards. Secondly,
the West European experiment of altering the bases of Christianity
is, as yet, much too young to afford a safe guidance to India. Already,
symptoms of agony, consequent upon spiritual impoverishment, are
more than visible in the West European soul and this process of social
disintegration is causing serious concern to thinking minds, who are
not sure whether the way to recovery of social and individual spiritual
health does not lie in retracing the steps backwards to the original
bases of their Society. That which has given the Hindu Society a
stable social equilibrium, which could withstand successive shocks
of foreign invasions and domination over thousands of years, cannot
be, and cannot be replaced by, the everchanging secular will of a few
individuals who control and regulate those who assemble at Delhi
through quinquennial adult franchise device, without exposing the
whole Indian humanity to perils, in the long run.
The more this whole matter is considered carefully and
dispassionately, the clearer it becomes that the Hindu race, at the
present historic moment, a moment of its greatest achievement of
newly-won political independence and of its greatest spiritual crisis
born out of maladjustment between its ancient traditions, age-old
religious doctrines and the requirements of modem political life, finds
itselfon the horns ofa dilemma: to be or not to be, that is the question.
Whether to remain true to its traditional roots and pervert its political
life in defiance of the spirit of the times, which is demonstrably
ruinous, or whether to renounce the fundamentals with a view to
achieve political vigour and social health in the context of modem
times, which is clearly suicidal. The desire of some of the present
leaders ofthe country to have a bit of both the worlds, as is epitomised
in the Constitution Act of India, is a chimera and a mirage, equipollently
disastrous, If the essentials and the fundamental spirit of Hinduism
must be saved, without running the risk of losing political vitality
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and civic health, Sikhism is the only conceivable solution of the
dilemma. Whether breadth of vision and courage of action, or
narrowmindedness and aleatory obstinacy are to characterise those
who would lead and guide the country, only the future can tell.
A true and wise ruler must honour and preserve that which is
fundamental to the Society, for this alone can confer enduring
social stability and human happiness, the insurance of which is
the sole title of a ruler to his exalted position. 49
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CHAPTER XIII

ARDAS OR THE SIKH CONGREGATIONAL PRAYER
Ardas is a Sanskrit word, from the root, 'ard' to ask, to beg, to
pray and 'as' means, wish, hope, desire. To ask for what you desire is
ardas, that is prayer, though some Sikh scholars are inclined to the
view that ardas is just a Punjabi fonn of the Persian expression,
'arzdasht, a petition, presented to a state authority by a citizen. Prayer
to God is a basic religious activity in Sikh religion. "He, who has the
power to confer fearlessness and solace, before Him, pray,"· "God
is omniscient, He is omnipotent. He can right that which hath gone
wrong; Nanak, therefore, advises, in humility stand up and pray before
Him alone and none other,"2 "In all difficulties pray to God for, verily,
God helpeth man out of his troubles. "3 "He who is the Overlord of
the Universe; He, who is the King of kings; He who governs all the
worlds; He who is Omnipotent and Almighty, before that true Light
pray that He may end your sufferings. "4
The institution of congregational prayer or even prayer proper is
almost wholly alien to Hinduism and Hindu religious tradition. The
1 ~ ~ ~ fotr))lT(jt afu" ~II
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basic activity and rite of the Vedic religion or Brahmanism is yajna
or sacrifice, the essence of which is persuasion of a deity to do what
the sacrifice desires. It is the right technique, the knowhow, which is
of the essence of a yajna, and not the mental attitude which is the
essence of prayer. The basic activity to Hinduism is puja or worship
which is generally that ofa sanctified icon, the archa in which divine
life has been inspired through specified rituals. Puja is not an act of
prayer; it is an act of homage, including that of entertainment. A
devotee may ask for a boon at the feet of the idol, prarthana, but the
fulfilment of this wish is clearly contingent upon the efficacy of his
worship. The god's feet are washed and he is offered betelnuts, as
would be done in the case of an honoured guest. The icon is
ceremoniously awakened from his bed in the morning with music
and it is offered flower garlands, incense and food, of which it eats
the subtle part, leaving the gross food, sit prasada, for the worshipper.
In larger temples, the icon-god is taken to bed at night to join his
wives or shaktis, and he is entertained by dancers, the devadasis,
during the day. In the comparatively modern Vedic culture of
Tantrism, the aniconical formalised deity is simply compelled, through
appropriate rites, to perform what the agent desires. In all this, the
basic elements of prayer are essentially lacking, for, while the
compulsive coercive technology of tantra is magic and not religion,
proper to which domain the prayer belong, the petitionary prarthana
is beseeching on the human level and not tapping the primal Eternal
Energy behind the created show, the samsara, which is the essence
ofprayer, and for this reason, ardas cannot be confused with 'arzdasht
does not technically mean a humble petition presented to a State
authority cringing for favours. In the administrative parlance of the
Sultanate of Medieval India:
every soldier of the empire was expected to come to Delhi for
review or 'arz', when after examination by the Amir-i-Arz
(Minister of War) he would get his salary and the cost of his
horse and equipment,5
I
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The basic activity of Buddhism is meditation and that of lainism
tapas, austerities, both of which are essentially non-theistic, solitary
and individualistic practices and Buddhism and lainism being
essentially a -social religions, the question ofa congregational practice
of religion does not arise in their case. Indeed, in Buddhist chaityas.
Jain monastries and larger Hindu temples, the devotees do congregate
to listen to religious discourses and exposition of religious texts, but
this is 110t a religious activity as such; it is only a subsidiary activity
to the practice of religion.
Thus, congregational practice as a basic activity of religion, is
likewise foreign to early Hinduism, though it developed in some
medieval sects, such as those of Chaitanya and Vallabhacarya.
Ordinarily, a Hindu worshipper goes to the temple alone or with
friends and family, makes his offerings and departs. Sometimes he
may linger there to watch the act of worship by regular officiants in
a well-endowed temple, but he and others fonn an audience and not
a congregation.
The basic activity of Sikhism is simran, communion with God
through the yogic discipline of Name; its obligated and mandatory
context is seva, loving service of fellow beings and prayer is the
prescribed vitality of this activity. Prayer supports simran which
evolves and matures in social context. Congregational prayer is, thus,
an essentially Sikh institution in India.
The Sikh congregational prayer is a product of communal
composition, which has developed through various stages ofthe Sikh
history quite upto present times, by common consensus of the Sikh
community. The opening part ofthis prayer, relating to the invocation
of the nine predecessor Gurus, is an excerpt from a Punjabi
composition of Guru Gobind Singh. It is called, Var Sri Bhagauti Ji
Ki, which is an abbreviated metrical version ofa chapter of Markande
yapurana called "Durgasaptasati," seven hundred verses of which
have been condensed into 55 stanzas. The story of the text describes
a titanic struggle during the hoary age of mythology, between the
forces of Evil and Good, in which divine aid weighs the scales in
favour ofthe Good. The opening stanza ofthis translated composition
is the original composition of Guru Gobind Singh, as the traditional
mangalacharana, Invocation, and is not a part ofthe adopted version.
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At the time of the prayer, the whole of the congregation must
stand up in humility, with palms joined in the oriental fashion, facing
the throne of the Guru Granth, which is usually there, but when it is
not there, the whole congregation must face anyone direction ofthe
compass. Any suitable member of the congregation, irrespective of
sex or social station, for, there is no ordained priestly class amongst
the Sikhs, may lead the prayer. The leader then recites the prayer,
pronouncing it audibly and in measured tones and the rest of the
congregation formally associate themselves with the prayer by
repeating in unison. 'Glory be to God' (Waheguru), at prescribed
intervals.
This is a translation of the Sikh congregational prayer. 6
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I, Formless-form, To God, the abiding Victory.
Var Sri Bhaguati composition of the 10th King.
To begin with, we·invoke the Divine Spirit of God and we
remember Guru Nanak (This Spirit) which then inspired Guru Angad,
Amar Das, and Ram Das.
We call upon the Gurus, Arjun, Hargobind, and Hari Rai. Let us
invoke the blessed Harikrsan whose vision heals all pains.
Let us call upon Guru Teg Bahadur so that the kingdom of
Heaven,7 may come to earth.
May, (the God and the Gurus) help us everywhere. Tenth King,
Guru Gobind Singh, may he help us everywhere.
The Spirit of all the Ten Kings enshrined in the "visible Body and
the Word of the Guru Granth, concentrate on that and say, Sires,
'Glory be to God. 118
'The congregation: 'Glory be to God,'
Five beloved Ones, Four Princes,9 Forty Redeemed Ones,Io those
who have kept constant rememberance of God, those who renounced
the sense-pleasures, those who have constantly lived in the Divine
Presence, those who have loved their neighbours by sharing their
possessions with them, those who have turned a blind eye to the faults
and failings of others, those who have assuaged the hunger and want
ofthe hungry and the needy, those who have persevered in their fight
in the cause of Justice, concentrate your minds on the struggles and
achievements ofthose, 0, revered members ofthe Order ofthe Khalsa,
and say, 'Glory be to God.'
7

I
9

10

Literally, "the Nine Treasures of life" which signify worldly abundance and
material plenty. These are the traditional Nine Treasures of Hindu concept:
(l)padma, gold and silver, (2) Mahapadma. precious jewels, (3)makar,
recognition and honour by the State, rachap. trade in silk, brocade and textiles,
(5) mukand, objects offme arts, (6) rund, gold ornaments and utensils, (7) nil.
trade in pearls etc, (8) sankha. delicious meals, and (9) varach. wealth in
biltions through wizardry in finance.
Literally, "say sires, sri Waheguru."
The four sons of Guru Gobind Singh who all gave their lives for the cause of
Religion.
Forty Sikhs who after a momentary wavering offaith, sacrificed their lives in
the cause of Religion in A.D. 1704 at the battlefield of Muktsar, now in the
Indian Punjab and were redeemed by the Guru in the battle-field.
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The congregation: 'Glory be to God',
The Singhs of both the sexes who courted martyrdom in the cause
of Religion and underwent unspeakable sufferings of being
dismembered alive. scalped alive, broken on the wheels, sawed alive
and boiled alive and those who made sacrifices in the service of the
centres of the Sikh religion, the Gurdwaras, but never wavered in
their faith and remained steadfast in the cause uf Sikhism to the last
hair of their body and to their last breath, 0, revered members of the
Khalsa Order. concentrate your minds on the glorious deeds of those.
and utter, 'Glory be to God'.
The congregation: 'Glory be to God'.
Think ofthe Four [Five] High Seats ofSikh Authority, the Thrones
of Religion,11 and all the centres from where the good Religion is
preached, and say, 'Glory be to God'.
II

There are and legitimately remain only four High Seats of Sikh Authority, the
takhts and a recent innovation of a fifth takht set up by ignorant heresiarchs
and new controllers of the official Board of Management ofthe Sikh Historical
Shrines (SGPe) is altogether repugnant to and unwarranted by the true Sikh
doctrine or the metaphysica I postulates and mythological traditions of our
ancestors, the Hindus.
Takht is a Persian word signifying 'the Imperial throne,' a concept of total
and all-pervasive focus of worldly temporal power such as was supposed to
inhere in the shahinshah, the emperor, of the Achaemenian throne. Exhypothesi, there cannot be more than one takht in the empire and indeed, in
the entire world, for, a true and logically whole empire must tend to acquire a
total ecumenical sway and the doctrine of co-existence of more than one
takht, which is a true takht, is a self-stultification. But since the Sikh doctrine
of Double Sovereignty, miri piri, envisages a sway over the minds and souls
of mankind, the entire world and does not contemplate a coercive bondage of
the bodies of men as the imperial throne does, it validates and promulgates a
plurality of lakht, coexistent, coeval and complementary.
The concept ofthese takhts. thrones of Double Sovereignty, originates from
a Hindu tradition of religious dominion which is grounded in metaphysical
postulates of ancient acceptance.
Dominion of religion in the world of phenomena is bound up with the
concept of 'space' and the Hindu 'space' is a flat four-directional extension,
innocent of Einsteinian curvature of depth impregnated into it by the
progression of 'Time'. This Hindu 'pure space' is conceptual sankalpabhu.
(To continue)
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(Continued)
independent of the progression of 'Time' as both are viewed as distinct
categories of mind imposed upon the sensibilia, a metaphysical insight
formulated at least two thousand years earlier than Immanual Kant, "Verily
the Space arise out ofthe Mind" is an Upanishadic formulation: etasmad atama
akas smmbhutah., says the Taittreyopanisl¥zd (II, I). This 'space' is fourdirectional, east, west, north, south. It is this 'space' in which is encompassed
the entire phenomenal world samsara, the reality that is appearances and the
religion as it impinges upon the minds of men while it is permanently there in
the souls of all men-flourishes in relation to this 'space'. The spread and sway
of religion in this world, therefore, must be comprehended and as fourdirectional.
Again, numbers' occupy a prominent place in Hindu occultism and the
concept of 'numbers' permeates a great deal many branches of Hindu
speculation. Infinities are of particular fascination, circumscribed in cyclic
concepts ofTime and cosmic Ages ofthe universe. The branch of knowledge,
Numerology, ganati is conceived as a branch of Ontology, and the numeral
'1', as the first signature and word in the Sikh scripture is grounded in this
modality of Hindu metaphysical thought.
According to this Hindu Numerology, while the symbol 'zero', (shunya)
being the absence of ali, comprises all things, the number, 'one' is the number
of Divinity, of the fundamental symbol, iingam, of the Sun, signifying
brightness, light, unity, wisdom. Number 'four' in this system of thought is
the perfect number, as it represents all the four directions of the space
Satapathabrahmana tells us that, 'as the cow requires four feet, so the
yajna,sacrific must have four Vedas and four officiants'. Commenting on the
description of the 'mind-stuff in the Upanishads as Chaturpada, Sankara,
explains, "like the four feet ofa cow."
These concepts about the nature of the 'space' and numerological
significations are then linked-up with the spread and sway of religion in the
world in the Hindu tradition and history, and that explains why whenever a
Hindu sect or denomination of religion has laid claim to ecumenical status, it
has set up or recognised four chief or primary places of its reverentialfocii. In
the Guru Granth it is to this mode ofunderstanding ofthe matter that a reference
exists to the omnipotent comnipresence of God: chatur disa kino balu apna
GGS, p. 681 and it is according to this mode of thought that in the ancient
Vedic tradition four rajatirathas, royal centres of holiness, were recognised,
such as Puskararaj, Prayagaraj, Kasiraj to each of which one of the cardinal
directions, E. W.N. or S. was assigned. Likewise, in Brahmanism, chaturdham,
four residences ofthe gods, Jaganath (E), Dwarikavati (W), Badrinath(N) and
. Ramesvaram (S) are recognised. Sankaracharya established chaturmatha, four
abbeys, to represent his true interpretation of the Vedas, Vedanta, such as
Jaganmatha (E) Dwarikamatha (W) Badrimatha (N) and Sringerimatha (S)
(To continue)
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(Continued)
Of Vaisnavite Hinduism, there are recognised chaturpuri, the four holy
towns beloved of the God, Jagannath Puri, Dwarikapuri and so on. Gautam,
the Buddha, before his mahaparinirvana. the great demise, specified four
places;that of his birth, his enlightenment, his first sermon and his demise as
the places worthy of homage for the Buddhists, Lumbanivan, Gaya, Sarnath
and Kushinar, representing four directions of the Hindu 'space', and hence
signifying ecumenical claim.
It was to this ancestory of religious ecumenical claim that Guru Har Gobind,
the founder of the first Sikh lakhl accorded recognition when he established
in concurrence with Baba Sri Chand, the elder son of Guru Nanak and the
founder of the Udasi sect of Sikh monks, four Ascesis-fires, dhuans. under
the supreme pontiffship of his own son, Baba Gurditta, with a view to preach
Sikhism as a World Religion. Baba Gurditta is acclaimed by the Udasis as
'the Seal of the Glory of the 'this world and the next', din duni di likki. that
clearly adumberates the true status and functions of the Sikh takhts.
Again, there are recognised two categories of holy places in our Hindu
tradition, sthapt. established or appointed and svayambhu, over-there, selfexistent. A centre ofholiness may be set up or created by historical accident,
association or appropriate ceremonies, or it may be there since the beginning
ofcreation in the unseen world, but may be discovered through a sign, accident,
or authoritative pointing out. There are temples ofVisnu and Shiva of hoary
antiquity that were so discovered through a royal dream or yogic flash and
then magnificent buildings and idols were set up there and there are temples
that were definitely 'established' at a contingent point of time, before which
establishment they were not.
It is in this context that the significance and validity of chartakht. the Five
High seats of Sikh Authority, must be appreciated. These takhts do not originate
and are not validated by historical occurences, though they may be accidentally
associated with the birth or sojourn of a Sikh Guru or it may be the case, that
as Akaltakht. it was 'build-up' and signified by a Sikh Guru. These takhts
essentially are and remain svayambhu, ever-there, and nobody or no contingent
occurrence has created them.
There cannot be more than four takhts because '4' is a perfect number,
ecumenical in signification and grounded in the ancient metaphysical postulates
of our race, while number, '5' is not a perfect number, and it is not a significator
of 'space' or territory while a takht must be such a significator. '5' reduces
much diversity to meaningful measure and hence signifies men and things,
panchajanya panchatattva. panchagavya etc. and 'panj-takht' is a silly and
unwarranted concept.
Nor the word, "takht" inscribed on some seal used by the keepers of a
historical Sikh shrine, such as occurs in the seal preserved at Damdameh Sahib
in Punjab, can make the place a takht a 'High seat of Sikh Authority' of the
(To continue)
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The Congregation :'Glory be to God'.
First, we pray on behalf of all the creatures of God. 12
May the Presence of God be progressively felt in the hearts of all
the sentient creatures, and may the. whole Creation become happy
and prosperous thereby. (Then) may God shower His blessings upon
and grant protection to each and every member of the Order of the
Khalsa, wherever he or they are.
May the supplies of the Khalsa ever remain replenished.
May the Sword of the Khalsa be ever victorious.
May the Royal title of 'the Khalsa' be universally recognised and
honoured. 1J
May victory attend upon all just endeavours of the Pan/h. the
Khalsa Commonwealth. May the arms and armaments be our
constantally. May the Order of the Khalsa achieve ever-expanding
progress and supremacy. Sires, say, 'Glory be to God.'
(Continued)
category to which the traditional four takhts belong. In this seal the word,
"takht" occurs in its dictionary meaning, in the sense that a royal personage,
technically a Sikh Guru. rested, sat or held audience here. Indeed, the inscription
on this particular seal itself makes the matter quite clear, when it says that it is
the seal pertaining to "takht. Jagah Guru Gobind Singh Ji. "that is the thronelocus of the place where Guru Gobind Singh stayed'. On the basis of such a
citation to declare the holy Sikh shrine; Damdameh Sahib as the fifth High
seat of Sikh Authority is simply absurd. Bhai Kahan Singh also in his
Mahankosh. the Encyclopaedia of Sikh Literature. gives precisely these as
the true meanings of the word "Takht" as it occurs in Sikh writings and he is
categorical that there are only four valid Sikh takhts (p. 1386). At Kiratpur,
there is a historical Sikh shrine known as Takht Sahib but it has never been
deemed or claimed as one of the High Seats of Sikh Authority.
Damdameh Sahib now in the Bhatinda District of Punjab, as a holy and
important Sikh shrine of great historical importance and sanctity., but it is not
the fifth takh/. in the meaning ofa High seat of Sikh Authority, and there is no
human authority now or ever, which can creat new takhts valid in and
acceptable to the Sikh doctrine.
12 Sarbat Khalsa signifies the whole humanity and all the sentient creatures, in
the Sikh idiom, in contradistinction to Samuh Khalsa which signifies all the
members of the Order of the Khalsa. This distinction is vital, though these
terms are sometimes confusedly and interchangeably used.
13 ~, Birad, Sanskrita, biruda, means, royal and imperial titles and surnames,
regal pretensions and claims. The Title of Khalsa is a biruda, (~)
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The Congregation: 'Glory be to God.'
May God grant to the Sikhs, the gift of Faith, the gift of the uncut
Hair, the gift of Discipline, the gift of Discrimination, the gift of
Mutual Trust, the gift of Selfconfidence and the Supreme Gift of all
gifts, the gift of communion with God, the Name, and may Sikhs
freely centre around and dip in the holy Lake of Amritsar.
May the government-centres, the banners, the cantonements of
the Khalsa ever remain inviolate.
May the Cause of Truth and Justice prevail everywhere and at
all times.
Sires, utter, 'Glory be to God.'
The congregation: 'Glory be to God.'
May the passions in the hearts of the Sikhs remain calm and their
reason flow clear, and may the reason always be guided by the Light
of God.
God, Almighty, our Protector and Helper ever, restore to us the
right and privilege of unhindered management and free service of
and access to the Nankana Sahib, and other centres of the Sikh
Religion, the gurdwaras, out of which we have been forcibly evicted.
God, the Helper of the helpess, the strength of the weak, the
Support of the fallen, the true Father of all, Lord God.
(Here, the specific purpose and occasion for the prayer is stated
by the officiant in suitable tenns and the blessings and aid of
God are beseeched.)
God, forgive us our remissnesses. Extend Thy Helping Hand to
all and everyone.
Grant us the company of those who may help keep Thy Name
fresh in our hearts.
May Thy Name, the Religion preached by Nanak, prevail and
prosper forever and forever.
May Thy will be done wherein lies the good of all. 14
14

The ancient Vedic prayer ofthe Aryan race is :sarvejanah Sukhino Bhavantu.
may all men have peaceful existence. This prayer asks for blessings of gods
in favour of all the people, the members ofthe Aryan tribe and desires them to
(To continue)
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The Khalsa is of God, and to Him the Victory.
(Here the whole congregation bowto God by touching the ground
with their foreheads as is the oriental fashion, and then the whole
congregation stand up and chant in unison the following two
litanical couplets.)
(1) The will of God hath ordained the Order of the Khalsa. This
is the final commandment to all the Sikhs: accept Granth as
the Guru.

Deem the revered Guru Granth as theVisible Body of all the
Gurus.
He, who hath disciplined his mind shall behold confirmation
thereof in the Revelation itself.
(2) The Khalsa shall rule and none shall successfully defy them.
All shall have to petition for their alliance after bitter
frustration, for the World shall eventually be redeemed
through the protection that the Order of the Khalsa alone
affords. 15
(Continued)
exist in peace, without worldly pain and sorrow. It does not contemplate the
entire humanity, nor the ultimate peace of the soul, for which the correct word
is, shantih. The Buddhist prayer asks for or contemplates freedom from worldly
pain and sorrow for all the sentient beings of the world, sabbe sukho hoti. The
Sikh prayer on the other hand, asks of God Almighty neither freedom from
worldly pain and sorrow, thus acknowledging that pain and scrrow are integral
constituents of life as created by. God, nor it circumscribes its application to
clansmen, mankind or sentient beings of this earth. It refers to all pains and
pleasures of all creatures whether of this planet, earth, or of the countless
universes created by God, as necessary and integral attributes of all creatures
of God and as ordained by the Will of God in a pattern that tends towards the
maximum good for each and every creature in the ~nd, and thus the Sikhs
pray: tere bhane sarbat ka bhala; May Thy Will be done so that maximum
good ofall may come about. This is in sharp contrast to Occidental Christianity
also which believes that immortality and happiness are entirely problems of
human existence. St. Paul echoes the vulgar belief (Corinthians. ix, 9) that
God cares not fbr the oxen.
..
I' ~ ~ ~ eft ~
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The whole congregation then shout a full throated cry of, Sat
sri Akal, the Eternai God is the only Reality; and the prayer
is over, and the whole congregation then take their seats. 16

(Continued)
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16

Rahitnama Bhai Nand Lal; also
Gian Singh Giani, Sri Guru Panth Prakash, p. 353.
This translation has been made from the version of the congregational prayer
approved by the Shiromani Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee, Amritsar. This
version, in substance and form, has been accepted and adopted by the generality
of Sikhs, during the last three centuries.
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SUBJECT INDEX
Below are given main pages on which certain socio-politico-cum-religious concepts
have been discussed, different cults, creeds and institutions appraised of, and gods,
goddesses and a few mytho-legendary figures quoted
Achilles, 144.

Brahma-Ioka,56n.

Adam (First man), 70, III, 249n.

BrlihmlllJa

Adhvaryu, 12.

- , Aitreya, 20 1,203.

Ahimsli,267.

- , Paiichavimsa, 49n.

- , Gandhian view, 106,267.

-,Satapatha,70n.

- , Sikh view, 106, 110.

- , texts (general), II, 131.

Ahuramazdli (God), 130.

Brahmasiitras, 26, 27, 30.

Akhandpiith, 12, 13.

-, Commentators of, 30-33.

Arnrit

Buddhism, 4.

- , administration of, 48, 55, 63.

- , Rlipalokaof, 117-119, 140.

- , Samundra manthan for, 155, 180, 181.

Caste system, 251, 275.

(See Khandt! di pahu/ also).

- , and Arya Samlij, 264-265.

Ardas,276-287.

- , and Buddha, 256.

- , Etymology of, 276.

- , and emancipation, 255.

- , and rajna, 277.

- , and Lingaylits, 258-260.

- , Essence of, 277-278.

- , and Mahatma Gandhi, 262, 267.

~,

- , its nature, 263.

Text of, 279.

Ardlranarisvara, 22.

- , Repudiation of, 263.

Arya Samaj, 12,262,264,265,266.

- , and Sikhism, 269.

Aum (Om), 25.

- , and Swami Dayanand, 264-265.

Avtiiraviida,153-158.

- , and Vaisnavas, 259-

Ayudhyajivinis, 225.

Chak,fiis

Bardo (spiritual state), 141-142.

- , Kinds of, 86-87n.

Bhediibeda, 30.

Charlradi Ka/ii, 62n.

Brahmii (god), 2, 30, 32, 58n; 70.

Christian
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- , conscience, 273.

- , Mahiikiili, 23.

Davinta System, 15.

- , Mukta-Keshi, 23.

Devas, 86n-87n, 89, 93.

- , Rakatdat;lti, 23.

Dharma

-,Sati,23.

- , Doctrine of, 9, 34.

-, Tripuriisu1)dri, 23.

- , Source of, 268.

- , Umii, 20.

Eve (First woman), III.

- , Vijayii,23.

Gunesa (god), 259.

Gurmatii, 217, 233.

Ganga (the Moleslii), 44, 46.

Guru

Goddess (names of Jaganmatri).

- , as Cosmic Ocean, 185.

- , Ambika, 23.

- , Kii Latigar, 222.

- , Annapiirnii, 23.

Guru Granth

- , Bhadrakiili, 23.

- , and Guru Panth, 166, 169

- , Bhagauti/Bhaviini. 24,278,279.

- , The visible body of, 165, 170.

- , Bhairavi, 23.

Harldas Sect, 15.

- , Bhaviini, 23, 24.

Hindu

- , Bha{{iniiiyika, 23.

- , Antinomlanlsm, 16.

- , Cha1)di. 23,188,191.

- , Devaloka, 119, 120.

- , Chinnamastikii, 23.

Hinduism

- , Dashabhujii, 23.

- , Basic philosophic concepts, 10.

-,lJurgii,2,218n, 266.

- , Cult sanctioning authority, 26.

- , Gauri, 23.

- , Distinctive traits, 251.

- , Girijii, 23.

- , Main streams of, 10, 26.

- , Himiivati, 23.

Holy places

- , Jagdambii, 22.

- , Two categories of282n.

-,Jagaddhiitri,23.

Hotr,12.

-,Kati,23.

Jainlsm,4.

- , Kiimiilesi, 23.

Jupiter (god), 127, 129,135.

- , Kanya Kumari, 23.

Kalpa (world cycle), 183.

- , Kameshvari, 23.

Kariihpriisiid, 61.

- , Kotiiri, 23.

Karma

-,Lalqami, 117,176,180,181.

- , Doctrine of, 10, 17,246-247.

- , Lalitii, 23.

Khar.uJe-di-pahul

- , Mahiimayii, 23.

- , Inception of, 1-4.
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- , Mystic significance of, 183-184.

Palica, 230-31.

- , Ritual details of, 48-64.

Polity

~irsagara (the cosmic

Kri~na(Lord),3,

ocean), 180.

13,117, 124,125, 154, 157,

162, 182, 212n, 213n.

-, Aryan, 215.
- , Hindu, 203, 211, 215.
- , Islamic, 210-211.

Krya,19.

Jews, 213.

KUI)Qalini,25.

- , Republican, 219.

Lamaism, 25, 135n.

- , Sikh, 215, 217.

Lotus (symbol), 176.

Prajnaparmltta

Madona (Mother goddess), 135n.

- , Doctrine of, 175-76.

Mahanirvantantra,264n.
Mahapu~a (The

cosmic man), 71,74.

Pu~timarga,

262.

Rama (Lord), 2, 13, 117.

Mahayan, 13.

Risabhanatha (Lord) 50n.

Mantra

Sabad, 168-172.

- , Doctrine of 12, 13, 167.

- , (Aum), 24.

- , Miilmantra (of the Sikhs), 25, 54n, 64n.

-, and Mantra, II.

Miirjara

-, Doctrine of, 168-172.

- , Doctrine of, 14.

Sadharam Punqrika, 3n.

-,Maya,9.

Shahjlya (sect), 16.

-and Samsar, 246.

Siikata-vyliha, 219.

- , Doctrine of, 10.

Sakhlbhava (Vaisnava sect), 15.

Metamorphoses, 138.

Saivism, 10, II, 16, 20.

Mi,.i Piri, 283-284n.

Sakti, 20, 22.

Mllkti/Mo~a, 6,

Saktism, 10, 16,21, 22, 24, 25.

31.

-, Abhedya, 31.

Samsar

-, Kaivalya, 31.

- , and Maya, 246.

-,lVirvana,3I,263.

Sanga and Gal)a, 226-229.

lVallnidhi. 288n.

Sangat (Samiti/Sabha). 217.

Nirrnandi Sect, 31.

Sal)kirtan, 262

Numerology, 282n-283n.

Sarbat Khalsa, 286n.

Order of the Khalsa

Sikh

- , Inception of 1-4.

- , Guru's injunctions to, 72-92.

- , Ideals of 5-8,32-42.

- , Republics, 233-249.

- , Hall mark of, 90-96, 158, 159.
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- , and Singh, 188, 190, 191.

Trikaya

Sikhism

-, Doctrine of, 118.

- , and Hinduism, 7,14;32-35.

-,of Buddha, 119.

- , and Moral Law, 16, 17, 166.

Tva~ir

- , and Saivism, 17-20.

Udgatra, 12.

- , and Saktlsm, 20-25.

Vahika (land) 225-226.

- , Its world view, 81-82.

Vai~l)avism,

Singh, I, 77.

(god), 127.

10, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 19,260,

261.

Siva/Shlva4, 19,20,21,67,77, 212n,258.

Vajra, 129-130.

Shaktlsm (Saktlsm), 20, 25.

Vallabha, 31.

Shammas (Sun), 123,213.

VarQa and lii/i.

Shivapurl,259.

- , Differentiated, 251-253.

Sirkiir-i-Kha/sa, 35.

- , Doctrinal basis of, 252-254.

- , Its Rise, 226, 233.

- , not the Real essence of Hinduism, 255.

- , Its dissolution, 234, 250.

- , Repudiation of, (by Buddhism and
Jain!sm),256.

Smarta, 10-12.
Soma (Beverage), 128.
Sukhavatl, 55n., 145.
Symbols
-, Kangha (comb), 108.
- , Kachcha, 110-116.
- , Keshas, 69-81.
- , Kirpan. 104-107.
- , Kara (Iron bangle), 109-110.

- , and Singh, 100-101.
Takhat/s,
-, The four, 163.
Tantrism, See Saktism.

VaTl)asramadharma,2, 13,33,34,35.
(See Varna and Jii/i also)
Vedantlc schools.
-, Audulomi, 27.
- , Asiimarthya, 27, 29.
Badari,27.
Jalmini,27.
Kiirsaniirjlnl,27.
Vi~i~tadvaita, 28.
VI~l)ulVlshnu,

13, 16,33,45, 51n, 110, 117,
119,123,124,128,130,131,150,152,
153,154,159,161,180,182,185,204,

283n.

Time cycle, 119-125.

WahlgurU,53n-57n.

Totalitarianism.

Yajna, 10.

-, and Democratic Libralism, 250.

Zehener, R.C., 32n.

Transmigration

Zeus (god), 130.

- , Doctrine of, 10.

Zill-i-I1ahii, 21 0,214.
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Adam, 70, III.
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